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LISTENING DIAGNOSTIC PRE-TEST

(Paper) _
SECTION 1

LISTENING COMPREHENSION
TIme-approximately 35 minutes

(including the reading of the directions for each part)

In this section of the test, you wiII have an opportunity to demonstrate your ability to understand
conversations and talks in English. There are three parts to this section. Answer all the questions on
the basis of what is stated or implied by the speakers you hear. Do not take notes or write in your test
book at any time. Do not turn the pages until you are told to do so.

PartA

Directions: In Part Ayou will hear short conversations between two people. After each conversation,
you wiII hear a question about the conversation. The conversations and questions wiII not be
repeated. After you hear a question, read the four possible answers in your test book and choose the
best answer. Then, on your answer sheet, find the number of the question and fill in the space that
corresponds to the letter of the answer you have chosen. .

Listen to an example.

On the recording, you hear:

Sample Answer

(man)
(woman)
(narrator)

That exam was just awful.
Oh, it could have been worse.
What does the woman mean?

In your test book, you read: (A) The exam was really awful.
(B) It was the worst exam she had ever seen.
(e) It couldn't have been more difficult.
(D) It wasn't that hard.

You learn from the conversation that the man thought the exam was very difficult and that the
woman disagreed with the man. The best answer to the question, "What does the woman mean?" is
(D), "It wasn't that hard: Therefore, the correct choice is (D).

8
DIAGNOSTIC PRE.TEST (Paper)
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I. (A) Her concerns were expressed.

(B) She wonders if Ihe concert was good.
(C) The music was fantastic.
(D) She wandered about during the night.

2. (A) In a bus station
(B) In a post office
(C) In an airport
(D) In a travel agency

3. (A) He spends half his time with his
daughter.

(B) His daughter's under a year old.
(C) His daughter will start school in a

year and a half.
(D) His daughter's eighteen months old.

4. (Al He's on the basketball team.
(B) He doesn't even like 10 play

basketball.
(C) He's too short to make the team.
(D) He thinks he's tall enough.

5. (A) She's thinking about her grade in the
seminar.

(B) The seminar is quite realistic.
(C) The seminar will take a great deal of

time.
(D) She agrees with the man aboul the

seminar.

6. (A) The location of the meeting
(B) The purpose of the meeting
(C) Who will attend the meeting
(D) The time the meeting slarts

7. (Al Preparing dinner laler
(B) Going 10 a restaurant
(C) Cooking a full dinner
(D) Eating dinner oUlside in the garden

8. (A) She is fond of Joe.
(B) Joe is not lost anymore.
(C) She visits Joe regularly.
(D) The call was already made.

LISTENING

9. (A) He was quite fortunate.
(B) He lacked the opportunity to play the

game.
(C) He didn't actually win the game,
(D) He came sometime after Luke.

10. (A) It's quite clean.
(B) It doesn't move.
(C) It's clearly better.
(D) It's rather dirty.

II. (A) A bus driver
(B) An art teacher
(C) A night attendant
(D) A travel agent

12. (A) His desk is made of metal.
(B) He never meddles with his office

workers.
(C) His desk is on the right side of the

office.
(D) He works in the center of the office.

13. (A) Learning something about golf
(B) Taking fewer lessons than he has in

the past
(C) Letting her play golf instead of him
(D) Going to play golf together

14, (A) He does not live nearby.
(B) They will go latel:
(C) It is not time to deliver the paper.
(D) He does not have lime to read.

15. (A) She will assign the homework
tomorrow.

(B) The man can do the homework next
week.

(C) She will return the homework next
week.

(D) The assignment must be turned in
tomorrow.
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16. (A) The woman is really beautiful.

(B) The woman should repeat what she
said.

(C) He shares the woman's opinion.
(D) He has time this year to travel.

17. (A) In a shoe store
(B) In a motel
(C) In a clothing store
(D) In a storage facility

18. (A) She's going to the supermarket.
(B) She works in a grocery store.
(C) She's not going out.
(D) She doesn't have enough money for

groceries.

19. (A) He didn't really get the highest grade.
(B) He's rather intelligent.
(C) He's not done with the exam.
(D) He's not even in the class.

20. (A) Resting for a few minutes
(B) Studying a bit longer
(C) Taking a five-hour break
(D) Studying for shorter periods of time

21. (A) She needs a new suitcase.
(B) She's pUlling on a suit.
(C) She's preparing for a trip.
(D) She just received a package.

22. CA) It was the last game.
(B) The dream was real~y bad.
(C) The man never lets her talk.
(D) She feels the same way as the man.

23. (A) He's a bit too strong.
(B) He's bitter about the accident.
(C) He's still weak.
(D) He feels the accident was not his

fault.

24. (A) There seems to be a problem with the
motor.

(B) He does not want to be an engineer.
(C) The music on the car stereo is good.
(D) He likes the sound of the engine.

25. (A) An artist
(B) A tour guide
(C) A teacher
(D) A pilot

26. (A) Buying some 'cream for coffee
(B) Cleaning out the garage
(C) . Painting the ap"arim~nt walls gree:
(D) PUlling the apartment in order

27. (A) He was happy to wtite the check.
(B) He received a large sum of money.
(C) He was working in a huge factory.
(D) He found some hidden bones.

28. (A) She doesn't need to store anything.
(B) She prefers shopping nearby.
(C) The stores are all too far away.
(D) She doesn't want to go shopping.

29. (A) The door was closed reallv hard.
(B) Alice left because she wa; hungry.
(C) The door was smoothly sanded.
(D) Alice went out through the door on

the left side.

30. (A) Take a bike ride
(B) Take the high road
(C) Go for a walk in the forest
(D) Look for firewood

~.
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Directions: In this part of the test, you will hear longer conversations. After each conversation, you
will hear several questions. The conversations and questions will not be repeated.

After you hear a question, read the four possible answers in your test book and choose the best
answer. Then, on your answer sheet, find the number of the question and fill in the space that
corresponds to the letter of the answer you have chosen.

Remember, you are not allowed to take nOles or write in your lest book.

31. (A) A new bicycle 35. (A) Planning a trip
(B) An inexpensive bicycle (B) Camping in the woods
(C) A fast bicycle (C) Putting up a lent
(D) A slationary bicycle (D) Looking at photos

32. (A) A half mile 36. (A) It looks comfortable.
(B) A mile (B) It doesn't seem very big.
(C) lWomiles (C) It looks funny.
(D) Four miles (D) It's full of fish.

33. (A) He doesn't like it. 37. (A) Standing in a river
(B) It doesn't work very well. (B) Putting up a lent
.(C) It's broken. (C) Sitting in front of the tent
(D) He got a new one, (D) Swimming in the river

34. (A) Go see his friend's bicycle 38. (A) Lots
(B) See her new apartment (B) A few
(C) Walk to school (C) One
(D) Buya new bicycle (D) None

6 LISTENING
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Directions: In this part of the test, you will hear several talks. After each talk, you will hear some
questions. The talks and questions will not be repeated.

After you hear a question, read the four possible answers in your test book and choose the best
answer. Then, on your answer sheet, find the number of the question and fill in the space that
corresponds to the letter of the answer you have chosen.

Here is an example.

On the recording, you hear:

(narrator)
(man)

Listen to an instnlctor talk to his c/ass about paimillg.
Artist Gram Wood was a guiding (orce in the school o(painting known as American
regionalist, a style reflecting the distincti,'e characteristics o( art (rom rural areas o(
the United States. Wood began drawing animals on the (amily (arm at the age o( three,
and when he was thirty-eight, one o(his paintings received a remarkable amount o(
public notice and acc/aim. This painting, calied American Gothic, is a starkly simple
depiction o(a serious couple starillg directly out at the dewer.

Now listen to a sample question.

(narrator) What style o(painting is krlOwn as Americall regionalist?

In your test book, you read: (A) Art from America's inner cities
(B) Art from the central region of the

United States
(C) Art from various urban areas in the

United States
(0) Art from rural sections of America

Sample Answer

The best answer La the question, "What style of painting is known as American regionalist?" is (0),
"Art from rural sections of America: Therefore, the correct choice is (0),

Now listen to another sample question.

(narrator) What is the name o( Woods most success(ul paiming?

In your test hook, you read: (A) American Regionalist
(B) The Fan}ily Farm in Iowa
(C) American Gothic
(0) A Serious Couple

Sample Answer

The best answer to the question, "What is the name of Wood's most successful painting?" is (C),
American Gothic. Therefore, the correct choice is (C).

Remember, you are not allowed to take notes or write in your test book.

8
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39. (A) Only three chapters 45. (A) Five

(B) Three chemistry books (B) Ten
(C) Lecture notes and part of the book (C) Twenty-four
(0) Only class notes from the lectures (0) Thirty-nine

40. (A) Only multiple choice 46. (A) It is open to visitors.
(B) Short and long essays (B) It is still in use as a prison.
(C) Three short essays (C) It is closed to the public.
(0) Essays and multiple choice (0) It contains few prisoners.

41. (A) Half an hour 47. (A) Artificial plants
tB) Fifty minutes (B) Plants in plastic containers
(C) An hour (C) Plants that resemble plastic
(0) Ninety minutes (0) Plants that produce a usable

substance
42. (A) Listen to a lecture

(B) Study for the exam 48. (A) It lasts longer.
(C) Read three chapters (B) It is more artificial.
(0) Take an exam (C) It is easy to make in a laboratory.

(0) It is good for the environment.
43. (A) In a zoo

(B) On a boat 49. (A) It biodegrades slowly.
(C) In a prison (B) It kills plants.
(0) In a lecture hall (C) People never throw it away.

(0) It is not very strong.
44. (A) A type of rock

(B) ASpanish explorer 50. (A) Engineering
(C) Aprison in San Francisco (B) Art
(0) A kind of bird (C) Botany

(0) Geology

This is the end of the Listening Diagnostic Pre-Test.

Circle the number of each of the questions in Part A that you answe11!d incorreclly or were
unsure of Then you will see which skills you should be sure to focus on.

1. SKILL I 11. SKILL 5 21. SKILL I
2. SKILL 5 12. SKILL I 22. SKILL 6
3. SKILL I 13. SKILL 3 23. SKILL 2
4. SKILL 2 14. SKILL 2 24. SKILL I
5. SKILL 6 15. SKILL I 25. SKILL 5
6. SKILL I 16. SKILL 6 26 . SKILL 3

."" 7. SKILL 3 17. SKILL 5 27. SKILL I
8. SKILL 4 18. SKILL 1 28. SKILL 2
9. SKILL 1 19. SKILL 2 29. SKILL 4

10. SKILL 2 20. SKILL 3 30. SKILL 1

8 LISTENING



LISTENING

Listening is tested in the first section on both thc paper TOEFL test and the computer
TOEFL test. This section consists of a number of different types of listcning passages, each
followed by one or more questions. The paper and the computcr listening sections are sim-
ilar in the following ways:

• some oj tlte PlLlsllges
• some oj the lang'uage skills

The paper and the computer listening sections arc different in the following ways:

• some oj tlte passages
• some oj the Im//,'1wge skills
• the use oJvisuals
• the number oj questions
• the am01wi oj time
• the control oj time between questions
• the procedures and stTlltf.l,'ies

LISTENING ONTHE PAPERTOEFL@TEST

On the paper TOEFL test, the first section is called Listening Comprehension. This section
consists of fifty questions (though some tests may be longcr). You will listen to rccorded
material and respond to multiple choicc qucstions about the material. You must listen
carefully because you will hear the recording one time only and the material on the record-
ing is not written in your test book.

\. Short Dialogues are two-line dialogues between two speakers, each followed by a
multiple choice question. Youwill listen to each short dialogue and question on the
recording and then choose tlte best answer to each question from the four choices
in your test book. The thirty short dialogues and thiny questions about them make
up Part A of the paper TOEFL test.

2. Long Conversations are 60-90 second conversations on casual topics between stu-
dents, each followed by a number of multiple choice questions. You will listen to
each long conversation and each of the questions that accompany it on the record-
ing and then choose the best answer to each question from the four choices in your
test book. The twp conversations and the seven to nine questions that accompany
them make up Part B of the paper TOEFL test.

3. Talks are 60-90 second talks about school life or academic subjects, each followed
by a number of multiple choice questions. You will listen to each lecture and each
of the questions that accompany it on the recording and then choose the best
answer to each question fmm the four choices in your test book. The three lectures
and the eleven to thirteen questions that accompany them make up Part C of the
paper TOEFL test.



22 LISTENING

GENERAL STRATEGIESFOR LISTENING COMPREHENSION
(PaperTOEFL@Test) g

I. Be familiar with the directions. The directions on every paper TOEFL test are the same.
so it is not necessary to spend time reading the directions carefully when you take the test.
You should be completely familiar with the directions before the day of the test.

2. Listen carefully to the passages. You should concentrate fully on what the speakers are
saying on the recording because you will hear the recording one time only.

3. Know where the easier and the more difficult questions are generally found.
Within each part of the Listening Comprehension section on the paper test. the questions
generally progress from easy to difficult.

4. Be familiar with the pacing of the test. You have twelve seconds between each
question on the recording. so you must answer each question within twelve seconds and
then be prepared for the next question on the recording.

S. Never leave any answers blank on your answer sheet. Even if you are not sure of the
correct response. you should answer each question. There is no penalty for guessing.

6. Use any remaining time to look ahead at the answers to the questions that
follow. When you finish with one question. you may have time to ("ok ahead at the answers
to the next question.

LISTENING ON THE COMPUTER TOEFL'l!lTEST

On the computer TOEFL test, the first section is called the Listening section. This section
consists of thirty to fifty questions. In this section, you will listen to recorded material. look
at visual cues, and respond to various types of questions about the material. You must listen
carefully because you will hear the recorded material oue time only and the recorded
material does not appear on the com pUler screen.

Four types of passages may appear in the Listening section of the computer TOEFL
test:

1. Short Dialogues consist of two- to four-line dialogues between two speakers. Each
dialogue is accompanied by a context-setting visual and is followed by one multiple
choice question. You will listen to each short dialogue as you see a context-setting
visual on the screen. Then you will listen to a question as you see the question and
four answer choices on the screen. The eleven to seventeen short dialogues and
questions about them make up Part A on the computer TOEFL test.

2. Casual Conversations consist of live- to seven-line convers:ltions on casual topics
between students. Each conversation is accompanied by a context-setting visual and
is followed by two or three multiple choice questions. You will listen to each casual
conversation as you see a context-setting visual on the screen. Then you will listen
to each question as you see the question and the four answer choices on the screen.
The two to four conversations and the questions that accompany them are found in
Part B on the computer TOEFL test.

..



Dismiss Directions

SHORTDIALOGUES(Paper and Computer) 2"

3. Academic Discussions consist of 120-150 second discussions on academic topics by
two to five speakers. Each discussion is accompanied by a number of context-setting
and content visuals and is followed by three to six questions of varying types. You
will listen to each academic discussion as you see a series of context-setting and con-
tent visuals on the screen. Then you will listen to each question as you see the vari-
ous types of questions and answers on the screen. The one or two academic
discussions and the questions that accompany them are found in Part B on the
computer TOEFL test.

4. Academic Lectures consist of 120-150 second lectures on academic topics by uni-
versity professors. Each lecture is accompanied by a number of context-setting am!
content visuals and is followed by three to six questions of varying types. You will lis-
ten to each academic lecture as you see a series of context-setting and content visu-
als on the screen. Then you will listen to each question as you see the various types
of questions and answers on the screen. The two to four academic lectures and the
questions that accompany them are found in Part B on the computer TOEFL test.

Part A on the computer TOEFL test consists of only short dialogues, while Part B consists
of a mixture of casual conversations, academic discussions, and academic lectures.

The Listening section of the computer TOEFL test is computer adaptive. This means
that the difficulty of the questions that you see is determined by how well you answer the
questions. The section begins with a medium-level question, and the questions that follow
will get easier or harder depending on whether or not you answer the questions correctly.

GENERAL STRATEGIES FOR THE LISTENING SECTION
(Computer TOEFL~Test) J!!!I

I. Be famH:;v- with the directions. The directions on every computer TOEFL test are the
same. so i~is not necessary to spend time reading the directions carefully when you take the
test. You should be completely familiar with the directions before the day of the test.

2. Be familiar with computer adaptivity. This section of the computer TOEFL test is
adaptive. This means that you will start with a medium-level question, and the difficulty of the
questions will increase or decrease depending on whether or not your answers are correct.

3. Set the volume carefully before you start the Listening section. You have the
opportunity to choose the volume that you would like before you start the section.

4. Dismiss the directions as soon as they come up. The time starts when the directions
come up. You should already be familiar with the directions. so you can click on

as soon as it appears and save all your time for the questions.

5. Listen carefully to the spoken material. You will hear the spoken material one time
only. You may not repeat the spoken material during the test.

6. Use the visuals to help you focus on the context. As you listen to the spoken
material. you will see visual materials on the screen. The visual information may help you to
understand the conteXt for the spoken material as well as the content of the spoken material
. as you listen.

7. Pace yourself between questions. You control when the spoken material is played. You
may take as much time as you need between questions.



LISTENING

8. Think carefully about a question before you answer it. You may not return to a
question later in the test. You have only one opportunity to answer a given question.

9. Click on an answer on the computer screen when you have selected an answer.
You may still change your mind at this point and click on a different answer.

10. Click on em and then click on to record your answer. After
you click on the Confirm Answer button. you cannot go back and change your answer. A
new question will appear. and you may not return to a previous question.

II. Do not spend too much time on a question you are unsure of. Ifyou truly do not
know the answer to a question. simply guess and go on. The computer will automatically
move you into a level of questions that you can answer.

12. Be very careful not to make careless mistakes. Ifyou mistakenly choose an incorrect
answer. the computer will move you to an easier level of questions than you can handle. You
will have to waste time working your way back to the appropriate level of questions.

13. Monitor the time carefully on the title bar of the computer screen. The title bar
indicates the time remaining in the Listening section. the total number of questions in the
section. and the current number.

14. Do not randomly guess at the end of the section to complete all the questions in
the section before time is up. In a computer adaptive section such as the Listening
section. random guessing to complete the section will only lower your score.

SHORT DIALOGUES
(PAPER TOEFL@ TEST AND COMPUTER TOEFL@ TEST) ms

Short dialogues appear on both the paper TOEFL test and the computer TOEFL tesL
Though short dialogues are slightly different in format on the two tests. they both test the
same language skills. The paper and computer short dialogues are similar in the following
ways:

• the language sid/is tested
• the type of question used
• the number of peoflle talking

The paper and computer short dialogues are different in the following ways:

• the possible number of lines of dialogue
• the use of context-setting visuals to accomj}{lny the dialogues
• the control of the timing between questions
• the presentation of the question
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SHORT DIALOGUES ON THE PAPERTOEFL@TEST

Short dialogues are found in Part A in the Listening Comprehension section of the paper
TOEFL test. For each of the thirty short dialogues in this part of the test, you will hear a
two-line dialogue b~tween two speakers followed by a multiple choice question. After you
listen to the dialogue and the question. you must choose the best answer to the question
from your test book. Look at an example of a short dialogue from the paper TOEFL test.

Example from the Paper TOEFL ~ Test •

On the recording. you hear:
(man) Have yuu finished studying/or the math test?
(woman) Not quite.
(narrator) What does the woman mean?

In your test book, you read:
(A) She is quite finished with her studies.
(B) She thinks it is quite a difficult test.
(e) She has a little more studying to do.
(D) She has not finished the math test.

In the dialoguc, the man asks if the woman has finished studying. and the woman says Not
quite. This means that she has not quite finished studying and that she has a little more study-
ing to do. Answer (C) is therefore thc best answer to this qucstion.

PROCEDURES FORTHE SHORT DIALOGUES
(PaperTOEFL@Test) 00Jl

I. As you listen to each short dialogue. focus on the second line of the conversation.
The answer to the question is generally found in the second line.

2. Keep in mind that the correct answer is probably a restatement of a key word or
idea in the second line of the dialogue. Think of possible restatements.

3. Keep in mind that certain structures and expressions are tested regularly in the
short dialogues. Usten for these structures and expressions: restatements. negatives,
suggestions, passives, who and where, and agreement

4. Keep in mind that these questions generally progress from easy to difficult. This
means that questions I through 5 will be the easi~st and questions 26 through 30 will be the
hardest.

S. Read the answers and choose the best answer to each question. Remember to
answer each question even if you are not sure of the correct response. Never leave any
answers blank.
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6. Even if you do not understand the complete dialogue, you can still find the
correct answer •

• If you only understand a few words or ideas in the second line, choose the answer that
contains a restatement of those words 'or ideas .

• If you did not understand anything at all in the second line of the dialogue, choose the
answer that sounds the most different from what you heard .

• Never choose an answer because it sounds like what you heard in the dialogue.

7. Be prepared for the next question. You have only 12 seconds between questions.

SHORT DIALOGUES ONTHE COMPUTERTOEFL~TEST

Short dialogues appear in Part A of the Listening section of the computer TOEFL test. For
each of the short dialogues in this part of the test.,you will see a context-setting visual as
you listen to a two- to four-line dialogue between two speakers. After you see the visual and
listen to the dialogue, you will see the question and the four answer choices on the com-
puter screen. You must click on the best answer choice on the computer screen. Now look
at an example of a short dialogue from the computer TOEFL test.

Example from the Computer TOEFL. Test

You see on the computer screen: You hear.

(woman)

(man)

Are there any mme chemistry problems to
do~
There are a j=

After the dialogue is complete, the question and answer choices appear on the computer
screen as the narrator states the question. This question is a regular multiple choice ques-
tion that asks what the man means.



You see on the computer screen:

•..~
What does the man mean!o The problems are done.o There is one small problem to solve.
o He has not yet started the

problems.
o They have a couple of problems left.
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You hear.

(narrator) Mat does the man mean?

In the dialogue, the man says that there aTe a few. This means that they have a cauple of problems
left. The last answer is the best answer, so you should click on the last answer to this question.

PROCEDURES FOR THE SHORT DIALOGUES
(Computer TOEFL«lTest)

I. Listen carefully to the short dialogue. You may listen to the dialogue one time only.

2. Use the visual to help you focus on the context. A context-setting visual appears on
.the screen at the beginning of each short dialogue. It shows you who is talking and where
they are talking.

3. As you listen to each short dialogue, focus on the last line of the dialogue. The
answer to the question is generally found in the last line of the dialogue.

4. Usten to the question following the short dialogue as you read it on the screen.
Each listening question is both spoken and written on the computer screen.

S. Keep in mind that the correct answer is probably a restatement of a key word or
idea in the last line of the dialogue. Think of possible restatements of the last line of the
dialogue.

6. Keep in mind that certain structures and expressions are tested regularly in the
dialogues. Usten for these structures and expressions: restatements, negatives, suggestions,
passives, wha and where, and agreement

7. Even if you do not understand the complete dialogue, you can still find the
correct answer •

• If you only understand a few words or ideas in the last line, choose the answer that
contains a restatement of those words or ideas .

• Ifyou did not understand anything at all in the last line of the conversation, choose the
answer that sounds the most different from what you heard .
• Never choose an answer because it sounds like what you heard in the dialogue.

8. Click on an answer on the computer screen when you have selected an answer.
You may still change your mind at this point and click on a different answer.
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9. Click on ~. Then click on to record your answer. Afteryou
clickon this button,you cannotgo backand changeyour answer.

-.

10. Be prepared for the next question. After youclickon
questionbeginsautomatically.

ConfirmAnswer ,the next

Next, you should move on to the language skills. The following language skills will help
you to implement these strategies and procedures with the short dialogues on both the
paper TOEFL test and the computer TOEFL tesL

Skill I: RESTATEMENTS

Often the correct answer to a short-dialogue question is an answer that contains a restate-
ment of the ideas in the last line of the dialogue.

Example from the Paper and Computer TOEFL~Tests !II
On the recording, you hear:

(woman) Stroe, is something the mal/er1 You don 'tlook very good.
(man) Oh, I'm fuling a iiI/i.esick today.
(narrator) What does the man mean1

In your test book, you read:
(A) He's not verygood looking.
(B) He's a bit ill.
(C) He looksworse than he feels.
(D) His feet are a little thick.

In this conversation, sick means ill, and a littl£ means a bit. The best answer to this question
is therefore answer (B) because answer (B) restates the idea in the last line of the dialogue.
Please note that answer (D) is definitely not a correct answer because it contains fiet instead
of fee~ and thick instead of sick. These words are similar in sound but not in meaning to the
words that you hear on the recording.
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The following chart outlines the most important strategy for short dialogues.

THE BEST STRATEGY: CHOOSE ANSWERS WITH RESTATEMENTS

I. As you listen to the last line of the dialogue. you should focus on the key idea(s) in that line.

2. If you see a restatement of the key idea(s) in a particular answer, then you have probably found the
correct answer.

3. Do not choose answers with words that sound similar to the words on the recording.

NOTE: In Appendix A there are drills to practice distinguishing similar sounds. You may
want to complete these practice drills before trying the following exercises.

EXERCISE I: In this exercise, underline the key idea(s) in the last line of each short dia-
logue. Then underline restatements of these key words in the answers, and choose the best
answer to each question. Remember that the best answer is probably the answer that con-
tains a restatement of the key ideas(s) in the last line of the dialogue.

I. (woman) What do you like about your (A) The house is closed up now.
new house? (B) He parks his car close to his house.

(man) It s very close to a park. (C) His home is near a park.
(narrator) What does the man mean? (0) He doesn't really like his new horse.

2. (man) Mark said some really nice (A) He did a great job.
things to me. (B) He bought a crate full of fruit.

(woman) He's very grateful for what (C) He made a great fool of himself.
you did. (0) He's thankful.

(narrator) What does the woman say
about Mark?

3. (woman) Sam, you've been working at (A) The computer's broken.
the computer for hOUTS. (B) He must rela.x for a while.

(man) Yes, and I need to take a (C) He should keep working.
break. (0) He's broke.

(narrator) What does the man mean?
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TOEFL EXERCISE I: In this exercise, listen carefully to the short dialogue and question
on the recording, and then choose the best answer to the question. You should look for
restatements of key idea(s) in the last line.

n Now BEGIN THE RECORDING AT TOEFL EXERCISE I.

1. (A) The dance was fun. 6. (A) His vacation is full of activities.
(B) It was a good time to dance. (B) In.autumn he'll have a vacation.
(C) She thinks the man is such a (C) He can't have a vacation

good dancer. because he suffered a fall.
(0) Tonight is the last time to (0) He's foolish to take a vacation

dance. now.

2. (A) She's quite thirsty. 7. (A) The book was very enjoyable.
(B) She'll be ready in a half hour. (B) It was unpleasant to get rid of
(C) She needs to leav~ now. the bugs.
(0) She was ready thirty minutes (C) She only reads when it is quiet.

ago. (0) It is pleasant to ride a bike.

3. (A) The woman should teach the 8. (A) He hasn't traveled much lately.
class herself. (B) There were a lot of cars on the

(B) The woman should see a road.
psychiatrist. (C) He needs to lose weight.

(C) It's a good idea to speak with (0) The tray was thick and heavy.
the instructor. 9. (A) He doesn't know how to play

(0) He would like to discuss
psychology with the woman. the game.

(B) He has to write a story for class.
4. (A) She has a starring role. (C) He needs to complete an

(B) She has not found ajob yet. assignment.
(C) She found the lost dog. (0) He has already finished the
(0) She just began working. report.

5. (A) He shares everything he has. 10. (A) He always minds his own
(B) He has to find his lost shirt. business.
(C) He is climbing the stairs to the (B) He manages to avoid working.

apartment. (C) He is the manager of the
(0) He has to get a roommate. department.

(0) He is the boss of his own
company.
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Skill 2: NEGATIVES

Negative expressions are very common in the short dialogues. The most common kind of
correct response to a negative statement is a positive statement containing a word with an
opposite meaning.

Example from the Paper and Computer TOEFL<!O Tests IIII.!!!I
On the recording, you hear:
(woman) Did you get a lot a/work done at the library today?
(man) I couldn't. It wasn't veryE!. there.
(narrator) What does the man mean?

In your test book, you read:
(A) The library wasnoisy.
(B) He got a lot don~
(C) He couldn't quite gettD the library today.
(0) The library's a good place to work because it's quiet.

The correct answer is answer (A). If it was not quiet in the library, this means that it was
noisy. Notice that the correct answer uses noisy, the opposite of quiet.

The following chart shows how negatives can be tested on the TOEFL test.

NEGATIVESENTENCES

Example Correct Answer NegativeExpression

Tomisno! sadabout the Tomis happy about the results. no!sad = happy
results.

The door isn'topen. The door is closed. no!open= closed

Stevedid no!pass the class. Stevefailed the class. did no!pass= failed

EXERCISE 2: In this exercise, underline the negative expression in the last line of each
short dialogue. Then read the question and choose the best answer to that question.
Remember that the best answer is one that uses an opposite meaning.

1. (woman) You made so many mistakes
in this homework.

(man) I wam 't very careful.
(narrator) What does the man mean?

(A) He was rather careless.
(B) He does not care about mistakes.
(C) He took care of the work at home.
(D) He did not carry the work home.
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2. (man) Is there a lot ofsouP? I'm
kind of Iwnw.v.

(woman) Sorry, there's not a lot.
(narrator) What does the woman mean?

3. (woman) liow WIlJ the weather on your
trip?

(man) There WIlJ/I't a cloud in the
sky.

(narrator) What does the man mean?

(A) There's not very much soap.
(B) She doesn't like soup.
(C) There's only a little soup.
(0) The man should not be hungrr-

(A) It was cloudy.
(B) He couldn't see the sky.
(C) It wasn't very crowded.
(D) There was a lot of sUllshine.

TOEFL EXERCISE 2: In this exercise, listen carefully 10 the short dialogue and question
on the recording, and then choose the best answer to the question. You should pay partic-
ular attention to negative expressions.

n Now BEGIN THE RECORDING AT TOEFL ExERCISE 2.

I. (A) He was on time. 6. (A) He closed the windows.
(B) He regrets being late. (B) It didn't rain.
(C) He doesn't know why he was (C) The windows were open during

laIc. the storm.
(0) He hasn't come there lately. (0) He saw the rain through the

2. (A) She's sorry she brought the windows.
book. 7. (A) She's certain the plant's alive.

(B) She remembered to say she was (B) She's not sure what happened
sorry. to the plant.(C) She forgot the book. (C) She planned to throw it out.

(0) She didn't remember the ring. (0) She's sure the plant should be
3. (A) The. baby's nodding off. thrown out.

(B) The baby's asleep. 8. (A) The apple is good because it's(C) The baby's on the way home. sweet.
(0) The baby'sjust waking up. (B) There is an apple in each suite.

4. (A) He wants to go by himself. (C) The apple doesn't look good.
(B) He isn't going on the trip. (0) The apple is sour.
(C) He has a large number of 9. (A) It's cheap.

friends. (B) It costs a lot.
(0) He isn't traveling alone. (C) It has a few problems.

5. (A) She does not have time to park (D) It is hard to find.
the car. 10. (A) She must leave the rock there.

(B) She has some free time. (B) She needs a big rock.(C) She has not been to the park in (C) She should take the rock with
awhile. her.

(D) The park is too wild. (0) She should take a bigger rock.
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TOEFL REVIEW EXERCISE (Skills 1-2): In this exercise, listen carefully to the short dia-
logue and question on the recording, and then choose the best answer to the question.

n Now BEGIN THE RECORDING AT TOEFL REVIEW ExERCISE (SKILLS 1-2).

1. (A) She couldn't think of a single 7. (A) He paid the rent two days ago.
answer. (B) The rent wasn't due the day

(B) The test was easy. before yesterday.
(C) It was impossible to think (C) One day earlier he'd rented an

curing the exam. apartment.
(D) It was too quiet. (D) Yesterday he spent the whole

2. (A) He will finish quickly.
day ranting.

(B) He works slowly. 8. (A) Barry's too old to enjoy
(C) He isn't worried. camping.
(D) He doesn't like to work. (B) Not enough people are going

3. (A) Her mother and father were
camping.

hungry.
(C) This weekend is not a good time

for camping.
(B) She was angry at her parents. (D) Barry's too young to go(C) Her mother and father got

home too late.
camping.

(0) Her parents were mad. 9. (A) He has to water the lawn.

4. (A) He didn't get a car.
(B) He's sorry about having to

(B) The car he got wasn't real; it was
move.

(C) He's washing his clothes.
a toy. (0) He can't move right now.(C) He really wanted a car but
couldn't get one. 10, (A) He thinks the weather there is

(0) The car that hejust bought is great.
old. (B) He prefers dry weather.

5. (A) Take some seeds
(C) The weather there is good for

(B) Sit down
humans.

(C) Make an appointment
(0) He likes wet weather.

(0) Take some time

6. (A) It was difficult to play because of
the wind.

(B) He's unhappy because they lost.
(C) He doesn't like playing football

in the winter.
(0) He's not very happy about the

way they won.

Skill 3: SUGGESTIONS

Suggestions are common in the short dialogues, so you should become familiar with them.
The following example shows an expression of suggestion.
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Example from the Paper and Computer TOEFL ~ Tests III
On the recording, you hear:

(man) I haven 'I lalked wilh my parents in a while.
(woman) Wh)' don 'I you call Ihem now~
(narrator) lW,al does Ihe woman SllGGest7

In your test book, you rcad:
(A) Calling orfhis visit
(B) Talking about his parents
(C) Calling his parents in a while
(0) Phoning his family

In this example, the expression why don't is an expression of suggestion, so the woman's
suggestion is to mll them. This means that the woman suggests phoning his family. The best
answer is therefore answer (D).

The following chart lists common expressions that show suggestion.

EXPRESSIONS OF SUGGESTION

Why ... not. .. ? Why not... 7 Let's ••.

EXERCISE 3: In this exercise, underline the expression of suggestion in each short dia-
logue. Then read the question and choose the best answer to that question. Remember
that the best answer is one that gives a suggestion.

1. (man) The weather's so beautiful (A) Taking the car to school
today. (B) Taking a walk instead of going to

(woman) Let's walk to school instead of school
driving. (C) Going for a drive in the beautiful

(narrator) What does the woman weather
suggest~ (D) Going to class on foot

2. (woman) I never have enough (A) Spending less money
spending money. (B) Doing a better job at work

(man) Why not get a part-time job ~ (C) Earning some money
(narrator) What does the man suggest? (D) Spending less time at her job

3. (man) We don't have any IJlans (A) Having a dinner party
tonight, do we? (B) Stopping the fight with their friends

(woman) No, so why don't we invite (C) Planning a trip
some friends over to dinner? (D) Making some new friends

(narrator) What does the woman
suggest?
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TOEFL EXERCISE 3: In this exercise, listen carefully to the short dialogue and question
on the recording, and then choose the best answer to the question. You should pay partic-
ular attention to expressions of suggestion.

n Now BEGIN THE RECORDING AT TOEFL ExERCISE 3.

1. (A) Going to work 7. (A) Postponing the trip
(B) Getting some exercise (B) Leaving immediately
(C) Relaxing for a while (C) Putting on a play tomorrow
(D) Visiting her friend Jim (D) Going later LOnight.

2. (A) Completing the work later 8. (A) Working on the term paper the
(B) Finishing more of the work now whole day
(C) Trying to do the work LOday (B) Spending a little money on
(D) Resting tomorrow paper

3. (A) Cooling off the house
(C) Doing a better job of planning

(B) Turning down the heat
her term paper

(C) Raising the temperature
(D) Spending the whole term on the

(D) Finding something to eat
paper

4. (A) Fixing the car
9. (A) Getting a new television

(B) Breaking the news to the others
(B) Checking which programs are

(C) Buying another aULOmobile
coming on

(D) Going down the hill in the car
(C) Checking their watches
(D) Seeing a comedy on television

5. (A) Putting up shelves 10. (A) Making some extra money
(B) Selling the books
(C) Looking for the lost books

(B) Depositing the money in his

(D) Rearranging the books
account

(C) Buying something with the
6. (A) Visiting her sister money

(B) Getting a baby-sitter (D) Checking out several banks
(C) Letting her sister see the clothes
(D) Giving the clothes away

TOEFL REVIEW EXERCISE (Skills 1-3): In this exercise, listen carefully LOthe short dia-
logue and question on the recording, and then choose the best answer LOthe question.

n Now BEGIN THE RECORDING AT TOEFL REVIEW ExERCISE (SKILLS 1-3).

1. (A) He prefers to stay home. 3. (A) Making less noise
(B) He has LOmake many trips. (B) Spending more time away from
(C) He has a lot of tasks LOdo. the apartment
(D) He works well at home. (C) Moving the furniture around

2. (A) There's nothing in the car.
the apartment

(B) He has enough time now.
(D) Changing apartments

(C) He doesn't want a car now.
(D) He prefers to do it later.
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4. (A) He overstepped his authority. 8. (A) Getting up in the afternoon
(B) He worked too much in the (B) Having his hair cut

morning. (C) Cutting the flowers in the
(C) He stayed in bed too long. garden
(D) He was late getting home in the (D) Growing his hair long

morning. 9. (A) She's sure she saw him.
5. (A) She's rather quiet. (B) She doubts what he said.

(B) He doesn't really know her. (C) She isn't sure she told him her
(C) She's had many difficulties. name.
(D) He's never talked to her. (D) She shares his beliefs.

6. (A) Fixing something to drink 10. (A) The break regularly lasts an
(B) Adding lemon 10 the cake hour.
(C) Paying thirty dollars (B) No dishes were broken.
(D) Picking lemons from the tree (C) The break comes at its usual-

7. (A) Write a letter
time.

(B) Complete the assignment for
(D) It regularly takes an hour to

him
rake the lawn.

(C) Tell him the time
(D) Phone him in a while

SKILL 4: PASSIVES

It is sometimes difficult to understand who or what is doing the action in a passive sentence.
This problem is often tested in the short dialogues.

Example from the Paper and Computer TOEFL STests • m
On the recording, you hear:

(man) Is thai a nl'Wchair?
(woman) Yes, ';!!!jusl bought iliasl week.
(narrator) Whal does the woman mean?

In your test book, you read:
(A) She brought the chair with her.
(B) The chair was lost for a week.
(C) The chair was purchased recently.
(D) She bought the last chair from the store.

In this dialogue, the woman uses an active idea, llJe ••• bought it [the chair]' The correct
answer uses the passive idea the chair was purchased. Therefore. the best answer to the ques-
tion above is answer (C).
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You should note the following about passive sentences in the short dialogues.

PASSIVE STATEMENTS

I. If the dialogue contains a passive statement, the answer to the question is often an active
statement.

2. If the dialogue contains an active statement, the answer to the question is often a passive
statement.

NOTE: Check carefully who or what is doing the action in these questions.

EXERCISE 4: In this exercise, each of the correct answers is either a passive restatement of
an active sentence or an active restatement of a passive sentence. Read the short dialogue
and underline the key active or passive statement. Then read the question and choose the
best answer to the question. Make sure you understand who or what is doing the action in
these passive sentences.

1. (man) What ha/JIJenedto your
notebook?

(woman) I left it in the cafeteria.
(narrator) What does the woman imply?

2. (man) I-Vhenare wegoing to talk
about the problem with the
copy machine?

(woman) It will be discussed at the
meeting tomorrow.

(narrator) What does the woman mean?

3. (woman) Did you correct the llaper?
(man) I checked every single line

again and again.
(narrator) What does the man mean?

(A) The cafeteria is to the left.
(B) She left a note on the cafeteria door.
(C) She took some notes in the cafeteria.
(0) The notebook was left in the

cafeteria.

(A) She needs to make copies before the
meeting.

(B) They will talk about the problem
tomorrow.

(C) It is a problem to have a meeting.
(0) They must discuss whether or not to

have a meeting.

(A) The paper has been thoroughly
corrected.

(B) He wrote many of the lines over and
over.

(C) The checkmarks were on every line
of the paper.

(0) He wrote a check for the paper.
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TOEFL EXERCISE 4: In this exercise, listen carefully to the short dialogue and question
on the recording, and then choose the best answer to the question. You should pay partic-
ular attention to passives.

n Now BEGIN THE RECORDING AT TOEFL EXERCISE 4.

1. (A) Her family just arrived. 6. (A) Nothing is really the matter.
(8) She must pack to go visit her (8) She stole some money.

family. (C) She left her purse in the store.
(C) She opened the door to greet (D) Someone took her purse.

her family. 7. (A) He's quite scared.
(D) The box from her family was COl He likes her pets.

opened. (C) He would like to pick up a little
2. (A) He completed the report. snake.

(8) He's coming to work on the (D) He frightens the snakes.
report. 8. (A) She wrote directions in a letter.(C) The report is due tomorrow (B) Instructions were followed
morning. exactly.

(D) The report still needs an (C) A new director has been
infinite amount of work. appointed.

3. (A) The parents are in bed now. (D) She would follow the man to the
(8) The children were allowed to housing project.

stay up. 9. (A) They can cook supper in no
(C) The parents stayed away from time.

the children. (8) He doesn't know how to play
(D) The children have gone to bed. tennis.

4. (A) He got lost. (C) He's a super cook.
(8) The door was not in the front of (D) Dinner needs to be prepared.

the house. 10. (A) The exam really is tomorrow.(C) He did not need a key to the
door.

(8) There was a change in the

(D) The key was lost.
content of the exam.

(C) The professor moved the exam
5. (A) He picked out some flowered to another day.

wallpaper for the dining (D) They have to change their plans
room. for tomorrow.

(8) The dining room table has
flowers painted on it.

(C) The flowers were placed on the
table.

(D) The flowers were grown in the
dining room.
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TOEFL REVIEW EXERCISE (Skills 1-4): In this exercise, listen carefuIly to the short dia-
logue and question on the recording, and then choose the best answer to the question.

n Now BEGIN THE RECORDING AT TOEFL REVIEW ExERCISE (SKILLS 1-4).

1. (A) It's the middle of the winter. 7. (A) Registering in algebra
(B) The weather is not very calm. immediately
(C) The boat needs wind to go. (B) Finding another school
(D) They need to unwind the sails. (C) Enrolling in the course later

2. (A) Taking two hats with him (D) Repeating the course next

(B) Aspiring to greater semester

achievements 8. (A) It's red.
(C) Taking some medication (B) It's not dry.
(D) Moving his head (C) It needs to be watched.

3. (A) He gets up every day at sunrise. (D) He's going to wash it.

(B) The door is open to let the 9. (A) Everyone feels relaxed a't"the
sunshine in. party.

(C) He parks his car out of the (B) There are enough people to
sunlight. have a party.

(D) The park is open all day long. (C) The amount of food is

4. (A) She ate part of Steve's meal. adequate.

(B) Steve didn't pay for his meal. (D) Part of the food is on the table.

(C) Steve had five courses for 10. (A) The meeting was at four
dinner. o'clock.

(D) She was given some money. (B) Everyone came to the meeting

5. (A) He did the problem completely. in uniforms.

(B) He corrected the homework. (C) The information was given at

(C) He was totally wrong. the meeting.

(D) He did weIl on the math exam. (D) No one was uninformed about
the meeting.

6. (A) The washing machine was
repaired.

(B) He washed some clothes this
morning.

(C) He broke some dishes while he
was washing them.

(D) The washing machine needs to
be fixed.

Skill 5: WHO AND WHERE

It is common in the short dialogues to ask you to draw some kind of conclusion. In this
type of question the answer is not clearly stated; instead you must draw a conclusion based
on clues given in the dialogue. One kind of conclusion that is common in this part of the
test is to ask you to determine who the speaker is, based on clues given in the dialogue.
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Example from the Paper and Computer TOEFL. Tests • J!1I
On the recording, you hear:

(man) !-WIaldo you do during your performances?
(woman) 1play lhe piano and~.
(narrator) Who is lhe woman moslliktly 10 be?

In your test book, you read:

(A) An athlete
(8) A member of the audience
(C) A clerk in a music store
(D) A musician

The clues /Jerjonnance, piano, and sing in the conversation tell you that the woman is proba-
blya musician. Answer (D) is therefore the correct answer.

Another type of conclusion that is common in the short dialogues is 10 determine
where the dialogue probably takes place, based on clues given in the dialogue.

Example from the Paper and Computer TOEFL. Tests M .!!'~
On the recording, you hear:

(man) I'd like 10 opni an accounl, pleau.
(woman) l-WIallype of account would you likt, a checking or savings

account?
(narrator) l-WIeredoes Ihis conversation probably take place?

In your test book, you read:

(A) In an accounting class
(8) In a bank
(C) At a service station
(D) In a market

The clue checking or savings account in the dialogue tells you that this dialogue probably
takes place in a bank. Answer (B) is therefore the correct answer.

The following chart outlines the key point that you should remember about this type of
question.

CONCLUSIONS ABOUT WHO AND WHERE

It is common for you to be asked to draw the following conclusions in the short dialogues:

I. Who is probably talking?

2. Where does the conversationtoke place?
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EXERCISE 5: In this exercise, read the short dialogue and question, underline the clues
that help you answer the question, and then choose the best answer. You will have to draw
conclusions about who and where.

I. (man) I'd like to mail this package,
please.

(woman) First or second class?
(narrator) Who is the woman most likely

to be?

2. (woman) How much are theflowers?
(man) Ten dollars a bouquet.
(narrator) Where does this conversation

probably take place?

3. (man) I need to get this prescription
filled.

(woman) If you 'lltake a seat, I'll have
your medicine ready for you
in a moment.

(narrator) Who is the woman most likely
to be?

(A) A school administrator
(B) A postal worker
(C) A banker
(0) A teacher

(A) In a bakery
(B) In a grocery store
(C) In a florist shop
(0) In a garden

(A) A pharmacist
(B) A baby-sitter
(C) A flight attendant
(0) A doctor

TOEFL EXERCISE 5: In this exercise, listen carefully to the short dialogue and question
on the recording and then choose the best answer to the question. You will have to draw
conclusions about who and where.

n Now BEGIN THE RECORDING AT TOEFL EXERCISE 5.

I. (A) In a hotel room 4. (A) A hair stylist
(B) At a restaurant (B) A secretary
(C)At the beach (C)A dentist
(0) In a desert (0) A gas station attendant

2. (A) A manager 5. (A) In a plane
(B) A teacher (B) In a car
(C) A lawyer (C) On a bus
(0) A librarian (0) On a boat

3. (A) In a library 6. (A) Aweather forecaster
(B) In a doctor's office (B) A minister
(C) In a bookstore (C) A marriage counselor
(0) In a grocery store (0) A bride
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7. (A) In an airport 9. (A) In a clothing store
(B) At a gas station (B) At a car wash
(C) At a supermarket (C) In a laundry
(0) In a bike shop (0) At a grocery store

8. (A) A musician 10. (A) A bank teller
(B) An office worker (B) A travel agent
(C) A professor (C) A police officer
(0) An athlete (0) A bus driver

TOEFL REVIEW EXERCISE (Skills 1-5): In this exercise, listen carefully to the short dia-
logue and question on the recording, and then choose the best answer to the question.

n Now BEGIN THE RECORDING AT TOEFL REVIEW ExERCISE (SKILLS 1-5).

1. (A) Shutting the window 6. (A) Tuition is due soon.
(B) Moving closer to the window (B) She has a free day tomorrow.
(C) Closing down the building (C) The school is free.
(0) Cooling the room off (0) The room will be painted

2. (A) The plane came in at night. tomorrow.

(B) The flight was scheduled to last 7. (A) He plays football regularly.
two hours. (B) He heard some people playing

(C) The fight started at two o'clock. football.
(0) The plane landed on time. (C) He was injured during a game.

3. (A) In a clothing store (0) He hurt someone during a

(B) Ata pool game.

(C) At a race track 8. (A) Some of the seats were empty.
(0) In a restaurant (B) All the chairs were full.

4. (A) He's unhappy with the sofa. (C) The lecturer was standing the
whole time.

(B) He likes the news.
(0) He was seated at the back of the(C) He's heard the unpleasant news. lecture hall.

(0) He always tries to please
everyone. 9. (A) Putting on a new suit

5. (A) He missed the bus he wanted to (B) Tasting the soup again

take. (C) PUlling some soup in the bowls

(B) He's sorry he bought the yellow (0) Adding flavorings to the soup

shirt. 10. (A) A student
(C) He made a huge error. (B) A receptionist
(0) What happened was a mystery. (C) A salesclerk

(0) A dean
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Skill 6: AGREEMENT

Expressions of agreement are common in the short dialogues, so you should become
familiar with them. The following example shows agreement with a positive statement.

Example from the Paper and Computer TOEFL. Tests II I

On the recording, you hear:

(man) I thought that the meal was overpriced.
(woman) Me, too.
(narrator) VWIaldoes the woman meanr

In your test book, you read:

(A) There were too many spices in the meal.
(B) She has the same opinion of the meal as the man.
(C) She wants to share the man's meal.
(D) The price of the meal was great.

The expression Me, too shows agreement with a positive statement, so the woman means
that she has the same opinion as the man. The best answer is therefore answer(B).

The following chart lists. common expressions that show agreement. YOli should
become familiar with these expressions.

EXPRESSIONS OF AGREEMENT

So do I.

Me,too.

1'1/ say.

You can say thot again.

EXERCISE 6: In this exercise, underline the expression of agreement in each short dia-
logue. Then read the question and choose the best answer to that question. Remember
that the best answer is one that shows agreement.

1. (woman) This homework is going to
take forever.

(man) I'll say!
(narrator) What does the man mean?

(A) It's going to take forever to get
home.

(B) It takes a long time to get from
home to work.

(C) He and the woman have the same
opinion about the homework.

(D) He needs to take the homework to
class.
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2. (woman) A trip to the park might be
nice.

(man) You can say that again!
(narrator) What does the man mean?

3. (man) J think it's time to go home.
(woman) So do J.
(narrator) What does the woman mean?

(A) The woman should repeat what she
said.

(B) It's nice in the park at night.
(C) The woman should tell him about

part of the trip.
(0) He agrees about the trip to the park.

(A) They don't have time to do it.
(B) She also thinks it's a good idea to

leave.
(C) She thinks they are at home.
(0) They are unsure about the time.

TOEFL EXERCISE 6: In this exercise, listen carefully to the short dialogue and question
on the recording, and then choose the best answer to the question. You should pay partic-
ular attention to expressions of agreement.

n Now BEGIN THE RECORDING AT TOEFL EXERCISE 6.

1. (A) She needs to check into the 5. (A) She has over three classes.
hospital. (B) She's glad to talk about the

(B) She thinks the man should visit classes.
her. (C) She'd like him to tell her about

(C) She doesn't want to go to the the classes.
hospital. (0) She's also happy that the classes

(0) She shares the man's opinion. are finished.

2. (A) The man should repeat himself. 6. (A) His ideas about sports are
(B) The prize was qllite new. similar to the woman's.
(C) She was also surprised. (B) They should watch a game on
(0) The new surface was praised. television together.

3. (A) The woman has a nice pet.
(C) He thinks he's better at sports

than the woman.
(B) He agrees with the woman. (0) He doesn't like sports at all.(C) A bit of luck would be nice.
(0) He should put the drinks on ice. 7. (A) She needs a straw for the coffee.

4. (A) They moved just after the baby
(B) She agrees with the man.

was born.
(C) She has been coughing strongly.

(B) He saw that the woman was
(0) She is feeling strong today.

moving. 8. (A) It was possible to take a math
(C) The movie was really good. class.
(0) He shares the woman's opinion. (B) The matter could not possibly

be discussed.
(C) It was impossible to attend the

math exam.
(0) He has the same opinion as the

woman.



9.. (A) They always go out for dinner.
(B) They should cook dinner

outside.
(C) She thinks they should go out,

too.
(D) She would like the man to

prepare dinner tonight.
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10. (A) He is in agreement about the
teacher.

(8) Her story was quite interesting.
(C) He would like the woman to

respect what he said.
(D) The history teacher wil1give the

same lecture again.

TOEFL REVIEW EXERCISE (Skills 1-6): In this exercise, listen careful1y to the short dia-
logue and question on the recording, and then choose the best answer to the question.

n Now BEGIN THE RECORDING AT TOEFl REVIEW ExERCISE (SKilLS 1-6).

1. (A) Baking some pies 6. (A) In a fast-food restaurant
(B) Climbing some trees (B) In a grocery store
(C) Having some dessert (C) In an airport
(D) Picking some apples (D) In a service station

2. (A) There are thirty questions on 7. (A) Going down to the bottom of
the test. the lake

(B) About a half hour remains. (B) Swimming in the lake
(C) The test wil1begin soon. (C) Riding a boat across the lake
(D) Thirty students are taking the (D) Taking a picture of the beautiful

test. lake

3. (A) She agrees with the man. 8. (A) He asked a number of
(B) They should visit their friend questions.

Bil1. (B) He felt that the expression was
(C) It would be a good idea to play true.

bil1iards. (C) He is an honorable man.
(D) The bills have already been (D) He said what he real1y felt.

paid. 9. (A) He would like a cold drink, too.
4. (A) A florist (B) The woman should repeat what

(B) A barber she said.
(C) A chef (C) He doesn't like the taste of the
(D) A gardener drink.

5. (A) She failed the test.
(D) It's too cold to stop for a drink.

(B) She's not exactly sure about the 10. (A) He wants to have some water.
exam. (B) The grass is quite dry.

(C) Her statistics were quite exac~. (C) He's waiting for the loan to be
(D) She received a passing grade. approved.

(D) He's going to mow the lawn this
week.
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LONG CONVERSATIONS
(PAPER TOEFL@TEST) III

Part B of the Listening Comprehension section of the paper TOEFL test consists of two
long conversations, each followed by a number of questions. You will hear the conversa-
tions and the questions on a recording; they are not written in your test book. You must
choose the best answer to each question from the four choices that are written in your test
book.

The conversations are often about some aspect of school (how difficult a class is, how
to write a research paper, how to register for a course) or about general living (renting an
apartment, playing sports, going to the bank). The conversations can also be about topics
currently in the news in the United States (desalination of the water supply, recycling of
used products, damage from a storm or some other type of natural phenomenon).

Example from the Paper TOEFL ~ Test •

On the recording, you hear:

(narrator)

(woman)

(man)
(woman)

(man)

(woman)

Questions 1 through 4. Listen to a conversation between two
people who are decorating an apartment.
Hry, Walt. Do you think you could help me hang these
pictures on the wain There are onl)' two oj them.
Sure, Monica. Where do you want them to go?
I'd like the picture oj the mountains over thefireplace, and
I'd like the picture oj myjamily over the soja. What do you
think?
I think thry'll lookfine there. How about if you hold the
pictures while 1 hammer the nails into the wall?
Okay. Let s start with the picture oj myjamily.

Questions:

1. On the recording you hear:

(narrator) What are the man and woman discussing?

In your test book you read: (A) Taking some pictures
(B) Hanging some plants
(C) Taking a trip to the

mountains
(D) Putting some pictures on the

wall

2. On the recording you hear:

(narrator) How many pictures are there?

In your test book you read: (A) One
(B) Two
(C) Three
(D) Four
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3. On the recording you hear:
(narrator) Where is lhe picture of lhe woman's family guingr

In your test book you read: (A) In the fireplace
(B) Abovethe sofa
(C) Home withWalt
(D) To the top of the mountain

4. On the recording you hear:
(narrator) Whal is Wall probably guing /0 do nex/r

In your test book you read: (A) Sit on the sofa
(B) Photograph Monica's family
(C) Hammer the nails into the

wall
(D) Climb the walls

The first question asks what the man and woman are discussing. Since the woman asks the
man to help hang these pictures on the wall, the best answer to this question is answer (0),
putting some pictures on lhe wall. The second question asks how many pictures there are, and
the woman clearly says that there are two, so the best answer is answer (B). The third ques-
tion asks where the family picture is going. The woman says that she would like the family
picture uuer the sofa, so the best answer to this question is answer (B), above the sofa. The last
question asks what Walt is probably going to do. Walt has suggested that he should hammer
the nails into the wall, so the best answer is answer (C).

PROCEDURES FOR THE LONG CONVERSATIONS
(PaperTOEFL~Test) M

I. If you have the time, preview the answers to the questions. While you are looking at
the answers, you should try to anticipate the questions for each of the groups of answers.

2. Listen carefully to the first line of the conversation. The first line of the conversation
often contains the main idea, subject, or topic of the conversation, and you will often be
asked to answer such questions.

3. As you listen to the conversation, follow along with the answers in your test book
and try to determine the correct answers. Detail questions are generally answered in
order in the conversation, and the answers often sound the same as what is said on the
recording.

4. You should guess even if you are not sure. Never leave any answers blank.

5. Use any remaining time to look ahead at the answers to the questions that
follow.
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The following skills will help you to implement these strategies in the long conversations
on the paper TOEFL test.

Skill 7: THE QUESTIONS

It is very helpful to your ability to amwer individual questions accompanying the long con-
versations if you can anticipate what the questions will be and listen specifically for the
answers to those questions.

Example from the Paper TOEFL e Test l1li
In your test book, you read:

(A) On Monday
(B) Next week
(C) Tomorrow
(D) Mter class

You try to anticipate the question:

When wiLLsomething hal'Pen?

In this example, you can be quite certain that one of the questions will be about when
something will happen. Since you are sure that this is one of the questions, you can listen
carefully for clues that will give you the answer. This example shows that a helpful strategy
therefore is to look briefly at the answers in the test book, before you actually hear the con-
versations on the recording, and try to determine the questions that you will be asked to
answer.

EXERCISE 7: Study the following answers and try to determine what the questions ",;11be.
(You should note that perhaps you will only be able to predict part of a question, rather
than the complete question.) If you cannot predict the question in a short period of time,
then move on to the next group of answers. Question 1 has been answered for you.

1. Question: ~Wh~a=t~.~.~.7'---- _
(A) What the assignment is
(B) How good the professor is
(C) The information in Chapter Six
(D) What questions they should ask the professor

2. Question: _

(A) Six pages
(B) Six chapters
(C) Sixty pages
(D) The sixth chapter
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3. Question: _

(A) Whether or not they should read the chapters
(B) Whether or not they should answer the questions
(C) Which chapters they should read
(0) When the professor gave the assignment

4. Question: _

(A) Turn in the assignment
(B) See the professor
(C) Go to class
(0) Talk to a classmate

5. Question: _

(A) A bee stung him.
(B) He saw some bees and hornets.
(C) He was stung by a hornet.
(0) He took some eggs from a nest.

6. Question: _

(A) To liberate bees
(B) To protect their nests
(C) To hatch their eggs
(0) To defend the park

7. Question: _

(A) A hornet's nest
(B) Some bee eggs
(C) A parked car
(0) A swarm of bees

8. Question: _

(A) To stay indoors
(B) To see where the hornet's nest is located
(C) Not to walk in the same location as Greg
(0) To keep away from Greg

9. Question: _

(A) The size of the campus
(B) The city bus system
(C) The length of time for each class
(0) The university bus system

10. Question: _

(A) The entire campus
(B) Part of the campus
(C) The campus and the city
(0) Only the off-campus areas
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11. Question: _
(A) Nothing
(B) Three dollars
(C) A few cenlS
(D) Fifty cenlS

12. Question: _
(A) Red
(B) Green
(C) Yellow
(D) Blue

Skill 8: THETOPIC

As YOll listen to each long conversation, you should be thinking about the topic (subject)
or main idea for each conversation. Since the first one or two sentences generally give the
topic, you should be asking yourself what the topic is while you are listening carefully to the
first part of the conversation.

Example from the Paper TOEFLIZ Test [II
On the recording, you hear:

(narrator) Listen to the conversation between two students.
(man) What did you think oJthat histary exam~
(woman) That was the hardest exam I've ever seen.
(man) And it wasn't just hard! It was ~ too.

You think:

The topic oj conversation is a very lang and difJicull histary exam.

EXERCISE 8: Listen to the first part of each of the conversations, and decide on the topic
of each conversation.

n Now BEGIN THE RECORDING AT EXERCISE 8.

1. What is the topic of Conversation 1?

2. What is the topic of Conversation 2?

3. What is the topic of Conversation 3?
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Skill 9: THE ORDER OF THE ANSWERS

The am-wers to questions accompanying long conversations are generally found in order in
the conversation. This means that as you listen to the conversation, you should be thinking
about the answers to the questions in the order that they are listed in the test book.

Example from the Paper TOEFL~Test III
On the recording you hear:

(narrator)

(man)
(woman)
(man)

. (woman)

(man)

Qpestions 1 and 2. Listen to two
students on a university campltS.
Can YOlthelp IM~ I'm lost.
Sure. Where are YOlttrying to go ~
I have a class in StanfieUl Hall at
3:00. I thought I knew where I was
going, Imt I guess 1was wrong.
YOltcertainly are lost. Stanfield Hall
is on the other side of the university.
I'm heading in that direction. COIM
on with 1M, and I'll show you the way.
Thanks. YOlt'rea lifesaver:

In your test book,you read (same time):
1. (A) He's sick.

(B) He's lost.
(e) He's tired.
(D) He's broke.

2. (A) Directlyin front of them
(B) To the left
(C) Quite nearby
(D) On the other side of campus

On the recording, you hear:
(narrator) I. What problem does the man have~

2. Where is StanfieUl Hall~

When you read the answers to the first question, you can anticipate that the first question is
about a man and some type of problem he has. As you listen, you hear the man say I'm iost.
Therefore, you can anticipate that the best answer to the first question will be answer (B).

When YOll read the answers to the second question, YOll can anticipate that the second
question is going to ask where somethiQg is. In the conversation, the woman explains that
Stanfield Hall is on the other side of the university. Therefore, as YOll are listening you can
anticipate that the correct answer to the second question is answer (0).
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EXERCISE 9: Listen to each complete conversation and answer the questions that follow.

n Now BEGIN THE RECORDING AT exERCISE 9.

I. (A) What the assignment is 7. (A) A hornet's nest
(8) How good the professor is (B) Some bee eggs
(C) The information in Chapter Six (C) A parked car
(0) VI'hat questions they should ask (0) A swarm of bees

the professor 8. (A) To stay indoors
2. (A) Six pages (8) To see where the hornet's nest

(B) Six chapters is located
(C) Sixty pages (C) Not to walk in the same location
(0) The sixth chapter as Greg

3. (A) VI'hether or not they should (0) To keep away from Greg

read the chapters 9. (A) The size of the campus
(8) Whether or not they should (B) The city bus system

answer the questions (C) The length of time for each
(C) Which chapters they should class

read (0) The university bus system
(0) VI'hen the professor gave the

10. (A) The entire campusassignment
(B) Part of the campus

4. (A) Turn in the assignment (C) The campus and the city
(8) See the professor (0) Only the off-eampus areas
(C) Go to class

II. (A) Nothing(0) Talk to a classmate
(B) Three dollars

5. (A) A bee stung him. (C) A few cents
(8) He saw some bees and hornets. (0) Fifty cents
(C) He was stung by a hornet.

12. (A) Red(0) He took some eggs from a nest.
(B) Green

6. (A) To liberate bees (C) Yellow
(B) To protect their nests (0) Blue
(C) To hatch eggs
(0) To defend the park
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TOEFL EXERCISE (Skills 7-9): In this exercise, you will use all of the information that

you learned in Ski1ls7 through 9.

n Now BEGIN THE RECORDING AT TOEFL ExERCISE (SKILLS 7-9).

I. (A) Where the woman lives 7. (A) 50 million tons

(B) Where the man can find out the (B) 850 million tons

time (C) 85 million tons

(C) Where the school is located (D) 50 tons

(D) Where the man can mail 8. (A) Cut down more trees
something (B) Use less paper

2. (A) Several streets away (C) Produce more paper

(B) Just over one block away (D) Read more about the problcn.

(C) Four miles away !1. (A) The difficulty in finding some
(D) A great distance books

3. (A) For one hour (B) How far it is to the library

(B) For two hours (C) The alllount of reading they

(C) For four hours must do

(D) For five hours (D) How much they don't like the

4. (A) Go buy a package
books

(B) Go pick up his mail 10. (A) A speed reading class .

(C) Go mail a package (B) An American novels class

(D) Get into his car (C) A library skills class

5. (A) From a textbook
(D) A class in literary criticism

(B) From the television II. (A) Some novels

(C) From a magazine (B) Some short stories

(D) From a lecture (C) A textbook

6. (A) How trees are grown in America
(D) Some journal articles

(B) How paper is made from trees 12. (A) Go to the library

(C) Why paper is used so much (B) Head for class

(D) The amount of paper that (C) Return to the dorms
Americans use (D) Start reading
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LONG TALKS
(PAPER TOEFL ~TEST) •

Part C of the Listening Comprehension section of the paper TOEFL test consists of three
long talks, each followed by a number of questions. You will hear the talks and the ques-
tions on a recording; they are not written in your test book. You must choose the best
answer to each question from the four choices that are written in your test book. Like the
conversations in Listening Part B, the talks are often about some aspect of school life or
topics currently in the news. It is also very common for the talks to be shortened versions of
lectures from courses taught in American colleges and universities.

Example from the Paper TOEFL <'ll Test IIJ!I
On the recording, you hear:

(narrator) Questions 1 through 4. Listen to a kclure in a history class.
(woman) Salt, which loday seems so Plentiful 10 us, in the past used to

be a valuabk commodily. In lhe ancient past in China, salt
was used 10 make coins, and in paris of Africa it was Iraded
in place of money. In the Roman Empire, soldiers were nol
paid in money bul were instead paid in salt. In facl, lhe
English word .salary, • which means lhe amounl of money
lhal one earns, comesfrom the Lalin roolfor .salt. "

Questions:

I. On the recording, you hear:

(narrator) W71a1is lhe topic of the lalk?

In your test book, you read: (A) Valuable commodities
(B) Salt
lC) Ancient China
(D) Money

2. On the recording. you hear:

(narrator) \WUlIwas salt used for in China?

In your test book, you read: (A) To spice food
(B) To build houses
(C) To make coins
(D) To locate Mrica
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3. On the recording, you hear:

(narrator) What does "salary" mean in E7Iglish?

In your test book, you read: (A) Coins
(B) Earnings
(C) Soldiers
(D) Commodities

4. On the recording, you hear:
(narrator) What is the meaning of the TOot"sal" i71 Latin?

In your test book, you read: (A) Salt
(8) Rome
(C) Money
(D) Trade

The first question asks about the topic of the talk. The speaker begins with salt and contin-
ues to talk about it throughout the passage, so the best answer is answer (B). The second
question asks about the use of salt in China. The speaker says that in China, salt was used to
make coins, so the best answer is answer (C). The third question asks the meaning of "salary."
The speaker says that salary means the amount of money that one earns, so the best answer is
answer (B). The last question asks about the meaning of the root "sal."The speaker says that
"salary" ... comes from the Latin rootfur .saLJ,"so the best answer is answer (A).

PROCEDURES FOR THE LONG TALKS
(PaperTOEFL4I>Test) ~

I. If you have time, preview the answers to the questions. While you are looking at the
answers, you should try to anticipate the questions for each of the groups of answers.

2. Listen carefully to the first line of the talk. The first line of the talk often contains the
main idea, subject. or topic of the talk, and you will often be asked this type of question.

3. As you listen to the talk, follow along with the answers in your test book and try
to determine the correct answers. Detail questions are generally answered in order in
the talk, and the answers often sound the same as what is said on the recording.

4. You should guess even if you are not sure. Never leave any answers blank.

5. Use any remaining time to look ahead at the answers to the questions that
follow.

The following skills will help you to implement these strategies in Part C of the Listening
Comprehension section of the paper TOEFL test.
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Skill 10: THE QUESTIONS

It is very helpful to your ability to answer individual questions accompanying the long talks
if you can anticipate what the questions will be and listen specifically for the answers to
those questions (a~you did with the long conversations).

Example from the Paper TOEFL" Test II!I
In your test book. you read:
(A) For a week
(B) Since yesterday
(e) For two days
(D) Since 10:00 this morning

You try to anticipate the question:
How long has (something) beengoing on ~

In this example. you can be quite certain that one of the questions will be about how long
something has been going on. Since you are sure that this is one of the questions, you can
listen carefully for clues that will give you the answer. This example shows that a helpful
strategy in Listening Pan C (just as in Listening Part B) therefore is to look briefly at the
answers in the test book, before you actually hear the talks on the recording. and try to
determine the questions that you will be asked to answer.

EXERCISE 10: Study the following answers and try to determine what the questions will
be. (You should note that perhaps you will only be able to predict part of a question. rather
than the complete question.) If you cannot predict the question in a short period of time,
then move on to the next group of answers. Question 1 has been answered for you.

1. Question: What. t.ype of plant. is t.hisf
(A) A beautiful plant
(B) A poisonous plant
(C) A delicious plant
(D) A fast-growing plant

2. Question: _
(A) In vegetable gardens
(B) Only in the United States
(C) In supermarkets
(D) In many different places

3. Question: _
(A) Its leaves resemble parsley.
(B) It grows next to carrots.
(C) Its leaves are shaped like carrots.
(D) It does not have roots.
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4. Question: _

(A) The person may die.
(B) The person may get lots of healthful nutrients.
(C) The person may enjoy it and want more.
(D) The person may become dangerous.

5. Question: _

(A) A story-writing contest
(B) A frog-eatching contest
(C) A singing contest
(D) A frog:iumping contest

6. Question: _

(A) Sixty-three
(B) Two hundred
(C) Two thousand
(D) Forty thousand

7. Question: _

(A) One
(B) Two
(C) Three
(D) Four

8. Question: _
(A) The contest took place for years before Twain wrote about it.
(8) Twain wrote about the contest while he was watching it for the first time.
(C) Twain went to see the contest many times during his lifetime.
(D) Twain wrote about the contest before it actually took place.

9. Question: _

(A) A student
(B) A professor
(C) A bookstore clerk
(D) A librarian

10. Question: _

(A) The place where students get I.D. cards
(B) The place wher\: students can use computers
(C) The place where students check books out
(D) The place where student~ find books in the library

11. Question: _

(A) A fee
(8) A student I.D. card
(C) Permission from the instructor
(D) A computer
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12. Question: ~ _
(A) A few hours
(B) Two days
(C) Fourteen days
(D) Two months

Skill II: THE TOPIC

As you listen to each long talk, you should be thinking about the topic (subject) or main
idea for each talk (as you did •••..ith the long conversations). Since the first sentence is gen-
erally a topic sentence, you should be asking yourself what the topic is while you are listen-
ing carefully to the first part of the talk.

Example from the Paper TOEFL ~ Test III
On the recording, you hear:
(narrator) Listen to a talk at the start of a meeting.
(woman) I'd li~ to caU this meeting /0 order now. This is the third

monthly meeting of the Science Club this semester, and today
we need to discuss the upcoming sciencefair.

Youthink:
The topic of the talk is a meeting of the Science Qub to discuss the science
fair.

EXERCISE 11: Listen to the first part of each of the talks, and decide on the topic of each
talk.

n Now BEGIN THE RECORDING AT ExERCISE II.

1. What is the topic of Talk I?

2. What is the topic of Talk 2?

3. What is the topic of Talk 3?
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Skill 12: THE ORDER OF THE ANSWERS

The answers to questions accompanying long talks are generally found in order in the talks
(as they were with the long conversations). This means that as you listen to a talk, you
should be thinking about the answers to the questions in the order that they are listed in
the test book.

Example from the Paper TOEFL ~ Test !III
On the recording, you hear:

(narrator) Questions 1 through 3. Listen 10
a talk aboul cals.

(woman) Many peopi£ are allergic 10 cals.
lf lhey ClJ1TIi!in ronlact wilh cals,
lhey STll'eLe,lheir skin IUniS red,
and lheir ryes begin 10 bum.
However; ii's nol onLy peopi£ who
suffer from aLl£rgies. Gals may also
be allergic 10 poLl£n, dUSI, and
perfumes, many of lhe sa1Tli!agenls
Ihal cause allergies in peopi£.
Perhaps your cal is snerong and
has watery ryes. If you Ihink lhal
your cal has S01Tli!allergies, a
veterinarian can prescribe 1TIi!dicaiion
10 heLp solve lhe probl£m.

On the recording, you hear:

(narrator) 1. Whal happens 10 peopi£ who suffer
from allergies?

2. What is menlioned aboul cals?
3. Whal can someone do wilh a cal

thai has aLl£rgies?

In your test book, you read (same time):

I. (A) They shout.
(B) They drive red cars.
(C) They sneeze.
(D) They close their eyes.

2. (A) They often wear perfume.
(B) They can have allergies.
(C) They don't ever suffer.
(D) They like dust and pollen.

3. (A) Do nothing
(B) Bathe it frequently
(C) Put it outside
(D) Give it medicine

The first question asks what happens to people who suffer from allergies. The speaker says
that Lhey sneeze, so the best answer is answer (e). The second question asks what is men-
tioned about cats. The speaker says that cals may also be allergic, so the best answer is answer
(B). they can have allergies. The third question asks what to do with a cat that has allergies.
The speaker says that a veterinarian can prescribe medica/ion, so the best answer is answer (D),
give it meli/cine.
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EXERCISE 12: Listen to each complete talk and ahswer the questions that follow.

n Now BEGIN THE RECORDING AT exERCISE 12.

I. (A) A beautiful plant 8. (A) The contest took place for years
(B) A poisonous plant before Twain wrote about it.
(C) A delicious plant (B) Twain wrote about the contest
(D) A fast-growing plant while he was watching it for

2. (A) In vegetable gardens
the first time.

(C) Twain went to see the contest
(B) Only in the United States many times during his(C) In supermarkets lifetime.(D) In many different places (D) Twain wrote about the contest

3. (A) Its leaves resemble parsley. before it actually took place.
(B) It grows next to carrots. 9. (A) A student(C) Its leaves are shaped like

(B) A professorcarrots. (C) A bookstore clerk(D) It does not have roots. (D) A librarian
4. (A) The person may die. 10. (A) The place where students get

(B) The person may get lots of J.D. cardshealthful nutrients.
(B) The place where students can(C) The person may enjoy it and use computerswant more. (C) The place where studenL~ check(D) The person may become books outdangerous. (D) The place where students find

5. (A) A story-writing contest books in the library
(B) A frog-eatching contest 11. (A) A fee(C) A singing contest

(B) A student J.D. card(D) A frogjumping contest (C) Permission from the instructor
6. (A) Sixty-three (D) A computer

(B) Two hundred 12. (A) A few hours(C) Two thousand
(B) Two days(D) Forty thousand (C) Fourteen days

7. (A) One (D) Two months
(B) Two
(C) Three
(D) Four
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TOEFL EXERCISE (Skills 10-12): In this exercise, you will use all of the information that
you learned in Skills 10 through 12.

n Now BEGIN THE RECORDING AT TOefl ExERCISE (SKILlS 10-12).

1. (A) An artist 8. (A) It increased slowly.
(B) A circus performer (B) It increased quickly.
(C) John Ringling (C) It remained about the same.
(D) A tour guide (D) It decreased.

2. (A) Because he was from Sarasota, 9. (A) Students who will soon graduate
Florida from the Psychology

(B) Because he knew Rubens Department
(C) Because he started a circus (B) Professors in the Psychology
(D) Because he painted baroque- Department

style paintings (C) Graduate students in the

3. (A) Modern circus equipment
Psychology Department

(B) Paintings by Rubens
(D) Graduate advisors

(C) A parade wagon 10. (A) Whether to write a thesis or take
(0) A famous portrait of the an exam

Ringling brothers (B) Whether to be graduate or

4. (A) Enter the museum
undergraduate students

(B) Go to the circus
(C) Whether to graduate this year

(C) Return to the bus
or next

(D) M~et the Ringlings
(0) Whether or not to study

psychology
5. (A) An assembly line II. (A) Exams covering one or two

(B) A car
(C) A company

hundred pages

(0) An inventor
(B) Exams about research
(C) Exams covering all material in

6. (A) In 1908 the program
(B) In 1914 (0) Exams about recent
(C) In 1918 developments in psychology
(0) In 1924 12. (A) Today

7. (A) It was faster. (B) Soon
(B) It was more efficient. (C) Within six weeks
(C) It was more individualized. (D) Within half a year
(0) It was cheaper.
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LISTENING POST-TEST (Paper) IIIJ

SECTION 1
LISTENING COMPREHENSION
Time-approximately 35 minutes

(including the reading of the directions for each part)

In this section of the test, you will have an opportunity to demonstrate your ability to understand
conversations and talks in English. There are three parts to this section. Answer all the questions on
the basis of what is stated or implied by the speakers you hear. Do not take notes or write in your test
book at any time. Do not turn the pages until you are told to do so.

Part A

Directions: In Part Ayou will hear short conversations between two people. After each conversation,
you will hear a question about the conversation. The conversations and questions will not be
repeated. After you hear a question, read the four possible answers in your test book and choose the
best answer. Then, on your answer sheet, find the number of the question and fill in the space that
corresponds to the letter of the answer you have chosen.

Listen to an example.

On the recording, you hear:

(man)
(woman)
(narrator)

That exam was just awful.
Oh, it could've been worse.
What does the woman mean?

Sample Answer
@
@
@•

In your test book, you read: (A) The exam was really awful.
(B) It was the worst exam she had ever seen.
(C) It couldn't have been more difficult.
(D) It wasn't that hard.

You learn from the conversation that the man thought the exam was very difficult and that the
woman disagreed with the man. The best answer to the question, "What does the woman
mean?" is (D), "It wasn't that hard." Therefore, the correct choice is (D).

8
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I. (A) She doesn't want to go to class.

(B) Art has her glasses.
(C) The artist will begin the portrait

tonight.
(D) The course starts this evening.

2. (A) Awaiter
(B) A baker
(C) A neighbor
(D) A tour guide

3. (A) She's in the center of the shop.
(B) She went shopping for a new car.
(C) She took her car to the store.
(D) She was driving him crazy.

4. (A) He lied.
(B) He's upset.
(C) He did not tell her his name.
(D) He's always truthful.

5. (A) He believes that the woman has found
some good pieces.

(B) He agrees that the prices are low.
(C) He would like to have a chance to say

something.
(D) He thinks that the woman is wrong

about the prices.

6. (A) Listen to him
(B) Pay the check
(C) Attend the meeting
(D) Speak more clearly

7. (A) Not moving inside
(B) Playing in the rain
(C) Not going out
(D) Running hard

8. (A) The courts have decided on a new
judge.

(B) The judge made himself available for
questions.

(e) The judge decided on the issue.
(D) The decision about the judge was

finally made.
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9. (A) She was unable to attend the
chemistry class.

(B) She couldn't find the answer to the
problem.

(C) Chemistry class just finished.
(0) She has a problem with her chemistry

teacher.

10. (A) Stay home
(B) Watch television
(C) Buy a new house
(0) Go out

II. (A) In a business office
(B) In an airplane
(C) In a gymnasium
(0) In a classroom

12. (A) He is probably swimming.
(B) He is poor.
(C) Nobody knows where he is.
(0) He should not be in the pool.

13. (A) Taking naps during the day
(B) Sleeping longer during the night
(C) Get him tired out before sleeping
(0) Only sleeping a little at night

14. (A) The chapter was difficult to read.
(B) She didn't even try to read the

chapter.
(C) She got through the chapter rather

easily.
(0) She will try to read the chapter later

today.

15. (A) He's working as a security guard.
(B) His garden is successful.
(C) There are a lot of stones in the

garden.
(0) He enjoys the rocking chair.

16. (A) Beautiful weather is impossible.
(B) She thinks the wedding is beautiful.
(C) She shares the man's opinion.
(0) The red dress is incredible.
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17. (A) A railroad conductor

(B) A bus driver
(C) A math teacher
(D) Amechanic

18. (A) The sandwich needed some spices.
(B) The lunch did not taste very good.
(C) She had a delicious meal.
(D) She hardly tasted the sandwich.

19. (A) She's no longer sick.
(B) She has no feelings.
(C) Her health is always good.
(D) He feels beller than she does.

20. (A) Watching the professor closely in
class

(B) Spending more time working in his
office

(C) Studying psychology more often
(D) Talking to his professor

21. (A) It's difficult for him to save money.
(B) He wants to purchase a home near

the ocean.
(C) He goes to the beach often.
(D) Buying a house is out of reach for

him.

22. (A) Sally has many friends.
(B) He doesn't understand anything about

Sally.
(C) He also thinks that Sally was not nice.
(D) Sally said many different things.

23. (A) The stereo is not loud enough.
(B) He is going to turn the stereo off.
(C) The woman should turn and face the

stereo.
(D) The woman doesn't want to hear the

nlusic.

24. (A) He was not present during the
overture.

(B) He was in over his head.
(C) He repeatedly expressed his

appreciation.
(D) He thinks the pl'esent is overpriced.

25. (A) In a bank
(B) In an airport
(C) In a store
(D) In a hotel

26. (A) Hanging the pictures on the wall
(B) Taking some photographs
(C) Silting closer to the wall
(D) Visiting his hometown

27. (A) She doesn't know who Carl is.
(B) She already had a meeting with Carl.
(C) She needs to tell Carl about the

meeting.
(D) She knows where Carl lives.

28. (A) His book was not really cheap.
(B) He boughr a used text.
(C) His book does not include the latest

news.
(D) He did not know anything about the

textbooks.

29. (A) It was announced that there would be
a new ieacher.

(B) He wanted to give something to the
teacher.

(C) The instructor said that a test would
be given.

(D) The teacher returned the exams.

30. (A) There has been a lot of decay.
(B) The guvernment is decadent.
(C) The government has decided to

conduct a new survey.
(D) The population is counted every ten

years.
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Part B

1 D 1 D 1 D 1
Directions: In this part of the test, you will hear longer conversations. After each conversation, you
will hear several questions. The conversations and questions will not be repeated.

After you hear a question, read the four possible answers in your test book and choose the best
answer. Then, on your answer sheet, find the number of the question and fill in the space that
corresponds to the letter of the answer you have chosen.

Remember, you are not allowed to take notes or write in your test book.

31. (A) At one o'clock 35. (A) From the radio
(B) At two o'clock (B) From a book
(C) At three o'clock (C) From the newspaper
(D) At four o'clock (D) From a lecture

32. (A) Ski 36. (A) You can eat it.
(B) Read books on skiing (B) It is used only for burgers and fries.
(C) Buy skiing equipment (C) It is inexpensive.
(D) Plan ski trips (D) You cannot see it.

33. (A) He doesn't know how to ski. 37. (A) Paper
(B) He doesn't know where the meeting (B) Fries

is. (C) Com
(C) He doesn't know what time the (D) Burger.

meeting starts.
(D) He is afraid of skiing. 38. (A) It is not a< good :l< rape!.

(B) It should not be used for fast food.
34. (A) Leave on a skiing trip (C) It should be fasler than paper.

(B) Go with the woman to the meeting (D) It might be healthier than the food.
(C) Try on some skis
(D) Give a lecture to the ski club
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Directions: In this part of the test, you will hear several talks. After each talk, you will hear some
questions. The talks and questions will not be repeated.

After you hear a question, read the four possible answers in your test book and choose the best
answer. Then, on your answer sheet, find the number of the question and fill in the space that
corresponds to the letter of the answer you have chosen.

Here is an example.

On the recording, you hear:

(narrator)
(man)

Listen to an instructor talk to his class about painting.
Artist Grant Wood was a guiding force in the school of painting known as American
regionalist, a style reflecting the distinctive characteristics of art from rural areas of
the United States. Wood began drawing animals on the family famz at the age of three,
and when he was thirty-eight, one of his paintings received a remarkable amount of
public notice and acclaim. This painting, called American Gothic, is a starkly simple
depiction of a serious couple stari,zg directly out at the viewer.

Now listen to a sample question.

(narrator) What style of painting is known as American regionalist?

In your test book, you read: (A) Art from America's inner cities
(B) Art from the central region of the

United States
(C) Art from various urban areas in the

United States
(0) Art from rural sections of America

Sample Answer

(fY
@
@•

The best answer to the question "What style of painting is known as American regionalist?" is (0),
"Art from rural sections of America." Therefore, the correct choice is (0).

Now listen to another sample question.

(narrator) What is the name of Wood's most successful painting?

In your test book, you read: (A) American Regionalist
(B) The Family Farm in Iowa
(C) American Gothic
(0) A Serious Couple

Sample Answer

(fY
@•@

The best answer to the question, "What is the name of Wood's most successful painting?" is (C),
American Gothic. Therefore, the correct choice is (C).

Remember, you are not allowed to take notes or write in your test book.

8
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39. (A) To the Grand Canyon 45. (A) A university class schedule

(B) To a jewelry show (B) A cap and gown
(C) To a deserted stone building (C) A blue and gold /lag
(D) To the Petrified Forest (D) A graduate school catalogue

40. (A) To the Grand Canyon 46. (A) Any time before graduation
(B) To the Colorado River (B) At the beginning of the senior year.
(C) To a tree house (C) Before the end of December
(D) To the Petrified Forest (D) In the springtime

41. (A) It has fallen in the river. 47. (A) Training dogs to use smell
(B) It has turned to stone. (B) Techniques of dog trainers
(C) It has grown larger. (C) The smells of various types of food
(D) It has gotten softer. (D) How dog breeds are different

42. (A) Swim in the river 48. (A) Most have no sense of smell.
(B) Walk through the trees (B) They are all unable to smell drugs.
(C) Stay at a distance (C) They have equally good senses of
(D) Take any petrified wood smell.

(D) Most are quite untrainable.
43. (A) Graduation requirements

(B) School clothing 49. (A) They are small.
(C) The date of the December graduation (B) They are friendly.

ceremony (C) They react quickly.
(D) Which students will be seniors (D) They work well in the cold.

44. (A) Read it 50. (A) Airports
(B) File it in their personal files (B) People
(C) Study it (C) Luggage
(D) Give it to an advisor (D) Snow

This is the end of Section 1.
Stop work on Section 1.

Turn off the recording.

8888888
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STRUCTURE DIAGNOSTIC PRE-TEST
(Paper) II

SECTION 2
STRUCTURE AND WRITTEN EXPRESSION

lime-25 minutes
(including the reading of the directions)

Now set your clock for 25 minutes.

This section is designed to measure your ability to recognize language that is appropriate for
standard written English. There are two types of questions in this section. with special directions for
each type.

Structure

Directions: Questions 1-15 are incomplete sentences. Beneath each sentence you will see four words
or phrases. marked (A). (B). (C). and (D). Choose the one word or phrase that best completes the
sentence. Then. on your answer sheet. find the numberof the question and fill in the space that
corresponds to the letter of the an'swer you have chosen. Fill in the space so that the letter inside the
oval cannot be seen.

Look at the following examples.

Example I

The president __ the election by a landslide.

(A) won
(B) he won
(C) yesterday
(D) fortunately

Sample Answer

@@@

The sentence should read. "The president won the election by a landslide: Therefore. you should
choose (A).

Example II

When __ the conference?

(A) the doctor attended
(B) did the doctor attend
(C) the doctor will attend
(D) the doctor's attendance

Sample Answer

The sentence should read. "When did the doctor attend the conference?" Therefore. you should
choose (B).

Now begin work on the questions.
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1. In the early 1900s. Eastman __ ' 7. Researchers have begun studying what
inexpensive Brownie box cameras. __ is on human circadian rhythms.

(A) it developed (A) it is the effect of light
(B) it was developed (B) the light affects
(C) developed (C) in affecting the light
(D) developing (D) the effect of light

2. __ the discovery of the fossilized 8. If calcium oxide remains exposed to air.
remnants of tides in one-billion-year-old __ to calcium carbonate.
rocks. (A) turning
(A) Geological reports (B) turns
(B) Geologists report (C) it turns
(C) The reports of geologists (D) the turn
(D) Geologists' reports

9. Some early batteries used concentrated
3. The Brooklyn Bridge __ took thirteen nitric acid. __ gave off poisonous

years to complete. fumes.

(A) in New York (A) they
(B) is in New York (B) then they
(C) it is in New York (C) but they
(D) which New York (D) but they had

4. Genes control all of the physical __ we 10. The sound produced by an object __ in
inherit. a periodic way involves more than the

(A) that traits
simple sine wave.

(B) 'that are traits (A) it vibrates
(C) traits that (B) vibrating
(D) traits are that (C) is vibrating

(D) vibrates
5. Indigo can be extracted from a plant. and

then __ to dye cloth blue. II. Prior to the discovery of anesthetics in

(A) it
1846. surgery was done __ was still

(B) using
conscious.

(C) using it (A) while the patient
(D) it can be used (B) the patient felt

(C) during the patient's
6. __ in the United States spends 900 (D) while patiently

hours per year in class and 1.170 hours in
front of the television.

(A) The average third-grader
(B) The third grade is average
(C) There are three grades
(D) Three average grades
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12. The drastic decline of the beaver helps to
illustrate what __ to the ecosystems of
the North American continent.

(A) happening
(B) the happening
(C) has happened
(D) about happening

13. The use of shorthand died out in the
Middle Ages because of __ with
witchcraft. '

(A) the association was imagined
(B) associate the imagination
(C) imagine the association
(D) the imagined association

14. Ayacht is steered with a rudder. __ the
flow of water that passes the hull.

(A) which deflecting
(B) deflects
(C) it deflects
(D) which deflects

15. For top speed and sudden acceleration. the
accelerator pump feeds additional gasoline
from the float chamber into __ above
the venturi tube.

(A) the air it flows
(B) the airflow
(C) the air is flowing
(D) flows the air
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Written Expression

Directions: In questions 16-40, each sentence has four underlined words or phrases. The four
underlined parts of the sentence are marked (A), (B), (C), and (D). Identify the one underlined word
or phrase that mUStbe changed in order for the sentence to be correcl. Then, on your answer sheet,
find the number of the question and fill in the space that corresponds to the letter of the answer you
have chosen.

Look a't the following examples.

Example I

The four string on a violin are tuned
A -B- C-D-

in fifths.

Sample Answer

The sentence should read, "The four strings on a violin are tuned in fifths." Therefore, you should
choose (B).

Example II

The research for the book Roots taking
--A--B- -C-

Alex Haley twelve years.
D

Sample Answer

The sentence should read, "The research for the book Roots took Ale~ Haley twelve years." Therefore,
you should choose (C).

Now begin work on the questions.

1+1 STRUCTURE



2 _2-2-2-2-2-2-2
16. In 1732, coach travelers could got from New York ~ Philadelphia in about two days.

--A- BCD

17. Some of the District of Columbia are on low-lying, marshy ground.
-A- Be -0-

18. Georgia's economy is based main on agriculture.
--A- -8 ----c; 0

19. The Paul Revere House was built in 1676. and today its the oldest wooden building in Boston.-r B -C---O-

20. Conifers such as cedars. firs. and pines they bear their seeds in cones.
-A- Il --C -0-

21. A dome is a semispherical structure on top of a build.
A B -C- I:l

22. Succulents suck up water in just a few hour. but they can store it in their stems for months.
--A- --a -C- 0

23. Flying buttresses enabled builders to put up tall but thinnest stone walls.
--A- -B- --C- I:l

24. Weather forecasters monitor barometric pressures and record they on charts as isobars.
--A- 8 --C D

25. In many languages, the forms of a word varies to express such contrasts as number. gender, and
A -8---C

tense.
I:l

26. AMilky Way object that erupted in the constellation SCOl-piushas provides information toA --B-

astronomers since July.
C I:l

27. Much fossils are found in coal.bearing rocks.
-A- --8- C I:l

28. When salt is added to ice, this mixture becomes coldly enough to freeze ice cream.
-A- B -C- --0-

29. During the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries. Long Island was chiefly an agricultural region
--A-- --B- C

with fishing. whaling, and build ships as the important industries.
D

30. No one who has studied the Battle of Little Bighorn know the exact route that Custer and his
A -8- C

detachment took.
[)
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31. The Hawaiian monarchy, ~ created by King Kamehameha I (1784-1810), was modified in the
A B --C-

1840s by a written constitution.
-0-

32. In ~ solar system, nine planets. fifty-seven moons. several dozen comets, several million
A B

asteroids. and billions of meteorites have so far been discover.
-C- --0-

33. From the 1850s until after the tum of the century. many of America's super-rich families made
1\ --B--C-

Newport his favorite summer resort.
D

34. Mars looks red because is covered with a layer of soft red iron oxide.
-A- B --C-.- --0--

35. 'The radioactive substances that pose the greatest harm to humanity have neither very short or--A- B C
veIt long half lives.

J)

36. A robin cocks its head to peer at a worm with one eyes and not to hear it, as was once thought.
A -B- C J)

37. Film sound is often recorded by an analog system who, like the compact disc. uses light.
-A- --B- C I)

38. The scribes of the Middle Ages used quill pens to produce their high decorated manuscripts.--r' B C;J)

39. The principles of physics described by Christian Doppler in 1842 for the movement of stars has
A B

been adapted to evaluate the movement of blood-within the heart.
--C- -0-

40. The Pioneer 10 and 11 spacecraft were the first vehicles of humankind to venture beyond the
---P:-B

limits of ours solar system.
-C- J)

This Is the end of the Structure and Written Expression Pre-Test.

8888888
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Circle the number of each of the questions on the test that you answered incorrectly or were
unsure of Then you will see which skills you should be sure to focus on.

I. SKILLS I and 2
2. SKILLS I and 2
3. SKILLS 1 and 2
4. SKILL9
5. SKILL5
6. SKILLS 1 and 2
7. SKILL 7
8. SKILL6
9. SKILL 5
10. SKILL3
11. SKILL 6
12. SKILL8
13. SKILL4
14. SKILL 10

15. SKILLS 1 and 2
16. SKILL 18
17. SKILL12
18. SKILL 24
19. SKILL22
20. SKILLS 1 and 2
21. SKILL 2
22. SKILL20
23. SKILL 14
24. SKILL 21
25. SKILL 11
26. SKILL 16
27. SKILL 20
28. SKILL 25

29. SKILL 14
30. SKILL 13
31. SKILL4
32. SKILL 17
33. SKILL23
34. SKILL6
35. SKILL 15
36. SKILL 19
37. SKILL9
38. SKILL24
39. SKILL 11
40. SKILL22
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STRUCTURE DIAGNOSTIC PRE-TEST
(Computer) .•

"1 Longman Introductory Course for_th~~_T_e_s_t ' P.lIilEiI
Structure Diagnostic Pre-Test t '.~'. : ,. " • . .15:00

•O' 0

I 1- 1

II Dismiss J
riate for Directions
tion.

each
rd or

ou will
e

~ ~ , ~.
<?> Answer ~

The second type of question has four underlined words or phrases. Y
choose the one underlined word or phrase that must be changed for th
sentence to be correc!.

This section measures the ability to recognize language that is approp
standard written English. There are two types of questions in this sec

In the first type of question, there are incomplete sentences. Beneath
sentence, there are four words or phrases. You will choose the one we
phrase that best completes the sentence.

After you click on Next and Confirm Answer, the next question will be
presented.

Click on Dismiss Directions to continue.~.
---- .. - --_.- -- - ---._-----
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1. Areas of rock may shifts up or down on

each side of a fault.

2. Kansas __ at the geographical center of
the United States.

o it is locatedo the location iso its locationso is located

3. When someone take a depressant, the level

of activity in the central nervous system is

lowered.

4. The last star on tbe handle of __
Polaris, or the North Star.

o to call the Little Dippero calling the Little Dippero the Little Dipper callingo the Little Dipper is called

5. In 1917, Clyde Cessna designed a
monoplane with an innovative cantilever

wing, and him later started the Cessna

Aircraft Company.

6. The apple tree appears in the mythology,

traditi.ons, historical, and archeology of

the most ancient nations.------

7. The vast west-central section of North
America, __ from Texas to Canada, is
one of the world's largest grasslands.

o it stretcheso stretches
o stretchingo is stretching

8. The first horse-drawn chariots were--- ---
introduce around 2500 B.C.

9. Not only the Etruscan alphabet and the

Latin alphabet ~ descendents of the

Greek alphabet.

10. Eugene Debs ran for the presidency of the
United States five times. __ was never
elected.

o he
o but heo to himo for his

1\. The carbonation of water and soft drinks

~ one of the first ~ found for gaseous

carbon dioxide.

12. Woodrow Wilson served as president of
Princeton __ was elected president of
the United States.

o before
o to him
o heo beforehe

13. After an apple is cut, chemicals inside her

combine with oxygen to form a brown coat.

14. Most of the birds living in desert regions

inhabits the fringes of the desert.

15. The oldest known daggers are ones that
Neolithic humans __ out of flint.

o skillful chips
o skillfully chippedo chipping skillfully
o chips are skillful

16. The U.S. Constitution, in Article I. Section

2, provided for a ~ of the population

every decades.
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17. The game of dominoes is played with

flat, oblong blocks identified by the number
of dots on theirs faces.

18. Any member of a group of drugs __
barbituric acid is a barbiturate.

o the derivation ofo is derived from
o derived from
o derives from

19. Sodium ~droxide and other alkali

solutions work effective as degreasing
agents.

20. Diamond Head is what __ of an extinct
volcano.

o toremaino remainso remainingo the remnants

Circle the number of each of the questions on the test that you answered incorrectly or were
unsure of Then you will see which skills you should be sure to focus 011.

I. SKILL 18 8. SKILL 17 15. SKILL 9
2. SKILL 1 9. SKILL 15 16. SKILL 19
3. SKILL 13 10. SKILL 5 17. SKILL 22
4. SKILL 2 II. SKILL 11 18. SKILL 4
5. SKILL 21 12. SKILL 6 19. SKILL 24
6. SKILL 14 13. SKILL 23 20. SKILL 8
7. SKILL 3 14. SKILL 12
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STRUCTURE-

Structure i~tested in the second section on both the paper TQEFL test and the computer
TOEFL test. This section consists of a number of multiple choice questions that test your
knowledge of the structure of English sentences and error recognition questions that test
your knowledge of correct written expression. The paper and the computer structure sec-
tions are similar in the following ways:

• the types of questions
• the language skills tested

The paper and the computer structure sections are different in the following ways:

• the number of questions
• the amount of time
• the ordC1ing of the questions
• the strategies
• the scoring

STRUCTURE ONTHE PAPERTOEFL@TEST •

On the paper TOEFL test, the second section is called Structure and Written Expression.
This section consists of forty questions (though some tests may be longer). You have
twenty-fiveminutes to complete the forty questions in this section.

There are two types of questions in the Structure and Written Expression section of the
paper TOEFL test:

I. Structure (questions 1-15) consists of fifteen sentences in which part of each sen-
tence has been replaced with a blank. Each sentence is followed by four answer
choices. You must choose the answer that completes the sentence in a grammati-
cally correct way.

2. Written Expression (questions 1&-40) consists of twenty-five sentences in which
four words or groups of words have been underlined. You must choose the under-
lined word or group of words that is not correct.

The questions on the paper test are presented in linear order. The fifteen structure ques-
tions (1-15) progress from easy to difficult. The twenty-five written expression questions
(1&-40) also progress from easy to difficult. Your score in this section is based on your
answers to these forty questions.

151
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GENERAL STRATEGIES
(PaperTOEFL~Test) g

I. Be familiar with the directions. The directions on every paper TOEFL test are the same,
so it is not necessary to spend time reading the directions carefully when you take the test.
You should be completely familiar with the directions before the day of the test.

2. Begin with questions I through IS. Anticipate that questions I through 5 will be the
easiest. Anticipate that questions I I through 15 will be the most difficult. Do not spend too
much time on questions II through 15. There will be easier questions that come later.

3. Continue with questions 16 through 40. Anticipate that questions 16 through 20 will
be the easiest. Anticipate that questions 36 through 40 will bE the most difficult. Do not
spend too much time on questions 36 through 40.

4. If you have time, return to questions I I through I S. You should spend extra time on
questions I I through 15 only after you spend all the time that you want on the easier
questions that follow.

5. Guess to complete the section before time is up. There is no penalty for guessing, so
it can only increase your score to guess the answers to questions that you do not have time
to complete.

STRUCTURE ON THE COMPUTER TOEFL@TEST •

On the computer TOEFL test, the second section is called the Structure section. This sec-
tion consists of twenty to twenty.five questions. You have fifteen to twenty minutes to com-
plete the questions in this section.

There are two types of questions in the Structure section of the computer TOEFL teJ't:

1. Struc~e questions consist of sentences in which part of each sentence has been
replaced with a blank. Each sentence is followed by four answer choices. You must
choose the anS\ver that completes the sentence in a grammatically correct way.

2. Written Expression questions consist of sentences in which four words or groups of
words have been underlined. You must choose the underlined word or group of
words that is nol correct.

These two types of questions are intermixed in this section of the test.
The Structure section of the computer TOEFL test is computer adaptille. This means that

the difficulty of the questions that you st:e is determined by how well you answer the ques-
tions. The section begins with a medium-level question, and the questions that follow will
get easier or harder depending on whether or not you answer the questions correctly. '!uur
answers to these questions count as only half of your structure score; the other half of your
structure score comes from your answer to the writing question.
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GENERAL STRATEGIES
(Computer TOEFL~ Test)

I. Be familiar with the directions. The directions on every computer TOEFL test are the
same. so it is not necessary to spend time reading the directions carefully when you take the
test. You should be completely familiar with the directions before the day of the test.

2. Be familiar with computer adaptivity. This section of the computer TOEFL test is
adaptive. This means that you will start with a medium-level question. and the difficulty of the
questions will increase or decrease depending on whether or not your answers are correct.

3. Dismiss the directions as soon as they come up. The time starts when the directions
come up. You should already be familiar with the directions, so you can click on

as soon as it appears and save all your time for the questions.

4. Think carefully about a question before you answer it. You may not return to a
question later in the test. You only have one opportunity to answer a given question.

5. Click on an answer on the computer screen when you have selected an answer.
You may still change your mind at this point and click on a different answer.

6. Click on em and then click on to record your answer. After
you click on the Confirm Answer button. you cannot go back and change your answer. A
new question. either a structure question or a written expression question. will appear.

7. Do not spend too much time on a question you are unsure of. If you truly do not
know the answer to a question. simply guess and go on. The computer will automatically
move you into a level of questions that you can answer.

8. Be very careful not to make careless mistakes. If you mistakenly choose an incorrect
answer. the computer will move you to an easier level of questions than you can handle. You
will have to waste time working your way back to the appropriate level of questions.

9. Monitor the time carefully on the title bar of the computer screen. The title bar
indicates the time remaining in the Structure section, the total number of questions in the
section. and the current number.

10. Do not randomly guess at the end of the section to complete all the questions in
the section before time is up. In a computer adaptive section such as Structure. random
guessing to complete the section will only lower your score.
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THE STRUCTURE QUESTIONS
(PAPER TOEFL ~TESTAND COMPUTER TOEFL IlTEST) III

Multiple choice questions that test your knowledge of the correct structure of English sen-
tences appear on both the paper TOEFL test and the computer TOEFL test. Look at an
example ofa structure question from the paper TOEFL test.

Example from the Paper TOEFL e Test rill
Homo sapiens __ about 40,000yearsago.
(A) their first appearance
(B) first appeared
(C) first appearing
(D) they first appeared

In this example, you should notice that the sentence has a subject HOTTW sapiens but needs a
verb. Answer (B) is the correct answer because it contains the verb appeared. Answers (A)
and (C) are incorrect because they do not have verbs, and answer (D) is incorrect because
it has an extra subject. You should therefore choose answer (B).

Now, look at an example of a structure question from the computer TOEFL test.

Example from the Computer TOEFL e Test

__ replaced the Franklin half dollal in 1964.

o The Kennedy half dollar
o The half dollar featured Kennedyo On the Kennedy half dollar
o The Kennedy half dollar that

In this example, you should notice that the sentence has a verb replaced but needs a subject.
The first answer is the best answer because it contains the subject half dollar. The second
answer has an extra verb, the third answer contains a prepositional phrase, and the last
answer contains an extra connector, so these answers are incorrect. You should click on the
first answer to this question.
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PROCEDURES FOR THE STRUCTURE QUESTIONS
(PaperTOEFL~Test and ComputerTOEFL~Test) • m

I. First, study the sentence. Your purpose is to determine what is needed to complete the

sentence correctly.

2. Then study each answer based on how well it completes the sentence. Eliminate
answers that do not complete the sentence correctly.

3. Do not try to eliminate incorrect answers by looking only at the answers. The
incorrect answers are generally correct by themselves. The incorrect answers are generally
incorrect only when used to complete the sentence.

Now, you should move on to the language skills. The following language skills will help
you to implement these strategies and procedures in the structure questions on both the
paper TOEFL test and the computer TOEFL test.

Skill I: SUBJECTS AND VERBS

You know that a sentence in English should have a subject and a verb. The most common
types of problems that you will encounter in structure questions on the TOEFL test are
related to subjects and verbs: perhaps the sentence is missing either the subject or the verb
or both, or perhaps the sentence has an extra subject or verb.

Example I from the Paper and Computer TOEFL~Tests ••

__ wasringing continuously for hours.

(A) Loudly
(B) In the morning
(C) The phone
(D) The bells

In this example, you should notice immediately that there is a verb was ringing, but there is
no subject. Answer (C) is the best answer because it is a singular subject that agrees with
the singular verb was ringing. Answer (A), loudly, and answer (B), in the morning, are not
subjects, so they are not correct. Although answer (0), bells, could be a subject, it is not cor-
rect because bellI is plural and it does not agree with the singular verb was ringing.
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Example 2 from the Paper and Computer TOEFL- Tests g
Newspapers__ everymorning and every evening.
(A) delivery
(B) are delivered
(C) on time
(D) regularly

In this example, you should notice immediately that the sentence has a subject newspapers
but that there is no verb. Because answer (B), are delivered, is a verb, it is the best answer.
Answers (A), (C), and (D) are not verbs, so they are not correct.

Example 3 from the Paper and Computer TOEFL- Tests DS
The plane __ landing at the airport in live minutes.
(A) it is
(B) it reallyis
(C) is descending
(D) willbe

This sentence has a subject plo.ne and has part of a verb lo.nding; to be correct, some form of
the verb be is needed to make the verb complete. Answers (A) and (B) are incorrect
because the sentence already has a subject plane and does not need the extra subject it.
Answer (C) is incorrect because descending is an extra part of a verb that is unnecessary
because of lo.nding. Answer (D) is the best answer; wiU be together with lo.nding is a com-
plete verb.

The following chart outlines the key information that you should remember about sub-
jects and verbs.

SUBJECTS AND VERBS

A sentence in Englishmust have at least one subject and one verb. The first thing you should do
as you read a sentence in the structure section ofthe TOEFL test is to find the subject
and the verb.
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EXERCISE 1: Underline the subjects once and the verbs twice in each of the following
sentences. Then indicate if the sentences are correct (C) or incorrect (1).

_1_ 1. My best friend always helpful with problems.

_C_ 2. The bus schedule has changed since last week.

3. Accidentally dropped the glass on the floor.

4. The customer paying the clerk for the clothes.

5. The professor handed the syllabus to the students.

6. Each day practiced the piano for hours.

7. The basketball player tossed the ball into the hoop.

8. The new student in the class very talkative and friendly.

9. Walking with the children to school.

__ 10. The whales headed south for the winter.

Skill 2: OBJECTS OF PREPOSITIONS

An object of a preposition is a noun or a pronoun that comes after a preposition such as in,
at, of, to, by, behind; and on to form a prepositional phrase.

The trip (to the island) (on Saturday) willlast (for three hours).

This sentence contains three objects of prepositions. Island is the object of the preposition
to; Saturday is the object of the preposition on; hours is the object of the preposition for:

An object of a preposition can cause confusion in the structure section of the TOEFL
test because it can be mistaken for the subject of a sentence.

Example from the Pa~r and Computer TOEFL* Tests •

ToMike__ wasa big surprise.
(A) really
(B) the party
(C) funny
(D) when

In this example. you should look first for the subject and the verb. You should notice the
verb was and should also notice that there is no subjecL Do not think that Mike is the sub-
ject; Mike is the object of the preposition to, and one noun cannot be both a subject and an
object at the same time. Because a subject is needed in this sentence. answer (8). the PC¥ty, is
the best answer. An~wers (A). (C). and (D) are not correct because they cannot be subjects.
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The following chart outlines the key information that you should remember about
objects of prepositions.

OBJECTS OF PREPOSITIONS

A preposition is followed by a noun or pronoun that is called an objea of the preposition.
If a word is an object of a preposition, it is ~ the subject.

NOTE: A list of prepositions and ey.ercises to practice recognizing these prepositions can
be found in Appendix B at the back of the text. You may want to complete these exercises
before continuing with Exercise 2.

EXERCISE 2: Each of the following sentences contains one or more prepositional
phrases. Underline the subjects once and the verbs twice. Circle the prepositional phrases
that come before the verb. Then indicate if the sentences are correct (C) or incorrect (I).

_C_ I. The ~ (of the baby)(in the crib) ~ Jack.

__ I _ 2. (By the next meeting)(of the class) need to turn in the papers.

3. The directions to the exercise on page twenty unclear.

4. Because of the heavy rain throughout the night. the walkwaysare muddy.

5. During the week eat lunch in the school cafeteria.

6. In the morning after the concert was tired.

7. In the summer the trip to the mountains is our favorite trip.

8. In a box on the top shelf of the cabinet in the hallway of the house.

9. With her purse in her hand ran through the door.

__ 10. At 1:00 in the morning the alarm clock on the table beside the bed rang.

EXERCISE (Skills 1-2): Underline the subjects once and the verbs twice. Circle the prepo-
sitional phrases that come before the verb. Then indicate if the sentences are correct (C)
or incorrect (I).

I. During the meeting in the office discussed the schedule.

2. The doctor gave the patient a prescription.

3. The tall evergreen trees along the road.

4. The watch in the jewelry box needs a new battery.

5. Pleasantly greets everyone in all the offices e~ery morning,

6. In the office of the building across the street from the park on the corner.
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7. The dishes in the sink really need to be washed as soon.as possible.,
8. In a moment of worry about the problem with the cash in the account.

9. The plane from New York circling the airport.

__ 10. On a regular basis the plants in the boxes under the window in the kitchen are

watered and fed.

TOEFL EXERCISE (Skills 1-2): Choose the letter of the word or group of words that best
completes the sentence.

1. Mark Twain __ the years after the 6. The large carotid artery __ to the
Civil War the "Gilded Age." main parts of the brain.

(A) called (A) carrying blood
(B) calling (B) blood is carried
(C) he called (C) carries blood
(D) his calls (D) blood carries

2., Early __ toes instead of hooves on 7. __ radio as the first practical
their feet. system of wireless telegraphy.

> (A)' horses (A) Marconi's development
~,~ (B) had horses (B) The development by Marconi

(C) horses had (C) Developing Marconi
(D) horses having (D) Marconi developed

3. __ grow close to the ground in the 8. In 1975, the first successful space
short Arctic summer. probe to __ beginning to send

(A) Above tundra plants information back to Earth.

(B) Tundra plants (A) Venus
(C) Tundra plants are found (B) Venus the
(D) For tundra plants (C) Venus was

(D) Venus it was
4. In 1867, __ Alaska from the

Russians for $7.2 million. 9. The two biggest resort __ Arkansas

(A) purchased ~e United States are Hot Springs and Eureka Springs.

(B) to purchase the United States (A) in
(C) the United States' purchase of (B) towns in
(D) the United States purchased (C) towns are

(D) towns are in
5. Between 1725 and 1750, New ,

England witnessed an increase in the 10. NASA's Lyndon B.Johnson Space
specialization of __ . Center __ control center for the

(A) occupations
Mercury. Gemini, and Apollo space

(B) occupies flights.

(C) they occupied (A) it was at the
(D) it occupied them (B) it was the

(C) was the
(D) the
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Skill 3: PRESENT PARTICIPLES

Present participles can cause confusion in the structure questions on the TOEFL test
because a present participle can be eiLher an adjective or a part of Lheverb. A present par-
ticiple is the -ingform of the verb. It is part of the verb when it is preceded by some form of
Lheverb be.

The train is aniving at the station now.
VERB

In Lhissentence, arriving is part ofLhe verb because it is accompanied by is.
A present participle is an adjective when it is not accompanied by some form of the

verb be.

The train aniving at the station now is an hour late.
ADJECTIVE

In this sentence, arriving is an adjective and not part of Lheverb because it is not accompa-
nied by some form of be. The verb in this sentence is is.

The following example shows how a present participle can be confused with the verb in
structure questions on LheTOEFL test.

Exampl~ from tbe Paper and Computer TOEFl-lIDTests •

The film__ appearing at the local theater ismy favorite.
(A) now
(B) is
(C) it
(D) was

In this example, if you look at only the first words of Lhesentence, it appears that film is Lhe
subject and appearing is part of the verb. If you think that appearing is pan of the verb, you
might choose answer (B), is, or answer (D), was, to complete Lheverb. However, these two
answers are incorrect -because appearing is not part of the verb. You should recognize Lhat
appearing is a participial adjective raLher than a verb because there is another verb in the
sentence (is). In this sentence, Lhere is a complete subject (film) and a complete verb (is),
so this sentence does not need another subject or verb. The best answer to this question is
answer (A).

The following chart outlines lhe key information you should remember about present
participles.

PRESENT PARTICIPLES

A present participle is the -ing form of the verb. The present participle can be (I) part of the
verb or (2) an adjective. It is part of the verb when it is accompanied by some form of the verb
be. It is an adjective when it is not accompanied by some form of the verb be.
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EXERCISE 3: Each of the following sentences contains one or more present participles.
Underline the subjects once and the verbs twice. Circle the present participles and label
them as adjectives or verbs. Then indicate if the sentences are correct (C) or incorrect (I).

_C_ I. The (crying) baby needs to be picked up.
ADJ.

__ ,_ 2. The clothes areQYIDg)on the floor should go into the washing machine.
VERB

3. The waitress bringing the steaming soup to the waiting diners.

4. Most of the striking workers are walking the picket line.

5. For her birthday, the child is getting a talking doll.

6. The setting sun creating a rainbow of colors in the sky.

7. The ship is sailing to Mexico is leaving tonight.

8. lbe letters needing immediate answers are on the desk.

9. The boring class just ending a few minutes ago.

__ 10. The fast-moving clouds are bringing freezing rain to the area.

Skill 4: PAST PARTICIPLES

Past participles can cause confusion in structure questions on the TOEFL test because a
past participle can be either an adjective or a part of the verb. The past participle is the
form of the verb that appears with have or be. It often ends in -ed, but there are also many
irregular past participles in English.

The mailman has left a letter in the mailbox.
VERB

The classesw"e taught byProfessorSmith.
VERB

In the first sentence, the past participle left is part of the verb because it is accompanied by
has. In the second sentence, the past participle taught is part of the verb because it is
accompanied by were.

A past participle is an adjective when it is not accompanied by some form of be or have.

The letter!!J!.in the mailhoxwasfor me.
ADJECJ1VE

The classes taught byProfessorSmith were very interesting.
ADJECTIVE

In the first sentence. left is an adjective rather than a verb because it is not accompanied by
a form of be or have (and there is a verb, was, later in the sentence). In the second sen-
tence, taught is an adjective rather than a verb because it is not accompanied by a form of be
or have (and there is a verb, were, later in the sentence).
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The following example shows how a past participle can be confused with the verb in
structure questions on the TOEFL test.

Example from the Paper and Computer TOEFL~ Tests. m
The bread __ baked this morning smelled delicious.
(A) has
(B) was
(C) it
(D) just

In this example, if you look only at the first fewwords of the sentence, it appears that bread
is the subject and baked is either a complete verb or a past participle that needs a helping
verb. But if you look further in the sentence, you will see the verb smelled. Youwill then rec-
ognize that baked is a participial adjective and is therefore not part of the verb. Answers (A)
and (B) are incorrect because baked is an adjective and does not need a helping verb such
as has or was. Answer (C) is incorrect because there is no need for the subject it. Answer
(D) is the best answer to this question.

The following chart outlines the key information that you should remember about past
participles.

PAST PARTICIPLES

A pas! participle often ends in -ed, but there are also many irregular past participles. For many verbs,
including -ed verbs. the simple pas! and the pas! 'participle are the same and can be easily confused.
The -ed form of the verb can be (I) the simple past. (2) the past participle of a verb, or
(3) an adjective.

EXERCISE 4: Each of the following sentences contains one or more past participles.
Underline the subjects once and the verbs twice. Circle the past participles and label them
as adjectives or verbs. Then indicate if the sentences are correct (C) or incorrect (I).

__I _ 1. The food is (SeTVea)in this restaurant ~ delicious.
VERB

_C_ 2. The plane landed on the (deserted) runway.
--- ADJ.

3. The unexpected guests arrived just at dinnertime.

4. The courses are listed in the catalogue are required courses.

--' 5. The teacher found the lost exam.

6. The small apartment very crowded and disorganized.

7. The photographs developed yesterday showed Sam and his friends.
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8. The locked drawer contained the unworn jewels.

9. The tree was blown over in the storm was cut into logs.

__ 10. The students registered in this course are listed on that sheet of paper.

EXERCISE (Skills 3-4): Each of the following sentences contains one or more participles.
Underline the subjects once and the verbs twice. Circle the participles and label them as
adjectives or verbs. Then indicate if the sentences are correct (C) or incorrect (I).

I. Our hosts are serving drinks on the tiled patio.

2. The tired woman taking a much-needed nap.

3. The letters were sent on Monday arrived on Wednesday.

4. The winners deserved the big prize.

5. The plants are growing in the gardellineed a lot of water.

6. The shining stars lit up the darkened sky.

7. The driver rapidly increased the speed ofthe racing car.

8. The excited children trying to build a snowman in the falling snow.

9. The students are completing the course will graduate in June.

__ 10. The dissatisfied customer is returning the broken toaster to the store .

• TOEFL EXERCISE (Skills 3-4): Choose the letter of the word or group of words that best
completes the sentence.

1. The first __ appeared during the
last period of the dinosaurs' reign.

(A) flowers are plants
(B) plants have flowers
(C) plants flowers.
(D) flowering plants

2. The earliest medicines __ from
plants of various sorts.

(A) obtaining
(B) they obtained
(C) were obtained
(D) they were obtained

3. Simple sails were made from canvas
__ over a frame.

(A) a stretch
(8) stretched
(C) was stretched
(D) it was stretched

4. Pluto's moon Charon __ in a
slightly elliptical path around the
planet.

(A) moving
(8) is moving
(C) it was moving
(D) in its movement
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5. Techniques of breath control form 8. At around two years of age, many
an essential part of any __ children regularly produce sentences
program to improve the voice. __ three or four words.
(A) it trains (A) are containing
(B) train (B) containing
(C) trains (C) contain
(D) training (D) contains

6. Robert E. Lee __ the Confederate 9. Multinational companies __ it
Army to General Grant in 1865 at the increasingly important to employ
Appomattox Courthouse. internationally acceptable brand
(A) surrendered names.
(B) he surrendered (A) finding
(C) surrendering (B) are finding
(D) surrender (C) they find

(D) they are finding
7. The pituitary gland, __ the brain,

releases hormones to control other 10. The cornea is located under the
glands. conjunctiva, on __ of the eye.

(A) found below (A) the part is exposed
(B) it is found below (B) exposed the part
(C) its foundation below (C) the exposed part
(D) finds itself below (D) exposes the part

TOEFL REVIEWEXERCISE (Skills 1-4): Choose the letter of the word or group of words
that best completes the sentence.

I. __ first settled the Hawaiian 3. In some daguerreotype cameras,
Islands between A.D. 300 and 750. __ through a hole in the back of

(A) The Polynesians the box.

(B) The Polynesians arrived (A) the object's view
(C) Because of the Polynesians (B) the obiect was viewed
(D) It was the Polynesians (C) from the view of the object

(D) viewed the object
2. In 1066, a bright comet __ in the

sky attracted much attention. 4. In the Stone Age, stone tools __
(A) was appearing with other rock materials.
(B) appears (A) polishing
(C) it appeared (B) they polished
(D) appearing (C) for polish

(D) were polished



5. The first steamship to cross the
Atlantic __ Savannah, in 1819.

(A) was the
(8) it was the
(C) the
(D) in it the

6. The Earth's plates meet each other at
cracks in the Earth __ faults.

(A) were called
(8) calls
(C) called
(D) it was called

7. The first plant-like organisms
probably __ in the sea, perhaps
three billion years ago.

(A) life
(8) living
(C) lived
(D) it was living
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8. In male pattern baldness, __
strongly influences the degree of
hair loss.

(A) heredity
(8) inherited
(C) inherits
(D) heredity has

9. In Watch the Skies, Curtis Peebles
__ attempt to explain America's
belief in fl}'ing saucers.

(A) makes a fascinating
(8) making a fascinating
(C) fascination with making
(D) fascination made a

10. The irregular coastline of __ a
succession of bays and inlets, with
the hook of the Cape Cod peninsula
in the southeast.

(A) Massachusetts
(8) Massachusetts is
(C) Massachusetts it is
(D) Massachusetts on

Skill 5: COORDINATE CONNECTORS .

Many sentences in English have more than one clause. (A clause is a group of words con-
taining a subject and a verb.) When you have two clauses in an English semence, you must
connect the two clauses correcuy. One way to connect two clauses is to use and, but, or;or so
between the clauses.

The sun was shining, and Uteskywas blue.

The skywas blue. but ~ was verycold.

~ may rain tonight, or~ may be clear.

It was raining outside. so! took myumbrella.

In each of these examples, there are two clauses that are correcuy joined with a coordinate
connector-and, but, or;or str-and a comma (,).

The following example shows how this sentence pattern could be tested in structure
questions on the TOEFL test.
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Example from the Paper and Computer TOEFLlZ>Tests l!II J!£I
I forgot my coat, __ I got very cold.

(A) then
(B) so
(C) later
(D) as a result

In this example, you should notice quickly that there are two c1auscs, J forgot my coat and J
got vay cold. This sentcnce needs a conncctor to join the two clauses. Then, later, and as a
result are not connectors, so answers (A), (C), and (D) are not correct. The best answer is
answer (B) because so can connect two clauses in this manner.

The following chart lists the coordinate connectors and the sentence pattern used with
them.

COORDINATE CONNECTORS

and but or so

S V (coordinate connector) S V

It was raining , but Bill went out to play.

EXERCISE 5: Each of the following sentences contains more than one clause. Underline
the subjects once and the verbs twice. Circle the connectors. Then indicate if the sentences
are correct (C) or incorrect (I).

_c_ 1. The lawn needs water every day,@i.': will turn brown.

__ I _ 2. The book was not long, ~ i.':difficult to read.

3. It was raining, so decided not to go camping.

4. The material has been cut, and the pieces have been sewn together.

5. The patient took all the medicine, he did not feel much better.

6. The bill must be paid immediately, or the electricity will turned off.

7. The furnace broke so the house got quite cold.

8. The dress did not cost too much, but the quality it seemed excellent.
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__ 9. The leaves kept falling off the trees, and the boys kept raking them up, but the

yard was still covered.

__ 10. The postman has already delivered the mail, so the letter is not going to arrive

today, it probably will arrive tomorrow.

Skill 6: ADVERB CLAUSE CONNECTORS

Sentences with adverb clauses have two basic patterns in English. Study the clauses and COl

nectors in the following sentences:

He ~ tired because he has been working hard.

Because he has been working hard, he ~ tired.

In each of these examples, there are two clauses: he is tired and he has been working hard. The
clause he has been working hard is an adverb clause that is introduced with the c~mnector
because. In the first example, the connector because comes in the middle of the sentence,
and no comma (,) is used. In the second example, the connector because comes at the
beginning of the sentence. In this pattern, when the connector comes at the beginning of
the sentence, a comma (,) is required in the middle of the sentence.

The following example shows how this sentence pattern could be tested in structure
questions on the TOEFL test.

Example from the Paper and Computer TOEFL~Tests • S
__ arrived at the library. he started to work immediately.
(A) The student
(B) When
(C) He
(D) Mter the student

In this example you should recognize easily that the verb arrived needs a subject. There is
also another clause, he started to work immediately. If you choose answer (A) or answer (C),
you will have a subject for the verb arrived, but you will not have a connector to join the two
clauses. Because you need a connector to join two clauses, answers (A) and (C) are incor-
rect. Answer (B) is incorrect because there is no subject for the verb arrived. Answer (0) is
the best answer because there is a subject, student, for the verb, arrived, and there is a con-
nector, after, to join the two clauses.

The following chart lists common adverb connectors and the sentence patterns used
with them.
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ADVERB TIME AND CAUSE CONNECTORS

TIME CAUSE CONDITION CONTRAST

after until because if although
as when since whether . even though
before while though
since while

S V ( adverb connector) S V

Matt felt good because he passed.

(adverb connector ) S V S V

Because Matt passed , he felt good.

EXERCISE 6: Each of the following sentences contains more than one clause. Underline
the subjects once and the verbs twice. Circle the c<;mnectors. Then indicate if the sentences
are correct (C) or incorrect (I).

_c_ 1.

_1- 2.

3.

4.

(Mter) the plane circled the airport. ~ landed on the main runway.

The registration process took many hours @ince) the lines so long.

This type of medicine can be helpful. it can also have some bad side effects.

The waves were amazingly high when the storm hit the coastal town.

5. We need to get a new car whether is on sale or not.

6. Just as the bread came out of the oven, while a wonderful aroma filled the

kitchen.

__ 7. Everyone has spent time unpacking boxes since the family moved into the

new house.

8. Although the area is a desert many plants bloom there in the springtime.

9. The drivers on the freeway drove slowly and carefully while the rain was falling

heavily because they did not want to have an accident.

__ 10. If you plan carefully before you take a trip. wiJl have a much better time

because the small details will not cause problems.
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EXERCISE (Skills 5-6): Each of the fol1owing sentences contains more than one clause.
Underline the subjects once and the verbs twice. Circle the connectors. Then indicate if
the sentences are correct (C) or incorrect (I).

1. The lawyer presented a strong case, but the client was still found guilty.

2. Mter the children read some stories before they went to bed.

3. The report needed to be completed, the workers stayed late every night for a

week.

4. If you do not turn on the lights, you wil1trip in the dark.

5. A thick fog came rolling in, so planes unable to land.

6. All of the shoes are on sale until the current stock is gone.

7. The ship leaving the dock even though some passengers were not on board.

B. The outline must be turned in to the teacher a week before the paper is clue,

and must approve it.

__ 9. Because the food was cold when it was served the diners sent it back to the

kitchen.

__ 10. Youshould slow down while you are driving, or the police will pull your car over.

TOEFL EXERCISE (Skills 5-6): Choose the letter of the word or group of words that best
completes the sentence.

1. A spacecraft is freed from friction
__ launched into space.

(A) it
(B) it is
(C) after is
(0) after it is

2. __ with their surroundings, or
they hide in crevices for protection.

(A) Lousters
(B) Lobsters blend
(C) Lobsters blending
(0) Because lobsters blend

3. __ a ball-and-socket joint, the
elbow is a simple hinge joint.

(A) While the shoulder
(B) While the shoulder is
(C) The shoulder is
(0) The shoulder

4. A car has several sections with
moving parts, __ of those parts is
essential.

(A) good lubrication
(B) well lubricated
(C) and good lubrication
(0) and well lubricated
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5. Bears cannot see well __ small
eyes.

(A) bears have
(B) because having
(C) because they have
(D) because of bears

6. __ at the Isthmus of Panama. so
animals were able to migrate .
between North and South America.

(A) A land bridge existed
(B) When a land bridge existed
(C) A land bridge
(D) With a land bridge

7. __ mostly made of granite. it also
contains some human-made
materials.

(A) The Empire State Building
(B) The Empire State Building is
(C) Although the Empire State

Building is
(D) Although the Empire State

Building is built

8. Pressure differences make the
eardrum vibrate __ the ear.

(A) enters the sound waves
(B) as sound waves
(C) sound waves enter
(D) as sound waves enter

9. An optical microscope magnifies as
much as 2,000 times, but an electron
microscope __ as much as a
million times.

(A) magnifying
(B) it magnifies
(C) can magnify
(D) magnify it

10. If scien tific estimates are accurate,
__ with the Earth about 20,000
years ago.

(A) the Canon Diablo meteorite
collided

(B) the collision of the Canon
Diablo meteorite

(C) the Canon Diablo meteorite
colliding

(D) colliding the Canon Diablo
meteorite

TOEFL REVIEW EXERCISE (S!illls1-6): Choose the letter of the word or group of words
that best completes the sentence.

1. __ of the Pueblo Indians centered
on intensive agriculture.

(A) The economic activity
(B) Because the economic activity
(C) The economy was active
(D) When the economic activity

2. In popular terminology, any long
snowstorm with __ is called a
blizzard.

(A) the amount of wind is large
(8) a large amount of wind .
(C) itisverywindy
(D) very windy

3. Nuclear power can be produced by
fusion, __ produced by fission.

(A) it can also be
(8) it can also
(C) and it can also be
(D) and it can also

4. __ , igneous rocks may be changed
into gneisses.

(A) The temperature is high
(8) If the temperature is high
(C) High temperatures
(D) If high temperature



5. In 1905, Henry Flagler __ his
plans to extend his Florida East Coast
Railway out across the sea to Key
West.

(A) it was announced
(B) announcement
(C) the announcement of
(D) announced

6. The sound __ from a vibrating
object will be high or low depending
on the number of vibrations.

(A) comes
(B) it is coming
(C) is coming
(D) coming

7. During the late 1880s, urban
streetcars were electrified through
__ large motors.

(A) they used
(B) used
(C) the use of
(D) when they used
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8. __ almost 274 square miles, but 96
percent of the park is under water.

(A) Although Biscayne National
Park encompasses

(B) Biscayne National Park
encompasses

(C) Biscayne National Park
encompassing

(D) Biscayne National Park

9. Legislation __ in 1916 and 1917
gave the Wilson administration
authority to intervene in the national
economy if it proved necessary.

(A) it was passed
(B) was passed
(C) passed
(D) passes

10. Because a family of birds set up
housekeeping inJoel Chandler
Harris's mailbox when the birds were
in need of a place to stay, __ the
Wrens Nest.

(A) the home was named
(B) so the home was named
(C) naming the home
(D) the home's name

Skill 7: NOUN CLAUSE CONNECTORS

A noun clause is a clause that functions as a noun; b-:cause the noun clause functions as a
noun, it is used in a sentence as an object of a verb (if it follows a verb) or an object of a
preposition (if it follows a preposition). Study the clauses and connectors in the following
sentences.

!don't know Iwhy ~ ~ such things. I
NOUN CLAUSE AS OBJEcr OF VERB

!am thinking about 1 why ~ ~ such things. I

NOUN CLAUSE AS OBJEcr OF PREPOSITION

In the first example, there are two clauses, I don't know and he said such things. These two
clauses are joined with the connector why. Why changes the clause he said such things into a
noun clause which functions as the object of the verb don't know.

In the second example, the two clauses I am thinking and he said such things are also
joined by the connector why. Why changes the clause he said such things into a noun clause
. which functions ,L~the object of the preposition about.
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The following example shows how these sentence patterns could be tested in structure
questions on the TOEFL test.

Example from the Paper and Computer TOEFl.- Tests III•
The citizensworryabout __ isdoing.
(A) what the government
(B) the government
(C) it
(D) iswhat the government

In this example, the sentence contains the main subject and verb. the citizens worry. and it
also contains an additional verb, is doing. The sentence needs a subject for the verb is doing
and a connector to join the two clauses. The best answer is answer (A) because it has the
connector what and the subject gavernment. Answers (B) and (C) are incorrect because they
do not have connectors. Answer (D) is incorrect because it has an extra verb.

The following chart lists the no lin clause connectors and the sentence patterns used
with them.

NOUN CLAUSE CONNECTORS

• wha~ when, where, why,how
• whether, if
• that

S V ( noun clause connector) S V

Sally explained why she did it.

EXERCISE 7: Each of the following sentences contains more than one clause. Underline
the subjects once and the verbs twice. Circle the connectors. Then indicate if the sentences
are correct (C) or incorrect (I).

_c_ 1. !!~ unfortunate ~ the !TIeal~ not ready yet.

__ 1_ 2. She told me (when) should pick her up.

3. The instructor explained where was the computer lab located.

4. We could not believe what he did to us.

5. Do you want'to know ifit going to rain tomorrow?

6. We never know whether we will get paid or not.

7. This evening you can decide what do you want to do.
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8. The manager explained how wanted the work done.

__ 9. The map showed where the party would be held.

__ 10. Can you tell me why was the mail not delivered today?

Skill 8: NOUN CLAUSE CONNECTOR/SUBJECTS

In Skill 7 we saw that noun clause connectors can be used to introduce noun clauses. In
Skill 8 we will see that in some cases a noun clause connector is not just a connector; a
noun clause connector can also be the subject of the clause at the same time. Study the
clauses and connectors in the following sentences.

!know Iwhat happened yesterday.I
NOUN CU.USE AS OBJECT OF VERB

Weare thinking about Iwhat happened yesterday.1
NOUN CU.USE AS OBJECT OF PREPOSITION

In the first example. there are two clauses: I know and what happened yesterday. These two
clauses are joined by the connector what. It is important to understand that in this sen-
tence the word what serves two functions. It is both the subject of the ,,:erb happened and the
connector that joins the two clauses.

In the second example. there are two clauses. In the first clause we is the subject of are
thinking. In the second clause what is the subject of happened. What also serves as the con-
nector that joins the two clauses. The noun clause what happened yesterday functions as the
object of the preposition about.

The following example shows how this sentence pattern could be tested in structure
questions on the TOEFL test.

Example from the Paper and Computer TOEFl..- Tests fill) .•
The companywasprepared for __ happened with the
economy.
(A) it
(B) the problem
(C) what
(D) when

In this example, the sentence contains the main clause the company was f'Tepared and
another verb, happened. The sentence needs a subject for the verb happened and a connec-
tor to join the two clauses. Answer (C) is the best answer because what is both a connector
and a subject. Answer (A) is incorrect because it is a subject, but there is no connector.
Answer (B) is incorrect because the problem is a subject, but there is no connector. Answer
(D) is incorrect because when is a connector, but it is not a subject.
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The following chart lists the noun clause connector/subjects and the sentence pattern
used with them.

NOUN CLAUSE CONNECTOR/SUBJECTS

who what which

S V ( noun clause connector/subject) V

AI told me what happened.

EXERCISE 8: Each of the following sentences contains more than one clause. Underline
the subjects once and the verbs twice. Circle the connectors. Then indicate if the sentences
are correct (C) or incorrect (I).

_c_ 1. The teacher heard ev answered the question.

__I _ 2. !do not understand ~ ~ went wrong.

3. Of the three movies, 1can't decide which is the best.

4. She did not remember who in her class.

5. No one is sure what did it happen in front of the building.

6. We found out which was her favorite type of candy.

7. Do you know what caused the plants to die?

8. 1am not sure which it is the most important course in the program.

9. We thought about who would be the best vice president.

-- 10. She sawwhat in the box in the closet.

EXERCISE (Skills 7-8): Each of the following sentences contains more than one clause.
Underline the subjects once and the verbs twice. Circle the connectors. Then indicate if
the sentences are correct (C) or incorrect (I).

1. It doubtful whether he will pass the test or not.

2. The group discussed wh~ he should receive the prize.

3. It is not certain why the class was cancelled:
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4. I will do what does it need to be done.

5. We forgot when did the movie start.

6. I would like to ask if you could come over for dinner this weekend.

7. The children knew which the best game to play.

8. The advisor informed her that needed to add another class.

9. He saw who took the money.

__ 10. It is unclear how the window got broken.

TOEFL EXERCISE (Skills 7--8): Choose the letter of the word or group of words that best
completes the sentence.

1. Today the true story of __ at Little
Bighorn remains a mystery.

(A) happened
(B) it happened
(C) what happened
(D) what happening

2. For more than a decade, __ that
certain species are becoming scarce.

(A) the warnings of bird-watchers
(B) warn the bird-watchers
(C) bird-watchers have warned
(D) a warning for bird-watchers

3. Early in the eighteenth century.
Halley accurately predicted when
__ of 1682 would return.

(A) the comet
(B) was the comet
(C) the comet"was
(D) had the comet

4. No single factor explains why__
vary so greatly among individuals.

(A) aging affects
(B) the effects of aging
(C) aging has an effect
(D) the aging effect

5. Lack of clarity about __ the party
in the coming year will be removed
at the party's convention.

(A) williead
(B) lead
(C) they will lead
(D) who will lead

6. We do not __ the bow drill wali
first developed for woodworking or
fire making.

(A) whether it
(B) know whether it
(C) know whether
(D) sure whether

7. Minute Man National Historical Park
is a monument to where __ '

(A) the beginning of the
Revolutionary War

(B) in the beginning of the
Revolutionary War

(C) the Revolutionary War to begin
(D) the Revolutionary War began
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8. Tests on the colors of cars were
conducted at the University of
California to determine __ the
safest colors for cars.

(A) which
(B) which were
(C) if
(D) howwere

9. The National Institute of Dental
Research es.timates __ in
fluoridated areas have about 25
percent less tooth decay than
children elsewhere.

(A) for school children
(B) school children's
(C) that school children
(D) that for school children

10. The process of photosynthesis
explains how __ able to use the
energy in sunlight to manufacture
foods from the simple chemicals in
air and water.

(A) green plants
(B) green plants are
(C) planting greens
(D) with green plants are

TOEFL REVIEW EXERCISE (Skills 1-8): Choose the letter of the word or group of words
that best completes the sentence.

I. Air near the equator __ a faster
west.to-east motion than air farther
from the equator.

(A) to have
(B) ithas
(C) has
(D) having

2. About 4000 B.C., humans discovered
that __ obtained from special
rocks called ores.

(A) metals could be
(B) the ability of metallic
(C) possibly metallic
(D) could metals be

3. __ quickly after an animal dies.

(A) In the degradation of DNA
(B) Degrading DNA
(C) DNA degrades
(D) For DNA to degrade

4. __ aerodynamic design has
contributed a major part in reducing
resistance to motion.

(A) Improved
(B) It improves
(C) Improvement
(D) They improve

5. The southern part of Florida is much
warmer in the winter than the
northern part, so more __ to the
south.

(A) flocking tourists
(B) touring flocks
(C) flocks of tourists
(D) tourists flock

6. The Moon's gravity pulls water on
the near side of the Earth toward the
Moon, and this iswhat __ tides to
occur.

(A) the cause
(B) causes
(C) causing
(D) the cause of



7. __ , they pick up fragmenL~ of rock
which become frozen into the base
of the ice.

(A) Glaciers move
(B) Glaciers moving
(C) They were glaciers
(D) As glaciers move

8. The tape measure first evolved from
__ used by the Egyptians.

(A) the chains measure
(B) the chains are measured
(C) the chains are measuring
(D) the measuring chains
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9. A typical Atlantic hurricane starts as
a low pressure system near -_.

(A) Africa coasts
(B) coast to Africa
(C) the African coast
(D) Africa has a coast

10. It is not clear whether the
subdivisions of the neocortex --
unitS.

(A) individual
(B) are individual
(C) they are individual
(D) individually

Skill 9: ADJECTIVE CLAUSE CONNECTORS

An adjective clause describes a noun. Because the clause is an adjective, it is positioned
directly after the noun that it describes.

This is the house that! want to buy.
ADJECTIVE CLAUSE

The house that! want to buy ~ quite expensive.
ADJECTIVE CLAUSE

In the first example, there are two clauses: this is the subject of the verb is, and I is the sub-
ject of the verb want. That is the adjective clause connector that joins these two clauses, and
the adjective clause that I want to /my describes the noun house.

In the second example, there are also two clauses: house is the subject of the verb is, and
I is the subject of the verb want. In this sentence also, that is the adjective clause connector
that joins these two clauses, and the adjective clause that I want to /my describes the noun
house.

The following example shows how these sentence patterns could be tested in structure
questions on the TOEFL test.

Example from the Paper and Computer TOEFL~ Tests \Ill •
The job __ started yesterdaywasrather diflicult.

(A) when
(B) was
(C) after
(0) that he
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In this example, you should notice quickly that there are two clauses: job is the subject of
the verb was, and the verb slaTted needs a subject. Because there are two clauses, a connec-
tor is also needed. Answers (A) and (C) have connectors, but there are no subjects, su
these answers are not correct. Answer (B) changes started into a passive verb; in this case
the sentence would have one subject and two verbs, so answer (B) is not correct. The best
answer to this question is answer (D). The correct sentence should say: The job that he started
yesterday was rather difficult. In this sentence job is the subject of the verb was, he is the subject
of the verb started, and the connector that joins these two clauses.

The following chart lists the adjective clause connectors a~d the sentence patterns
used with them.

ADJECTIVE CLAUSE CONNECTORS

whom

I
which

I
thot

(for people) (for things) (for people or things)

S V ( adjective clause connector) S V

I like the dress that you are wearing.

S ( adjective clause connector) S V V

The dress that you are wearing js beautiful.
I

NOTE: The adjective connectors can be omitted. This omission is very common in spoken English or in casual
written English. It is not as common in formal English or in strUCture questions on the TOEFL test.

EXERCISE 9: Each of the following sentences contains mure than one clause. Underline
the subjects once and the verbs twice. Circle the connectors. Then indicate if the sentences
are correct (C) or incorrect (I).

_C_ I. !did not Ldieve the story ~ he told me.

__1- 2. Ms. Brown,(whom) did ~ recommend for the job, will start work tomorrow.

3. The lecture notes which lent me were not clearly written.

4. Sally has an appointment with the hairdresser whom you recommended.

5. The phone number that you gave me.

6. She is able to solve a'i the problems which did she cause.

7. The day that she spent on the beach left her sunburned.

8. Next week I am going to visit my cousins, whom have not seen in several years.
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__ 9. Did you forget the promise whom you made?

__ 10. The teacher whom the students like the most is their history teacher.

Skill 10: ADJECTIVE CLAUSE CONNECTOR/SUBJECTS

In Skill 9 we saw that adjective clause connectors can be used to introduce clauses that
describe nouns. In Skill lOwe will see that in some cases an adjective clause connector is
not just a connector; an adjective clause connector can also be the subject of the clause at
the same time.

Weare looking at a house that ~ quite expensive.
ADJEcrlVE ClAUSE

The house that ~ quite expensive seems like a great house.
ADJECTIVE ClAUSE

In the first example. there are two clauses: we is the subject of the verb are looking, and thaJ
is the subject of the verb is. These two clauses are joined with the connector that. Notice
that in this example the word that serves two functions at the same time: it is the subject of
the verb is, and it is the connector that joins the two clauses. The adjective clause that is
quite expensive describes the noun house.

In the second example. there are also two clauses: house is the subject of the verb seems,
and that is the subject of the verb is. In this example. that also serves twOfunctions: it is the
subject of the verb is, and it is the connector that joins the two clauses. Because that is quite
expensive is an adjective clause describing the noun house, it directly follows house.

The following example shows how these sentence patterns could be tested in structure
questions on the TOEFL test.

Example from the Paper and Computer TOEFL~Tests ~ ••

__ just dropped off a package for you ismysister.
(A) The woman
(B) The womanwho
(C) Because the woman
(D) With the woman

In this example, you should notice immediately that the sentence has two verbs, dropped
and is, and each of them needs a subject. The only answer that has two subjects is answer
(B), so answer (B) is the correct answer. The correct sentence should say: The wcmum who

just dropped off a package for you is my sister. In this sentence woman is the subject of the verb
is, and who is the subject of the verb dropped. Who is also the connector that joins the two
clauses.
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The following chart lists the adjective clause connector/subjects and the sentence pat-
terns used with them.

ADJECTIVE CLAUSE CONNECTOR/SUBJECTS

who

I
which

I
tllot

(for people) (for things) (for people or things)

S V ( adjective clause connector/subject ) V
j

I bought the dress that was on sale.

S ( adjective clause connector/subject) V V

The dress that was on sale was beautiful.

NOTE: Although adjective clause connectors (Skill9) can be omitted in informal English.adjective clause
connector/subjects (Skill10)can never be omitted.

EXERCISE 10: Each ofthe following sentences contains more than one clause. Underline
the subjects once and the verbs twice. Circle the connectors. Then indicate if the sentence~
are correct (C) or incorrect (I) .

..:...L 1. The children ~ were vaccinated did not get sick.

__I_ 2. !did not vote for the politician ~ he just won the election.

3. The dog that barking belongs to my neighbor.

4. I took two of the blue pills, which were very effective.

5. We rented an apartment from the landlord who does he own the buildings on

Maple Street.

6. She forgot to attend the meeting which it began at 11:00.

7. Any student who does not turn in the paper by Friday will fail the class.

8. The people which came in late had to sit at the back.

9. The courses that satisfy the graduation requirements they are difficult.

-- 10. After dinner she went to visit her parents, who were living down the street.
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EXERCISE (Skills 9-10): Each of the following sentences contains more than one clause.
Underline the subjects once and the verbs twice. Circle the connectors. Then indicate if
the sentences are correct (C) or incorrect (I).

1. My sisters prefer to eat food that have cooked themselves.

2. The boat that hit the underwater rock sank.

3. The car which he was driving could not possibly be his.

4. The children built a house in the tree that in the backyard.

5. The cost of the trip which we wanted to take.

6. The children are playing with the toy~which their mother told them to put

away.

7. The guests who were seated around the dinner table.

8. The students have to read all the chapters which are on the test.

9. I really do not like the artists which you like.

__ 10. The stones that they were set in the ring were quite valuable.

TOEfl.. EXERCISE (Skills 9-10): Choose the letter of the word or group of words that best
completes the sentence.

1. Modern humans, who first appeared
about 600,000 years ago, __ Homo
sapiens.

(A) calling
(B) were called
(C) they called
(D) they were called

2. The first writing __ evidence of is
on Mesopotamian clay tablets.

(A) we
(B) that we
(C) has
(D) that we have

3. __ drought-resistant plants which
store water in t1eshy tissue.

(A) Succulents are
(B) Succulents
(C) They are succulents
(D) Succulents which are

4. Benjamin Kabelsky. whom __ as
Jack Benny, was a famous comedian
in vaudeville and on radio and
television.

(A) most people's knowledge
(B) most people know
(C) knowing most people
(D) the knowledge of most people
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5. __ that hunted Otll,-, animals
tended to have very narrow, sharp,
curved claws.

(A) For dinosaurs
(B) Dinosaurs are known
(C) Dinosaurs
(D) Like dinosaurs

6. The first eyeglasses had convex
lenses for the aged who __ far-
sighted.

(A) had become
(B) they had become
(C) becoming
(D) it became

7. Chimney Rock, __ 500 feet above
the North Plane River, has eroded
considerably in the last two
centuries.

(A) stands
(B) in standing
(C) it stands .
(D) which stands

8. __ that accompany recurring
bouts of severe depression reduce
bone density.

(A) It changes hormones
(B) Hormonal changes
(C) The hormones change
(D) The change in hormones is

9. Willa Cather is an author __ for
her evocative and memorable vision
offrontier prairie life.

(A) whom readers
(B) the praise of readers
(C) whom praisings
(D) whom readers praise

10. Mars's tiny moon Phobos is a small
mountain of rock that __ from the
asteroid belt by Mars's gravitational
pull.

(A) was probably captured
(B) it probably
(C) the probable capture
(D) probably the capture

TOEFL REVIEW EXERCISE (Skills 1-10): Choose the lelter of the word or group of
words that best completes the sentence.

1. __ is famous as the home of the
United States Naval Academy.

(A) Annapolis
(B) Because of Annapolis
(C) Why Annapolis
(D) Because Annapolis

2. Some scientists think __ be a
planet bm a moon of Neptune.

(A) that Pluto does not seem
(B) nm Pluto
(C) Pluto that might not
(D) that Pluto might not

3. With __ of sophisticated oillarnps.
elaborate tools were made to cut the
wicks.

(A) appeared
(B) the appearance
(C) the appearance was
(D) it appeared

4. Fort Union was the site of what __
principal fur-trading post on the
upper Missouri River.

(A) the
(B) being the
(C) was the
(D) it was the
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5. Since __ commercial risk, it has to 8. Genes, __ the blueprints for cell
appeal to a large audience to justify construction, exist in tightly
its cost. organized packages called

(A) the face of the movie
chromosomes.

(B) moving faces (A) are
(C) a movie faces (B) they are
(0) to face a movie (C) which

(0) which are
6. A current of water known as the Gulf

Stream comes up from the Gulf of 9. The Earth's atmosphere consists of
Mexico, and then __ the North gases __ in place around the Earth
Atlantic toward Europe. by the gravitational pull of the

(A) it crosses
planet.

(B) crossing (A) held
(C) with its crosses (B) hold
(0) crosses it (C) it ho,lds

(0) the hold
7. Systems __ the two symbols 0 and

1 are called binary number systems. 10. Oscar Hammerstcin II collaborated
with a number of composers

.
(A) lise
(B) they use

includingJeromc Kern, whom __

(C) uses
in writing the musical Show Boat.

(0) using (A) joined
(B) wasjoined
(C) hejoined
(0) joining
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__ THEWRITTEN EXPRESSIONQUESTIONS __
(PAPERTOEFL~TESTAND COMPUTERTOEFL~TEST) g m

Written expression questions that test your knowledge of the correct way to express your-
self in English writing appear on both the paper TOEFL test and the computer TOEFL
test. Each question consists of one sentence in which four words or groups of words have
been underlined. You must choose the underlined word or group of words that is not cor-
rect. Look at an example of a written expression question from the paper TOEFL test.

Example from the Paper TOEFLCIPTest g
Both of a halibut's eyes are on one sides of its head.
~ -1-1 c; [)

In this example, you should notice that the singular quantifier one is accompanied by the
plural noun sides. Qlle should he accompanied by the singular noun side. You should
choose answer (C) because answer (C) i~not correct.

Now look at an example of a.structure question from the computer TOEFL test.

Example from !l.e Computer TOEFLCIPTest m
Colorful rock formations is found in Haleakala's crater.

In this example, you should notice that the singular verb is docs no'[ agree with the plut"al
subjectjormalions. The plural verb aT/!should be used with a plural subject. You should click
on the word is to answer tllis qucstion because is is not correct.

PROCEDURESFORTHEWRITTENEXPRESSIONQUESTIONS
(PaperTOEFLIlTestand ComputerTOEFL<!lTest)~ :Ul

I. First, look at the underlined words or groups of words. Youwant to see ifyou can
spot whichof the four answer choices is not correct.

2. If you have been unable to find the error by looking only at the four underlined
expressions, then read the complete sentence. Often an underlined expression is
incorrect because of something in another part of the sentence.

Next you should move on to the language skills. The following language skills will help
you to implement the appropriate strategies and procedures in the written exprcssion
questions on both the paper TOEFL test and the computer TOEFL test.
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Skill I I: AGREEMENT AFTER PREPPSITIONAL PHRASES

Subject/verb agreement is simple: if the subject of a sentence is singular, then the verb
must be singular; if the subject of the sentence is plural, then the verb must be plural. An
-s on a verb usually indicates that a verb is singular, while an -s on a noun usually indicates
that the noun is plural. (Do not forget irregular plurals of nouns, such as women, children,
and people.)

The dog barks at night.
The dogs bark at night.

In the first example, the singular subject dog requires a singular verb, barks. In the second
example, the plural subject dogs requires a plural verb, bark.
Sometimes prepositional phrases can come between the subject and the verb on the

TOEFL test, and this can cause confusion.'If the object of the preposition is singular and
the subject is plural, or if the object of the preposition is plural and the subject is singular,
there can be a problem in making the subject and verb agree.

The door (to the rooms) are* locked.
SINGUlAR PLURAL

The doors (to the room) ~* locked.
PLLRAL SINGULAR

(* indicates an error)

In the first example, you might think that rooms is the subject because it comes directly in
front of the verb are. However, rooms is not the subject because it is the object of the prepo-
sition to. The subject of the sentence is door, so the verb should be is. In the second exam-
ple, you might think that roomis the subject because it comes directly in front of the verb is.
You should recognize in this example that room is not the subject because it is the object of
the preposition to. Because the subject of the sentence is doors, the verb should be are.
The following chart outlines the key information that you should understand about

subject/verb agreement with prepositional phrases.

SUBJECTNERB AGREEMENT WITH PREPOSITIONAL PHRASES

I I

5 (prepositional phrase) V

When a prepositionol phrose comes between the subject and the verb, be sure that the verb agrees
with the subject
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EXERCISE 11: Each of the following sentences has one or more prepositional phrases
between the subject and verb. Put parentheses around the prepositional phrases. Under-
line the subjects once and the verbs twice. Then indicate if the sentences are correct (C) or
incorrect (I).

_c_ 1. The subject (of the lectures) was quite interesting.

__ I _ 2. The supplies (for the camping trip) needs to be packed.

3. The chairs under the table in the dining room is quite comfortable.

4. The players on the winning team in the competition put forth a lot of effort.

5. The food for the guests at the party are on the long tables.

6. The cost of the clothes was higher than I had expected.

7. The rugs in the fron t rooms of the house are going to be washed today.

8. The waiters and waitresses in this restaurant always serves the food efficiently.

9. The lights in the corner of the room need to be kept on all night.

__ 10. The meeting of the members of the ~oullcil begins at 3:00 in the afternoon.

Skill 12: AGREEMENT AFTER EXPRESSIONS OF QUANTITY

A particular agreement problem occurs when the subject is an expression of quantity like
all, most, or some followed by the preposition of In this situation, the subject (all, most, or
some) can be singular or plural, depending on what follows the preposition oJ

Most (of the meal) wasdelicious.
SINGUl.AR

Most (of the meals) were delicious.
PLURAl.

Most (of the food) wasdelicious.
UNCOUNTABLE

In the first example, the subject most refers to the singular noun mea~ so the correct verb is
therefore the singular verb was. In the second example, the subject most refers to the plural
noun meals, so the correct verb is the plural verb were. In the third example. the subject
most refers to the uncountable noun food, so the correct verb is therefore the singular verb
was.
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These sentences contain examples of the types of problems that are common on the
TOEFL test. .

AIl(of the book) ~* interesting.

Half (of the students) ~* late to class.

In the first example. the plural verb were should be the singular verb was because the sub-
ject all refers to the singular noun book. In the second example. the singular verb is should
be the plural verb are because the subject half refers to the plural noun students.
The following chart outlines the key information that you should understand about

subject/verb agreement after expressions of quantity.

SUBJECTNERB AGREEMENT AFTER EXPRESSIONS OF QUANTITY

C)most I I
some OF THE (OBJECT) V
half
part

When an expression of quantity using of is the subject. the verb agrees with the object.

EXERCISE 12: Each of the following sentences has a quantity expression as the subject.
Underline the subjects once and the verbs twice. Circle the objects that the verbs agree
with. Then indicate if the sentences are correct (e) or incorrect (I).

_c_ I. Half of the (students) in the class ~ early.

__ I_ 2. Some of the (frui0 are rotten.

3. All of the next chapter contains very important information.

4. Most of the people in the room is paying attention.

5. Part of the soup is left on the stove.

6. Some of the movie were just too violent for me.

7. All of the details in the report needs to be checked.

8. Most of the money is needed to pay the bills.

9. The first half of the class consists of lecture and note-taking.

__ 10. Some of the questions on the test was impossible to answer.
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Skill 13: AGREEMENT AFTER CERTAIN WORDS

Certain words in English are always grammatically singular, even though they might have
plural meanings.

Everybodyin the theater are watching. the film attentively.

Even though we understand from this example that a lot of people are watching the film,
Everybody is singular and requires a singular verb. The plural verb are watching should be
c:langed to the singular verb is watching.

The following chart lists the grammatically singular words that have plural meanings.

SUBJECTNERB AGREEMENT AFTER CERTAIN WORDS

These words or expressions are grammatically singular, so they take singular verbs:

anybody everybody nobody somebody each (+ noun)
anyone everyone no one someone every (+ noun)
anything everything nothing something

EXERCISE 13: Each of the following sentences contains one of the words that are gram-
matically singular but have a plural meaning. Underline these words once and underline
the verbs twice. Then indicate if the sentences are correct (C) or incorrect (I).

__I _ 1. Anybody are welcome at the party.

_C_ 2. No one here ~ afraid of skydiving.

3. Everyone in the world needs love and respect.

4. Someone have to clean up the house.

5. Each plant in the garden appear healthy and strong.

6. You should understand that anything is possible.

7. Everything in the salad are good for you.

8. Nobody in the class have completed the assignment on time.

9. I am sure that every detail have been considered.

__ 10. Everybody know the rules, but somebody is not following them.
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EXERCISE (Skills 11-13): Each of the following sentences may have a problem with sub-
ject/verb agreement. Underline the subjects once and the verbs twice.Then indicate if the
sentences are correct (C) or incorrect (I).

__ 1. The receptionist in the entryway to the offices is able to answer your

questions.

2. All of the information in the documents are important.

3. Anyone in one of the classes has to take the final exam.

4. The coordinator of community services are arranging the program.

5. Most of the car are covered with mud.

6. Nothing more is going to be completed today.

7. The drinks in the pitchers on the table in the ballroom is for everyone.

8. Everybody were told to be here at 8:00, but somebody is not here.

9. Some of the meetings at the conference are limited to ten participants.

__ 10. The sauce on the vegetables in the yellow bowl taste really delicious.

TOEFL EXERCISE (Skills 11-13): Choose the letter of the underlined word or group of
words that is not correct.

1. Nobody know when the process of glass-making was invented.
ABC 0

2. Sugars like glucose ~ made up of carbon, hydrogen, and oxygen atoms.
ABC D

3. Part ofthe electricity used in the United States today come from
ABC

hydroelectric sources.
--0-

__ 4. The languages of the world presents a vast array of structural similarities and
ABC

differences.
o

__ 5. The rise of multinationals have resulted in a great deal of legal ambiguity-r--B--
because multinationals can operate in so many jurisdictions.

. C 0
__ 6. All of the east-west in terstate highways in the United States has even

A
numbers, while north-south interstate highways are odd-numbered.

B C 0
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__ 7. When a massive star in the large Magellanic Cloud exploded in 1987, a wave
A B

of neutrinos were detected on Earth.
c- D

__ 8. Some of the agricultural practices used today ~ responsible for fostering
ABC D

desertification.

__ 9. Every open space in the"targeted area that has grass and a few bushes are
ABC

occupied by the white-crowned sparrow.
o

__ 10. Krakatoa is remembered as the volcano that ~ so much ash into the air that
A B

sunsets around the world was affected for two years afterward.
C D

TOEFL REVIEW EXERCISE (Skills 1-13): Choose the letter of the word or group of
words that best completes the sentence.

I. __ the earliest system of writing.

(A) The constitution ofpictograrns
(B) Pictograms in the constitution
(C) Constitute the pictograms
(0) Pictograms constitute

2. At temperatures __ absolute zero,
substances possess minimal energy.

(A) approach
(B) approaches
(C) approaching
(0) they approach

3. The Earth's one-year revolution
around the Sun changes how __
on one hemisphere or the other.

(A) falling sunlight
(B) the fall of sunlight
(C) sunlight in the fall
(0) sunlight falls

4. Though sporadic interest in regional
dialects __ for centuries, the first
large-scale systematic studies did not
take place until the nineteenth
century.

(A) has existed
(B) it existed
(C) has it existed
(0) existing with it
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Choose the ietter of the underlined word or group of words that is not correct.

5. The waters of the Chattahoochee River fills Lake Lanier.
A:" -B- -C-O

6. The first set of false teeth similar to those in use today it was made in France
A • BC-O-

in the I780s.

__ 7. The term ~Yankee"was originally a nickname for people from New England,
1\

but now anyone from the United States are referred to as a Yankee.
T--c-l)'

__ 8. A network of small arteries, mostly sandwiched between the skin and the
A

underlying muscles, ~ blood to the face and scalp.
BCD

__ 9. Mesquite is a small tree in the Southwest who can withstand the severest
A -B- ---c- 0

drought.

__ 10. At the end of the Revolution, most of the army units of the young nation was
A:" ""B

almost entirely disbanded, leaving a total national military force of eighty
C 0

men in 1784.

Skill 14: PARALLEL STRUCTURE WITH COORDINATE CONJUNCTIONS

The job of the coordinate conjunctions (and, but, or) is to join together equal expressions.
In other words, what is on one side of these words must be parallel to what is on the other
side. These conjunctions can join nouns, or verbs, or adjectives, or phrases, or clauses; they
just must join together the same structures. Here are examples of equal structures cor-
rectly joined by coordinate conjunctions:

He discussed the problem with the nurse awl the doctor.
The professor was knowledgeable but boring.
She hikes,~, arrides her bicycle whenever she can.
There are meetings in the morning, in the afternoon, and in the evening. •
You can do the work because you want to do it arbecause you have to do it.

In the first example, two nouns are joined by the coo~dinate conjunction and. In the sec-
ond example, two adjectives are joined by the coordinate conjunction but. In the third
example, three verbs are joined by the coordinate conjunction aT. In the fourth example,
three phrases are joined by the coordinate ~onjunction and. In the last example. two
clauses are joined by the coordinate conjunction aT.
The sentences that follow show the types of errors in parallel structure that are com-

mon on the TOEFL test.

The evening dress was beauty* but expensive.
The student reads each chapter, takes a lot of nOles, and memories. the material.
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In the first example. the coordinate conjunction but joins the noun beauty and the adjective
expensive. The adjective beautiful is needed in place of beauty. In the the second example,
the coordinate conjunction and joins the verb reads, the verb takes, and the plural noun
memories. The verb memorizes is needed in place of memories.

The following chart outlines the use of parallel structures with coordinate conjunctions.

PARALLELSTRUCTUREWITH COORDINATE CONJUNCTIONS

~
(same structure) buc (same structure)

0'

~
(same structure). (same structure). but (same structure)

0'!

NOTE: A list of common word endings and exercises to practice their use are included at
the back of the text inAppendix C. Youmaywant to complete these exercises before you
continue with Skills 14through IS.

EXERCISE 14: Each of the following sentences contains words or groups of words that
should be parallel. Circle the word that indicates that the sentence should have parallel
parts. Underline the parts that should be parallel. Then indicate if the sentences are cor-
rect (C) or incorrect (1).

__ I _ 1. The pastries in that shop are very expensive@ quite deliciously.

_c_ 2. You can find some change to buy a paper in the drawer, on top of the dresser,

@in thejar.

--
3. The living room was decorated with expensive paintings and elegance lamps.

"4. He knew that the financial problems were serious, that the situation was not
'"going to improve, and that he needed to get ajob.

-- 5. AU day long during the trip to the mountains, they were skiing. sledding. or

played in the snow.

6. The car needs new tires but not a new engine.

7. He stops working when he gets too tired to continue or when he has finished.

8. To get to the office, you should go through .this door, turn to the left, and

continuation down the hall.
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__ 9. For dessert we could serve lemon pie. fruit tarts, chocolate cake, or butter

cookies.

__ 10. The sick child needs some medicine. some juice. and to rest.

Skill I S: PARALLEL STRUCTURE WITH PAIRED CONJUNCTIONS

The paired conjunctions both ... and, either ... or, neither ... nor, and not only ... !Jut also require
parallel structures.

The lecture was both informative and enjoyable.
Either 0e history exam or the physics exam is on Tuesday.
The missing papers are neither on his desk norin the file.
He visited not only his cousin but also his grandmother.

The following is not parallel and must be corrected:

They want either to play tennis or~.

It is not correct because toplay tennis is not parallel to golf. It can be corrected in different
ways.

They want either to play tennis or to play golf.
They want to play either tennis or~.

When you are using these paired conjunctions, be sure that the correct parts are used
together. The following are incorrect:

He lent me both some paper m" a pencil.
Eitherbreakfast nm" lunch is included in the price.

These sentences are incorrect because the wrong parts of the paired conjunctions are used
together. In the first example, and should be used with both. In the second example, ur
should be used with either. .

The following chart outlines the use of parallel structure with paired conjunctions.

PARALLEL STRUCTURE WITH PAIRED CONJUNCTIONS

\93

both
either
neither
nor only

(same structure)

and
or
nor
but also

(same structUre)
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EXERCISE 15: Each of the following sentences contains words or groups of words that
should be parallel. Circle the words that indicate that the sentence should have parallel
parts. Underline the parts that should be parallel. Then indicate if the sentences are cor-
rect (C) or incorrect (I).

__ ,_ 1. He (either) lied@ telling an unbelievable story.

_c_ 2. The music at the concert was(neither) well played8 well liked.

3. He regularly studies both in the morning or in the evening.

4. The play that we saw last night was not only rather delightful but also quite

meaningful.

5. He married her neither for her ability to cook nor her ability to clean house.

6. The discussion was both exciting and interest.

7. He withdrew aJl the money not only from the checking account but also from

the savings account.

8. Neither the teacher or the students are ready to leave the classroom.

9. You can meet with me either in the next few minutes or at 4:00.

__ 10. John is an adventurous person who enjoys not only skydiving but also goes

parasailing.

EXERCISE (Skills 14-15): Each of the following sentences contains words or groups of
words that should be parallel. Circle the word or words that indicate that the sentence
should have parallel parts. Underline the parts that should be parallel. Then indicate if the
sentences are correct (C) or incorrect (1).

1. The advertisements appeared in the newspaper and on the radio.

2. She is trained a~both an accountant and in nursing.

3. We can take either my car or yours to the party.

4. The coffee is too hot, too bitter, and too strength.

5. He not only passed the test but also receiving the highest score in the class.

6. Your ideas are neither more important or less important than the ideas of the

others.
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7. The meeting lasted only an hour but still seeming too long.

8. The novel was both emotional and description.

9. Either the counselor or her secretary can help you with that problem.

__ 10. The leaves from the tree fell in the yard, in the pool, the driveway, and on the

sidewalk.

TOEFL EXERCISE (Skills 14-15): Choose the letter of the underlined word or group of
words that is not correct.

1. Ballpoint pens are less versatile but more population than fountain pens.
ABC D

2. Riddles vary greatly in both grammatical and phonology form.
ABC D

3. Blood pressure is measured by feeling the pulse and ~ a force to the arm.
ABC 0

4. The Moon has no atmosphere, no air, and no watery.
ABC 0

5. The first matches were too hard to ignite, a mess, or too dangerously easy to
ABC 0

ignite.

__ 6. A 1971 U.S. government policy not only put warnings on cigarette packs but
A B

also banning television advertising of cigarettes.
C 0

__ 7. Demand, beauty, durability, rare, and perfection of cutting determine the
A -B- C

value of a gemstone.
-0-

__ 8. The Harvard Yard, which was Harvard's original campus, is still a major
ABC

attraction for both students and visiting.
o

__ 9. In 1862, the American Confederacy raised the Merrimack, renamed it Virginia,
A -B-

covered it with iron plates, and an outfit it with ten guns.
C 0

__ 10. The liquid crystals in a liquid crystal display (LCD) affect the polarized light
A B C

so that it is either blocked and reflected by the segments of the display.
J)
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TOEFL REVIEW EXEROSE (Skills 1-15): Choose the letter of the word or group of
words that best completes the sentence.

1. Most cells in multicelled organisms
perform __ functions.

(A) specialize
(B) specialized
(C) they specialize
(D) specialization

2. The big island of Hawaii, in the
middle of the Pacific Ocean, __ by
five volcanoes.

(A) creation
(B) it was created
(C) creating
(D) was created

3. The Sun uses up over four million
tons of hydrogen per second, __
stili has enough hydrogen to last for
the next five billion years.

(A) it docs not
(B) it
(C) but it
(D) to it

4. For Katherine L. Bates, who __ the
top of Pikes Peak:in 1893, the view
provided the inspiration for her
hymn "America the Beautiful."

(A) reached
(B) she reached
(C) reaching
(D) she was reaching

Choose the letter of the underlined word or group of words that is not correct.

5. Coal, petroleum, and natural gaseous are all fossil fuels.
ABC D

6. The mass of neutron stars generally range from one-tenth to twice the mass of
ABC D

the Sun.

7. Grasses grow in ways that help them to survive being nibbled, chilly, or dried.
ABC D

8. Most of Hemingway's novels glorifies heroic exploits such as bullfighting or
ABC

boxing.
D

__ 9. Paleographers study ancient and medieval handwriting in order to establish
ABC

not only its age and also its background.
()

__ 10. The sounds 'produced by bullfrogs and toads vary greatly because each species
A B

have its own particular call.-c J')
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Skill 16: PAST PARTICIPLES AFTER HAVE

Whenever you see the verb have in any of its forms (have, has, having, had). be sure that the
verb that follows it is in the past participle form.

We had armplele* the work.
They have went* to the market.

In the first example. complete should be the past participle completed because it is after had.
In the second example. went should be the past participle gO'llebecause it is after have.
The following chart outlines the use of verb forms after have.

VERB FORMS AFTER HAVE

HAVE + past participle

NOTE: Exercises to practice Irregular verb forms are included at the back of the text in
Appendix D. You may want to complete these exercises before you continue with Skills

16 through 18.

EXERCISE 16: Each of the following senten.ces contains a verb formed with have. Under-
line the verbs twice. Then indicate if the sentences are correct (C) or incorrect (I).

__I_ I. We have already hearing the good news.

_C_ 2. She has ridden her bicycle to school every day.

3. I have always believe you.

4. He has find the missing car keys.

5. They have put their money in a savings account.

6. Their parents have allowed them to stay up late.

7. She has never ran away from home before.

8. Have you ever saw a ghost?

9. They have taken three tests already this week.

__ 10. He has offer me a high-payingjob.
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Skill 17: PRESENT PARTICIPLES OR PAST PARTICIPLES AFTER BE

The verb be in any of its forms (am, is, are, was, were, be, been, being) can be followed by
another verb. This verb should be in either the present participle or the past participle
form.

They are turn on* all the lamps.
The officedoor is lock* in the evening.

In the first example, turn on should be turning on because it is after are. In the second exam-
ple, lock should be locked because it is after is.

The following chart outlines the use of verb forms after be.

VERB FORMS AFTER BE

BE + ( I) present participle
(2) past participle

EXERCISE 17: Each of the following sentences contains a verb formed with be. Underline
the verbs twice. Then indicate if the sentences are correct (C) or incorrect (I).

__I- 1. She was study the textbooks all night long.

_c_. 2. The pie was cut into six equal pieces.

3. Today the teacher is allow the students to leave class a few minutes early.

4. The class is teach every other semester.

5. Tom is bringing some drinks to the party.

6. The sick child was taken to see a doctor.

7. The children are swim in the backyard pool.

8. The diamond jewelry is always keep in a safe place.

9. The teacher is preparing a difficult exam for the students.

-- 10. Dinner is served from 6:00 to 8:00.
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Skill 18: BASE FORM VERBS AFTER MODAlS

Whenever you see a modal such as will, would, shnl~ should, can, could, may, might, or must,
you should be sure that the verb that follows it is in the base form.

Youmust telling* her the truth.
The child may romes* in now.

In the first example, telling should be the base form tell because it follows must. In the sec-
ond example, comesshottld be the base form comebecause it follows may.
The following chart outlines the use of verb forms after modals.

VERBS FORMS AFTER MODALS

MODAL + base form of the verb

EXERCISE 18: Each of the following sentences contains a verb formed with a modal.
Underline the verbs twice. Th.en indicate if the sentences are correct (C) or incorrect (1).

_c_ 1. You should try to respond politely.

__I_ 2. Everyone must leaves the room immediately.

3. I could sat on the beach for hours.

4. She will asking you many difficult questions.

5. You can look at the book, but you cannot borrow it.

6. He may lies to you because he is not very truthful.

7. He knew that he would forgot the phone number.

8. The weatherman said that it might snowing tonight.

9. Perhaps we could bought a new car this year.

__ 10. This course will satisfy the graduation requirement.
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EXERCISE (Skills 16-18): Each of the following sentences contains a verb formed with
several parts. Underline the verbs twice. Then indicate if the sentences are correct (C) or
incorrect (I).

1. We have became good friends in the last year.

2. Your name will be list in the new directory.

3. The new mm;e is receive good reviews.

4. She must have feel sorry about her bad behavior.

5. They have alwaysgiven their family many presents.

6. We may be taking a vacation next week.

7. We could have taking a vacation last week.

8. The package might had been deliver by an express mail service.

9. I have not wrote very many letters to my friends.

-_ 10. The car should not have be drive anymore yesterday.

TOEFL EXERCISE (Skills 16-18): Choose the letter of the underlined word or group of
words that is not correCL

I. By the 1920s, many radio transmitters had been build.
ABC D

2. Fish farming has rose in the United States in recent years.
ABC D

3. In areas of volcanic activity, beach sand may contains dark minerals and little
~ -8- e [)

quartz.

--- 4. Cro-Magnon man was names after the caves in southwest France where the
-A-- --n-

first remains were discovered.--e-- D

-- 5. Lassie, the famous collie who made her first screen appearance in 1943, has
-A- --B-

always be played by a male dog.
e D

-- 6. A blue bigwig lizard stakes out a territory and will defending females within it
A n e

against courting males.
D
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__ 7. President George Washington was inaugurates on the steps of the Federal
ABC

Building in New York City.
o

__ 8. ~ 1627, Plymouth had became a viable and growing community of fifty
ABC
families, twenty-two goats, fifteen cows, and more than fifty pigs.

o
__ 9. Tobacco was the crop on which the eminence of Williamsburg and the

A"" B

prosperity of Virginia were base.
C 0

__ 10. Because there may be scores of genes in each suspect DNA region, scientists
A

must identifying and ~quence the actual genes contributing to type I diabetes.
BCD

TOEFL REVIEW EXERCISE (Skills 1-18): Choose the letter of the word or group of
words that best completes the sentence.

1. __ the deepest valleys and canyons
on the Earth.

(A) In the Pacific Ocean with
(B) In the Pacific Ocean
(C) The Pacific Ocean
(D) The Pacific Ocean has

2. In the United States, the
participation of females in the labor
force __ from 37 percent in 1965
to 51 percent in 1980.

(A) it jumped
(B) jump
(C) jumping
(D) jumped

3. Some composers, such as Richard
Wagner, have felt that __ the
action of the opera too much and
have written operas without them.

(A) arias interrupt
(B) interrupt arias
(C) the interruption of arias
(D) areas of interruption

Choose the letter of the underlined word or group of words that is not correct.

4. Water stored behind a dam can used to drive turbines.
-A-- .-B- --C -0-

5. Our universe may continue to expand as it ~ colder, empty, and deader.
ABC 0

6. Every form of matter in the world are made up of atoms.
ABC D

7. The lens and cornea are ~ with nutrients and oxygen by the aqueous
ABC 0

fluid.
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-- 8. Dodge City. laid out in 1872, owed both its prosperity and its famous to the
-A- --B-

buffalo in its early years.
C 0

-- 9. The amount of the two kinds of cholesterol in the blood have been shown to
A -B- --c-

have an effect on the risk of heart attack.
-0-

__ 10. By the time Noah Webster reached his mid-twenties, he had already publish
ABC

an elementary speller.
o

Skill 19: SINGULAR AND PLURAL NOUNS

A problem that is common in written expression questions on the TOEFL test is a singular
noun used where a plural noun is needed or a plural noun used where a singular noun is
needed.

He just finished sroeral book*.
She studied each chapters*.

In the first example. several indicates that the plural books is needed. In the second exam-
ple, each indicates that the singular chapter is needed.

In written expression questions on the TOEFL test, you should watch very carefully for
key words such as each, every, a. and single that indicate that a noun should be singular. You
should also watch carefully for key words such as many, severa~ and three that indicate that a
noun should be plural.

The following chart lists the key words that indicate to you whether a noun should be
singular or plural.

KEYWORDS FOR SINGULAR AND PLURAL NOUNS

For Singular Nouns each every single one a

For Plural Nouns bath twa many severol various

EXERCISE 19: Each of the following sentences contains at least one key word to tell you if
a noun should be singular or plural. Circle the key words. Draw arrows to the nouns they
describe. Then indicate if the sentences are correct (C) or incorrect (I).

__ 1_ 1. She talked to (ea~h)pe~ple in the room.

_C_ 2. There is not (a si~gle) Jit of food in the refrigerator.

3. You need two piece of identification to cash a check.
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4. Both classes started on time.

5. We took a new routes to the beach house.

6. He gave many different reasons for his actions.

7. Youmust answer every questions on the test.

8. She tried several times to call me.

9. He offered me only one glass of water.

__ 10. We had various kind of drinks with the meal.

Skill 20: COUNTABLE AND UNCOUNTABLE NOUNS

In English, nouns are classified as countable or uncountable. For certain questions on the
TOEFL test, it is necessary to distinguish countable and uncountable nouns in order to use
the correct modifiers with them.
As the name implies, countable nouns are nouns that can be counted. Countable

nouns can come in quantities of one, or two, or a hundred, etc. The noun book is countable
because you can have one book or several books.
Uncountable nouns, on the other hand, are nouns that cannot be counted because

they come in some indeterminate quantity or mass. A noun such as milk or happiness can-
not be counted; you cannot have one milk or two milks, and you cannot find one happi-
ness or two happinesses. Uncountable nouns are often liquid items such as water, oil, or
shampoo. Uncountable nouns can also refer to abstract ideas such as sadness, fame, or he;pe.
It is important for you to recognize the difference between countable and uncountable

nouns when you come across such key words as much and many.

They have taken much* trips recently.
There wasnot many* water in the pool.

In the first example, much is incorrect because trips is countable. This sentence should say.
many trips. In the second example, many is incorrect because water is uncountable. This sen-
tence should say much water.
The following chart lists the key words that indicate to you whether a noun is countable

or uncountable.

KEYWORDS FOR COUNTABLE AND UNCOUNTABLE NOUNS

For Countable Nouns many number (ew (ewer

For Uncountable Nouns much amount little less
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EXERCISE 20: Each of the following sentences contains at least one key word to tell you if
a noun is countable or uncountable. Circle the key words. Draw arrows to the nouns they
describe. Then indicate if the sentences are correct (C) or incorrect (I).

_C_ 1. She will visit in a ~ mo~ths.

__ I _ 2. (M~n0 r~k are unneccessary.

3. You need to show a little kindness.

4. You have a number of choice.

5. There was a large amount of apples in the bowl.

6. We have fewer opportunities now.

7. How much money is left?

8. He caused less problems this time.

9. They need a little times to finish their work .

._- 10. He visited many exotic places.

EXERCISE (Skills 19-20): Each of the folloWing sentences contains at least one key word
to tell you if a noun is singular, plural, countable, or uncountable. Circle the key words.
Draw arrows to the nouns they describe. Then indicate if the sentences are correct (C) or
incorrect (I).

1. She enjoys food from many culture.

2. He could not give me much good reasons.

3. Each owner must register his or her car.

4. They came up with a number of ideas.

5. Various new law go into effect on the first of the year.

6. The car now uses less oil.

7. The meal did not cost a single cents.
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8. You need to make fewer mistake.

9. You can take one course or both courses.

__ 10. He only smokes a small amount of cigarettes.

TOEFL EXERCISE (Skills 19-20): Choose the letter of the underlined word or group of
words that is not correct.

__ 1. Cone shells live in much different seas and feed mainly on small fish and
A -B- -C-

worms.
-0-

2. The leaves of the common sunflower are rough to the touch on both side.
ABC 0

3. Hemoglobin enables the red blood cells to carry oxygen and small numbers
--A-- --B- -c- 0

of carbon dioxide.

__ 4. Those with narcolepsy experience the uncontrollable desire to sleep, perhaps
-A- -B-

several time in one~.
C 0

__ 5. Another great artists of the time and possibly the most gifted silversmith in
-A- -B- C

the colonies was Paul Revere.
D

__ 6. Alzheimer's disease afflicts two in ten person over the age of seventy in the
ABC 0

United States.

7. The red cardinal spends many of its time feeding on the ground.
ABC 0

8. In the 1920s, Tulsa had a higher number of millionaire than ~ other U.S.
ABC 0

city.

__ 9. Because Washington is a district and not a state, its residents have less rights
ABC

than other citizens.
-0-

__ 10. Implosive consonants ~ in many different language, but they are
ABC D

particularly common in American Indian and African languages.
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TOEFL REVIEW EXERCISE (Skills 1-20): Choose the letter of the word or group of
words that best completes the sentence.

1. __ the second most common
metal in the Earth's crust, and it
always occurs in combination with
other substances.

(A) Iron
(8) Iron is
(C) With iron
(D) With iron is

2. In most parts of the globe, the __
not exceed roughly 31 degrees
centigrade.

(A) ocean surface
(8) ocean has a surface
(C) ocean surface does

. (D) ocean has"surfaced

3. __ which climatologists have
determined is the wettest place on
Earth not under water is a spot on
the island of KauaL

(A) The place
(8) It is the place
(C) The place is
(D) In the place is

Choose the letter of the underlined word or group of words that is not correct.

4. A single protein molecule may being composed of tens of thousands of atoms.
ABC 0

5. Less plants grow in the poor taiga soils beneath the trees.
ABC 0

6. Vast reserves of oil and gas is located in the Gulf of Mexico.
ABC 0

7. Helium is a colorless, odorless, taste element often used to inflate balloons.
A -B- ---c- --0-

8. The common was the heart of every New England villages built in the
ABC 0

eighteenth century.

9. Some of the regulations that bind U.S. institutions allows foreign banks to
-,.;--B- --C-

package loans at hard-to-beat interest rates.
o

-- 10. In angioplasty, a catheter is thread through an artery and guided through the
A B

body to the blocked area.
C 0
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Skill 21: SUBJECT AND OBJECT PRONOUNS

Pronouns are words such as he, she, or it that take the place of nouns. One common prob-
lem with pronouns on the TOEFL test is that subject and object pronouns are confused, so
you should be able to recognize these twOtypes of pronouns.

SUBJECT
OBJECT

, me

you
you

he
him

she
her

it
it

we
us

they
them

A subject pronoun is used as the subject of a verb. An object pronoun can be used as the
object of a verb or the object of a preposition. Compare the following two sentences.

Marie saw thefilm with Barry.

f / /
She saw it with him.

In the second sentence, the subject pronoun she is replacing the noun Mane. The object of
the verb it is replacing the noun film, and the object of the preposition him is replacing the

noun Barry.
The following are examples of the types of subject or object pronoun errors that you

.might see on the TOEFL test.
Me* and my friend are taking a trip.
Our neighbors are going with you and 1*.

In the first example, the object pronoun me is incorrect because this pronoun serves as the
subject of the sentence. The object pronoun me should be changed to the subject pronoun
I. It can be difficult to recognize that me is the subject because the verb aTe has a double
subject, me and my friend. In the second example, the subject pronoun I is incorrect
because this pronoun serves as the object of the preposition with. The subject pronoun I
should be changed to the object pronoun me. It can be difficult to recognize that I is the
object of the preposition with because the preposition with has two objects: the correct
object you and the incorrect object I.
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EXERCISE 21: Each of the following sentences contains at least one subject or object pro-
noun. Circle the pronouns. Then indicate if the sentences are correct (C) or incorrect (1).

_c_ 1. ~ should do@forS

-'- 2. ~ helped@withthework.

3. Her and Bob came over to visit me.

4. I brought it for you and them.

5. He opened the refrigerator and took some food from it.

6. She lent it to you and I.

7. She spelll all the money on them.

8. You forgot to give it to they.

9. We offered she a place to Slay.

-- 10. They watched us play with it.

Skill 22: POSSESSIVES

Possessive adjectives and pronouns both show who or what "owns" a noun. However, pos-
sessive adjectives and possessive pronouns do not have the same function, and these two
kinds of possessives can be confused on the TOEFL test. A possessive adjective describes a
noun: it must be accompanied by a noun. A possessive pronoun takes the place of a noun:
it cannot be accompanied by a noun.

r--l
Bethgaveus her television.

ADJECIlVE

Bethgaveus hers.
PRONOUN

Notice that in the first example the possessive adjective heris accompanied by the noun tele-
vision. In the second example, the possessive pronoun hers is not accompanied by a noun.
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The following chart outlines the possessives and their uses.

POSSESSIVE POSSESSIVE
ADJECTIVES PRONOUNS

my mine
your yours
his his
her hers
its -
our ours
their theirs

must be accompanied by a noun cannot be accompanied by a noun

These examples show the types of errors that are possible with possessive adjectives and
possessive pronouns on the TOEFL test.

The students turned in theirs* papers.
I would like to borrow yaur*.

In the first example, the possessive pronoun theirs is incorrect because it is accompanied by
the noun papn-s, and a possessive pronoun cannot be accompanied by a noun. The posses-
sive adjective their is needed in the first example. In. the second example, the possessive
adjective your is incorrect because it is not.accompanied by a noun, and a possessive adjec-
tive must be accompanied by a noun. The possessive pronoun yours is needed in the sec-
ond example.

EXERCISE 22: Each of the following sentences contains at least one possessive pronoun
or adjective. Circle the possessives in these sentences. Then indicate if the sentences are
correct (C) or incorrect (I).

_I- I. She cut8hair recently.

_C_ 2. We will take ~ car or (theirs)

3. Please lend me yours notes from the history lecture.

4. I like his ideas and hers.

5. The tree fell on its side during the storm ..

6. My desk is located near hers.

7. Theirs suggestion was unrealistic.
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8. Our appoin tmen t isjust after your.

9. Your friends and my friends are coming to our party.

__ 10. You don't have yours gloves with you, but I have mine.

Skill 23: PRONOUN REFERENCE

Mter you have checked that the subject and object pronouns and the possessives are used
correctly, you should also check each of these pronouns and possessives for agreement
with its referent. The following are examples of errors of this type that you might find on
the TOEFL test.

The cookies are for you, so please take it*.
Each person has to sign their* application form.

In the first example, the singular pronoun it is incorrect because it refers to the plural
noun cookies. This pronoun should be replaced with the plural pronoun them. In the sec-
ond example, the plural possessive adjective their is incorrect because it refers to the singu-
lar each person. This adjective should be replaced with the singular his or his or her.

The following chart outlines what you should remember about checking pronoun ref-
erence.

PRONOUN REFERENCE

I. Be sure that every pronoun and possessive agrees with the noun it refers to.

1. The noun that the pronoun refers to generally comes before the pronoun.

EXERCISE 23: Each of the following sentences contains at least one pronoun or posses-
sive. Circle the pronouns and possessives. Draw arrows to the nouns they refer to. Then
indicate if the sentences are correct (C) or incorrect (1).

_1_ 1. Ifmy fri!nd calls, please ask Cilit!v to call back later.

_C_ 2. I don't like the idta because @istoocostly.

3. The tables at the restaurant are so large that it can seat twelve people.

4. The soup needs more salt because he does not taste very good.

5. The girls ran too fast, and she fell down.

6. In the autumn, the tree lost its leaves.

7. The windows were open, so I closed it.
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8. The travelers lost their way in the storm.

9. The boy got the box, and he opened it carefully.

__ 10. The woman left their earrings at home, so she wasn't wearing them.

EXERCISE (Skills 21-23): Each of the following sentences contains at least one pronoun
or possessive. Circle the pronouns and possessives.Then indicate if the sentences are cor-
rect (e) or incorrect (I).

1. They sold the car to you and I.

2. Please tell your brother that I need to talk to him.

3. The bicycle lost it front wheel.

4. Martha was happy when her boss gave her a pay raise.

5. Just between us, I am not sure if we can trust them:

6. The mother talked to her son about his behavior.

7. I told his the truth, but he didn't believe me.

8. You and she should look for they.

9. The student left his notebooks in the class, so he went back to get it.

__ 10. If they don't have their car, we will lend them ours.

TOEFL EXERCISE (Skills 21-23): Choose the letter of the underlined word or group of
words that is not correct.

__ 1. Animals like frogs have waterproof skin that prevents they from drying out
ABC

quickly in air, sun, or wind.
-D-

__ 2. Because of its ability to survive close to human habitations, the Virginia deerA __B_-

has actually increased their range and numbers.
C -D-

__ 3. John D. Rockefeller was the founder of the Standard Oil Company, and he
A B

was the richest man in the world at the time of her retirement.. c-o-
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-- 4. The aorta arches out of the heart, and then its moves down toward the lower
-A- ~ C -0-

body.

-- 5. Global average temperatures are now.6 degrees Celsius warmer than we were
--A- B ---c-0
100 years ago.

-- 6. During the Civil War, Clara Barton became known as the "Angel of the
--A----B-

Battlefield" for hers fearless care of wounded soldiers.
--C J)

-- 7. Our Sun is a medium-size star orbiting near the edge of a collection of stars
ABC

that our call the MilkyWay.
l)

-- 8. Francis Scott Keywrote the words to "The Star-Spangled Banner" as they
ABC

stood alone watching the British bombardment of Fort McHenry.
-0-

-- 9. Some scallops can open and close theirs valves and swim away rapidly when
-A- -B-

they are disturbed.
C 0

-- 10. Pearl S. Buck began her first novel, East Wind, West Wind, in 1925, while her
ABC

was traveling between the United States and China.
o

TOEFL REVIEW EXERCISE (Skills 1-23): Choose the letter of the word or group of
words that best completes the sentence.

1. Although knives and forks __ of
prehistoric origin, spoons are
relatively new.

(A) are
(B) they are
(C) are they
(D) which are

2. Neptune's __ the planet in the
direction opposite to the other seven
moons.

(A) moon Triton orbiting
(B) moon Triton orbits
(C) moon Triton in orbit
(D) moon is in Triton's orbit

3. A dip pen's nib is split into two halves
__ at the point of the nib.

(A) who meet
(B) which meet
(C) they meet
(D) meet
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Choose the letter of the underlined word or group of words that is not carrecL

4. In 1785, Henry Knox was appoint the new republic's first secretary of war.
ABC D

5. Biophysics is one of the various branch of physics.
AI3 --C- D

6. Unlike many great writers, Longfellow was an enormously popular poet in
ABC

him day.
[)

?- After Lincoln's assassination, Ford's Theater was closed and parts of it was
A Be

converted to government office space.
D

__ 8. Most of the Earth's ice is found either in the two great ice ~ of Antarctica
ABC
and Greenland and on the tall mountains of the world.

[)

__ 9. Except for a few species, such as the spotted salamander, the courtship of
i\

salamanders are secretive and not often observed.
BCD

__ 10. Unlike most mollusks, crustaceans outgrow their shells and need to build
i\ -B-

several completely new casings throughout they lives.
C D

Skill 24: ADJECTIVES AND ADVERBS

Sometimes in written expression questions on the TOEFL test, adjectives are incorrectly
used in place of adverbs, or adverbs are incorrectly used in place of the 'ldjectives. Adjec-
tives and adverbs have very different uses in sentences. Adjectives have only one job: they
describe nouns or pronouns.

"It is a delicious meal.
ADJ. NOUN

r-l
It is delicious.

PRON. ADJ.

In the first example, the adjective delicious describes the noun meal. In the second example,
the adjective delicious describes the pronoun il.
Adverbs have three different uses. They can describe verbs, adjectives, or other

adverbs.
, I

He writes letters quickly.
VERB ADV.

~~
It is a quickly written letter.

ADV. ADJ. NOUN
r---l r--f r---l

It is an extremely quickly written letter.
Anv. ADV. ADJ. NOI;N
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In the first example, the adverb quickly describes the verb writes. In the second example, the
adverb quickly describes the adjective written (which describes the noun letter). In the third
example, the adverb extremely describes the adverb quickly, which describes the adjective
written (which describes the noun letter).

The following are examples of incorrect sentences as they might appear on the TOEFL
test. I ,

Theywere sealed at a comfortably* table.
ADV. NOUN

rJ
The child talked soft. to her mother.

VER8 ADJ.
r--t

Weread an extrcme* long story.
ADJ. ADJ.

, I , I
She speaks unbelUoable* quickly.

ADJ. ADJ.

In the first example, the adverb comfortably is incorrect because the adjective comfortable is
needed to describe the noun table. In the second example, the adjective soft is incorrect
because the adverb softly is needed to describe the verb talked. In the third example, the
adjective extreme is incorrect because the adverb extremely is needed to describe the adjective
long. In the last example, the adjective unbelievable is incorrect because the adverb unbeliev-
ably is needed to describe the adverb quickly.

The following chan outlines the important information that you should remember
about the use of adjectives and adverbs.

USE OF ADJECTIVES AND ADVERBS

ADJECTIVES Adjectives describe nouns or pronouns.

ADVERBS Adverbs describe verbs, adjectives, or other adverbs.

NOTE: A list of common word endings (including adjective and adverb endings) and
exercises to practice their use are included at the back of the text in Appendix C. You
may want to complete these exercise (if you have not already done so) before you
continue with Skills 24 through 25.
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EXERCISE 24: Each of the following sentences has at least one adjective or adverb. Circle
the adjectives and adverbs, and label them. Draw arrows to the words they describe. Then
indicate if the sentences are correct (C) or incorrect (I).

__ ,_ I. Her hair was an (unus~lor of red.
" AnV.

_c_

3. We attended a poor planned conference.

4. He talked slowly and carefully.

5. The composition was careful prepared.

6. She had an incredible story about her long trip.

7. He sent me a quickly written note.

8. The cat meowed sad.

9. The children are hungry and tired.

__ 10. The lecturer spoke extremely loud.

Skill 25: ADJECTIVES AFTER L1NKINGVERBS

Generally an adverb rather than an adjective will come directly after a verb because the
adverb is describing the verb.

r-J
She spoke nICely.

VERB ADV.

In this example, the verb spoke is followed by the adverb nicely. This adverb describes the
verb spoke.
However, you must be wry careful if the verb is a linking verb. A linking verb is followed

by an adjective rather thall an adverb.
,-. ----,

She 10' IK •• ''It<<.

SUBJ. \hi

In this example, the linking verb looks l~ follo\-toedby the adjective nice. This adjective
describes the subject she.
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You should be sure to use an a<ljective rather than an adverb after a linking verb. Be
careful, however, because the adjective that goes with the linking verb does not always
directly follow the linking verb. '---r--)--'

He seems unusually nice.
SUBJ. ADV. ADJ.

In this example, the adjective nice, which describes the subject he, is itself descIibed by the
adverb unusually. From this example, you should notice that it is possible to have an adverb
directly after a linking verb, but only if the adverb describes an adjective that follows.

These sentences show the type of error with linking verbs that is common on the
TOEFL test.

The test looks easiZv* to me.
Sally feels unbeliroable* halJ/lY about the news.

In the first example, the linking verb looks should be followed by the adjective easy rather
than the adverb easily. In the second example, the linking verb feels is followed by the adjec-
tive happy. The incorrect adjective unbelievable should be the adverb unbelievably because it
descIibes the adjective happy.

The following chart lists commonly used linking verbs and outlines the different uses
of adjectives and adverbs after regular verbs and linking verbs.

ADJECTIVESAND ADVERBSAFTERVERBS

•• I
(subject) + (regular verb) + (adverb)

A regular verb is followed by an adverb. The adverb describes the verb .

•• I
(subject) + (linking verb) + (adjective)

A linking verb is followed by an adjective. The adjective describes the subject., I ,. I
(subject) + (linking verb) + (adverb) + (adjective)

It is possible for a linking verb to be followed by an adverb and an adjC1:tive.The adverb describes
the adjective, and the adjective describes the subject.

UNKING VERBS: • appear (eel seem
be look smell
become prove taste
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EXERCISE 25: Each of the following sentences contains at least one adjective or adverb.
Circle the adjectives and adverbs, and label them. Draw arrows to the words they describe.
Then indicate if the sentences are correct (C) or incorrect (I).

f 1
_1_ I. Kathy looks ($orgeously) in that dress.

ADV.

_c_ 2. The children have grtwn (consid1erably)
ADV.

3. Steve walked rapid to the corner to catch the bus.

4. The boys became sick with the flu.

5. The mother closed the door careful.

6. Tom appeared rather unhappily at what had happened.

7. The choir members sang enthusiastically.

8. The soup tastes too salty.

9. The book seemed easily for the students.

__ 10. In the late afternoon, the sun set slow in the west.

EXERCISE (Skills 24-25): Each of the following sentences contains at least one adjective
or adverb. Circle the adjectives and adverbs, and label them. Draw arrows to the words they
describe. Then indicate if the sentences are correct (C) or incorrect (1).

1. The chef prepared a delicately sauce.

2. Matthew feels terribly angry about the issue.

3. The swimmer swam powerful across the pool.

4. The receptionist answered the phone carefully.

5. The dishes in the sink were dirty.

6. The physics exam seemed quite simply to me.

7. He behaved unbelievably rude.
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8. The burned toast did not taste very good.

9. His decision was absolutely necessary.

-- 10. Thejob applicant dressed carefully for the important interview.

TOEFl.. EXERCISE (Skills 24-25): Choose the letter of the underlined word or group of
words that is not correct.

1. Sounds quieter than 10 decibels are impossibly for the human ear to hear.
ABC D

2. Often the best farmland is next to a river that floods periodical.
ABC D

3. The planet Mercury has a moderately elIiptically orbit.
ABC D

4. An eighteen-watt fluorescent bulb seems as brightly ~ a seventy-five-watt
ABC
incandescent bulb.----r>

-- 5. The telephone works by changing the voice's sound waves into electrically
ABC D

signals.

-- 6. In the Northern United States, two European species of small white birch are
-A--B-

extensive planted as ornamentals.
C 0

-- 7. Fifty million Americans continue to smoke despite abundant evidence that
A B

smoking is extremely un healthfully.
C D

-- 8. The U.S. Military Academy sits on scenic heights overlooking a strategically
ABC D

bend in the Hudson River.

-- 9. The Erie Canal became so successfully at providing cheap transportation lhal
A B

it was greatly enlarged between 1835 and 1862.
C D

-- ]0. The Infra-Red Astronomy Satellite (IRAS), launched in ]983, contained a
A

special coded reflecting telescope that detected infrared rays.
BCD
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TOEFL REVIEW EXERCISE (Skills 1-25): Choose the letter of the word or group of
words that best completes the sentence.

1. On December 17, 1903, the Flyer
__ near Kitty Hawk, North
Carolina, with Orville Wright as
pilot.

(A) took off
(B) it took off
(C) taking off
(D) took it off

2. Comets are relatively small celestial
bodies __ up chiefly of dirt and icy
materials.

(A) make
(B) made
(C) they make
(D) make them

3. Researchers have long debated about
__ moon Titan contains
hydrocarbon oceans or lakes.

(A) Saturn's
(B) whether it is Saturn's
(C) whether Saturn's
(D) whether Saturn's is a

Choose the letter of the underlined word or group of words that is not correct.

4. The abrasively action of the wind wears away softer layers of rock.
ABC D

5. There are two ~ of making a gas condense: cooling it or putting it under
ABC D

pressure.

__ 6. Researchers have discovered that the application of bright light can
A B

sometimes be uses to overcome jet lag.
----c; D

__ 7. Salmon migrations may include having to jump up waterfalls, swim up rapids,
A B

or climbing fish ladders at dams.
C D

__ 8. If a strike is called in violation of an existing contract between labor and
ABC

management, its a wildcat strike.
o

__ 9. Snapping turtles are easily recognized because of the large head, the long
ABC

tail, and the shell that seems insufficiently to protect the body.
D

__ 10. The long string of genes making up a chromosome have been likened to a
ABC D

string of pearls.
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SECTION 2

STRUCTURE AND WRITTEN EXPRESSION
TIme-25 minutes

(including the reading of the directions)
Now set your clock for 25 minutes.

This section is designed to measure your ability to recognize language that is appropriate for
standard written English. There are two types of questions in this section, with special directions for
each type.

Structure

Directions: Questions 1-15 are incomplete sentences. Beneath cad, scntcnct: you will sce lour words
or phrases, marked (A), (B), (C), and (D). Choose the one word or phrase that best completes the
sentence. Then, on your answer sheet, find the numberof the question and fill in the space that
corresponds to the letter of the answer you have chosen. Fill in the space so that the letter inside the
oval cannot be seen.

Look at the following examples.

Example I

The president __ the election by a landslide.

(A) won
(B) he won
(C) yesterday
(D) fortunately

Sample Answer•@
@
@

The sentence should read, "The president won the election by a landslide." Therefore, you should
choose (A). --

Example II

When __ the conference?

(A) the doctor attended
(B) did the doctor attend
(C) the doctor will attend
(D) the doctor's attendance

Sample Answer

@•@
@

The sentence should read, "When did the doctor attend the conference?" Therefore, you should
choose (B).

Now, begin work on the questions.
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1. __ lived on Earth for nearly ISOmillion 6. The ear is a flexible organ. __ simpl,
years. was not designed to withstand the noise of

(A) Dinosaurs
modern living.

(B) Dinosaurs who (A) but it
(C) If dinosaurs (B) it
(D) Since dinosaurs (C) but

(D) its
2. Early printers arranged type into __ a

small. flat composing stick. 7. In 1934, chemist Wallace Carothers

(A) words
produced a plastic which __ nylon.

(B) are words on (A) his call
(C) words on (B) he called
(D) the words are on (C) to call him

(D) calling
3. __ along most of its length into an

upper chamber and a lower chamber. 8. As __ grows, the shell in which it lives

(A) The divided cochlea
grows,too.

(B) Dividing the cochlea (A) a mollusk
(C) The cochlea is divided (B) a mollusk it
(D) With a divided cochlea (C) has a mollusk

(D) it has a mollusk
4. Yeast is an organic catalyst __ known

to prehistoric humanity. 9. The first __ the Civil War was fired

(A) was
from Fort Johnson upon Fort Sumter on

(B) which was
April 12, 1861.

(C) which it (A) shot
(D) which (B) shot in

(C) shot was in
5. Many communities __ a complex (D) it was shot

system of linguistic levels in order to show
respect. 10. Stalactit"s are formed in caves by

(A) useful
groundwater __ dissolved lime.

(B) use already made " (A) it contains
(C) making it useful (B) containing
(D) make use of (C) contains

(D) containment
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11. By studying the movements of the Sun and
Moon. even early astronomers could __
eclipses would take place.

(A) predicting when
(B) when it predicts
(C) the prediction when
(D) predict when

12. Coffee probably originally grew wild in
Ethiopia in the province of Kaffe. and from
there __ to southern Arabia.

(A) bringing it
(B) it was brought
(C) brought it
(D) brought with it

13. Alabama was occupied by the French and
Spanish before __ to England in 1763.

(A) was ceded
(B) ceded to it
(C) it was ceded
(D) ceded it
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14. Agroup of winged reptiles __
pterosaurs is believed to have been the first
vertebrates with the power of flight.

(A) call
(B) calls
(C) called
(D) is called

15. On November 23. 1863. Grant stunned the
Confederates on Missionary Ridge with
what __ to be a full-dress military
parade of troops who unexpectedly opened
fire.

(A) appeared
(B) appearing
(C) appearance
(D) apparent



Written Expression

Directions: In questions 16-40, each sentence has four underlined words or phrases. The four
underlined parts of the sentence are marked (A). (B). (C), and (0). Identify the one underlined word
or phrase that must be changed in order for the sentence to be correct. Then. on your answer sheet,
find the number of the question and fill in the space that corresponds to the leller of the answer you
have chosen.

Look at the following examples.

Example I

The four string on a violin are tuned
A -B- (;-0-

in fifths.

Sample Answer

@•@
@

The sentence should read. "The four strings on a violin are tuned in fifths: Therefore, you should
choose (B).

Example II

The research for the book Roots taking
--A--B- -C-

Alex Haley twelve years.
o

Sample Answer

@
CID•@

The sentence should read, "The research for the book Roots took Alex Haley twelve years: Therefore,
you should choose (C).

Now, begin work on the questions.
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16. Vast fJows of information is camed on hair-thin fiber optic cables.

7\ B C -D-

17. The crafting of fine violins has been proceeding for several century as a secret art.
T B -C-I)

18. Linguistic conflicts due to divided ethnic and national loyalties they can be bitter and violent.
-A- -B- --C -D-

19. In 1851, with the publication of her antislavery novel, Hamet Beecher Stowe rocketed to
A Ir --C-

famous.
-D-

20. The smallest and simple living organisms on Earth are bacteria.
-A--B- C 0

21. The effort to determine the exact numerical value of pi has now reach 2.16 billion decimal
-A- B -C-

digits.
-D-

22. The hammerhead shark is usual found in warm, temperate waters.
-A- --B- C D

23. Princeton University, was founded in )746, is one of the oldest universities in the United States.
T If" -C- D

24. According to a World Resources Institute report, a significant part of forest acreage disappear
ABC

each year.----r>
25. The Earth's crust is composed of fifteen plates which float on the partially molten layer below

-A- """"B --C-

they.
J)

26. As one climbs high up a mountain, the air becomes both colder or thinner.
-A- --B- C-D-

27. When a bone is broke into several pieces, doctors may pin the pieces together for proper
-A- --B- C

healing.
-D-
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28. The long necks of much plant-eating dinosaurs were useful for reaching up to the treetops to

-A- ~ -C- --0-

feed.

29. Hippocrates believed that health depended on the balanced of the four fluids of the body:
--A- If --C- 0

blood. phlegm. bile. and black bile.

30. Ajet stream is a flat and narrow tube of air that moves more rapid than the surrounding air.
A If -C- 0

31. Because mistletoe berries are poisonous. everyone with Christmas decorations containing
A B

mistletoe need to be aware of the potential danger.c; -0-

32. When Pierre L'Enfant designed the national capital in 1791. her envisioned a broad boulevard
--A- -B- C-

linking the White House and the Capitol.
-0-

33. In a copperhead snake. the venom flows from a single venom glands to a pair of hollow teeth.
-A- --B- C I)

34. A hawk swallows its food in large pieces. digests ""me of it. and regurgitating the rest.
A -B- ----c- 0

35. Oefects occur when liquid helium undergoing a phase transition from its normal to its
-A- B -C- D

superfluid phase.

36. The earliest known artworks were done by cavemen which used a mixture of clay. chalk. and
A ~ _c- ----0-

burned wood and bones.

37. Variations in melody. rhythm. and tone of voice becomes a major feature of child speech
-A- --B- -C-

toward the end of the first year.
-0-
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38. As a protective protein molecule, an antibody can combines with a foreign virus protein.
ABC D

39. The water moccasin is a high venomous and extremely dangerous pit viper.
---;r:- BCD

40. Though aluminum is more common than iron, it is extremely difficult to break their hold on
--A- If" c;
other atoms.
---0-

This is the end of Section 2.
Ifyou finish before 25 minutes has ended,

check your work on Section 2 only.

8888888

Circle the number of each of the questions on the test that you answered incorrectly or were
unsure of This will indicate to you if you have learned the skills presented in this text and
which skills still require further review.

1. SKILL 1 15. SKILL 8 29. SKILL 4
2. SKILL 2 16. SKILL 11 30. SKILL 24
3. SKILL 1 17. SKILL 19 31. SKILL 13
4. SKILL 10 18. SKILL 1 32. SKILL 22
5. SKILL I 19. SKILL 2 33. SKILL 19
6. SKILLS 20. SKILL 14 34. SKILL 14
7. SKILL 9 21. SKILL 16 35. SKILL 6
8. SKILL 6 22. SKILL 24 36. SKILL 10
9. SKILLS 1 and 2 23. SKILL 4 37. SKILL 11
10. SKILL 3 24. SKIbL 12 38. SKILL 18
II. SKILL 7 25. SKILL 21 39. SKILL 25
12. SKILLS 26. SKILL 15 40. SKILL 23
13. SKILL 6 27. SKILL 17
14. SKILL 4 28. SKILL 20
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STRUCTURE POST-TEST (Computer) •

/.! Longman In~ Course tor the TOEFL~ Test . DOOEJ
Structure Post.Test 15:00

This section measures the abilrty to recognize language that is appropriate for
standard written English. There are two types of questions in this section.

In the first type of question, there are incomplete sentences. Beneath each
sentence, there are four words or phrases. You will choose the one word or
phrase that best completes the sentence.

The second type of question has four underlined words or phrases. You will
choose the one underlined word or phrase that must be changed for the
sentence to be correct.

After you click on Next and Confirm Answer, the next question will be
presented.

Click on Dismiss Directions to continue.

•.,

, .
, ,. ,
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Section LS1 .

-- ----------- -_._--
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I. The first pizza restaurant __ in New
York City in 1895.

o openedo openingo itopenedo it was opening

2. The world's largest deposits' of asbestos

have be located in the Appalachian
Mountains.

3. Both Thomas Jefferson or John Adams died

~ the ~ same day, July 4, 1826.

4. __ without a backbone is the Atlantic
squid.

o For the largest creatureo It is the largest creature
o The largest creature
o The largest creature is

5. Most tundra plant are mosses and lichens

that hug the ground.

6. Virginia Dare, the first child born to

English parents in the New World, was

named after the Virginia Colony where her
wasbom.

7. Societies __ to at least 1500 B.C. made
use of molds to treat superficial infections.
o they date back
o the date is backo dating backo date back
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8. Uranium atoms in a nuclear reaction is

~ into smaller atoms to produce heat.

9. Sound waves are produced when __
quickly.

o objects vibrate
o vibrating objectso objects to vibrate
o the vibration of objects

10. All of the oceans of the world is home to

members of the dolphin family.

11. Earth rotates on its axis and follows an

elliptically orbit around the Sun.

12. A genetic predisposition determines __
is most likely to fonn freckles.

o he
Oito who
o when

13. Theodore Roosevelt was the first president

to ride in a car, fly in an airplane, and

submerging in a submarine.

14. Cribbage ~ a card game in which points

are ~ by moving pegs on a board.

15. Characteristically, the dulcimer features
three or four strings __ along a
fingerboard.

o stretchedo are stretchedo stretch them
o they are stretched



16. The constellation Aquarius was associated

with the rainy seasons by a ~ ~ of

ancient civilizations.

17. __ Abraham Lincoln saved from
Thanksgiving dinner became a beloved
family pel.

o A turkey waso For a turkey,
o A turkey that
o A turkey for

lB. Only a small percentage of mined

diamonds are actually suitably for ~ as

gemstones.

19. The flintlock pistol was popular as a

weapon in the seventeenth century because

~ could be fired one-handed by a rider

on horseback.

20. Henry VIII ruled that people born on
February 29 __ their birthdays on
February 2B in non-leap years.

o a celebrity
o a celebrationo celebratingo would celebrate
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READING DIAGNOSTIC PRE-TEST(Paper)_

SECTION 3
READING COMPREHENSION

Time-55 minutes
(including the reading of the directions)
Now set your clock for 55 minutes.

This section is designed to measure your ability to read and understand short passages similar in
topic and style to those that students are likely to encounter in North American universities and
colleges.

Directions: In this section you will read several passages. Each one is followed by a number of
questions about it. You are to choose the one best answer, (A), (B), (C), or (D), to each question. Then,
on your answer sheet, find the number of the question and fill in the space thai corresponds to the
letter of the answer you have chosen.

Answer all questions about the information in a passage on the basis of what is stated or implied in
that passage.

Read the following passage:

John Quincy Adams, who served as the sixth president of the United States from 1825
to 1829, is today recognized for his masterful statesmanship and diplomacy. He dedicated his
life to public service, both in the presidency and in the various other political offices that he

Line held. Throughout his political career he demonstrated his unswerving belief in freedom of
(5) speech, the antislavery cause, and the right of Americans to be free from European and Asian

domination.

Example I

To what did John Quincy Adams devote his life?

(A) Improving his personal life
(B) Serving the public
(C) Increasing his fortune
(D) Working on his private business

Sample Answer

According to the passage, John Quincy Adams "dedicated his life to public service: Therefore, you
should choose (B).

Example II

In line 4, the word "unswerving" is closest in meaning to

CA) moveable
(B) insignificant
(C) unchanging
(D) diplomatic

Sample Answer

Now begin work on the questions.

The passage states that John Quincy Adams demonstrated his unswerving belief "throughout his
career." This implies that the belief did not change. Therefore, you should choose (C).--DIAGNOSTIC PRE-TEST(Paper) 233



Questions 1-9

The largest diamond ever found is the Cullinan Diamond. This diamond weighed 3,106 carats in
its uncut state when it was discovered in South Africa on January 25. 1905.

The Cullinan Diamond was cut into nine major stones and ninety-six smaller ones. The largest
Line of the cut stones, and still the largest cut diamond in the world. is the pear-shaped Cullinan I at 530
(5) carats. This diamond. which is also known as the Greater Star of Africa, is more than 2 inches (5.4

em) long and 1.75 inches (4.4 em) wide. It became part of the British crown jewels in 1907.

I. What is the best title for this passage? 6. Which of the following is NOT true about

(A) Diamond Cutting
Cullinan I?

(B) The World's Biggest Diamond. Uncut (A) It was cut from the Cullinan
and Cut Diamond.

(C) Measuring Diamonds in Carats (B) It weighs 3,106 carats.
(D) The British Crown Jewels (C) It is the biggest cut diamond in the

world.
2. The word "uncut" in line 2 is closest in (D) It is sometimes called the Greater

meaning to which of the following? Star of Africa.

(A) Finished 7. All of the following are true about the
(B) Unnatural shape of the Greater Star of Africa
(C) Pear EXCEPT that
(D) Whole

(A) it is in the shape of a pear
3. The word "discovered" in line 2 is closest (B) it is 5.4 centimeters long

in meaning to (C) it is longer than it is wide

(A) created
(D) it is 4.4 inches wide

(B) found 8. According to the passage, what happened
(C) buried to Cullinan I?
(D) weighed

(A) It remained in Africa.
4. It can be inferred from the passage that the (B) It was cut into smaller stones.

Cullinan Diamond was cut into how many (C) It was cut and changed into the
total stones? Greater Star of Africa.

(A) 9
(D) It became the property of the British

(B) 96
Royal family.

(C) 105 9. Where in the passage does the author
(D) 3.106 mention the Cullinan Diamond's weight

5. The word "major" in line 3 could best be
when it was mined?

replaced by (A) Lines 1-2

(A) well-known
(B) Line 3
(C) Lines 4-5

(B) military (D) Line 6(C) natural
(D) big
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Questions 10-20

Coca-Cola. was invented in 1886 by Atlanta pharmacist John S. Pemberton. The name for the
product was actually proposed by Pemberton's assistant, Frank Robinson. The name was taken from
the two most unusual ingredients in the drink, the South American coca leaf and the African cola nut.

Line The recipe for today's Coca.Cola. is very well guarded. Many of the ingredients are known; in
(5) addition to coca leaves and cola nut, they include lemon, orange, lime, cinnamon, nutmeg, vanilla,

caramel. and sugar. The proportions of the ingredients and the identity of Coke's secret ingredients
are known by only a few of the Coca-Cola. Company's senior corporate officers.

10. The passage mainly discusses 14. A "recipe" in line 4 is

(A) the success of the Coca-Cola. (A) information about drugs for a
Company pharmacy

(B) the unusual ingredients in Coca.Cola. (B) a description of how to prepare
(C) John S. Pemberton something
(0) Coca.Cola.'s recipe and who (C) an accounting statement

developed it (0) a corporate organizational plan

II. According to the passage, who created 15. The passage states that the recipe for Coca-
Coca-Cola.? Cola. is

(A) The Coca-Cola. Company (A) well known
(B) John S. Pemberton (B) known by only a limited number of
(C) Pemberton's assistant people
(0) Frank Robinson (C) unknown

(0) published information

12. The word "unusual" in line 3 is closest in
meaning to 16. Which of the following is NOT mentioned

(A) uncommon
as an ingredient of Coca-Cola.?

(B) importani (A) Orange leaves
(C) unused (B) Nutmeg
(0) tasty (C) Citrus fruits

(0) Sugar
13. Which of the following is NOT true about

the name Coca.Cola.? 17. The word "secret" in line 6 could best be

(A) The name "coca" comes from the coca
replaced by

leaf. (A) unrevealed
(B) The name "cola" comes from the cola (B) delicious

nut. (C) business
(C) Frank Robinson suggested the name. (0) speechless
(0) The inventor came up with the name.
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18. It can be inferred from the passage that

(A) the public knows all the ingredients in
Coca-Cola"

(B) the public is not sure that coca leaves
are used in Coca-Cola"

(C) the public does not know how many
cola nuts are used in a batch of
Coca-Cola'"

(0) no one knows the exact proportions of
ingredients used in Coca-Cola"
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19. The word "senior" in line 7 could best be
replaced by

(A) trustworthy
(B) high-level
(C) more mature
(0) really decisive

20. Where in the passage does the author
mention who gave Coca-Cola" its name?

(A) Lines 1-2
(B) Line 3
(C) Line 5
(0) Lines 6--7
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Questions 21-30

Most people would say that the world's tallest mountain is Mount Everest. This mountain in the
Himalayas is just over 29,000 feet high.

However. if mountains are measured a little bit differently, then the tallest mountain on Earth is
Line Mauna Kea. in the Hawaiian Islands. Mauna Kea is only about 14.000 feet above sea level, so in
(5) comparison to Mount Everest it just does not look anywhere near as high as Mount Everest to a

person standing at sea level.
Mauna Kea. however. does not begin at sea level. It rises from an ocean floor that is more than

16,000 feet below the surface of the water. This mountain therefore measures more than 30,000 feet
from its base to its top. making it a higher mountain than Mount Everest.

21. The main idea of the passage is that 26. The expression "in comparison to" in lines

(A) Mount Everest iS,the world's tallest 4 and 5 could best be replaced by

mountain (A) close to
(B) Mount Everest and Mauna Kea are (B) in relation to

located in different parts of the (C) as a result of
world (D) because of

(C) Mauna Kea's base is below sea level
(D) Mauna Kea could be considered the 27. It is implied in the passage that Mauna

, tallest mountain in the world Kea does not seem as tall as Mount Everest
because

22. Which of the following is NOT mentioned
(A) people do not want to look at itabout Mount Everest?
(B) part of Mauna Kea is under water

(A) Many people believe it is the world's (C) Mount Everest has more snow
tallest mountain. (D) Mauna Kea is in a different part of the

(B) It is part of the Himalayas. world than Mount Everest
(C) It is over 29.000 feet high.
(D) It rises from the ocean floor. 28. The word "floor" in line 7 could best be

replaced by
23. The word "just" in line 2 could best be

(A)replaced by carpet
(B) bottom

(A) noticeably (C) roof
(B) soon (D) water
(C) barely
(D) recently 29. The passage indicates that Mauna Kea

24. The expression "a little bit" in line 3 is (A) measures 16,000 feet from top to

closest in meaning to bottom
(B) is completely covered with water

(A) a small size (C) is more than half covered by water
(B) quite (D) is 1,000 feet shorter than Mount
(C) somewhat Everest
(D) extremely

30. Where in the passage does the author
25. According to the passage, Mauna Kea is mention Mount Everest's total height?

how far above the level of the water? (A) Lines 1-2
(A) 14,000 feet (B) Lines 4-6
(B) 16,000 feet (C) Line 7
(C) 29.000 feel (D) Lines 8-9
(D) 30,000 feet

~
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Questions 31-40

When Columbus arrived in the Americas in 1492, there were already an estimated 30 to 40
million people living in North and South America. It has therefore been quite easy for some to refute
the idea that Columbus "discovered" America. How and when these inhabitants came to America has

Line been the source of much scientific research and discussion.
(5) Most archeologists agree that the first Americans, the true" discoverers" of America, came from

northeastern Asia. There is also a considerable amount of proof that inhabitants have been in the
Americas for at least 15,000 years.

To get to the Americas, these people had to cross over the 55-mile-wide Bering Strait that
separates Asia and North America. According to one theory, these people crossed over during periods

(10) when a land bridge existed between the two continents. During the Ice Ages, so much of the Earth's
water was frozen that the sea levels dropped, and it was possible to walk from Asia to North America.

31. What is the author's main purpose? 34. It is implied in the passage that

(A) To explain how Columbus discovered (A) Columbus was really the first person
America in America

(B) To show how people came to America (B) scientists are sure about America's
before Columbus first inhabitants

(C) To demonstrate the importance to' (C) Columbus anived at almost the same
archeologists of northeastern Asia time as America's first inhabitants

(D) To explain how to cross the Bering (0) all is not known about America's first
Strait inhabitants

32. In 1492, how many people were probably 35. There is general agreement that the first
in the Americas? people who came to North America came

(A) Fewer than 30 million
from

(B) Exactly 30 million (A) Europe
(C) 40 million or fewer (B) South America
(D) At least 40 million (C) northeastern Asia

(0) Africa
33. The word "refute" in line 2 is closest in

meaning to 36. The word "considerable" in line 6 could

(A) theorize
best be replaced by which of the following?

(B) support (A) Large
(C) contradict (B) Weak
(0) defend (C) Well-known

(0) Considerate
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37. The word "separates" in line 9 is closest in
meaning to

(A) differentiates
(B) divides
(e) joins
(D) crosses

38. Which of the following is NOT stated
about the Bering Strait?

(A) It is 55 miles wide.
(B) It separates North America and Asia.
(C) It was probably a land bridge during

the Ice Ages.
(D) It is a land bridge today.

39. The word "frozen" in line II could best be
replaced by

(A) cool
(B) dirty
(C) solid
(D) wet

40. Where in the passage does the author
mention how long people have probably
been in the Americas?

(A) Lines 1-2
(B) Lines 3-4
(C) Lines 6-7
(D) Lines 8-9
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Questions 41-50

Alpha Centauri is a triple-star system. One of the three stars in Alpha Centauri is Proxima
Centauri. which is the nearest star to Earth. except of course for the Sun. The name "Proxima" comes
from a Latin word which means "close:

Line Even though Proxima Centauri is the closest star to Earth outside of our solar system. it is not
(5) really close. Interstellar distances are so large that they are almost impossible to imagine. A person

traveling in a modern spacecraft would not arrive at Proxima Centauri within this lifetime. or the .
next. or even ten lifetimes because the distance is so great. Light travels at a speed of 186.000 miles
per second. and it still takes light more than four years to travel from Proxima Centauri to Earth.

Alpha Centauri can be easily seen in the night sky without a telescope from certain parts of
(10) Earth. It is the third brightest star in the sky. out of approximately 6.000 visible stars. It cannot be

seen from most parts of the United States because most of the United States is too far north; however.
it can be seen from the southern parts of the southernmost states.

41. The main subject ofthis passage is

(A) the closest stars to Earth
(B) modern space travel
(C) the speed of light .
(0) interstellar distances

42. The passage indicates that which of the
following is NOT true?

(A) Alpha Centauri is composed of three
stars.

(B) Proxima Centauri is the closest star to
Earth.

(C) Proxima Centauri is one of the stars
in Alpha Centauri.

(0) It is possible to see Alpha Centauri
from Earth.

43. The word "comes" in line 2 could best be
replaced by

(A) travels
(B) is derived
(C) is directed
(0) visits
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44. "Interstellar distances" in line 5 are

(A) distances between stars
(B) distances between Earth and various

stars
(C) distances measured by the speed of

light
(D) distances from the Sun to each of the

planets. including Earth

45. It can be inferred from the passage that if a
person left in one of today's spacecrafts. he
or she would arrive at Alpha Centauri

(A) within this lifetime
" (B) within the next lifetime
(C) within ten lifetimes
(0) after more than ten lifetimes

46. The word "great" in line 7 could best be
replaced by which of the following?

(A) Famous
(B) Well.known
(C) Accomplished
(D) Big



47. Which of the following is true according to
the passage?

(A) Light travels at 186.000 miles per
hour.

(B) A person could travel from Earth to
Proxima Centauri in four years.

(C) Light from Proxima Centauri reaches
Earth in more than four years.

(0) It is 186.000 miles from Earth to
Proxima Centauri.

48. The word "brightest" in line 10 could best
be replaced by

(A) smartest
(B) palest
(C) shiniest
(D) largest

49. It can be inferred from the passage that.
from Alaska. Alpha Centauri is

(A) always visible
(B) frequently visible
(C) occasionally visible
(0) never visible

50. Where in the passage does the author
explain how fast light can travel?

(A) Lines 1-2
(B) Line 5
(C) Lines 7-8
(0) Line 10

This is the end of the Reading Diagnostic Pre-Test.

8888888

Circle the number of each of the questions on the test that you answered incorrectly or were
unsure of Then you will see which skills you should be sure to focus on.

1. SKILL 1 18. SKILL 4 35. SKILL 2
2. SKILL 5 19. SKILL 5 36. SKILL 5
3. SKILL 5 20. SKILL 6 37. SKILL 5
4. SKILL 4 21. SKILL 1 38. SKILL 3
5. SKILL 5 22. SKILL 3 39. SKILL 5
6. SKILL 3 23. SKILL 5 40. SKILL 6
7. SKILL 3 24. SKILL 5 41. SKILL 1
8. SKILL 2 25. SKILL 2 42. SKILL 3
9. SKILL 6 26. SKILL 5 43. SKILL 5
10. SKILL 1 27. SKILL 4 44. SKILL 5
11. SKIL!- 2 28. SKILL 5 45. SKILL 4
12. SKILL 5 29. SKILL 2 46. SKILL 5
13. SKILL 3 30. SKILL 6 47. SKILL 2
1-1. SKILL 5 31. SKILL 1 48. SKILL 5
15. SKILL 2 32. .';l{Il.' I 49. S1<11.L4
16. SKILL 3 33. SKILL 5 50. SKIL\.6
17. SKILL 5 34. SKILL </
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READING

Reading is tested in the third section on both the paper TOEFL test and the computer
TOEFL test. This section consists of reading passages followed by a number of questions.
The paper and the computer reading sections are similar in the following ways:

• the types of passages
• the language skills tested
• the arde7ing of the questions

The paper and the computer reading sections are differ«;nt in the following ways:

• the types of questions
• the mimber of questions
• the amount of time
• the strategies and procedures

READING ONTHE PAPERTOEFL@TEST g
On the paper TOEFL test, the third section is called Reading Comprehension. This section
consists of five passages and fifty questions (although some tests may be longer). You have
fifty-fiveminutes to complete the fifty questions in this section.

There is only one type of question in the Reading Comprehension section of the paper
TOEFL test:

Multiple-Choice questions ask you to select the best answer to questions about the
information given in the reading passages. A multiple choice question on the
paper test may ask about the main ideas, directly answered details, indirectly
answered details, vocabulary, or overall review ideas.

The questions on the paper test are presented in linear order. The passages progress from
easy to difficult, and the questions are presented in the order in which they appear in the
passage.

GENERAL STRATEGIES FOR READING
(Paper TOEFL@Test) l!ml

I. Be familiar with the directions. The directions on every paper TOEFL test are the same,
so it is not necessary to spend time reading the directions carefully when you take the test.
You should be completely familiar with the directions before the day of the test.

2. Do not spend too much time reading the passages. You do not have time to read
each passage in depth, and it is quite possible to answer the questions correctly without first
reading the passages in depth.
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3. Do not worry if a reading passage is on a topic you are unfamiliar with. All of the
information that you need to answer the questions is included in the passages. You do not
need any background knowledge to answer the questions.

-4. Do not spend too much time on a question you are unsure of. If you do not know
the answer to a question. simply guess and go on. You can return to this question later in the
section if you have time.

5. Guess to complete the section before time is up. There is no penalty for guessing. so
it can only increase your score to guess the answers to questions that you do not have time
to complete.

Now look at a reading passage from the paper TOEFL test, followed by a number of
multiple choice questions.

Example from the Paper TOEFL Test g
Although a bee sting and a wasp sting can both be quite

painful, these two types of stings have one basic difference. A
bee sting is acidic, while a wasp sting is alkaline.

Line Because of this difference, these two types of stings
(5) should be treated quite differently. Because a bee sting is

acidic, it should be treated with an alkaline solution, such as
bicarbonate of soda. A wasp sting, on the other hand, is
alkaline, so it should be treated with an acidic solution, such
as vinegar.

Now look at the first question, which is a multiple choice question that asks about the
topic of the passage.

1. The topic of this passage is

(A) the pain of wasp stings
(B) treating stings with acids
(C) different treatments for bee and wasp stings
(D) the difference between acids and bases

The first sentence of the first paragraph mentions a bee sting and a wasp sting and states that
the.se two types of stings have one basic difference, and the first sentence of the second paragraph
states that these two types of stings should be treated quite diJJerently. From this, it can be deter-
mined that the topic of the passage is diJJerent treatments for bee and wast) stings. Answer (C) is
therefore the best answer to this question.
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Now look at the second question, which is a multiple choice question that asks about a
direct detail from the passage.

2. According to the passage, a bee sting

(A) has no acid
(B) has both an acid and a base
(C) should be treated with an acid
(0) contains acid

To answer this question. you should find the part of the passage that states that a bee sting is
acidic. This means that a bee sting contaim acid. Answer (D) is therefore the best answer to
this question.

Now look at the third question, which is a multiple choice question that asks about a
vocabulary word from the passage.

3. The word "solution" in line 6 is closest in meaning to

(A) difficulty
(B) mixture
(C) answer
(0) test

To answer this question, you should find the word solution in line 6 in the passage and read
the context around it. The passage states that a bee sting ... should be treated with an alkaline
solution. From this context, you can determine that solution is close in meaning to mixture.
Answer (B) is therefore the best answer to this question.

Now look at the fourth question, which is a multiple choice question that asks where in
the passage a piece of information can be found.

4. Where in the passage does the author indicate what to put on a
bee sting?

(A) Lines 1-2
(B) Line 3
(C) Lines 5--7
(0) Lines 8-9

To answer this question, you should skim each of the line numbers in the answer choices
for information about what to put on a bee sting. Lines 5--7 mention that a bee sting ... ShOllUi be
treated with an alkaline solution, SItch as bicarbonate of soda. This sen tence clearly discusses what
to put on a bee sting, so answer (C) is the best answer to this question.
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PROCEDURES FORA READING PASSAGE
(PaperTOEFL~Test) g

I. Skim the reading passage to determine the main idea and the overall
organization of ideas in the passage. You do not need to understand every detail in
each passage to answer the questions correctly. It is therefore a waste of time to read the
passage with the intent of understanding every single detail before you try to answer the
questions.

2. Look ahead at the questions to determine what language skills are being tested
in the questions. Questions related to different language skills are answered in different
ways.

3. Find the section of the passage that deals with each question. The language skill
tells you exactly where to look in the passage to find correct answers .

• For main idea questions, look at the first line of each paragraph .
• For directly and indirectly answered detail questions. choose a key word in the question.
and skim for that key word (or a related idea) in order in the passage .

• For vacabulary questions, the question will tell you where the word is located in the
passage .

• For where-in-the passage questions, the answer choices give you the four possible
locations of the correct answer.

4. Read the part of the passage that contains the answer carefully. The answer will
probably be in a very predictable place in the passage.

S, Choose the best answer to each question from the four choices listed in your test
book. You can choose the best answer ~c(ording to what is given in the appropriate section
of the passage, eliminate definitely wrong answers. and mark your best guess on the answer
sheet.
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READING ONTHE COMPUTERTOEFL@TEST.!I!

On the computer TOEFL test, the third section is called the Reading section. This section
consists of four to five passages and forty-four to sixty questions. YOll have seventy to ninety
minutes to complete the questions in this section.

Thl're arc three types of questions in the Reading section of the computer TOEFL test:

I. MuJtiple-Choice questions ask you to select the best answer to questions about the
information given in the reading passages. A multiple choice question on the com-
puter test may ask about the main ideas, directly answered details, indirectly
answered details, or vocabulary.

2. Click-{ln questions ask you to find a word, phrase, sentence, or paragraph in a pas-
sage that answers a question and to click on that word, phrase, sentence, or para-
graph. They may also ask you to click on one of four pictures following a passage.
In a click-on question, you may be asked to click on a vocabulary word with a spe-
cific meaning, a sentence or picture thaull1swers a detail question, or a paragraph
that discusses a certain topic.

3. Insertion questions ask you to find the most logical place in a passage to insert a
specific piece of information. In an insertion question, you must study the context
to determine the appropriate place in a passage for the piece of information.

The questions in the Reading section of the computer test are presented in linear order.
The passages progress from easy to difficult, and the questions arc presented in the order
in which they appear in the passage.

GENERAL STRATEGIES FOR READING
(ComputerTOEFL<!lTest) 2!ll

I. Be familiar with the directions. The directions on every computer TOEFL test are the
same. so it is not necessary to spend time reading the directions carefully when you take the
test. You should be completely familiar with the directions before the day of the test.

2. Dismiss the directions as soon as they come up. The time starts when the directions
~ome up. You should already be familiar with the directions, so you can click on
'.mM.JttttM as soon as it appears and save all your time for the questions.

3. Understand that this section of the test is linear rather than computer adaptive.
This means that the ordering of the passages and questions is specified (and is not based on
how you have answered previous questions, as it is in the Structure section and the Listening
section of the computer test). The reading passages progress from easy to difficult, and the
questions are presented in the order in which they appear in the passage.

4. Do not spend too much time reading the passages. You do not have time to read
each passage in depth. and it is possible to answer the questions correctly without first
reading the passages in depth. You must scroll through each passage completely and then
click on 'j...iqg., before you will be allowed to continue with the questions.

5. Do not worry if a reading passage is on a topic you are unfamiliar with. All of the
information that you need to answer the questions is included in the passage. You do not
need any background knowledge to answer the questions.
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6. Do not spend too much time on a question you are unsure of. If you do not know
the answer to a question, simply guess, click on em, and go on. You can click on
IMttJTtj to return to this question later while you are still working on the same passage.

7. Monitor the time carefully on the title bar of the computer screen. The title bar
indicates the time remaining in the section, the total number of questions in the section, and
the current number.

8. Guess to complete the section before time is up. Because this section is linear rather
than adaptive, it can only increase your score to guess the answers to questions that you do
not have time to complete.

Now look at an example of a passage from a computer TOEFL test, accompanied by
the various types of questions that appear in the reading section of the computer test. The
first question is a multiple choice question about a detail of the passage .

•...."'"
One might think that forest fires 're harmful to .11

plants. However, this is not .Iw.ys true. Some plants in
the forest depend on forest fires for their survival.

One example of. pl.nt that needs forest fires in
order to survive is the ceanothus. There are twO ways
that forest fires are beneficialto the ceanomus.

One way that forest fires assist the ceanothus is that
they allow sunlight to reach the plant. Ceanothus grows
on the forest floor. However, it needs lots of sunlightto
survive. Fires burn away leaves above the ceanothus to
let sunlight in.

Another way that forest fires .ssist the ceanothusis
that they help the plant's seeds to sprout. Ceanomus

I seeds need intense heat to sprout. The he.t of a forest
, fire causes the seeds to open. Then, after a fire, the seeds
are able to grow into mature pl.nts.

~m;(;' I. According to the passage,forest fires

o h.rm all plantso help.1I pl.ntso do not help .ny plantso do not harm all pl.nts

1 •• 1

To answer this question, you should look at the part of the passage at the end of paragraph
1 that states that some plants in the forest dejJlmd on forest fires for their survival. From this, it can
be determined that forest fires do not hann nill,/ants. You should click on the last answer LO

this question.
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The second question is a click-on-a-drawing question that asks about a detail from the
passage.

.....
One example of a plant that needs forest fires in

order to survive is the ceanarhus. There are two ways
that forest fires are beneficial to the ceanarhus.

2. Click on the drawing that shows
~!.. what a ceonothus needs to survive in

the forest.

# •

To answer this question, you should skim through the passage to find the part of the pas-
sage that discusses what a ceanothlts needs. In paragraph 2, the passage states that one exam-
ple of a plant that needs forest fires in order to survive is the ceanotlms. Drawing (B) shows a forest
fire, so you should click on drawing (B) to answer this question.

The third question is a click-on-a-word question that asks you to find a vocabulary word
in paragraph 2 with a similar meaning.

JIl•• dlR9

One example of a plant that needs forest fires in
order to survive is the ceanorhus. There are two ways
that forest fires are beneficial to the ceanorhus.

I
I

.~ I

To answer this question, you should skim through paragraph 2 looking for a place where
the word helpfulwiII fit into the context. You should notice the word hplPfltl can be used in
place of the word beneficial in the phrase two ways that forest fires are be1leficial. From this con-
text, you can determine that bmeficial is close in meaning to helpful, so you should click on
the word b,meficial to answer this question.
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The fourth question is an j/l.l/?1,tioll question in which you must add a piece of informa-
tion to paragraph 2.

m One example of a plant that needs forest fires in
order to survive is the ceanathus. mJ There are twO ways
that forest fires are beneficial to the ceanothus, m

;1, 4. The following sentence could be
't added to paragraph 2.

This type of plant is a three- to
nine-foot forest shrub.

Where would it best fit into the
paragraph? Click on the square (.)
to add the sentence to the
paragraph,

To answer this question, you should study the sentence to be inserted and should look at
the context around each of the insertion boxes in paragraph 2. Because the first seIllence
of the paragraph first mentions ceallothus, a sentence explaining what this tytle of plant is
should be inserted after this sentence. You should click on riD to answer this question.

The fifth question is a click-on-a-sentenfe question that asks you to find where a specific
piece of information can be found in paragraph 3. For this question, you should look at
paragraph 3.

....In.

"-_._--- 1'. ._ I'.

To answer this question, you should look at the second sentence of paragraph 3, which
states that cearwthus grows on the forest floor. This sentence explains where in the forest cean-
othus is found. You should click on the second sentence of paragraph 3 to answer this
question.
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The sixth question is a cLick-on-a-paragraph question that a~ksyou to indicate which para-
graph discusses a certain topic.

One might think that forest fires are harmful to all
plants .

One example of a plant that needs forest fires in
order to survive is the ceanothus .

One way that forest fires assist the ceonothusis that
they allow sunlight to reach the plant. .

Another way that forest fires assist the ceonothus is
that they help the plant's seeds to sprout. .

.; .....~.

Click on the paragraph that explains
how fire helps sunlight reach the
ceonothus.

To answer this question, you should look at the question, which asks about the paragraph
that explains how fire helps sunlight reach the ceanothus. Then you should look at the first line
of each paragraph to see which paragraph discusses this idea. The first sentence of para-
graph 3 indicates that paragraph 3 explains how forest fires ... allow sunlight to 1each the plant.
From this, you can determine that paragraph 3 is the best answer, so you should click on
paragraph 3'to answer this question.

PROCEDURES FORA READING PASSAGE
(ComputerTOEFL~Test) 1!S

I. Scroll through the reading passage to determine the main idea anti the overall
organization of ideas in the passage. You do not need to understand every detail in
each passage to answer the questions correctly. It is therefore a waste of time to read the
passage with the intent of understanding every single detail before you try to answer the
questions. When you have finished scrolling quickly through the passage. click on rn.1444.'
to begin the first question.

2. As a question comes up on the screen. look at the language skill that is being
tested. The language skill tells you exactly where to look in the passage to find correct
answers .

• For moin idea questions. look at the first line of each paragraph .
• For click-on-<l-paragraph questions. look at the first line of each paragraph .
• For directly and indirealy onswered detoil questions. choose a key word in the question.
and skim for that key word (or a related idea) in order in the passage .
• For vocabulary questions. the vocabulary will be highlighted in the passage .
• For click-on-a-sentence questions, the paragraph where the answer can be found is given
in the question .
• For insertion questions. look at the context before and after each insertion box.

3. Read the part of the passage that contains the answer carefully. The answer will
probably be in a very predictable place in the passage.
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4. Choose the best answer to each question. You can choose the best answer according
to what is given in the appropriate section of the passage. or you can eliminate definitely
wrong answers and select your best guess.

5. Click on the answer on the computer screen when you have selected an answer.
You may still change your mind at this point and click on a different answer. You may also
return later to a question within the same reading passage (although it can be time.
consuming to click back through too many questions).

Next you should move on to the language skills. The following language skills will help
you to implement these strategies and procedures in the reading section of both the paper
TOEFL test and the computer TOEFL test.

Skill I: MAIN IDEA QUESTIONS

Almost every reading passage on the paper TOEFL test or computer TOEFL test will have
a multiple choice question about the main idea of a passage. Such a question may be
worded in a variety of ways;you may, for example, be asked to identity the topic, Slll.1ect, title,
primary' idea, or main idea. These questions are all really asking what primary point the
author is trying to get across in the passage. Since TOEFL passages are generally written in
a traditionally organized manner, it is relatively easy to find the main ideas by studying the
topic sentences, which are most probably found at the beginning of each paragraph.

If a passage consists of only one paragraph, you should study the beginning of that
paragraph to determine the main idea. Look at a multiple choice example from the paper
TOEFL test that asks about the topic of a passage with one paragraph.

Example from the Paper TOEFL Test III
The passage:

Basketball was invented in 1891 by a physical education
instructor in Springfield. Massachusetts, by the name of James
Naismith. Became of the terrible weather in winter, his

Line pbysical education student.s were indoors rather than
(5) outdoors. They really did not like the idea of boring,

repetitive exercises arid preferred the excitement and
challenge of a game. Naismith figured out a team sport that
could be played indoors on a gymnasium floor, that involved a
Jot of running. thaI kept all team members involved. and that

(10) did not allow the tackling and physical contact of American-
style football.

The question:

What is the topic of this passage?

(A) The life of James Naismith
(B) The hislory of sporL'
(C) Physical education and exercise
(D) The origin of basketball
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The first sentence of this passage states that basketbail was invented, so the invention of bas-
ketball is probably the topic. A quick check of the rest of the sentences in the passage con-
firms that the topic is, in fact, the beginnings of the sport of basketball. Now you should
check each of the answers to determine which one comes closest to the topic that you have
determined. Answer (A) mentions James Naismith but not basketball, so it is not the topic.
Answer (B) is too gener.lI; it mentions sports but does not mention basketball. Answer (C)
is also too general; it mentions physical education but does not mention basketball. The
best answer is therefore answer (D): the origin of basket bail means that the way that basket/mil

was invented is going to be discussed.
If a passage consists of more than one paragraph, you should study the beginning of

each paragraph to determine the main idea. Look at a multiple choice example from the
computer TOEFL test that asks about the title of a passage with more than one paragraph.

Example from the Computer TO EFL Test J!!1.fI

Early maps of the North American continent showed
a massive river that began in the Rocky Mouncains,
flowed into the Great Salt Lake, and from there
continued westward into the Pacific Ocean. This river,
named the Buenaventura River. on some maps rivaled the
great Mississippi River. As late as the middle of the
nineteenth century, this river was still on maps and
explorers were still searching for it.

This mythical river of course does not exist. though
there are several possible theories about how it came to
be on maps. Perhaps an early map maker hypothesized
that such a river probably existed; then this hypothesized
river was copied from map to map. Perhaps, instead, a
smaller river was actually seen, and its path from the
Rockies to the Pacific was assumed.

~:z
:i;, Which of the following would be the
;ji' best title for this passage!

o Early Maps of North America
o A Non-Existent River on Maps
o A Comparison of Two Rivers
o Rivers in Mythology

This question asks you about the best title for the passage. In a passage with more than one
paragraph, you should be sure to read the first sentence of each paragraph to determine
the subject, topic, title, or main idea. In this example, the first sentence of the first para-
graph states that early maps of the North American continent showed a massive river, and the first
sentence of the second paragraph states that this mythical river of course does not exist. If you
look only at the first paragraph, you might choose the fil'st answer, but this answer does not
mention that the river does not exist. The third answer is incorrect because a comparison
of the Buenaventur.l and Mississippi Rivers is only one small deGlil in the fin;t paragraph.
The last answer is incorrect because this passage is not about mythology. The best answer
to this question is the second answer; the first paragraph says that the river is on maps, and
the second paragraph says that the river ... does not exist, which means that it is non-existent.
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Now look at an example ofa click-oil qucstion from the computer TOEFL test that asks
you to select thc paragraph that discusses a certain idea.

Example from the Computer TOEFL Test m
Earlymaps of the North American continent showed

a massive river that began in the RockyMount3ins.
"owed into the Great Salt Lake.and from there

I cO.uinued westward into the Pacific Ocean .

This mythicalriver of course does not exist. though
there are several possible theories about how it came to
be on maps .

Click on the paragraph that explains
how the error on the maps mayhave
happened.

This qucstion asks you to dick Oil the jmmg-rajlh tI,at discusses how the envr Oil the majJs I//{/J have
hap/JI'nl'd. To answer this question, you must also look at the topic of each paragraph. The
first sentence of thc second paragraph states that this lII)'thiml river does 110t exist anrl that
there are srverallJOssible t"emies about "ow it mille to be 011 lIIajJs. From this, it can be determined
that the second paragraph explains how thl" errors on the maps Illa)" have happencd, so
you should click on the second paragraph to answer this question.

Thc following chart outlines the key information that you should remember about
main idea qucstions.

MAIN IDEA QUESTIONS ~I ~

HOWTO IDENTIFY on both p~.per What is the topic af the passage?
THE QUESTION and computer What is the subject of the passage?

tests I!!: What is the main idea af the passage?
What is the author"s main point in the passage?
With what is the author primarily concerned?
Which af the followingwould be the best title?

on computer Click on the paragraph that...
test only

WHERETO FIND The answer to this type of question can generally be determined by
THEANSNER looking at the first sentence of each paragraph.

HOW TO ANSWER I. Read the first line of each paragraph.
THE QUESTION 2. Look for a common theme or idea in the first lines.

3. Pass your eyes quickly over the rest of the passage to check that you
have really found the topic sentence(s).

.4. Eliminate any definitely wrong answers and choose the best answer
from the remaining choices.
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TOEFL EXERCISE 1: Study each of the passages and choose the best answers to the ques-

tions that follow.

PASSAGE ONE (Questions 1-2)

Most of the ice on the Earth, close to 90 percelll of it, is covering the surface of the
continent Antarctica. It does not snow very much in Antarctica, but whatever snow does
fall remains and grows deeper and deeper. In some areas of Antarctica, the ice has
perhaps been around for as much as a million years and now is more than t\vo miles deep.

I. The main idea of the passage is that

(A) the Earth is a cold planet
(B) most of the Earth's ice is found

in Antarctica
(C) it snows more in Antarctica than

in any other place on the Earth
(D) Antarctica is only twOmiles wide

but is 90 percent ice

P,\SSAGE 7WO (Questions 3-4)

2. The best title for the passage is

(A) Snowfall in Antarctica
(B) The Icy Earth
(C) The Cold, Cold Snow
(D) The Causes of Antarctica's Ice

Pack

The extremely hot and humid weather that occurs in the United States in July and
August is commonly called the "dog days" of summer. This name comes from the star
Sirius, which is known as the Dog Star. Sirius is the brightest visible star, and in the hot

Line summer months it rises in the east at approximately the same time as the Sun. As ancient
(5) people saw this star rising with the Sun when the weather was at its hottest, they believed

that Sirius was the cause of the additional heat; they believed that this bright star added
its heat to the heat of the Sun and that these t\vo together made summer weather so
unbearably hot.

3. The topic of this passage is

(A) how dogs like to play during the
summer

(8) the causes of hot and humid
weather

(C) why the hot summer days are
known as the "dog days"

(D) the days that dogs prefer

4. The main idea of this passage is that

(A) the name for the summer days
came from Sirius, the Dog Star

(8) dogs generally prefer hot
summer days

(C) the hottest days occur in the
summer because of the
movements of the Sun and stars

(D) Sirius rises at almost the same
time as the Sun during the
sUlllmer months
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PASSAGE THREE (Questions 5-7)

The term "primitive art" has been used in a variety of ways to describe works and
styles of art. One way that this term has been used is to describe the early period within
the development of a certain style of art. Another way that this term has been used is to

Line describe artists who have received little professional training and who demonstrate a
(5) nontraditional naivete in their work.

A wonderful example of this second type of primitive artist is Grandma Moses, who
spent all her life living on a farm and working at tasks normally associated with farm life.
She did not begin painting until she reached the age of seventy-six, when she switched to
painting from embroidery because the arthritis in her hands made embroidery too

(10) difficult. Totally without formal education in art, she began creating panoramic images
of everyday life on the farm that have achieved international fame.

5. The subject of this passage is

(A) an example of one of the types
of primitive art

(B) Grandma Moses's life on the
farm

(C) how primitive art differs from
formal art

(0) Grandma Moses's primitive
lifestyle

6. Which of the following best
expresses the main idea of the
passage?

(A) Grandma Moses spent her life
on a farm.

(B) Art critics cannot come to any
agreement on a definition of
primitive art.

(C) 9randma Moses is one type of
primitive artist because of her
lack of formal training.

(D) Many artists receive lillie
professional training.

7. Click on the paragraph that defines a
type of art.
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PASSAGE FOUR (Questions 8-11)

In the first half of the nineteenth century, a New York newspaper, the New York Sun,
successfully carried out a hoax on the American pubiic. Because of this trick, readership
of the paper rose substantially.

Line On August 25, 1835, the Sun published reports that some wonderful new
(5) discoveries had been made on the moon. The article described strange, never-before-

seen animals and temples covered in shining jewels. Many members of the American
public were fooled by the story, even some prominent members of the scientific
community.

The effect of the false story on sales of the paper was dramatic. Paper sales
(10) increased considerably as people eagerly searched out details of the new discoveries.

Later, the newspaper company announced that it had not been trying to trick the public;
instead, the company explained the moon stories as a type of literary satire.

8. Which of the following best states the
topic of the passage?

(A) A nineteenth-century discovery
on the moon

(B) The New York Sun
(C) A hoax and its effect
(D) The success of a newspaper

9. The main point of the passage is that

(A) The New York Sun was one of the
earliest American newspapers

(B) the Sun increased sales when it
tricked the public with a false
story

(C) a newspaper achieved success by
writing about the moon

(D) in 1835 some amazing new
discoveries were made about
the moon

10.. Click on the paragraph that
describes what happened on a
specific date.

II. Click on the paragraph that explains
what happened as a result of the
actions of the New York Sun.
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Skill 2: STATED DETAIL QUESTIONS

S~lted detail questions are found on both the paper TOEFL test and the com piller TOEFL
test. A stated detail question asks about one piece of information in the passage rather than
the passage as a whole. The answers to these questions arc generally given in order in the
passage, and the correct answer is often a restatement of what is given in the passage. This
means that the correet answer often expresses the same idea as what is written in the pas-
sage, but the words are not exactly the same. The qnestions that test stated del<'lils are gen-
erally multiple choice questions. On the computer test, there may also be a l)pe of stated
detail question that asks you to click on an appropdate drawing. Look at a multiple choice
example fi'om the paper TOEFL test that asks about a stated del<'lil from the passage.

Example from Ihe Paper TOEFL Test •

The passage:

Flllles have heen around for quill' some time. in all sorts
of shapcs and sizes and made from a variet)' of materials. The
oldest known flllles are about 20,000 years old; they wcre--
made from hollowed.our bones wilh holes CUI in them. In
addition to bone, older flutes were often constructed from
bamboo or holiowed-<HIt wood.

Today's flutes are generally made of metal, and in
addition to the holes they have a complicated system of keys,
lc\'ers, and pads. The instrument helonging to well-known
flautist.Jamt's Galway is not just made of any mctal, it is made
of gold.

The question:

According to the passClge, the oldest flutes

(A) had hules CUI in them
(B) were made of mel a)
(C) were made 200.000 years ago
(D) had a complicated SCI of levers and pads

Since this question asks about the oldest jlules, you should see that this qucstion is answered
in the second sentence. The passagc states that the oldest known jlutl'S were hones with holRs
cut in them, so the best answcr is answer (A). Answers (B) and (D) are true about today's
nUll'S but not ab('ut the oldest flutcs, so Ihey are incorrect. Answer (e) is an incorrect
numbcr; the oldest flutes are 20,000 ycars old, not 200,000 years old.

Now look at a multi pic choice example of a stated dctail question from the computer
TOEFL test.
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Example from the Computer TOEFL Test .m
Flutes have been around for quite some time. in all

sortS of shapes ar,d sizes and made from a variety of
materials. The oldest known flutes are about 20.000
years old; they were made from hollowed.out bones with
holes cut in them. In addition to bone. older flutes were
often constructed from bamboo or hollowed.out wood.

Today's flutes are generally made of metal. and in
addition to the holes they have a complicated system of
keys. levers. and pads. The instrument belonging to weli.
known flautist James Galway is not just made of any
metal. it is made of gold.

The passage indicates that James
Galway's flute is made of

o bones
..0 bambooo wood

O~

Since this question is about James Galwuy 5 flute, you should skim through the passage to
find the part of the passage that discusses this topic. The answer to this question is found in
the statement that the instrument belonging to wl'll.known flautist Jumes Galway is not jwt made of
any metal, it is made afgold. The last answer is the best answer, so you should click on the last
answer to this question.

Next iook at a click-on question from the computer TOEFL test that asks you to select
one of four drawings that answers a stated detail question.

Example from the Computer TOEFL Test .m
'---lradlnlJ

Flutes have been around for quite some tirr:.e. in all
sorts of shapes and sizes and made from a variety of
materials. The oldest known flutes are about 20.000
years old; they were made from hollowed.out bones with

, holes cut in them. In addition to bone. older flutes wer~
often constructed from bamboo or hollowed.out wood.

Today's flutes are generally made of metal, and in
addition to the holes they have a complicated system of
keys. levers. and pads. The instrument belonging to well-
known flautist James Galway is not just made of any

! metal. it is made of gold.

I

I

Ir-~~

Click on the drawing that shows a
20.0oo'year-old flute.

A

i
i
I
i

m~rn,
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This question asks you to click on the drawing that shows a 20,000-year-01d flute, so you know
that the answer is directly s~ted in the passage. The passage st.'lIes that the oldest known flutes
are about 20,000 years old and that thl')' were made from hollowed-out bones with holes cut in them.
Drawing (A) is the one that shows a hollowed-{)ut bone with holes cut in it. You should
click on c!rawing (A) to answer this question.

The 'following chart outlines the key information that you should remember about
stated detail questions:

STATED DETAILQUESTIONS III .::.~

HOWTO IDENTIFY

I
on both paper According to the passage, ...

THE QUESTION and computer It ;s stoted in the passage ...
tests [!;J; .::.:!'l The passage indicates thOL ..

Which o( the (ollowing is true ... )

on computer

I
Click on the drawing thaL ..

I test only .::l5
WHERETO FIND The answers to these questions are found in order in the passage.
THE ANSWER

HOW TO ANSWER I. Choose a key word in the question.
THE QUESTION I 2. Skim in the appropriate part of the passage for the key word or idea.

3. Read the sentence that contains the key word or idea carefully.

I
4. Eliminate the definitely wrong answers and choose the best answer

from the remaining choices.

TOEFL EXERCISE 2: Study each of the passages and choose the best answers to the ques-
tions that follow.

PASSAGE ONE (Questions 1-2)

Many parts of the southwestern United St.'lteswould become deserts again without
the waters of the Colorado River. A system of thousands of miles of canals, hundreds of
miles of llInnels and aqueducts, and numerous dams and reservoirs bring Colorado

Line River water' to the area. The Imperial Valley in southern California is an example of such
(5) a place; it is a vast and productive agricultural area that was once a desert. Today, 2,000

miles of canals irrigate the fertile land and keep it productive.

I. Which of the following is mentioned
in the passage as a way that Colorado
River water gets to the Southwest?

(A) By truck
(B) In bottles
(C) In wells
(D) Through canals

2. According to the passage, the
Imperial Valley

(A) is a desert today
(B) is located in Colorado
(C) produces a lot of agricultural

goods
(D) does not require irrigation
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PASSAGE 'fWO (Questions 3-5)

The ancestors of humans had a lot more hair than the humans of today; in fact,
they had thick hair all over their bodies. This thick hair was necessary for protection
against the cold of the Ice Ages. .

Line As Earth got warmer, the hair began to thin out, except for on the head. The head
(5) hair has remained through the evolutionary process, both as a sort of pillow to cushion

the sensitive head when it gets banged around and as a sort of hat to keep the head
warm and prevent so much heat from escaping through the scalp.

3. Click on the drawing that shows the
human ancestors that are described
in the first paragraph.

PASS/lGE THREE (Questions 6-10)

4. According to the passage, what
happened as the temperature on
Earth increased?

(A) The hair on the head began to
thin out.

(B) The hair on the body remained_
the same.

(C) The hair on the body got
thicker.

(D) The hair on the body began to
thin out.

5. The author indicates that one of the
purposes of hair on the head is to

(A) fill up pillows
(B) help heat escape through the

scalp
(C) ensure that the head is warm
(D) make it easier to think

The plane with the largest wingspan ever built was nicknamed the Spruce Goose.The
wingspan of the Spruce Goosewas 320 feet (almost 100 meters), and the plane weighed
200 tons. It was so big that it needed eight engines to power it.

Line The plane was designed by Howard Hughes in response to a U.S. government
(5) request for a plane that was able to carry a large cargo for the war effort. It was made of

wood because wood is a less critical material in wartime than metal.
The plane was so difficult to build that it never really got used. It was flown one time

only, by Hughes himself, on November 2, 1947; during that flight it traveled a distance of
less than one mile over the Los Angeles Harbor, but it did fly.Today, the Spruce Goose is

(10) on exhibit for the public to see in Long Beach, California.
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6. Click on the drawing that most
closely resembles the Spruce Goose.

7. The passage indicates that the plane
was designed

(A) as a cargo plane
(B) as a racing plane
(C) to carry wood
(0) for exhibition

8. According to the passage, the Spruce
Goose is constructed from

(A) wood
(B) lightweight metal
(C) plastic
(0) steel

9. According to the passage, when the
Sjmife Goose flew,

(A) it went only a short distance
(B) it fell into the Los Angeles

Harbor
(C) it new 100 miles
(0) it carded a large cargo

10. The passage indicates that the Spruce
Goose today

(A) nics regularly for the U.S.
government

(B) is in the Los Angeles Harbor
(C) is in storage
(0) can be seen by the public

TOEFL REVIEW EXERCISE (Skills 1-2): Study each of the passages and choose the best
answers to the questions that follow.

PASSAGE ONE (Questions /-4)

The center part ofa hurricane is called the eye of the storm. In the eye ofa
hurricane, winds are calm and no rain falls. There can even be blue sky and sunshine in
the eye of the storm.

Lin, This dry and calm spot is caused as the air spins around the center of the hunicane.
(5) The spinning air rises and pulls moisture with it. What remains in the center is dry. clear air.

I. The topic of the passage is

(A) the destruction of hurricanes
(13) the harsh weather during a

hurricane
(C) the calm in the center of a

hurricane
(0) the beautiful weather that

follows a hurricane

2. The passage indicates that in the eye
of a hurricane

(A) it is windy
(13) there is a lot of rain
(C) there is cloudy, gray sky
(0) it call be sunny

3. According to the passage. what
causes the calm spot?

(A) The air circling around the
center

(B) The blue sky and sunshine
(C) The high temperatures
(0) The heavy rainfall

4. Click on the paragraph that explains
how the eye of a hurricane is formed.

r
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PASSAGE nvo (Questions 5-10)

The invention of the phonograph happened quite by accident. Thomas Edison
moved to Menlo Park, New Jersey, in 1876, where he established an industrial research
laboratory. There, Edison was working on a carbon telephone transmitter to improve the

Lille existing Bell telephone system.
(5) In that laboratory a year later, Edison invented the phonograph while he was trying

to improve a telegraph repeater. He attached a telephone diaphragm to the needle in
the telegraph repeater; in this way, he was able to reproduce a recording that could be
played back. After he made some improvements to the machine, he tested it. He recited
"Mary Had a Little Lamb" into the machine and played his voice back to a very surprised

(/0) audience.

5. What is the best title for the passage? 8. What was Edison working on when

(A) Thomas Edison's Many
he created the phonograph?

Inventions (A) A telegraph repeater
(8) Improvements in the Telephone (8) A telegraph diaphragm

and Telegraph (C) A telephone repeater
(C) The History of Menlo Park (0) A telephone diaphragm
(0) An Accidental Invention

9. According to the passage, how was
6. Click on the drawing that shows what the phonograph made?

was invented by accident. (A) With a telephone needle and a0[1] recorder
(8) From a recording of a telegraph
(C) With only a telegraph repeater
(0) From a combination of

telephone and telegraph parts

~

D I 10. According to the passage, how did
Edison test his new invention?.. /

~ . (A) He made improvements to the

~ machine.
(B) He used a carbon transmitter.
(C) He read a children's rhyme.

7. In what year did the invention of the (0) He reproduced the audience's
phonograph occur? voice.

(A) 1876
(B) 1877
(C) 1878
(D) The article does not say.
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PAS!:.'AGE THREE (Questions) }-} 7)

•
The Sears and Roebuck catalogue was a fixture in American society for many

decades. Practically anything needed in the American home could be ordered through
this comprehensive catarogue and delivered by mail. The catalogue made it easier for

Line homeowners in urban areas to track down items they were trying to find; the catalogue
(5) was an absolllle necessity for residents in out-of-the-way areas where many types of home

supplies were not available for hundreds of miles.
In the early twentieth century, it was not just possible to buy home supplies from

the Sears and Roebuck catalogue. It was actually possible to buy a mail-order house. If
j'OU ordered a house through the mail, you would receive all the necessary building

(10) materials as well as plans for constructing the house; all of this could be had for prices
starting around $600.

II. This passage mainly discusses 14. The passage mentions that which of
(A) products sold in the Sears and the following large items could be

Roebuck stores purchased through the Sears and

(B) the design of the Sears and Roebuck catalogue?

Roebuck catalogue (A) A home
(C) how to shop using catalogues (B) A car
(0) shopping through the Sears and (C) A boat

Roebuck catalogue in the past (0) A train

12. The passage indicates that items 15. The mail-order house in the Sears
ordered through the Sears and and Roebuck catalogue
Roebuck catalogue

(A) was for urban areas only
(A) had to be picked up at a Sears (B) was set up by Sears and Roebuck

and Roebuck store workers
(B) were delivered by mail (C) needed to be put together
(C) arrived in Sears and Roebuck (J) arrived in one piece

trucks
(0) had to be small 16. The price of$600 mentioned in the

passage was
13. According to the passage, why was

(A) the lowest price for the itemthe Sears and Roebuck catalogue
important to people in remote areas? (B) the average price for the item

(C) the only price for the item
(A) It contained the only products (0) the highest price for the item

they could afford.
(B) They did not like the products 17. Click on the paragraph that

in local stores. describes one unusual item from the
(C) It had a lot of products they early Sears and Roebuck catalogue.

could not get in their local
areas.

(0) It was the only way to get a new
home.
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Skill 3: FIND "UNSTATED" DETAILS

You wiII sometimes be asked in the reading section of both the paper TOEFL test and the
computer TOEFL test to find an amwer that is not stated or not mentioned or not true in the
passage. This type of question really means that three of the answers are stated, mentioned,
or true in the passage, while one answer is not.

You should note that there are two kinds of answers to this type of question: (l) there
are three true answers and one that is not mentioneri in the passage, or (2) there are three
true ans'wers and one that is not true according to the passage. Look at a multiple choice
example from the paper TOEFL that asks you to find the one answer that is not mentioned.

Example from the Paper TOEFL Test

The passage:

The Florida Keys are a beautiful chain of almost 1,000
coral and limestone islands. These islands form an arc that
heads first southwest and then west from the mainland. U.S.

Line Highway I, called the Overseas Highway. connects the main
(5) islands in the chain. On this highway. it is necessary to cross

forty-two bridges over the ocean to cover the 159 miles from
Miami, on the mainland. to Key West. the filrthest island on
the highway and the southernmost city in the United States.

The question:

Which of the following is NOT mentioned about the Florida Keys?

(A) The Florida Keys are a chain of islands.
(B) The Florida Keys contaTnCOral and limestone.
(C) The Florida Keys are in the shape of an arc.
(D) The Florida Keys are not all inhabited. -

This question asks for the one answer that is not mentioned about the Florida Keys. The pas-
sage states that the Florida Keys are a chain (answer A) with caml and limestone (answer B) in
the shape of an arc (answer C), so these answers are not correct. The best answer is there-
fore answer (D). The passage does not mention whether or not the keys are all inhabited.
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Now look at a multiple choice example from the computer TOEFL tcst that asks you to
f:nd the one answer that is 1I0//me.

Example from the Computer TOEFL Test .!.!]

.;.. Which of the following is NOT true
about U.S. Highway I!

The Florida Keys are a beautiful chain of almost 1,000
coral and limestone islands. These islands form an arc
that heads first southwest and then west from the
mainland. U.S. Highway I, called the Overseas Highway,

, connects the main islands in the chain. On this highway,
it is necessary to cross forty-two bridges over the ocean
to cover the 159 miles from Miami, on the mainland, to
KeyWest, the farthest island on the highway and the -
southernmost city in the United States.

o
,0

o
o

It is also known as the Overseas
Highway.

It joins all of the islands in the
Florida Keys.

It has more than forty bridges.
It connects Miami and KeyWesL

<'!.I.

This question asks for the answer that is not/meabout U.S. Highway 1. The passage states
that it is called the Overseas Highwa)' (the first answer), that it has for/)'-/wo bridges (the third
answer), and that it couer(s) the /59 miles from Miami ... /0 KI)' Hht (the last answer). so these
answers are not correcl. Thc sccond answer is the onc that is not true: there are ] .000
islands. and the highway joins fony-two of thcm. The second answcl' is the best answcr to
this question, so you should click on thc second answer to this question.

The following chart outlines the key information that you should remember about
"unstated" detail questions:

"UNSTATED" DETAIL QUESTIONS Il;,;, :;:,.r;

HOWTO IDENTIFY on both paper
I Which of (he following is not stated ... ?

THE QUESTION and computer I Which of the following is not mentioned ... ?
~ests ~ =r5 ! Which o(the following is not discussed ... ?

I All of the (ollowing are true except.. ..

WHERETO FIND The answers to these questions are found in order in the passage.

THE ANSWER

HOW TO ANSWER 1. Choose a key word in the question.

THE QUESTION 2. Scan the appropriate place in the passage for the key word (or
related idea).

3. Read the sentence that contains the key word or idea carefully.
4. Look for answers that are definitely true according to the passage.

EIi'minate those answers.
5. Choose the answer that is not true or no< discussed in the passage.
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TOEFL EXERCISE 3: Study each of the passages anJ choose the best answers to the ques-
tions that follow.

PASSAGE ONE (Questiuns 1-2)

Blood pressure measurement has two components: systolic Systolic
pressure is taken when the heart is contracting to pump blood; (: Te IS

taken when the heart is resting between beats. In the usual blood. ing, the
Line systolic measurement is given first and is the higher of the two.
(5) Normal blood pressure is a systolic measurement of 140, and whe.

pressure is 160 or higher, then hypertension exists. Systolic pressure betwel:1l 14U and
160 indicates borderline hypertension.

1. Which of the following is NOT true
about systolic blood pressure?

(A) [t is taken during the
contraction of the heart.

(B) [t is usually given first in a blood
pressure reading.

(C) A normal systolic measurement
is 140.

(0) Hypertension exists when the
systolic pressure is below 140.

PASSAGE TWO (Questiolls 3-4)

2. Which of the following is NOT stated
about diastolic pressure?

(A) It is one of the two componen ts
of blood pressure
measurement.

(B) [t is taken when the hc;,rt is
resting.

(C) It is lower than systolic "essure.
(0) A diastolic measurement oJf140

is normal.

In the 1960s, as ~pace u-<tvelwas becoming a su~jeet of much discussion, Pan
American Airlines began receiving some fairly unusual requesL~ for flight information.
People began making requesL~ to be on the first flight that Pan Am made to the Moon.

Line On a whim, Pan Am started a waiting list for the first flight to the Moon. Similar
(5) requests have come to Pan Am over the years, and Pan Am has responded by adding the

names of the requesters to the list.
Unfortunately for Pan Am, the original company is no longer in business, and it

never got to the !\loon. However, when it went out of business, it had a waiting list of
more than 90,000 names for its first lunar flight.

3. All of the following arc mentioned
about Pan American Airlines,
EXCEPT that

(A) it started business in the 1960s
(B) it received requests for its first

Hight to the Moon
(C) it kept some people on a long

waiting list
(0) it went out of business

4. Which of the following is NOT true
about Pan Am's Moon flights?

(A) People asked Pan Am about its
nights to the Moon.

(B) Pan Am kept a waiting list for its
Moon flights.

(C) Pan Am never really made any
Moon flights.

(0) Pan Am's waiting list had only a
few names on it.
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PASSAGE THREE (QueslionJ 5-8)

The tunnel trees in Yosemite Valley are an amazing attraction to people who visit
there. The tunnel trees are huge trees, giant redwoods, which have had tunnels carved
in them, and cars can actually drive through some of the trees. The fact that the trees are

Line large enough to have cars drivc through them should ,l,riveyou some indication of just
(5) how big the trees are.

There are currently two existing tunnel trees in Yosemite Valley. Onc of them is
called the Dead Giant. This isjust the stump, or bottom part, of a much larger tree. The
hole was cut through the base of the tree in 1878, and stagecoaches used to drive
through it. Today the Dead Giant still exists, but the stagecoaches do not. Passenger cars

(10) can and do drive through the IO-foot-wide opening in the tree stump.
The other existing tunnel tree is the 230-foot high California Tree, which had a

hole carved through it in 1895. This tree is no longer open to the public, so it is not
possible to take a car through it.

Unfortunately, a third tunnel tree no longer exists. Thc Wawoma Tunnel Tree was a
(15) 2,1OO-year-old tree which was carved in 1881. A terrible snowstorm in 1969 caused this

ancient giant of a tree to fall.

5. Which of the following is NOT true 7. Which of the following is NOT true
about the tunnel trees in Yosemite about the California Tree?
Valley?

(A) Its tunnel still exists.
(A) They are trees with holes cut in . (B) Its tunnel is 230 feet high.

them. (C) 1Is tunnel was cut in 1895.
(B) They are giant redwoods. (D) Cars are not allowed to go(C) Three tunnel trees currently through it.

exist.
(D) Cars have driven through some 8. All of the following are true about

of them. the Wawoma Tunnel Tree, EXCEPT
that

6. All of the following are stated about
(A) it does not exist anymorethe Dead Giant, EXCEPT that
(B) the tree lived for more than

(A) it is still a tunnel tree today 2,000 years
(B) it isjust the stump of a tree (C) the tunnel tree was destroyed in(C) it was cut less than a century ago a snowstorm
(D) it has aID-foot opening (D) the tunnel was destroyed in

1881
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TOEFL REVIEW EXERCISE (Skills 1-3): Study each of the passages and choose the best
answers to the questions that follow.

PASSAGE ONE (Questions 1-5)

When the typewriter was first invented, its keys were arranged alphabetically. This
made the keys easy to find. However, this arrangement also caused the bars of the
machine to jam, or get stuck.

Line To solve this problem, a new letter arrangement was introduced by Christopher
(5) Latham Scholes in 1872. His system, the standard keyboard system, is still used on

keyboards today. He arranged the letters in such a way that the bars hit the inked ribbon
from opposite directions as much as possible. This resulted in far less jamming than had
occurred with the alphabetical models.

I. The main topic of this passage is 3. Which of the followinl{ is NOT true

(A) the invention of the typewriter about the system invented by

(B) a problem and solution Scholes?

concerning the early (A) It was introduced in 1872.
typewriter (B) It is still used today.

(C) how to write a letter on the (C) It became the standard system.
typewriter (0) Ilwas alphabetical.

(0) why the keys stick on today's
typewriter 4. The passage indicates that, under

Scholes's system, the bars hit the
2. According to the passage, on the first ribbon

typewri ters (A) in alphabetical order
(A) the keys were in alphabetical (B) from opposite directions

order (C) and caused the keys to jam
(B) the keys were hard to find (0) in the same way as they had on
(C) the bars on the machine never the original typewriter

jammed
(0) Scholes's system worked quite 5. Click on the paragraph that explains

well an early problem with the typewriter.
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PASS'AGETWO (Que.ltions 6-12)

Desert tundra, or cold desert, occurs on the Arctic edges of North America,
Europe, and Asia. In these areas, the temperatures are almost always freezing, and they
cause an environment in which plant life is virtually impossible. Plallllife is made

Line impossible by two different and extreme conditions, either a lack or an overabundance
(5) of water.

During at least three quarters of the year. the Arctic is frozen. The existence of ice
rather than water for the majority o[ the year means that vegetation does not have
enough moisture for growth to take place.

During the pel"iod of time when the temperature increases enough for ice to melt,
(10) there is generally a large volume of water. Too much waleI' and not enough drainage

through the frozen subsoil make it difficult [or plants to grow.

G. Which of the following is the best
title for the passage?

(A) Where Desert Tundra Is Found
(1\) The Weather in the Arctic
(C) The Effect of Desert Tundra on

Plant Life
(0) The Variety of Plant Life in

Desert Tundra

7. According to the passage, desert
lundra is found

(A) throughout North America,
Europe, and Asia

(8) in Antarctica
(C) on the Arctic borders of the

northern continents
(0) at the North Pule

8. According to the passage, what
makes plant life almost impossible in
areas of desert tundra during most of
the year?

(A) Excessive water on the plants
(B) The frmen stale of the watel"
(C) The increase in temperature
(D) The lack of ice

9. Click on the chart that shows the
relative amount of time each year
that waler is available to plants in the
Arctic.

10. Which of the following does NOT
happen when the weather heaLSup?

(A) Plants grow well.
(B) The ice melts.
(C) There is not enough drainage.
(0) There is too much water.

11. According to the passage. why is it
impossible for the water to drain
after it melts?

(A) The land beneath the surface is
still frozen.

(8) The temperature is too high.
(C) The period of time is too short.
(0) The vegetatiun is flourishing.

12. Click on the paragraph that
describes the situation in the Arctic
feir the majority of the year.
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PASSAGE THREE (Que.\tion.\ 13-18)

\.vhales are mammals rather than !ish, yet they live in the world's oceans rather than
on land. Because of the fact that they are mammals, scientists have believed for quite
some time that whales are descendants of land mammals.

l.ine Some interesting evidence to support this theory has recently been found. In Eb'YPt,
(5) fossils have been found of a forty-million-year-old whale leg. kneccap, ankle, footbones,

and toes. It appears from the fossil evidcnce that the bones were not very strong and not
very large in comparison to the size of the whale.

Based on this fossil evidence, the following evolutionary path has been
hypothesized. As the whale began its evolution toward the water, its legs weakened and

(10) decreased in size. Then, during its millions of years in the water, the legs slowly
disappeared. leaving only the front flippers today.

13. The main idea of this passage is that 16. Which of the following was l\OT

(A) numerous whale fossils have
mentioned in the list of whale fossils

been found in the world's
found in Egypt?

oceans (A) A whale's kneecap
(B) there is evidence that whales (B) A whale's ankle

may have descended from land (C) A whale's footoones
mammals (D) A whale's fingers

(C) whales are mammals and not
fish 17. According to the hypothesis in the

(0) whales have not evolved very passage, what happened to whales'

much over the last millions of legs?

years (A) They gOI stronger over time.

14. All of the following are true about
(B) They got larger over time.
(C) They disappeared quickly.

whales, EXCEPT that (D) They became front flippers.

(A) they are mammals
(B) they live in the ocean 18. Click on the paragraph that explains

(C) they are fi;;h how the whale possibly evolved.

(0) they may have cOllie from the
land

15. Which of the following is NOT
mentioned about the whale fossils in
the passage?

(A) They were found in Egypt.
(B) They support the theory that

whales callie from land.
(C) They are forty million years old.
(D) They showed that ancient

whales had I1ippers.
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Skill 4: IMPLIED DETAIL QUESTIONS

Implied dctail questions may be found on hoth thc paper TOEFL test and the computer
TOEFL test. In this type of question, you will be asked to answer a multiple choice question
about a reading passage by drawing a conclusion from a specific detail or details in the pas-
sage. Questions of this type comain thc words imj,lird, infi'rred, likel)~ or jlrobably io let you
know that the answcr to the question is not directly stated. In this type of question, it is
important to understand that you do not have to "pull the answer out of thin air." Instead,
some information will be givcn in the passagc, and you will draw a conclusion from that
information. Look at a multiple choice example of an implied detail question from the
paper TOEFL test.

Example from the Paper TOEFL Test OJ
The passage:

The number of rings in a tree can be u~ed to determine
how old a tree really is. Each year a tree produces a ring that is
compo.~ed of one light-(olored wide band and one dark-

Line colored narro~and. The wider band is produced during the
(5) spring and early summer when tree stem cells grow rapidly

and become larger. The n,irrower band is produced in fall
and early winter when cell growth is much slower and cells do
not get very large. No cells are produced during the harsh
winter and summer months.

The questiou:

It is implied in the passage that if a tree has 100 wide bands and
100 narrow bands, then it is

(A) a century old
(B) two centuries old
(C) fifty years old
(D) two hundred years old

This question asks ahout the age of a tree with 100 wide bands and 100 narrow bands. The
passage does not tell the age of a tree with 100 wide and narrow bands, but it does indicate
that one ... wilir band anc! one ... narrow band are produced each year. From this, you can draw
the conclusion that a tree with 100 wide and narrow bands is 100 years, or a century, old.
The best answer to this question is therefore answer (A).
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Now look at a multiple choice example of an implied detail question from the com-
puter TOEFL test.

Example from the Computer TOEFL Test ~

The number of rings in a tree can be used to
determine how old a tree really is. Each year a tree
produces a ring that is composed of one light-colored
wide band and one dark-colored narrow band. The
wider band is produced during the spring and early
summer when tree stem cells grow rapidly and become
larger. The narrower band is produced in fall and early
winter when cell growth is much slower and cells do not
get very large. No cells are produced during the harsh
winter and summer months.

::1'

~;~. It can be inferred from the passage that
cells do not grow

o wh.n the tree is ill
o during extreme heat or cold

il;i' 0 when it rains too mucho if there are more light-colored
bands than dark-colored bands

This question asks when cells do Iwi grow. The passage indicates that no cellt are produced dur-
ing the harsh winter and summer months. From this, you can draw the conclusion that cells do
not grow dpring the extreme heal of summer or the ext7"l!llU! cold of winter. The second answer
is therefore the best answer, so you should click on the second answer to this question.

The following chart outlines the key information that you should remember about
implied detail questions:

IMPLIED DETAIL QUESTIONS [I] .!!1l

HOWTO IDENTIFY on both paper It is implied in the passage that ....
THE QUESTION and computer It can be inferred from the passage that ....

tests g m It is most likely that ....
What probably happened ... ?

WHERETO FIND The answers to these questions are generally found in order in the
THE ANSWER passage.

HOW TO ANSWER I. Choose a key word in the question.
THE QUESTION 2. Scan the passage for the key word (or a related idea).

3. Carefully read the sentence that contains the key word.
4. Look for an answer that could be true, according to that sentence.
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TOEFL EXERCISE 4: Study each of the passages and choose the best answers to the ques-
tions that follow.

PASSAGE ONE (Questions 1-3)

Until I9~16,the Sears Tower was the tallest building in the world, with more than a
hundred stories. It is located in Chicago, whose nickname is the Windy City. The
combination of a very tall building in a city with such weather conditions leads to a lot of

Line swaying in the breeze.
(5) On a windy day, the top of the building can move back and forth as much as three

feet every few seconds. The inside doors at the top of the building open and close, and
water in sinks sloshes back and forth.

I. The Sears Tower is probably

(A) as tall as the EmpiJ'e State'
Building

(il) no longer the tallest building in
the world

(C) taller than any other building
(D) still the highest building in the

world

2. It can be inferred from the passage
that Chicago

(A) has moderate weather
(B) is generally warm
(C) has humid weather
(D) usually has a lot of wind

PASSAGE nvo (Questions 4-6)

3. It is implied in the passage that the
upper-level doors in the Sears Tower
open and close because

(A) the building was poorly
constructed

(B) people go in and out so often
(C) the building moves in the wind
(D) there is water in the sinks

The most common last name in the English-speaking world is Smith, which was
taken from the job of working with metals. A silversmith, for example, is someone who
works with the metal silver. Historical records indicate that the use of this last name is at

Line least 700 years old. Today, there are more than 3.3 million Smiths living in the United
(5) States and perhaps another million Smiths living in other English-speaking countries

worldwide.



4. It can be inferred from the passage
that family names

(A) were always taken frum the area
where a family lived

(8) were short names
(e) had little or no meaning
(0) could be taken from jobs

5. Which of the following is implied
about the Smith f;unily name?

(A) It is definitely not more than
700 years old.

(8) It existed 600 years agu.
(C) It did not exist 500 years ago.
(0) It definitely was not in usc 1.000

years ago.

PASSAGE THW:."E (Questions 7-9)
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6. In England there are probably

(1\) more Smiths than there are in
the United States

(B) more than a million Smiths
(C) fewer than a million Smiths
(0) no families with tbe name of

Smith

On the hardness scale, corundum immediately follows diamond, which is the
hardest mineral in the world. Corundum is perhaps better known by the names of its
gemstones. ruby aml sapphire. Basically, gcm corundum is divided into two groups:

!.illl! corundum that is red in color is called ruby. and corundum that is any other color is
(5) called sapphire.

Pure corundum is clear, but pure corundum is rarely found in nature. If small
amOUIllSof the chemical substance chromic oxide (Cr203) got into the crystal structure
when it formed millions of years ago, then the corundum turned a deep, rich red and
became ruby.

(10) Red is not the only color that corundum can take on. Othcr chemical substances
enter into the crystal structure of corundum, and it can take on a variety of otlH:r colors.
t-.lost people associate blue with sapphires, and certainly when corundum contains
impurities that turn it blue, it is called sapphire. However, corundum can have a variety
of other colors-e.g., green or purple-and still be called sapphire.

7. It can be inferred from the passage
that corundum is

(1\) the hardest mineral in the world
(B) not as hard as sapphire
(C) the second hardest mineral
(0) a rather soft mineral

8. Chromic oxide is probably what
color?

(A) Clear
(8) Blue
(C) Red
(D) Green

9. Yellowcorundum is mostlikdy called

(A) gold
(B) chromic oxide
(C) ruby
(D) sapphire
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TOEFL REVIEW EXERCISE (Skills 1--4): Study each of the pa:;sages and choose the best
answers to the questions that follow.

PASSAGE ONE (Questions 1-5)

Before ballpoint pens or fountain pens, pens were made from goose fealhers. These
goose feathers, called quills, were sharpened and dipped into inkwells, where they
absorbed enough ink to write a few words. It was necessary to keep an inkwell very close

Lint' by, as frequent dipping was necessary.
(5) These quill pens "'ere one of the earliest products "designed" specifically for left-

and right-handed peuple. Feathers from the left wing of the goose worked best for right-
handers because of the way that the feathers arched. Feathers from the right wing were
preferred by kft-h,mders.

I. Which of the following is the best 3. The passage indicates that a quill
title for this passage? pen could hold enough ink to write
(A) Early Ballpoint and Fountain (A) one or two pages

Pens (B) for abolll one hour
(B) Quill Pens for Lefties and (C) a couple of words

Righties (0) numerous sen tences
(C) Where Quill Pens Came From
(0) Various Uses for Goose Feathers 4. Which of the following is NOT true

about quill pens, according to the
2. Click on the drawing that shows a passage?

quill pen.
(A) Left-handers were unable to use

l21f quill pens.
(B) Left-handed people generally

preferred quills from the right
~ wing.jrP (C) Right-handers could use quill

00
pens.

(0) Right-handed-people generally
preferred quills from the left
wing.

5. It can be inferred from the passage
that quill pens

(A) are still used regularly today
(8) are preferred over ballpoint

pens
(C) are the best pens for left-

handers
(0) are no longer used much
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PASSAGE nvo (Questions 6-10)

The English names of the last four months of the Gregorian calendar (September,
October, November, December) have rather interesting histories. The Gregorian calendar
is a twelve-month calendar, so these months are the ninth, tenth, eleventh, and twelfth

Line months respectively. However, their names do not reflect their pqsitioning in the calendar.
(5) The name September comes from the Latin word septum, which means seven. This month

was originally the name of the seventh rather than the ninth month. Similarly, the name
October comes from the Latin octo (eight); the name November comes from the Latin
novem (nine); the name December comes from the Latin decem (ten).

6. The main topic of this passage is 9. It can be inferred from the passage

(A) the origin of certain month
that November

names (A) used to be the ninth month of

(B) the Gregorian calendar the year
(C) the numbers in Latin (B) is no longer part of the
(D) ten- and twelve-month calendars Gregorian calendar

(C) has always been the eleventh
7. The first month on the Gregorian month

"calendar is probably (D) was not part of the original

(A) March
Grego~ian caleltdar

(B) May 10. Which of the following is NOT
(C) January mentioned in the passage about
(D) December December?

8. The passage states that in the (A) It is the twelfth month on the
original version of the calendar, Gregorian calendar.
September was the name of (B) Its name is .derived from a Latin

(A) the sixth month
word.

(B) the seventh month
(C) Its meaning comes from the

(C) the eighth month
number ten.

(D) the ninth month
(D) It has thirty-one days.
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PASSAGE THRi.'E (Questions 11-16)

Different types of relationships exist between living things. One type of relationship
is parasitism, in which one partner benefits while the other loses. A very different type of
relationship is symbiosis, in which both partners benefit.

Line An example of a parasitic relationship exists between the stone crab and sacculina,
(5) a type of barnacle. The sacculina attaches itself to the stone crab. It then eats inlO the

crab, and the stone crab becomes disabled.
An example of a symbiotic relationship exists between the hermit crab and the

calliactis anemone. The anemone attaches itself to the crab, but it is not a parasite
because it does not harm the crab; it feeds on food that is dropped by the crab. The

(10) anemone even helps the crab by protecting the crab from other predators with its
tentacles.

11. The subject of this passage is 14. The calliactis anemone
(A) two different kinds of (A) is a parasite

relationships between living (B) harms the hermit crab
things (C) eats into the hermit crab

(B) parasitic relationships (D) assists the hermit crab
(C) relationships that are mutually

beneficial 10 living things 15. Which of the following can be
(D) symbiosis inferred from the passage?

12. Which of the following is NOT true (A) All crabs are involved in
about parasitic relationships? parasitic relationships.

(B) All crabs are involved in
(A) There are two partners in a symbiotic relationships.

parasitic relationship. (C) Some crabs are involved in
(B) One partner in a parasitic symbiotic relationships, while

relationship hurts the other. others are not.(C) The stone crab can be part of a (D) Crabs are involved in neither
parasitic relationship. parasitic nor symbiotic

(D) A parasitic relationship is relationships.
usually symbiotic.

16. Click on the paragraph that gives an
13. According to the passage, what does example of a relationship in which

sacculina eat? both partners benefit.
(A) The SlOne crab
(B) Barnacles
(C) Food dropped by the crab
(D) Other parasites



.............. She has a large geranium. growing in a
~ in the corner of her apartment. .
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Skill 5: VOCABULARY IN CONTEXT QUESTIONS

On both the paper TOEFL test and the computer TOEFL test, you may be asked to deter-
mine the meaning of a difficult word or expression that you do not know. In this case, the
passage often gives you a clear indication of what the word or expression means. Look at a
multiple choice example from the paper TOEFL test of a vocabulary word that is
explained in the context.

Example from the Paper TOEFL Test II1II
The passage:

.................. Professor Richmond's hobby is
philately. The professor has been quite imercsted in collecting
stamps for a number of years .

The question:

The word "philately. in line I could best be replaced by

(A) a philanthropic attitude
(6) a common profession
(C) stamp collecting
(0) teaching classes

In this question, you are asked to choose an expression to replace philately. You are not
expected to know the meaning of the word philately. Instead, you should understand from
the context that if the professor is interested in collecting stamps, then philately is most likely
stamp collecting. Answer (e) is therefore the best an$wer to this question.

Now look at a multiple choice example from the computer TOEFL test of a vocabulary
word that is explained in the context.

Example from the Computer TOEFL Test _

'..
Look at the word gi",mlum in the

::11 passage. A geral).hJm is most likely
I:! which of the following!

o Asofa
o A chair

'I!': 0 A fish
';~0 A plant,~".~_'1"",,~'-'-,:,;;-';r.:--'~l~',.- :-_~ ..•~#;.f":~'~~"':''''P••~-'f.'.~;f:\'
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In this question, you are asked to determine the meaning of the word geranium. You are
not expected to know the meaning of the word geranium. Instead, you sQ,ouldunderstand
from the context that if the geranium is growing in a pot, then it is probably a plant. The last
answer is the best answer, so you should click on the last answer to this question.

Next look at a c1ick-on example from the computer TOEFL test of a vocabu1<lryword
that is explained in contexL

Example from the Computer TOEFL Test

In this question, you are asked to find a word that could best be replaced by common. You
are not expected to know the meaning of the word ubiquitous. Instead, you can understand
that if the bird can be seen evnywhere throughOlit the stale, then it must be common. From this
context, you can determine that ubiquitOlis must be close in meaning to common. You
should click on ubiquitous to answer this question.

The following chart outlines the key information that you should remember about
vocabulary questions:

VOCABULARY IN CONTEXT QUESTIONS f!! .l:1!l

HOWTO IDENTIFY on both paper What is the meaning 0("X" in line Y?
THE QUESTION and computer The word "X" in line Y could best be replaced by...

tests I!! .mtl

on computer Look.at the word X in paragraph Y.Click on another
test only .All word that is close in !,"eaning to X.

Click on the word in poragraph Y thot could best be
replaced by ...

WHERETO FIND Information to help you understand the meaning of ~ vocabulary word
THE ANSWER can often be found in the context surrounding the word.

HOW TO ANSWER I. Find the word in the passage.
THE QUESTION 2. Re?d the sentence that contains the word carefully.

3. look for context clues to help you understand the meaning.
4. Choose the answer that-the context indicates.
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TOEFL EXERCISE 5: Study each of the passages and choose the best answers to the ques-
tions that follow.

PASSAGE ONE (Q:testions 1-5)

When babies are born, they always have blue eyes. This is because the melanin, the
pigment that colors the eyes, is not on the sj!rface. of the iris. Instead, it is within the
creases of the iris. Because there is little melanin on the surface of the iris, the eyes

Line appear blue.
(5) Mter a few months, the melanin moves to the surface of the iris. It is the amount of

melanin on the surface that determines a person's permanent eye color;so it is at this
pqin .• that a baby's eyes develop the color they will have for a lifetime.

1. The word "pigment" in line 2 is
closest in meaning to

(A) skin
(B) muscle
(C) tissue
(0) color

2. Look at the word surface in
paragraph 1.This'word is closest in
meaning to

o top
o insideo backo bottom

PASSAGE TWO (Q:testions 6-10)

3. Click on the word in paragraph 1
that is closest in meaning to "folds."

4. The word "permanent" in line 6
could best be replaced by

(A) changeable
(B) lasting
(C) dark
(0) possible

5. Look at the word poin in paragraph
2. This word could best be replaced
by
o doto era
o time
o place

The chili pepper is native to the Americas, but nowadays it is found all over the
world. Ivs an extremely popular spice in many cultures and is, in fact, the world's
second favorite spice, after salt. There are more than a hundred species of chili peppers,

Line some of which are quite mild and others of which are incredibly h~!EtcrsP.~ci.
(5) Today chili peppers are used to spice a variety of foods, e.g., salsa, meat and rice

dishes, and even j~ and jelly. In the past, chili peppers had some other, more unusual,
uses. In ancient Mexico, for example, chilies could be used to pay taxes. In addition, in
Panama, these peppers were used to protect against sharks.

6. The word "favorite" in line 3 is
closest in meaning to

(A) most popular
(B) most delicious
(C) best known
(0) most recognized

7. Clic~ on the word in paragraph 1
that is closest in meaning to "kinds."

8. Look at the expression hot a~<!SmFY.
in paragraph 1. Click on the word in
paragraph 1 that is opposite in
meaning to no!, and 'spicy,.
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9. Look at the word jam in paragraph
2. Jam is probably

o a type of chilio something to eat
o something to wearo a container for chilies

PASSAGE THREE (Qufstions 11-17)

10. The expression .protect against" in
line 8 could best be replaced by

(A) lean against
(B) hunt for
(C) flirt with
(D) defend against

At the end of the Revolutionary War, America was no longer a colony; instead,
America was a new, young country that needed to set up its own government. There was
a lot of disagreement as to the type of government that was best. One of the major issues

Li"f was whether there should be a strong federal government with little power in the hands
(5) of the individual states or a weak central government and powerful states.

It is interesting to note that it was many of the Revolutionary War veterans who were
in favor of a strong central government. Because of their efforts in winning the war over
the British, after the war they became a powerful political force, and as a whole they
were extremely nationalistic.

(10) There were also financial reasons why veterans supported a strong national
government. The revolutionary congress had ended the war with a large amount of debt,
and a large portion of this debt was in back pay and pensions to soldiers. Many soldiers
believed that with a strong federal government they had a better chance of collecting the
money owed to them.

11. A .colony" in line I is

(A) an independelll country
(B) a type of government
(C) a dependelll area
(0) a continent

12. Look at the expression set up in
paragraph I. This expression could
best be replaced by which of the
following?

o Defendo Organizeo Argue about
o Protect

13. The word "federal" in line 4 is closest
in meaning to

(A) state
(B) weak
(C) central
(0) new

14. Look at the word strong in
pal'agraph 1. Click on the word in
paragraph 1 that is opposite in
meaning to strong.

15. In line 6, "veterans" refers LO

(A) government officials
(B) former soldiers
(C) voters
(D) current members of the armed

forces

16. Look at the word financial in
paragraph 3. This word is closest in
meaning to

o monetary
o important
o military
o national

17. The word "back" in line 12 could
best be replaced by which of the
following?

(A) Reverse
(B) Low-income
(C) Returnable
(0) Already earned

I
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TOEFL REVIEW EXERCISE (Skills 1-5): Study each of the passages and choose the best
answers to the questions that follow.

PASSAGE ONE (Questions 1-9)

Geographically, California's diversity is breathtaking, and the state's coastline from
north to south is no exception. Measuring 840 miles in length, the coast consists of the
rugged cliffs of the Coast Ranges in the north and wide sandy beaches in the south. Along

Lill' the coastline there are two major harborli, one in the north at San Francisco and the other
(5) in the south at San Diego. Near Humboldt and Monterey are smaller natural ports.

L The topic of this passage is . 5. Look at the word nilr150rli in the

(A) how the state of California is
passage. Click on another word in

divided into north and south
the passage that is close in meaning

(B) the variations in California's
to harborS..

coastal geography 6. It is implied in the passage that
(C) the breathtaking beauty of northern California

California
(D) the exceptions in coastal (A) has more beaches than

geography southern California
(B) has the same type of coastline as

2. The word "breathtaking" in line I southern California
probably means (C) has fewer major harbors than

(A) breathing
southern California

(D) has a different coastline from
(B) amazing southern California(C) stolen
(D) usual 7. According to the passage, where are

3. According to the passage, what
the major harbors located in

measures 840 miles in length?
California?

(A) The California coastline
(A) .In San Diego
(B) Only in northern California

(B) The Coast Ranges (C) Near Humboldt and Monterey
(C) The rugged cliffs (D) In the north and in the south
(D) The exceptional part of

northern California 8. In line 5, "natural ports" are

4. The Coast Ranges are probably (A) not human-made

(A) flat, sandy areas on the coast of
(B) always small in size
(C) evenly shaped

California (D) constructed of natural materials(B) found in southern California
(C) a series of mountains 9. Which of the following geographical
(D) hundreds of miles north of the features is NOT mentioned in the

cliffs passage?

(A) Cliffs
(B) Canyons
(C) Beaches
(D) Harbors
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PASSAGE TWO (Questions 10-19)

Among some groups of people, cats have a reputation as rather silly animals that
are always getting themselves stuck in trees. Cats have often been known to become
frightened of something, to run up a tree, and then to cry sadly until they are rescl1ed.

Line There is, in reality, a reasonable explanation for this type of behavior, and it has to
(5) do with the shape of the cat's claws. A cat's claws are hooked in a direction that makes

climbing up a tree a rather easy task. However, when it comes to climbing back down the
tree, these claws are not very helpful.

Thus, if you happen to see a meowing cat stuck in a tree, have some sympathy for
the cal. The cat managed to get up in the tree quite easily, bUlthe shape of its claws

(10) make it quite impossible for the cat to. climb down with the same ease.

10. The main idea of the passage is that 15. According to the passage, a cat

(A) cats really are silly animals CANNOT

(B) cats have good reason for their (A) climb up a tree
behavior (B) get stuck in a tree

(C) cats enjoy climbing trees (C) cry easily
(0) cats' sharp claws are (0) climb down easily

unnecessary for survival
16. Click on the drawing that shows what

11. The passage indicates that some a cat finds it difficult to do.
people think that cats are silly

[[J[[Jbecause the cats

(A) have funny-looking claws
(B) frighten other cats
(C) climb trees and cannot get

down

[JD(0) are unable to rescue other cats

12. Click on the word in paragraph I
that is closest in meaning to "saved."

13. The expression "in reality" in line 4
could best be replaced by

17. ft is implied in the passage that, if a
(A) in contrast cat tries to climb down a tree, it will
(B) in fact

(A) be able to do it easily(C) in agreement
(0) in all probability (B) move very quickly

(C) cry to other cats
14. Look at the word 'ooKe in (0) perhaps fall

paragraph 2. This word is closest in
meaning to

0 curved
0 straightened
0 sharpened
0 shortened



18. The wo'rd "helpful" in line 7 could
best be replaced by

(A) friendly
(B) useful
(C) nice
(D) sincere

PASSAGE THREE (Questions 20-29)
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19. Click on the paragraph that
describes cat behavior thaI some find
foolish.

In the 1890s, bicycles became quite popular in the United States as the new "safety"
bicycles replaced the older penny-farthing bicycles. On the penny-farthing bicycles, 01H'

wheel was much larger than the olher, and these bicycles were not very stable; they were
Line always falling over. On the new "safety" bicycles, both whe~ls were equal in size, and they
(5) were much easier to conlrol.

Many women also enjoyed these new "safety" bicycles, but they had to take
measures to deal with their clothing while riding the bicycles. The fashion at the time
was for long, full skirts that did not go well with bicycles. Some women put lead weights
in their skirts to keep their skirts from blowing up. Other women changed from long

(10) skirts to bloomers, which were long, full, wide pants, but some people felt that bloomers
were inappropriate for women to wear; in fact, some newspapers and magazines of the
day criticized the new bicycle fashion as a danger to ladies' morals.

20. The passage is mainly about

(A) the popularity of safety bicycles,
even among women

(B) the differences between safety
and penny-farthing bicycles

(C) women's fashions in the
nineteenth century

(D) the lack of stability of the penny-
farthing bicycles

21. Click on the drawing that shows a
penny-farthing bicycle.

22. The word "stable" in line 3 is closest
in meaning to

(A) dangerous
(B) expensive
(C) big
(D) steady

23. Which of the following is NOT true
about the safety bicycle?

(A) It had equal wheels.
(B) It was fairly simple to control.
(C) It preceded the penny-farthing

bicycle.
(D) It became popular in the 1890s.

24. Click on the word in paragraph 1
that could best be replaced by
"handle."

25. Look at the word measures in
paragraph 2. This word could best be
replaced by

o counts
o numbers
o steps
o problems,
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26. The passage indicates that it was
fashionable in the 1890s for women to
wear

(A) long skirts
(B) short panL~
(C) small hats
(0) men's clothing

27. It is implied in the passage that lead is

(A) heavy
(3) sofl
(C) delicate
(0) light

Skill 6: "WHERE" QUESTIONS

28. In line] 0, "bloomers" are

(A) shirts
(B) skirts
(C) hats
(0) pants

29. It is implied in the passag'e that
newspapers expressed the opinion
that women

(A) should wear bloomers
(B) should not ride bicycles
(C) should not wear long, full skirts
(0) should always follow the fashion

Sometimes the final question accompanying a reading passage (or one paragraph of a pas-
sage) on both the paper TOEFL test and the computer TOEFL test will ask you to deter-
mine where in the passage a piece of information is found. This type of question is worded
differently on the paper TQEFL test and on the computer TOEFL test. On the paper test,
there will be a multiple choice question that asks where certain information is found. The
answer choices will list possible locations for that information. On the computer test, tile
question asks you to click on the sentence that contains certain information. Look at a
multiple choice example from the paper TOEFL test that asks you to identify where certain
information is found.

Example from the Paper TOEFL Test •

The passage:

The words "capital" and "capitol" are'confused in
spelling and in meaning by a lot of people who try to use
them. Both their spellings and their meanings are quite

Line closely related. A "capital" is the location of the center of
(5) government. while a .capitol" is the actual building where the

government officials meet. Thus. in the United States, for
example, the Capitol building is located in Washington. D.C.,
which is the capital city of the United St.-Hes.

The question:

Where in the passage does the author define the word "capital"?

(A) Lines 1-2
(B) Lines 4-5
(C) Line6-
(D) Line 8
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To answer this question, you should skim for the word capital and then look for its mean-
ing. A capital is the loration of the cmter of government, and this definition is given in the fourth
and fifth lines. Answer (B) is therefore the bcst answer to this qucstion.

Now look at a click-on example from the computer TOEFL lcst that asks you to indio
cate wherc certain information is found. -~Example from the Computer TOEFL Test .:J,l;J

The words "capiul" .nd "capitol" are confused in
spellingand in meaning by a lot of people who try to use
them. Both their spellingsand their meanings are quite
closely related. A"capiul" is the location of the center
of government. while a "capitol" is the actual building
where the government officialsmeet. Thus. in the United
Sutes. for example. the Capitol buildingis loca~
Washington. D.C..which is the capiul city of the United
Sutes.

Click on the sentence in the passage
that mentions where the U.S.Capitol
can be found.

This question asks you to click on the sentence in the passage that discusses where the U.S. Capi-
tol can be found. You should skim through the passage looking for the key words or ideas
U.S. Capitol. The last sentence mentions the United States and states that the Capitol building is
located in Washington, D.C.This sentence indicates where the U.S. Capitol can be found, so
you should click on the last sentence to answer the question.

The following chart outlin~s the key information that you should remember when you
are trying to determine where in the passage something is found:

QUESTIONS ABOUT WHERE INTHE PASSAGE In ~

HOW TO IDENTIFY I on paper test Where in the passage ... ?

THE QUESTION only in
on computer Click on the sentence thO!indicates ....

test only .:.J.a

WHERE TO FIND on paper test The a"swer can be in any of the lines listed in the

THE ANSWER only 111 answers to the question.

on computer The answer will be one of the sentences in the

test only ~ paragr.ph listed in the question.

HOW TO ANSWER I. Choose a key word or idea in the question.

THE QUESTION 2. Skim the appropriate pants) of the passage looking for the key word
or idea.

3. Choose the answer that conL1ins t.'1ekey word or idea.
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TOEFL EXERCISE 6: Study each of the passages and choose tlle best answers to the ques-
tions that follow.

PASSAGE ONE (Questions 1-3)

A geyser occurs when rainwater seeps into the ground and volcanic magma beneath
the surface heats it. The rainwater then turns into steam. The pressurized stearn rises to
the surface and bursts out as a geyser.

Line Yellowstone National Park has more geysers than all of the rest of the world together.
(5) The most famous of these geysers is Old Faithful, which erupts in a high arc of steam about

once an hour.
There have not been any volcanic eruptions in the Yellowstone area for 70,000

years. However, the existence of the geysers is proof that the area is volcanically active.

1. Where in the passage does the
author mention what heats the water
in a geyser?

(A) Lines 1-2
(B) Line 4
(C) Lines 5-6
(0) Line 7

2. Click on the sentence in the passage that
indicates how often Old Faithful erupts.

PASSAGE 7WO (Questions 4-7)

3. Where in the passage docs the author
state how long it has been since a
volcano erupted at Yellowstone?

(A) Line 2
(B) Line 4
(C) Lines 5-6
(0) Lines 7-8

By 1963 the one-man space flights of Project Mercury had successfully taken place,
and NASA (the National Aeronautics and Space Administration) was ready for a new
challenge. That new challenge was to send two men into space at the same time, rather

Line than one, so that it would be possible to conduct a wide variety of new maneuvers and tests.
(5) An appropriate name was found for that new project: the new project was called

Project Gemini. The name "Gemini" might seem appropriate because it is the name of
one of the constellations of stars in the sky,but that is not the real reason for the choice
of the name. "Gemini" comes from the Latin word geminus, which means "twin." The
constellation Gemini received its name because it consists of two very bright stars with

(10) no other bright stars close by, and those stars seem like twins. The NASAproject received
its name because of the number of men who would be together in the space capsule
orbiting the Earth.

4. Click on the sentence in the passage
that states what the initials NASA
stand for.

5. Where in the passage does the
author describe NASA's new
challenge after Project Mercury?

(A) Lines 3-4
(B) Lines 5-6
(C) Line 9
(D) Lines 10-12

6., Click on the sentence in the passage
that explains the derivation of the
word "Gemini."

7. Where in the pa~sage does the
author describe the composition of
the Gemini constellation?

(A) Lines 3-4
(B) Lines 6--8
(C) Lines 8-10
(0) Lines 10-12
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PASSAGE THREE (Questions 8-12)

One of the best-known stories in American history-that Betsy Ross created the first
flag of the United States-is believed by a number of scholars to be somewhat
questionable.

Line The official story goes as follows. In 1776, a group that included George
(5) Washington came to the workshop in Philadelphia where Betsy Ross worked as a

seamstress; they brought a drawing ofa flag with stars and stripes on it and a~ked if Betsy
could make it. .

The flag with the stars and stripes was definitely adopted by Congress on June 14,
1777. In the minutes on that day there is a resolution accepting a flag with thirteen stars

(10) and thirteen stripes as the official flag of the nation. However, there is no mention of
Betsy Ross as the one who had made the flag.
. The first time that there is a documented reference to Betsy Ross as the one who
made the flag came more than a century later, when her grandson gave a speech to the
Philadelphia Historical Society indicating that the family had passed down the story for a

(15) hundred years that grandmother Betsy had made the first flag. Philadelphians
enthusiastically supported the story. Betsy Ross's house was restored and renamed Flag
House, and it was opened to the public as a memorial to Betsy Ross.

Many historians dispute this story, and certainly no one has been able to come up
with indisputable proof that it was Betsy who made the first flag. This much ~ known

(20) about Betsy Ross. She did exist, and she was a seamstress, and she did sometimes make
flags for the ships of the Pennslvania State Navy. If the story about thll..first flag is not
completely true-and who is to.know at this point-at least it makes a good story.

8. Where in the passage does the
author mention a group that came to
visit Betsy Ross?

(A) Lines 1-3
(B) Lines 4-6
(C) Lines 6-7
(0) Lines 16-17

9. Click on the sentence in the passage
that states when the flag was adopted
by Congress.

10. The author describes the first
historical reference to Betsy Ross as
the creator of the first U.S. flag in

(A) lines 4-5
(B) lines 6-7
(C) lines 10-11
(0) lines 12-15

II. Click on the sentence in the passage
that explains how Philadelphians
responded to the Betsy Ross story.

12. Where in the passage does the
author discuss how historians have
reacted to the Betsy Ross story?

(A) Lines 8-9
(B) Lirres 10-11
(C) Lines 15-17
(0) Lines 18-19
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TOEFL REVIEW EXERCISE (SkilL~1-6): Study each of the passages and choos(: the best
answers to the questions that follow.

PASSAGE ONE (Questiom 1-10)

The deer is a distinctive animal easily recognized by the antlers that adorn most
specie~ of male deer. These antlers are used by the males primarily to light, either for
mates or for leadership of the herd. Deer generally lose their antlers earh winter and

Litle begin growing new ones in late spring. The new antlers are soft kr vered with
(5) velvety hairs. Later in the year as the seasons progress, the ••ntlers 'j hanien into

solid branches. In the middle ('fwinter. the full-grown antlers fall 0: decay on the
ground. The following spring the process begins again.

1. This passage mainly discusses 6. Click on lhe drawing that shows a

(A) the lifestyle of the deer
deer's antlers in late spring.

(B) the seasons of the year rJ£l~(C) the antlers of the deer
(D) how an tiers are used

2. The deer is called a distinctive
animal because it

0
(A) uses its antlers to reco~nize

~

others " 1'" "

(B) has many species l' .w)'•• ,
(C) has antlers '\'
(D) has to light for its mates

3. The word ~adorn» in line 1 is closest 7. In which month would a deer

in meaning to which of the probably have short. velvety antlers?
following? (A) MOlY
(A) Cover (B) December
(8) Decorate (C) October
(C) nother (D) January
(D) Hide

8. The word "solid" in line 6 could best

4. Click on the word in the passage that be replaced by which of the follo\\ing?
is closest in meaning to ~mainly.» (A) Firm

5. It is NOT mentioned in the passage
(B) Thin
(C) Leafy

thaI the deer uses its antlers (D) Tiny
(A) to battle other deer
(B) to get a male 9. \\'here in the passage does the author
(C) to become a leader explain how a deer uses its antlers?
(D) to climb branches (A) Lines 2-3

(B) Lines 4-5
(C) Line 6
(D) Line 7

10. Click on the sentence in the passage
that describes what happens to a
deer's antlers halfway through winter.
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PASSAGE TWO (Questions //-2/)

RE:VI(rapid eye movement) sleep is a type of sleep that is important to humans.
This type of sleep generally occurs four or five times during one night of sleep. The
duration of each of these occurrences ranges from five minutes to forty minutes. The

l.illf periods of REM sleep become longer and longer as the night progresses.
(5) Physical changes occur in the body to show that a person has transitioned from

NREM (non-rapid eye movement) sleep to REM sleep. Breathing becomes faster, the
heart rate increases, and, as the name implies, the eyes begin to move quickly.

Accompanying these physical changes in the body is a very important characteristic
of RE:\I sleep. It is during REM sleep that dreams occur.

II. The subject of this passage is 16. The "N" in NREM probably stands
(A) the human need for REM sleep for which of the following words?
(B) physical changes in the human (A) Nine

body (B) Non
(C) the characteristics of REM sleep (C) Name
(0) why people sleep (0) Night

I~. According to the passage, how often 17. According to the passage, all of the
does REM sleep occur in one night? following occur during REM sleep
(A) Once EXCEPT that
(B) Twice (A) the rate of breathing increases
(C) Four or five times (B) the heart rate speeds up
(0) Forty times (C) the eyes remain steady

(0) dreams take place
1:3- A REM sleep period of forty minutes

would most likely be which period of 18. The word "Accompanying" in line 8
RE:VIsleep? could best be replaced by which of
(A) The first period the following?
(B) The second perioo (A) Along witl:
(C) The third peril>d (B) In spite of
(0) The fourth period (C) (n contrast to

(0) Because of
H. The word "proglTsses .. in line 4 is

closest in meaning to ID. Click on the sentence in ihe passage
(A) continues where the author mentions the
(B) darkens number of OCClUTences pel' night of
(C) bits REM sleep.
(D) sleeps 20. Where in the passage ooes the

1:>. Look at the word transitioned ill author discuss the length of periods
paragraph ~. This word could best he uf REM sleep?
replaced by (A) Line I

0 breathed (B) Line :~

0 increased (C) Lines 6--7

0 fallen (0) Lines 8--D

0 moved
~l. Click on the paragraph where the

authur discusses rt nonphysical
occurrence during REM sleep.
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PASSAGE THREE (Questions 22-31)

In the 1930s, Chester F. Carlson was working in the patents department of a large
electronics firm in New York City.One of the major problems in his work was the length of
time and expense involved in getting patents copied; patents were lengthy legal documents,

Line and the only ways to get them copied were to take them to a typist or to take them to a
(5) photographer. Either way of copying patents took a lot of time and cost a lot of money.

He came up with the idea for a machine that would copy documents quickly and
efficiently. He researched the idea in the library and then worked over a three-year
period on developing a machine that used a light, an electrostatically charged plate, and
powder to duplicate images on paper. The result of t.hiswork was a machine that

(10) produced the first xerographic copy on October 22, 1938. He named the process
"Xerox," which means "dry writing."

Carlson felt that he had a good idea, one that would be extremely helpful in the
business world. He tried to sell his idea to a number of large corporations, but they were
not terribly interested in his machine. A few years later he sold the process to a small

(15) family-owned company. This small company grew into the giant Xerox Corporation, and
both Carlson and Xerox became rather wealthy in the process.

22. This passage is mainly about 27. Carlson most likely began work on

(A) Carlson's job in a patent office the machine in

(B) now the Xerox machine works (A) 1930
(C) Carlson's success in business (B) 1935
(D) the development of the Xerox (C) '938

machine (D) 1941

23. Which of the following is NOT 28. The passage indicates that the large
mentioned as a problem that Carlson corporations that Carlson tried to
encountered in getting patents copied? sell his process to

(A) The time needed for copying (A) were family owned
(B) The expense of the copying (B) were nonprofit institutions
(C) The length of the paten ts (C) helped to develop the process
(D) Dependability of photographers (D) did not want to buy his machine

24. The word "expense" in line 3 is 29. The word "giant" in line 15 could
closest i'n meaning to best be replaced by

(A) cost (A) monster
(B) difficulty (B) tiny
(C) legality (C) familiar
(D) payment (D) huge

25. Click on the word in paragraph 2 30. VI'her': in the passage does the
that is c1os~st in meaning to "looked author indicate what a patent is?
for information about." (A) Lines 1-2

26. The following are components of (B) Line 3

Carlson's machine EXCEPT (C) Lines 6-7
(D) Lines 9-10

(A) A light
(B) A charged plate 31. Click on the sentence in paragraph 3
(C) Powder that describes what happened to the
(D) A typewriter company that eventually bought

Carlson's process.



READING POST-TEST (Paper) II
SECTION 3

READING COMPREHENSION
Tune-55 minutes

(including the reading of the directions)
Now set your clock for 55 minutes.

This section is designed to measure your ability to read and understand short passages similar in
topic and style to those that students are likely to encounter in North American universities and
colleges.

Directions: In this section you will read several passages. Each one is followed by a number of
questions about it. You are to choose the one best answer, (A), (B), (C), or (0), to each question. Then,
on your answer sheet, find the number of the question and fill in the space that corresponds to the
letter of the answer you have chosen.

Answer all questions about the information in a passage on the basis of what is stated or implied in
that passage.

Read the following passage:

John Quincy Adams, who served as the sixth president of the United States from 1825
to 1829, is today recognized for his maslerful statesmanship and diplomacy. He dedicated his
life to public service, both in the presidency and in the various other political offices that he

Line held. Throughout his political career he demonstrated his unswerving belief in freedom of
(5) speech, the antislavery cause, and the right of Americans to be free from European and Asian

domination.

Example I

To what did John Quincy Adams devote his life?

(A) Improving his personal life
(B) Serving the public
(C) Increasing his fortune
(0) Working on his private business

Sample Answer
@•@
@

According to the passage, John Quincy Adams "dedicated his life to public service: Therefore, you
should choose (B).

ExampleD

In line 4, the word "unswerving" is closest in meaning to

(A) moveable
(B) insignificant
(C) unchanging
(0) diplomatic

Sample Answer
@
@•@

Now begin work on the questions.

The passage states that John Quincy Adams demonstrated his unswerving belief "throughout his
career: This implies that the belief did not change. Therefore, you should choose (C).
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Questions 1-8

The tiniest bird in the world is the male bee hummingbird. Because it is so small, it is often
mistaken for a bee or some other type of insect of that size.

As a hummingbird. it is able to flap its wings extremely quickly, up to eighty times per second.
Line With this really fast wing speed. the bee hummingbird can hover like a helicopter. fly forward. fly
(5) backward. or even fly upside down.

I. What is the topic of this passage? 5. In line 3. to "flap' wings is to

(A) The bee (A) hold them still
(B) One type of hummingbird (B) stretch them out
(C) How fast hummingbirds fly (C) fold them
(0) How helicopters fly (0) move them up and down

2. The word "tiniest' in line I is closest in 6. According to the passage, how fast can a
meaning to bee hummingbird flap its wings?

(A) fastest (A) A hundred times each second
(B) most dangerous (B) Eighty times per minute
(C) noisiest (C) Eighty times each second
(0) smallest (0) Eight times in a second

3. It can be inferred from the passage that the 7. In line 4, to "hover" is to
female bee hummingbird (A) fly forward quickly
(A) is really a bee (B) land
(B) does not exist (C) stay in place in the air
(C) is larger than the male (0) use fuel
(0) eats insects

8. The passage indicates that a bee
4. According to the passage. when people see hummingbird can do all of the following

a male bee hummingbird. they often EXCEPT
incorrectly think it is (A) hover
(A) a bird (B) fly backward
(B) an insect (C) fly in an inverted position
(C) a bat (0) fly a helicopter
(0) a helicopter
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Questions 9-18

One mystery about elephants that seems to have been solved is how elephants communicate
with each other. Humans have heard a whole variety of sounds coming from elephants, but these
sounds are not the only way that elephants communicate.

Line A new explanation about elephant communication is being proposed. Elephants vibrate the air
(5) in their trunks and foreheads. The sound that is created during this vibration has an extremely low

pitch; the pitch, in fact, is so low that humans cannot hear it. However, it seems that other elephants
can and do hear and understand these low rumblings.

9. The passage mainly discusses 14. Where do elephants vibrate air?

(A) the answer to a question about how (A) In their throats
elephants communicate (B) In their trunks

(B) how elephants vibrate the air in their (C) In their mouths
trunks (0) In their ears

(C) communication between animals and
humans IS. The word "pitch" in line 6 is closest in

(0) the sounds that elephants make meaning to which of the following?

10. A "mystery" in line I is (A) Meaning
(B) Voice

(A) a speech (C) Height
(B) something unknown (0) Sound
(C) a funny story
(0) a detective 16. Which of the following is NOT true about

the extremely low sound created by
II. According to the passage, people elephants?

(A) cannot hear any elephant sounds (A) Humans cannot understand it.
(B) are not interested in elephant sounds (B) Humans hear it.
(C) hear only one elephant sound (C) Elephants hear it.
(0) can hear numerous elephant sounds (0) Elephants understand it.

12. It can be inferred from the passage that the 17. The word "rumblings. in line 7 is closest in
elephant sounds that humans hear are meaning to

(A) one of the ways that elephants (A) words
communicate (B) ears

(B) not part of elephant communication (C) vibrations
(C) how elephants communicate with (0) melodies

humans
(0) the only sounds that elephants make 18. Where in the passage does the author

describe the sound that elephants create in
13. The word .way" in line 3 could best be their trunks and foreheads?

replaced by
(A) Lines 1-2

(A) direction (B) Lines 2-3
(B) method (C) Line 4
(C) path (0) Lines 5-6
(0) road
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Questions 19-28

George Gershwin grew up in New York City. and he first made his living playing popular music
on the piano in "TIn Pan Alley," the music publishing district of New York. It was there that he
developed a strong feel for the popular music of the time that served as a basis for the popular songs

Line that he composed.
(5) In addition to his love of popular songs. he enjoyed jazz and believed that jazz was the primary

source of truly American folk music. Jazz had, prior to Gershwin's time, been performed by small jazz
bands and soloists, but Gershwin believed that jazz could serve as the basis for serious symphonic
works. Gershwin became the link between jazz and serious classical music with such works as his
jazz concerto Rhapsody in Blue and the jazz-inspired orchestral piece An American in Paris.

19. The passage mainly discusses 24. The word "primary" in line 5 is closest in

(A) George Gershwin's popular music
meaning to

(B) TIn Pan Alley (A) main
(C) American jazz (B) only
(D) the variety of music by Gershwin (C) first

(D) unknown
20. The word "made" in line I could best be

replaced by 25. The expression "prior to" in line 6 is closest

(A) constructed
in meaning to

(B) earned (A) during
(C) worked (B) after
(D) built (C) in

(D) before
21. According to the passage, TIn Pan Alley is

26. It can be inferred from the passage that
(A) a piano shop Gershwin
(B) a music studio
(C) an area in New York City (A) wrote the first jazz music
(D) a street where Gershwin lived (B) wrote jazz music for larger groups

(C) did not like writing jazz music
22. Which of the following is NOT true about (D) wrote only for small jazz bands

George Gershwin's relationship with
popular music? 27. The word "link" in line 8 is closest in

(A) He played popular music on the
meaning to

piano. (A) divider
(B) Popular music was the foundation of (B) separation

some of his songs. (C) judge
(C) He wrote some popular songs. (D) connection
(D) Popular music was the only type of

music that he enjoyed. 28. Where in the passage does the author
mention the names of some of Gershwin's

23. Gershwin believed that jazz works?

(A) was real American traditional music (A) Lines 1-2
(B) should only be played in small bands (B) Lines 2-4
(C) was not serious music (C) Lines 5-6
(D) was not as enjoyable as popular music (D) Lines 8-9
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Questions 29-39

Like a lot of other ideas. chewing gum developed when an inventive person was trying to
develop something else. In 1870, Thomas Adams was trying to create a substance similar to rubber.
He knew that, in the past, natives of Mexico had enjoyed chewing chicle, which was the gum of the

Line sapodilla tree; he thought that this chicle might possibly be useful as a replacement for rubber. While
(5) he was working with it, he decided to try chewing it. just as had been done in Mexico. He enjoyed the

sensation and decided that he should try selling it. Unfortunately. however, not many people bought
it. He then improved the product by adding flavorings arid sugar to it, and he gave out free samples
until the product caught on. Though he never succeeded in his original search for a replacement for
rubber, he became highly successful as a chewing gum producer.

29. The main idea of the passage is that 33. In line 3, "natives" are

(A) chicle was commonly chewed in (A) trees
Mexico .(B) people

(B) Thomas Adams invented chewing (C) places
gum by accident (D) plastics

(C) Thomas Adams enjoyed chewing
chicle 34. The word .sensation" in line 6 is closest in

(D) Thomas Adams was unsuccessful in meaning to
finding a substitute for rubber (A) thought

30. In line I, the expression -an inventive (B) feeling

person" could best be replaced by (C) taste
(D) look

(A) a creative person
(B) an illogical person 35. According to the passage, what happened
(e) a destructive person when Thomas Adams first tried selling his
(D) a mistaken person chicle product?

31. According to the passage, what did (A) It did not sell very well.

Thomas Adams originally want to create? (B) It was successful because of the taste.
(C) People thought it was rubber.

(A) Chewing gum (D) Adams became immediately
(8) The sapodilla tree successful.
(C) A rubber substitute
(D) Aavorings 36. "Flavorings. in line 7 are used to improve a

product's
32. Which of the following is NOT true about (A)chicle? appearance

(B) feel
(A) It comes from a tree. (e) taste
(B) Some people like chewing it. (D) smell
(C) It is part of the rubber plant.
(D) Adams thought he might find a use

for it.
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37. It is implied in the passage that Adams
gave out free samples of gum because

(A) he had a lot that he did not want
(8) he did not care about making money
(C) he was not a very sman businessman
(0) . he wanted to improve future sales

38. According to the passage, in his search for
a rubber substitute. Adams

(A) was not successful
(8) found the original rubber plant
(C) succeeded late in his life
(0) was highly successful

39. Where in the passage does the author
explain what chicle is?

(A) Lines 1-2
(8) Lines~
(Cl Line 5
(0) Lines 8-9
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Questions 40-50

Sometimes mail arrives at the post office, and it is impossible to deliver the mail. Perhaps there
is an inadequate or illegible address and no return address. The post office cannot just throw this
mail away, so this becomes "dead mail." This "dead mail" is sent to one of the U.S. Postal Service's

Line dead mail offices in Atlanta, New York, Philadelphia, SI. Paul, or San Francisco. Seventy-five million
(5) pieces of mail can end up in the dead mail office in one year.

The staff of the dead mail offices have a variety of ways to deal with all of these pieces of dead
mail. First of all, they look for clues that can help them deliver the mail; they open packages in the
hope that something illside will show where the package came from or is going to. Dead mail will also
be listed on a computer so that people can call in and check to see if a missing item is there.

(10) However, all of this mail cannot simply be stored forever; there is just too much of it. When a lot
of dead mail has piled up, the dead mail offices hold public auctions. Every three months, the public
is invited in and bins containing items found in dead mail packages are sold to the highest bidder.

40. The best title for the passage is

(A) The U.S. Postal Service
(B) Staff Responsibilities at the U.S.

Postal Service
(C) Why Mail Is Undeliverable
(D) Dead Mail Offices

41. Dead mail is mail that

(A) has no use
(B) has been read and thrown away
(C) is unwanted
(D) is undeliverable

42. The word "illegible" in line 2 is closest in
meaning to which of the following?

(A) Incomplete
(B) Missing
(C) Unreadable
(D) Incorrect

43. According to the passage, how many dead
mail offices does the U.S. Postal Service
have?

(A) 3
(B) 5
(C) IS
(D) 75
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44. The word "staff' in line 6 is closest in
meaning to

(A) workers
(B) machines
(C) rules
(D) pieces of furniture

45. Which of the following is NOT mentioned
as a way that post office staff members
deal with dead mail?

(A) They search for clues.
(B) They throw dead mail away.
(C) They open dead mail.
(D) They list dead mail on a computer.

46. It is implied in the passage that the dead
mail staff would be happy if they opened a
package and found

(A) money
(B) jewelry
(C) a computer
(D) an address



47. In line 9. the expression "call in" could best
be replaced by

(A) visit
(B) phone
(C) shout
(0) talk

48. The word "auctions" in line 11 is closest in
meaning to

(A) sales
(B) deliveries
(C) meetings
(0) demonstrations

49. The passage indicates that dead mail
auctions are held

(A) once a year
(B) twice a year
(C) three times a year
(0) four times a year

50. Where in the passage does the author
explain why the post office cannot store
dead mail forever?

(A) Lines 2-3
(B) Lines 4--5
(C) Lines 7-8
(0) Line 10

This is the end Section 3.

8888888

Circle the number of each of the questions on the tcst that you answered incorrectly or were
unsure of This will indicate to you if you have learned the skills presented in this text and
which skills still require further review.

I. SKILL 1
2. SKILL5
3. SKILL4
4. SKILL 2
5. SKILL 5
6. SKILL 2
7. SKILL 5
8. SKILL 3
9. SKILL 1
10. SKILL 5
11. SKILL 2
12. SKILL 4
13. ~.<.ILL5
14. SKILL 2
15. SKILL5
16. SKILL 3
17. SKILL5

18. SKILL 6
19. SKILL I
20. SKILL5
21. SKILL2
22. SKILL 3
23. SKILL 2
24. SKILLS
25. SKILL 5
26. SKILL4
27. SKILL 5
28. SKILL 6
29. SKILL 1
30. SKILL 5
31. SKILL 2
32. SKILL 3
33. SKILL 5
34. SKILL 5

35. SKILL 2
36. SKILL5
37. SKILL4
38. SKILL 2
39. SKILL 6
40. SKILL 1
41. SKILL 2
42. SKILL S
43. SKILL 2
44. SKILLS
45. SKILL3
46. SKILL4
47. SKILL 5
48. SKILL5
49. SKILL 2
50. SKILL 6
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COMPLETE TESTS

Two different types of complete test~ are included in this text, and each test fulfills a differ-
ent purpose.

1. Complete Test I-The Introductory Level Practice Tests (in paper and computer formats)-
include only questions that are based on the skills covered in this text; they do not
include some of the more advanced types of questions that also appear on the official
TOEFL test. You should expect to score very well on these tests after all the skills in this
book have been thoroughly covered. Complete Test 1 serves two purposes:

• You can usc these tests as a review of all of the skills taught throughout the text.
• You can determine which skills are still a problem by completing the analysis section
at the end of the tests.

Please note that Complete Test 1 cannot be used to determine an approximate TOEFL
score because the level of the test is lower than the level of an official TO EFL test.

2. Complete Test 2-The TOEFL Level Practice Tests (in paper and computer formats)-are
at the same level as the official TOEFL test. They include the introductory skills taught
in this text as well as some of the advanced types of questions that also appear on the
official TOEFL test. You should score well on the more basic questions on these tests at
the end of a course in which all the skills in this text have been covered, but you may
not do as well on the questions involving more advanced skills. Complete Test 2 serves a
number of purposes:

• You can see the level of an official TOEFL test (in paper and computer format~) .
• You can recognize and answer the introductory level questions on a test that also
includes some more advanced questions.

• You can try to answer some of the more advanced types of questions that appear on
an official TOEFL test.

• You can determine an approximate TOEFL score (on the paper format test) using
the scoring information provided in the text.
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COM PLETETEST I (Paper) III

INTRODUCTORY LEVEL

SECTION 1
LISTENING COMPREHENSION
TIme-approximately 35 minutes

(including the reading of the directions for each part)

In this section of the test, you will have an opportunity to demonstrate your ability to understand
conversadons and talks in English. There are three parts to this section. Answer all the questions on
the basis of what is state~ or implied by the speakers you hear. 00 not take notes or write in your test
book at any time. 00 not tum the pages until you are told to do so.

Part A

Directions: In Part Ayou will hear short conversations between two people. After each conversation,
you will hear a question about the conversation. The conversations and questions will not be
repeated. After you hear a question, read the four possible answers in your test book and choose the
best answer. Then, on your answer sheet, find the number of the question and fill in the space that
corresponds to the letter of the answer you have chosen.

Listen to an example.

On the recording, you hear:

Sample Answer

@@@.
(man)
(woman)
(narrator)

That exam was just awful.
Oh, it could've been worse.
What does the woman mean?

In your test book, you read: (A) The exam was really awful.
(B) It was the worst exam she had ever seen.
(e) It couldn't have been more difficult.
(0) It wasn't that hard.

You learn from the conversation that the man thought the exam was very difficult and that the
woman disagreed with the mall. The best answer to the question, "What does th" woman mean?" is
(0), "It wasn't that hard." Therefore, the correct choice is (0).

8
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I. (A) Her trip will last only a few days.

(B) She departs in several days.
(C) She's leaving in a few hours.
(D) Her trip began a few days ago.

2. (A) A salesclerk
(B) A lawyer
(C) A painter
(D) An apartment manager

3. (A) His paper was on the top of the pile.
(B) He received the highest mark.
(C) He's a graduate student in math.
(D) He had a tough math exam.

4. (A) He's upset.
(B) He's not present.
(C) He's seated in his chair.
(D) He's where he should be.

5. (A) A rainstorm is coming.
(B) He'd like to tell the woman about the

storm.
(C) He agrees with the woman.
(D) The storm damage was minimal.

6. (A) He said he was sorry.
(B) He was temporarily lost.
(C) He finally polished the silver.
(D) He was the last to appear.

7. (A) Marking the pages in red
(B) Buying some bread
(C) Reading more often
(D) Jogging to the market

8. (A) The letters were sent.
(B) She picked up some mail from the

post office.
(C) She spent a lot of time at the post

office.
(D) The post office delivered some letters.

9. (Al He has a problem understanding a
certain book.

(B) He never browses through books.
(C) He needs to return to the library.
(D) He'll give the book back soon.

10. (A) The chair in not soft enough.
(B) The set of jars is unaffordabJe.
(C) It's hard to find a comfortable chair.
(D) He hardly has time to sit.

11. (A) At a ball game
(B) At an exam
(C) At a dance
(D) At a concert

12. (A) She's like most people.
(B) She reaches out to most people.
(C) She's nice to almost everyone.
(D) She has a lot of money.

13. (A) Helping him solve a personal problem
(B) Only working on the harder problems
(C) Getting some assistance
(D) Solving the problems herself

14. (A) The apartment has a nice closet.
(B) It's not far to the school from his

apartment.
(C) He was aple to find the university

from his apartment.
(D) The university apartments are closed.

15. (A) She was certain about the time of the
party.

(B) She traveled several miles to the
party.

(C) She planned the surprise party.
(D) She looked happy.

16. (A) The rain is really heavy.
(B) She shares the man's opinion.
(C) The heavy traffic was expected.
(D) The man should repeat what he said.

17. (A) A general
(B) A runner
(C) A police officer
(D) A truck driver
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18. (A) Recopy her paper

(B) Check the ~pelling on her homework
(C) Give the right answers
(0) Have another cup of coffee

19. (A) He doesn't like warm water.
(B) The weather is not very warm.
(C) He's going swimming anyway.
(0) The water's too cool.

20. (A) Visiting a different store
(B) Closing the door
(C) Storing things in a closet
(0) Buying something else

21. (A) There are three new buildings at the
university.

(B) The theater is under construction.
(C) The university is accepting bids on a

theater.
(0) The university has to pay the bill for

the theater.

22. (A) She also thinks they should not leave
now.

(B) They will both live until tomorrow.
(C) The leaves will be falling tomorrow.
(0) She thinks they should leave today.

23. (A) The teacher as~igned the work
carefully.

(B) The grade was not really low.
(C) She didn't do her homework.
(0) Her homework contained a lot of

errors.

24. (A) His weekend was relaxing.
(B) He spent the weekend on the beach.
(C) He needed a piece of paper.
(0) He preferred a more relaxing

weekend.

25. (A) In the dining room
(B) At school
(C) In a hospital
(0) At a concert

26. (A) Silting up in bed
(B) Waking up without an alarm
(C) Turning on the alarm clock
(0) Selling the alarm clock on the floor

27. (A) Additional writing supplies are
necessary.

(B) The man needs to bring the test.
(C) Pencils and paper are not necessary.
(0) The man needs to take an extra test.

28. (A) It is unusual to play hide-and-seek.
(B) The baby's temperature is not normal.
(C) She is taking care of the baby

temporarily.
(0) The baby is not sick.

29. (A) Only Alex went on the trip.
(B) He was given the chance to go.
(C) The trip was a good opportunity.
(0) No one went on the trip.

30. (A) She has several children.
(B) She doesn't believe what he says.
(C) She is only a child.
(0) She behaves immaturely.
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Directions: In this part of the test, you will hear longer conversations. After each conversation, you
will hear several questions. The conversations and questions will not be repeated.

After you hear a question. read the four possible answers in your test book and choose the best
answer. Then, on your answer sheet, find the number of the question and fill in the space that
corresponds to the letter 01 the answer you have chosen.

Remember, you are not allowed to take notes or write in your test book.

31. (A) A boat trip 35. (A) How to enroll in universitv classes
(B) Abus trip (B) What is bad about mail se~ice(C) A plane trip (C) How to fill out university applications
(D) A train trip (D) The location of a campus building

32. (A) Spring 36. (A) It is a long process.
(B) Summer (B) It is the only way to enroll.(C) Autumn (C) It is easy to complete.
(D) Winter (D) It begins in the administration

building.
33. (A) They are heading north.

(B) They are looking for warmer water. 37. (A) It takes place in one office.(C) They are returning to their home. (B) It involves many hours in line.
(D) They are heading toward Alaska. (C) It is very efficient.

(D) It takes almost no time.
34. (A) One hour

(B) Two hours 38. (A) Write a letter to a friend
(C) Three hours (B) Go to the administration building
(D) Four hours (C) Stand in line

(D) Register by mail
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Directions: In this part of the test. you will hear several talks. After each talk. you will hear some
questions. The talks and questions will not be repeated.

After you hear a question. read the four possible answers in your test book and choose the best
answer. Then on your answer sheet. find the number of the question and fill in the space that
corresponds to the letter of the answer you have chosen.

Here is an example.

On the recording. you hear:

(narrator)
(man)

Listen to an instructor talk to his class aboll/ painting.
Artist Grant Wood was a guiding force in the school of painting known as American
regionalist, a style reflecting the distinctive characteristics uf art from rural areas of
the United States. Wood began drawinl; animals 0/1 the family fann at the age of three,
qnd when he was thirty-eight one of his paintings received a remarkable amount of
public notice and acclaim. This painting, called American Gothic. is a starkly simple
depiction of a serious couple staring directly out at the viewer.

Now lislen to a sample question.

(narrator) What style of painting is known as American regionalist?

In your test book. you read: (A) Art from America's inner cities
(B) Art from Ihe cen tral region of Ihe

Uniled Stales
(C) Art from various urban areas in the

United States
(D) Art from rural sections of America

Sample Answer

The best answer to the question. "What style of painting is known as American regionalist?" is (D).
"Art from rural sections of Amedca." Therefore, the correct choice is (D).

Now listen to another sample question.

(narrator) What is the name of Wood's most successful painting?

In your test book. you read: (A) American Regionalist
(B) The Family Fann in Iowa
(C) American Gothic
(D) A Serious Couple

Sample Answer

@@.@

The best answer to the question, "What is the name of Wood's most successful painting?" is (C),
American Gothic. Therefore. the correct choice is (C).

Remember, you are not allowed to take notes or write in your test book.

8
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39. (A) A professor

(B) A tour guide
(C) A furniture salesman
(D) An apartment manager

40. (A) One
(B) Two
(C) Three
(D) Four

41. (A) It is not large.
(B) It has a fireplace.
(C) It has some windows.
(D) It does not have a refrigerator.

42. (A) There is none.
(B) It has already been rented.
(C) The apartment owner will give them

some.
(D) The apartment has great furniture.

43. (A) The New York City subway system
(B) The development of the subway
(C) The history of the railroad system
(D) TheIRT

44. (A) The railroads
(B) Private businesses in New York City
(C) The mayor of New York City
(D) The subway in New York City

45. (A) It was more important than the
railroads.

(B) It took a long time to develop.
(C) It was developed by the government

of New York.
(D) It was quite easy to accomplish.

46. (A) In 1870
(B) In 1874
(C) In 1900
(D) In 1904

47. (A) Studying animals in the wild
(B) Animal songs on the radio
(C) Problems with radio signals
(D) Weather satellites

48. (A) By using radio transmitters
(B) By following their tmcks
(C) With weather balloor.s
(D) With satellites

49. (A) With radio collars
(B) With atmospheric pressure
(C) With radio receivers
(D) With satellites

50. (A) Geography
(B) Botany
(C) Zoology
(D) Communication

This is the end of Section 1.
Stop work on Section 1.

Turn off the recording.

8888888
Read the directions for Section 2 and begin work.

Do NOT read or work on any other section
of the test during the next 25 minutes.
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SECTION 2
STRUCTURE ANDWRITTEN EXPRESSION

Tune-25 minutes
. (including the reading of the directions)

Now set your clock for 25 minutes.

This section is designed to measure your ability to recognize language that is appropriate for
standard written English. There are two types of questions in this section, with special directions for
each type.

Structure
Directions: Questions I-IS are incomplete sentences. Beneath each sentence you will see four words
or phrases, marked (A), (B), (C), and (0). Choose the one word or phrase that best completes the
sentence. Then, on your answer sheet, find the number of tjle question and fill in the space that
corresponds to the letter of the answer you have chosen. Fill in the space so that the letter inside the
oval cannot be seen.

Look at the following examples.

Example I

The president __ the e1ecnon by a landslide.

(A) won
(B) hewon
(C) yesterday
(0) fortunately

Sample Answer

.@@@

The sentence should read. "The president won the election by a landslide." Therefore. you should
choose (A).

Example II

When __ the conference?

(A) the doctor attended
(B) did the doctor attend
(C) the doctor will attend
(0) the doctor's attendance

Sample Answer

@.@@

The sentence should read, "When did the doctor attend the conference?" Therefore, you should
choose (B).

Now begin work on the questions.
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I. The Arctic Circle __ through northern 7. Venus is almost the same size as the Earth.
North America, Europe, and Asia. -- mountain ranges are much higher.
(A) the pass (A) they
(B) passing (B) but they
(C) it passes (C) its
(D) passes (D) but its

2. Earth's gravity pulls everything toward 8. In concrete poetry, the primary
__ Earth. consideration is the way that __ in the

(A) it centers poem.

(B) the center of (A) words are arranged
(C) centered it (B) the arrangement of words
(D) the center (e) arranging the words

(D) words in an arrangement
3. The forces __ earthquakes are the same

ones that build mountains. 9. Scientists are now only beginning to
(A) unleash understand the factors __ cigarette

addietion.(B) unleashes
(C) that unleash (A) cause
(D) that unleashing (B) causing

(e) they cause
4. Since the eighteenth century, __ the (D) causes

major genre of literature in most literate
societies. 10, In the early decades of the twentieth

(A) becoming the novel century, agricultural __ largely
responsible for the unfolding of nutritional(B) has the novel become
knowledge of vitamin~ and minerals.(e) a becoming novel

(D) the novel has become (A) was
(B) chemists

5. Under a microscope, __ of a computer (e) with chemists
chip looks like a network of aluminum (D) chemists were
tracks,

(A) the circuitry II. Each summer the .aoanoke Historical
Association sponsors a play that shows(B) with the circuitry __ about the fate of the early colony,(C) after the circuitry

(D) it circulates (A) known
(B) what is known

6, Dinosaurs became extinct sixty-four (e) what knowing
million years __ first people ever (D) is known
appeared on Earth.

(A) prior to the
(B) the preceding time
(C) before the
(D) the
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12. Agriculture requires a steady supply of
water to keep the plants alive, so __ in
areas with a lot of rainfall.

(A) naturally started
(B) starting nature
(C) it naturally started
(0) its natural start

13. Even though _'__ about $2,000 to fully
train a hearing dog, these dogs are
generally given without charge to qualified
candidates.

(A) it costs
(B) the cost of it
(C) the cost
(0) costs

14. The reactor core of a nuclear reactor is
housed in a steel vessel __ by a thick
layer of concrete.

(A) is surrounded
(B) it surrounds
(C) surrounds
(0) surrounded

IS. The properties of every protein depend on
how __ are arranged in the molecular
chain.

(A) all the amino acids
(B) all of the amino acid
(C) all of the aminos acidify
(0) of all the amino acids
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Written Expression

Directions: In questions J 6-40, each sentence has four underlined words or phrases. The four
underlined parts of the sentence are marked (A), (B). (C), and (0). Identify the one underlined word
or phrase that must be changed in order for the sentence to be correct. Then on your answer sheet,
find the number of the question and fill in the space that corresponds-to the letter of the answer you
have chosen.

Look at the following examples.

Example I

The four string on a violin are tuned
A -B- C-O-

in fifths.

Sample Answer

The sentence should read, "The four strings on a violin are tuned in fifths." Therefore. you should
choose (B).

ExampleD

The research for the book Roots taking
--A--B- -C-

Alex Haley twelve years.
o

Sample Answer

<h)@.@

The sentence should read, "The research for the book Roots took Alex Haley twelve years." Therefore.
you should choose (C).

Now begin work on the questions.
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16. Polar winters are length, dark, and cold enough to kill most plants.-'::-B- -C- [)

17. Coal actually the remains of very ancient wood.
--A- --B- -c -D-

18. In 1893, Henry Ford built his first car engine in he home workshop in Detroit.
1\8 C D

19. Armies of laborers toiled for eight year to build the Erie Canal.
-A- -B- -c [)

20. Some of the stars in the closing stages of their lives becomes white dwarfs.
1\ B -c --D-

21. The nonnally force of gravity at the Earth's surface is called Ig.
--A- -B- ---c- 0

22. Edward McDowell is remember as the composer of such perennial favorites as "To a Wild
ABC IT

Rose."

23. Because its gravitationally bound to the MilkyWay, the Andromeda galaxy is currently
ABC

approaching Earth.
D

24. CATscanners are used not only for detecting conditions but also for observation the effects of
1\ B C

therapy.
--D-

25. The chain of rider stations along the way were crucial to the success of the Po.nyExpress.
-A- -a-C- -D-

26. The functional relationship between the brain's two hemispheres it has been a major focus of
--A- -B- C [)

research in neuropsychology.

27. The Great Salt Lake is the remnant of a vast inland seas.
A --B- C 1>

28. Adesire to eradicate irregular spellings in English can being traced back to the sixteenth
--A- --B- -C- --D-

century.
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29. Ninety-seven percent of the world's water is saltwater is found in the oceans of the Earth.
-A- -B- C -0-

30. The number of electrons in an atom match the number of charged particles, or protons.
--A- -B- --C- 0

31. The neocortex becomes progressive more developed in the more advanced mammals.
--A- B C 0

32. During their first attempts as a songwriter, George Gershwin diligently continued to study the
I\' --B- C

piano, harmony, theory, and orchestration.
-0-

33. Alexander Graham Bell was twenty-nine during his basic telephone patent was granted in 1876.
A -B-C -0-

34. Early television sets such as the RCAVictor model had small screens but containing a mass of
-A- Ir C

additional components.
o

35. A huge amount of immigrants passed through the Great Hall on Ellis Island between 1892
-A- ----a- -c- -0-

and 1954.

36. The cliff dwellings in Mesa Verde were built in the thirteenth century by Native Americans
A B

which farmed the green plateau.
-C- --0-

37. The poet Walt Whitman was an easy recognized figure with his long, white beard and wide-
A B'" ---c- J)

brimmed hat.

38. The sand dollars are a distinctive group of sea urchins that have adapt especially to life on
T B . c I>

sandy shores.
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39. Someone who personifies the "American Dream" are Andrew Carnegie. who immigrated to the
A 13

United States from Scotland without money and made millions in the steel industry.
-C- 0

40. The Nez Perce lived peacefully with the trappers and traders who traveled theirs lands until the
A 13 -C-

discovery of gold in 1860 brought miners and settlers into the region.
--0-

ThIs Is the end of Section 2.
If you finish before 25 minutes has ended,

check your work on Section 2 only.

8888888
At the end of 25 minutes, go on to Section 3.
Use exactly 55 minutes to work on Section 3.
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SECTION 3

READING COMPREHENSION
TIlDe-55 minutes

(including the reading of the directions)
Now set your clock for 55 minutes.

This section is designed to measure your ability to read and understand short passages similar in
topic and style to those that students are likely to encounter in North American universities and
colleges.

Directions: In this section you will read several passages. Each one is followed by a number of
questions about it. You are to choose the one best answer, (A), (B), (C), or (0), to each question. Then,
on your answer sheet, find the number of the question and fill in the space that corresponds to the
letter of the answer you have chosen.

Answer all questions about the information in a passage on the basis of what is stated or implied in
that passage.

Read the following passage:

John Quincy Adams, who served as the sixth president of the United States from 1825
to 1829, is today recognized for his masterful statesmanship and diplomacy. He dedicated his
life to public service, both in the presidency and in the various other political offices that he

Line held. Throughout his political career he demonstrated his unswerving belief in freedom of
(5) speech, the antislavery cause, and the right of Americans to be free from European and Asian

domination. .

Example I

To what did John Quincy Adams devote his life?

(A) Improving his personal life
(B) Serving the public
(C) Increasing his fortune
(0) Working on his private business

Sample Answer

According to the passage, John Quincy Adams .dedicated his life to public service: Therefore, you
should choose (B).

ExampleD

In line 4, the word .unswerving" is closest in meaning to

(AI moveable
(B) insignificant
(C) unchanging
(0) diplomatic

Sample Answer

CA>@.@

The passage states that John Quincy Adams demonstrated his unswerving belief .throughout his
career: This implies that the belief did not change. Therefore, you should choose (C).

Now begin work on the questions.
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Questions 1-9

Romantic music of the nineteenth century differed greatly from the classical music of the
eighteenth century. Classical music was primarily concerned with strict form and style. Romantic
composers. however. wanted to express their feelings and thoughts through music. Their music was

Line less structured than the music of the classicists; its goal was to fill the listener with emotion. with
(5) thoughts of beauty. wonder. and nature. and with poetry.

I. What is the topic of this passage?

(A) The characteristics of romantic music
(B) Various types of music
(C) Popular music in the eighteenth

century
(0) Acomparison of romantic and

classical music

2. The word "greatly" in line 1could best be
replaced by which of the following?

(A) Famously
(B) Tremendously
(C) Structurally
(0) Slightly

3. According to the passage. classical music

(A) expresses feelings and thoughts
(B) was popular in the nineteenth century
(C) has rigid forms
(0) is less structured than romantic

music

4. The word "form" in line 2 is closest in
meaning to

(A) structure
(B) meter
(C) meaning
(0) use

5. It can be inferred from the passage that
romantic music

(A) developed prior to the eighteenth
century

(B) did not have a strict form
(C) came before classical music
(0) was more concerned with form than

feeling

6. The word "goal" in line 4 is NOT close in
meaning to which of the following?

(A) Aim
(B) Objective
(C) Result
(0) Purpose

7. The word "emotion" in line 4 is closest in
meaning to

(A) feeling
(B) logic
(C) sound
(0) movement

8. According to the passage, romantic music
filled the listener with all of the following
EXCEPT

(A) thoughts of poetry
(B) thoughts of wonder
(C) thoughts of loveliness
(0) thoughts of strictness

9. Where in the passage does the author
mention when the different types of music
were popular?

(A) Lines 1-2
(B) Line 3
(C) Line 4
(0) Line 5
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Questions 10-19

In the American colonies, Benjamin Franklin worked as a printer; from his work, he clearly
understood how difficult and costly it was to make books. However, he and his friends really enjoyed
reading and wanted to get hold of as many books as they could.

Line One of Franklin's good ideas, and he had many good ideas, was to set up a club where people
(5) could share their books. The fifty members who joined the club when it was started in 1732 donated

books and also pooled their money to buy additional books. Anyone who wanted to could stop in and
read the books; club members were also allowed to take the books home with them, provided they
returned them on time. This "club" became America's first circulating library.

10. The passage mainly discusses

(A) the American colonies
(B) Benjamin Franklin's work as a printer
(C) Franklin's many good ideas
(D) America's first circulating library

II. A "printer" in line I is a person who

(A) works in a library
(B) runs a book club
(C) reads a lot of books
(D) produces books and pamphlets

12. The passage indicates that Franklin had

(A) no good ideas
(B) one good idea:
(C) few good ideas
(D) numerous good ideas

13. According to the passage, how many
people were in the original club?

(A) 5
(B) 15
(C) 50
(D) 500

14. The word "pooled" in line 6 could best be
replaced by

(A). watered
(B) swam
(C) earned
(D) shared
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15. Which of the following is NOT mentioned
in the passage as something that club
members did?

(A) They gave books to the club.
(B) They started new clubs.
(C) They took books home.
(D) They helped buy additional books.

16. It can be inferred from the passage that
nonmembers of Franklin's club could NOT

(A) enter the club
(B) look at the club's books
(C) read
(D) take books out of the club

17. The word "provided" in line 7 could best be
replaced by which of the following?

(A) If
(B) Before
(C) Where
(D) Although

18. I. line 8, the books in a "circulating"
library are probably

(A) spun in circles
(B) moved up and down on the library

shelves
(C) checked in and out of the library
(D) turned upside-down

19. Where in the passage does the author
explain why Franklin started the book
club?

(A) Lines 1-2
(B) Lines 4-5
(C) Lines 6-7
(D) Line 8



Questions 20-29

The Hopi are part of the Pueblo Indian culture. Today they live mostly in northeastern Arizona.
at the edge of the Painted Desert. Something that sets the Hopi off from other cultures is that it is in
some senses a maternal rather than a paternal culture.

Line The Hopi are divided into clans, or families, along maternal lines, and. as a result, a child
(5) becomes a member of the mother's clan rather than the father's. In addition, ownership of property.

such as land and houses, passes from mother to daughter instead of from father to son, as it does in
other Native American culture3. However. women do not have all the power in this culture. Societal
authority still rests in the hands of men, but that authority does pass to men from their mothers.

20. The main idea of the passage is that

(A) the Hopi are one type of Pueblo
Indian

(B) the Hopi have a maternal culture
(C) most Indian cultures are paternal

cultures
(D) today the Hopi live in northeastern

Arizona

21. The passage states that the Hopi

(A) are enemies of the Pueblo Indians
(B) all live in northeastern Arizona
(C) live inside the Painted Desert
(D) may be found on the borders of the

Painted Desert

22. In line 3. something that is "maternal" is
related to

(A) the culture
(B) the mother
(C) the Hopi
(D) the clan

23. It is implied in the passage that most
Native American cultures

(A) live in the Painted Desert
(B) are part of the Hopi tribe
(C) are paternal cultures
(D) do not have strong families

24. A "clan" in line 5 is a

(A) mother
(B) father
(C) family
(D) child

25. Which of the following is tnle about Hopi
property ownership. according to the
passage?

(A) Hopi do not own property.
(B) Hopi property passes from rather to

son.
(C) Property ownership in the Hopi

culture is similar to property
ownership in most othercuItures.

(D) AHopi daughter will probably inherit
property from her mother.

26. The expression "such as" in line 6 is closest
in meaning to

(A) then
(B) for example
(C) as a result
(D) also
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27. Which of the following is NOT true about
power in Hopi society?

(A) Women do not have all the power in
Hopi society.

(B) Men have power in Hopi society.
(e) Aman will probably inherit power

from his mother.
(D) Aman inherits power from his father.

28. The word "rests" in line 8 could best be
replaced by

(A) sleeps
(B) remains
(C) naps
(D) tires
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29. Where in the passage does the author
describe where the Hopi live today?

(A) Lines 1-2
(B) Lines 4-5
(e) Lines 5-7
(D) Lines 7-8



Questions 30-39

Some kinds of animals that are still around today were in existence millions of years ago during
the time of the dinosaur.

One of these sUlvivors is the crocodile, which has been around for about 100million years.
Line Today's crocodiles can grow to a length of 20 feet and weigh about a ton. Their prehistoric ancestors
(5) were abouttwo-and-a-half times the size of today's animals.

Another survivor from the past is the Galapagos tortoise, whose history goes back around 200
million years. The tortoise of today has not evolved much over the last 200 million years; it looks
about the same now as it did way back then.

The oldest survivor from prehistoric times is, can you believe it, the cockroach. Cockroaches
(10) have been able to stick around for more than 250 million years. The main reason for their incredible

endurance is their ability to live in all kinds of conditions and survive on all kinds of food.

30. This passage is mainly about

(A) the dinosaur
(B) how the crocodile has survived
(C) animals that live to be very old
(D) types of animals that have existed for

a long time

31. The word "lime" in line 2 could best be
replaced by

(A) hour
(B) era
(C) clock
(D) moment

32. According to the passage, the crocodile

(A) survived an attack by dinosaurs
(B) first appeared 100,000 years ago
(C) has increased in size over time
(D) has existed for millions of years

33 It can be inferred from the passage that
prehistoric crocodiles could reach a
maximum length of

(A) ten feet
(B) twenty feet
(C) fifty feet
(D) one hundred feet

34. The word "ancestors" in line 4 is closest in
meaning to which of the following?

(A) Predecessors
(B) Descendants
(C) Monsters
(D) Enemies

35. The passage indicates that the Galapagos
tortoise

(A) has changed considerably
(B) has been around for 250 million years
(C) is about the same as it was in the era

of the dinosaur
(D) is much larger than prehistoric

tortoises

36. Which of the following is NOT mentioned
about the cockroach?

(A) It has evolved considerably over the
years.

(B) It has been around for a quarter of a
billion years.

(C) It lived at the time of the dinosaur.
(D) It eats many kinds of food.
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37. The expression "stick around" in line 10 is
closest in meaning to

(A) endure
(B) attack
(C) travel around
(D) look around

38. Which of the animals mentioned in the
passage has been around for the longest
time?

(A) The dinosaur
(B) The crocodile
(C) The Galapagos tortoise
(D) The cockroach
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39. Where in the passage does the author
explain why the cockroach has been able to
endure?

(A) Lines 1-2
(B) Lines 7-8
(C) Line 9
(D) Lines 10-11



Questions 40-50

The three phases of the human memory are the sensory memory, the short-term memory, and
the long-term memory. This division of the memory into phases is based on the length of time of the
memory.

Line Sensory memory is instantaneous memory. It is an image or memory that enters your mind only
(5) for a short period of time; it comes and goes in under a second. The memory will not last longer than

that unless the information enters the short-term memory.
Information can be held in the short-term memory for about twenty seconds or as long as you

are actively using it. If you repeat a fact to yourself. that fact will stay in your short-term memory as
long as you keep repeating it. Once you stop repeating it, either it is forgotten or it moves into long-

(10) term memory.
Long-term memory is the huge memory tank that can hold ideas and images for years and

years. Information can be added to your long-term memory when you actively try to put it there
through memorization or when an idea or image enters your mind on its own.

40. The best title for this passage would be

(A) The Difference Between Sensory and
Short-Term Memory

(B) How Long It Takes to Memorize
(C) The Stages of Human Memory
(D) Human Phases

41. The three phases of memory discussed in
this passage are differentiated according to

(A) the location in the brain
(B) the period of time it takes to

remember something
(C) how the senses are involved in the

memory
(D) how long the memory lasts

42. The expression "is based on" in line 2
could best be replaced by

(A) is on top of
(B) is at the foot of
(C) depends on
(D) is below

43. According to the passage, which type of
memory is the shortest?

(A) Sensory memory
(B) Active memory
(C) Short-term memory
(D) Long-term memory

44. According to the passage, when will
information stay in your short-term
memory?

(A) For as long as twenty minutes
(B) As long as it is being used
(C) After you have repeated it many times
(D) When it has moved into long-term

memory

45. The word "keep" in line 9 could best be
replaced by

(A) hold
(B) continue
(C) retain
(D) save

46. The word "Once" in line 9 could best be
replaced by which of the following?

(A) Just after
(B) Although
(C) Just before
(D) Because
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47. All of the following are true about long-
tenn memory EXCEPT that

(A) it has a very large capacity
(B) it can hold infonnation Cora long

time
(C) it is possible to put information into it

through memorization
(D) memorization is the only way that

infonnation can get there

48. The expression "on its own" in line 13
could best be replaced by

(A) by itself
(B) in its own time
(C) with its possessions
(D) in only one way

49. It can be inferred from the passage that, if
a person remembers a piece of infOlmation
for two days, this infonnation is probably
in

(A) three phases of memory
(B) the sensory memory
(C) the short-term memory
(D) the long-tenn memory

50. Where in the passage does the author
explain what happens when someone stops
repeating infonnation?

(A) Lines 5-6
(B) Lines 7-8
(C) Lines 9-10
(D) Lines 12-13

This Is the end of Section 3.

8888888
If you finish In less than 55 minutes,
check your work on Section 3 only.

Do NOT read or work on any other section of the test.
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TEST OF WRITTEN ENGLISH:
TWE ESSAYTOPIC
Tune-30 minutes

Do you agree or disagree with the following statement?

It is always important to put family before career.

Use specific reasons and details to support your answer.
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COMPLETE TEST I (Paper) ANALYSIS

Circle the number of each of the questions that you answered incorrectly or Wl'Te U1lSure of
This will indicate to you if you have learned the skills that are presented in this text and
which skills still require further review.

liSTENING PART A

I. SKILL I 7. SKILL 3 13. SKILL 3 19. SKILL 2 25. SKILL 5
2. SKILL 5 8. SKILL 4 14. SKILL 2 20. SKILL 3 26. SKILL 3
3. SKILL I 9. SKILL I 15. SKILL! 21. SKILL I 27. SKILL I
4. SKILL 2 10. SKILL 2 16. SKILL 6 22. SKILL 6 28. SKILL 2
5. SKILL 6 II. SKILL 5 17. SKILL 5 23. SKILL 2 29. SKILL 4
6. SKILL I 12. SKILL I 18. SKILL I 24. SKILL I 30. SKILL 1

STRUcrURE AND WRfITEN EXPRESSION

I. SKILL 1 9. SKILL 3 17. SKILL I 25. SKILL II 33. SIULL 2
2. SKILL 2 10. SKILL I' 18. SKILL 22 26. SKILL I 34. SKILL 14
3. SKILL 10 II. SKILL 8 19. SKILL 19 27. SKILL 19 35. SKILL 20
4. SKILL I 12. SKILL 5 20, SKILL 12 28. SKILL 18 36. SKILL 10
5. SKILL I 13, SKILL 6 21. SKILL 24 29. SKILL 4 37. SKILL 24
6. SKILL 6 14. SKILL 4 22. SKILL 17 30. SKILL 11 38. SKILL !6
7. SKILL 5 15. SKILL 7 23. SKILL 22 31. SKILL 25 39. SKILL 13
8. SKILL 9 16. SKILL 14 24. SKILL 15 32, SKILL 23 40. SKILL 22

READING COMPREHENSION

I. SKILL I II. SKILL 5 21. SKILL 2 31. SKILL 5 41. SKILL I
2. SKILL 5 12. SKILL 2 22. SKILL 5 32. SKILL 2 42. SKILL 5
3. SKILL 2 13. SKILL 2 23. SKILL 4 33. SKILL 4 43. SKILL 2
4. SKILL 5 14. SKILL 5 24, SKILL 5 34. SKILL 5 44. SKILL 2
5. SKILL 4 15. SKILL 3 25. SKILL 2 35. SKILL 2 45. SKILL 5
6, SKILL 5 16, SKILL 4 26. SKILL 5 36. SKILL 3 46. SKILL 5
7. SKILL 5 17. SKILL 5 27, SKILL 3 37. SKILL 5 47. SKILL 3
8. SKILL 3 18. SKILL 5 28. SKILL 5 38. SKILL 2 48. SKILL 5
9. SKILL 6 19. SKILL 6 29. SKILL 6 39. SKILL 6 49, SKILL 4
10. SKILL I 20. SKILL I 30. SKILL I 40. SKILL I 50. SKILL 6
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COMPLETE TEST 3 (Paper) III

TOEFL LEVEL
SECTION 1

LISTENING COMPREHENSION
TIme-approximately 35 minutes

(including the reading of the directions for each part)

In this section of the test, you will have an opportunity to demonstrate your ability to understand
conversations and talks in English. There are three parts to this section. Answer all the questions on
the basis of what is stated or implied by the speakers you hear. [)o no~ take notes or write in your test
book at any time. Do not tum the pages until you are told to do so.

Part A

Directions: In Part A you will hear short conversations between two people. After each conversation,
you will hear a question about the conversation. The conversations and questions will not be
repeated. Alter you hear a question, read the four possible answers in your test book and choose the
best answer. Then, on your answer sheet, find the number of the question and fill in the space that
corresponds to the letter of the answer you have chosen.

Listen to an example.

On the recording, you hear:

(man)
(woman)
(narrator)

That exam was just awful.
Oh, it could've been worse.
What does the woman mean?

Sample Answer

@
@
@•

In your test hook. you read: (A) The exam was really awful.
(B) It was the worst exam she had ever seen.
(C) It couldn't have been more difficult.
(D) It wasn't that hard.

You learn from the conversation that the man thought the exam was very difficult and that the
woman disagreed with the man. The best answer to the question, "What does the woman mean?" is
(D), "It wasn't that hard." Therefore, the correct choice is (D).

8
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I. (A) She doesn't want to do it.

(B) It is simple to do.
(C) She doesn't know what it is.
(D) It is fun to watch.

2. (A) It was boring.
(B) It was exactly right.
(C) It was too literal.
(D) It was quite interesting.

3. (A) Not fighting anymore
(B) Flying in the fall instead
(C) Training the pets
(D) Going by railroad

4. (A) They had some soup.
(B) They gave her a present.
(C) They have been fed.
(D) They prepared supper.

5. (A) She was mainly at home.
(B) She stayed at school during vacation.
(C) She went camping during the

holidays.
(D) She was captain of the team for the

remaining days.

6. (A) A doctor
(B) A secretary
(C) A waiter
(D) A police officer

7. (A) The stereo is chipped.
(B) He's going to try the system.
(C) The stereo's too expensive.
(D) He decided to buy the system.

8. (A) Sing a little louder
(B) Stan the song one more time
(C) Begin studying music
(D) Try to learn to play the game

9. (A) Mail the papers quickly
(B) Send the information to the

newspaper office
(C) Wrap a box in tissue paper
(D) Read the papers soon
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10. (A) He doesn't like to talk about work.
(B) He works very hard at school.
(C) He goes to the same school as the

woman.
(D) He agrees with the woman.

1I. (A) In a depanment store
(B) In a barber shop
(C) In a flower shop
(D) In a restaurant

12. (A) 5he's not running.
(B) Her hat is not ruined.
(C) The weather is dry.
(D) It's going to rain.

13. (A) No more money can be spent.
(B) The money has to last.
(C) An estimation is satisfactory.
(D) The numbers must be exact.

14. (A) Robin is looking for a new car.
(B) She thinks that Robin's car is pretty

great,too.
(C) Robin is cenain about the changes.
(D) The tire pressure in Robin's car is not

right.

15. (A) The desk is disorganized.
(B) He needs to measure the desk.
(C) Wanda's dress is a mess.
(D) Wanda's always at her desk.

16. (A) A detective
(B) A store clerk
(C) A librarian
(D) A writer

17. (A) Buying a new computer
(B) Attending a course
(C) Watching a television program
(D) Computing the correct answer
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18. (A) He is trying to become a ticket agent.

(B) Allrhe tickets have been sold.
(C) The ticket agent bought the tickets.
(D) He was able to sell his concert tickets.

19. (A) He dropped ou?of schQql.
(B) He wanted to know when school

ended.
(C) He questioned her reasons.
(D) He dropped her off at school.

20. (A) The post office was close by.
(B) She was scared of what was in the

package.
(C) The post office was closed when she

got there.
(D) She was able to send the package.

21. (A) He was late for the boat.
(B) He could have taken the boat to the

bank.
(C) He lost a good opportunity.
(D) He missed seeing his friend at the

bank.

22. (A) Her best guess is that the lecture's
about to start.

(8) She's not really sure.
(C) The man's lecture is as good as hers.
(D) She guesses the lecture will be good.

23. (A) He's heard of a new program for next
semester.

(B) It's been done before.
(C) Only fools take five courses.
(D) He can handle four courses.

24. (A) They should visit their new neighbors.
(B) The new family called to her.
(C) They should move to the apartment

across the hall.
(D) It would be a good idea to phone the

new family.

25. (A) The police officer didn't really stop
him.

(B) He is quite unhappy about what
happened.

(C) He's not unhappy even though he got
a ticket.

(D) He didn't get a ticket.

26. (A) He should have his head examined.
(8) He should run in the race, too.
(e) He needs to hit the nails harder.
(D) He's exactly right.

27. (A) The scholarship was not a surprise.
(B) He was amazed that he won.
(C) The music was surprisingly beautiful.
(D) The Music Department won a prize.

28. (A) He has a Jate tonight.
(B) He needs to brush off his clothes.
(C) He knows the date of the history

exam.
(D) He needs to review a bit.

29. (A) He would not attend the wedding.
(8) He had already made the decision to

go.
(C) He was deciding what to wear.
(D) He would wear a different suit to the

wedding.

30. (A) It wasn't really his first time skiing.
(8) He didn't try the steepest slope.
(C) He tried to do too much.
(D) He didn't need to learn how to ski.
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Directions: In this pan of the test, you will hear longer conversations, After each conversation, you
will hear several questions. The conversations and questions will not be repeated.

After you hear a question. read the four possible answers in your test book and choose the best
answer. Then on your answer sheet, find the number of the question and fill in the space that
corresponds to the letter of the answer you have chosen.

Remember, you are not allowed to take notes or write in your test book.

31. (A) At a museum 35. (A) He's attending the same physics
(B) In the park lecture as she is.(C) At a shopping center (B) He knows about the physics course.
(P) In an anist's studio (C) He works in the physics laboratory.

(D) They are working on a lab repon
32. (A) Every afternoon together.

(B) Each week
(C) Twice a month 36. (A) One
(D) Once a year (B) Two

IC) Three
33. (A) Paintings (D) Four

(B) Jewelry
(C) Animals 37. (A) One
(D) Pottery (B) Two

(C) Three
34. (A) Buy something (D) Four

(B) Lose her wallet
(C) Head for home 38. (A) It is fun.
(D) Stay away from the fair (B) It is interesting.

(C) It requires little time.
(D) It is difficult to understand.
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Directions: In this part of the test. you will hear several talks. After each talk, you will hear some
questions. The talks and questions will not be repeated.

After you hear a question. read the four possible answecs in your test book and choose the best
answer. Then on your answer sheet, find the number of the question and fill in the space that
corresponds to the letter of the answer you have chosen.

Here is an example.

On the recording, you hear:

(narrator)
(man)

Listell to all illstnlclOr talk to his class abolll paintillg.
Artist Grallt Wood was a guidillg force ill the school of paintillg kllowll as Americall
regiollalist. a style reflectillg the distillctive characteristics of art from rural areas of
the Ullited States. Wood began drawing animals 011 the family farm at the age of three,
and whell he was thirty-eighi one of his paintillgs received a remarkable amount of
public notice and acclaim. This paintitlg. called American Gothic, is a starkly simple
depiction of a serious couple starillg directly Olll at the viewer.

Now listen to a sample question.

(narrator) What style of painting is known as American regiollalist?

In your test book, you read: (A) Art from America's inner cities
(8) Art from the central region of the

United States
(C) Art from various urban areas in the

United States
(D) Art from rural sections of America

Sample Answer

@
@
@•

The best answer to the question, "What style of painting is known as American regionalist?" is (D),
"Art from rural sections of America." Therefore. the COlTectchoice is (D).

Now listen to another sample question.

(narrator) What is the name of Wood's most successful painting?

In your test book, you read: (A) American Regionalist
(8) The Family Farm in Iowa
(C) American Gothic
(D) A Serious Couple

Sample Answer

@
@•@

The best answer to the question, "What is the name of Wood's most successful painting?" is (C),
American Gothic. Therefore. the correct choice is (C).

Remember. you arc not allowed to take notes or write in your test book.

8
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39. (A) Just before the start of the semester

(B) Just before class
(C) At the end of a class
(D) After the end of the semester

40. (A) Two days
(B) Twoweeks
(C) 1Womonths
(D) Two semesters

41. (A) By seven o'clock
(B) By five o'clock
(C) By ten o'clock
(D) By twelve o'clock

42. (A) Ten
(B) Eleven
(C) Twelve
(D) Thirteen

43. (A) They fight fires.
(B) They start fires.
(C) They smoke.
(D) They build roads.

44. (A) Bywalking
(B) By firetruck
(C) By road
(D) By parachute

45. (A) When the fire is small
(B) When there are no roads leading to

the fire
(C) When there is a lot of smoke
(D) When there is a lot of time to fight the

fire

46. (A) Rest
(B) Return to their airplanes
(C) Walk to a road
(D) Go for a parachute jump

47. (A) Geology
(B) Biology
(C) Art History
(D) Food and Nutrition

48. (A) By drilling into volcanoes
(B) By counting the layers of ice
(C) By studying volcanoes
(D) By dusting the glacier

49. (A) Layers of rust
(B) Active volcanoes
(C) Volcanic dust
(D) Old drills

50. (A) Visit a glacier
(B) Prepare for a test
(C) Learn about volcanoes
(D) Read the next chapter

This is the end of Section 1.
Stop work on Section 1.

Turn off the recording.

8888888
Read the directions for Section 2 and begin work.

Do NOT read or work on any other section
of the test during the next 25 minutes.
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SECTION 2
STRUCTURE AND WRITTEN EXPRESSION

lime-25 minutes
(including the reading of the directions)
Now set your clock for 25 minutes.

This section is designed to measure your ability to recognize language that is appropriate for
standard written English. There are two types of questions in this section. with special directions for
each type.

Structure
Directions: Questions 1-15 are incomplete sentences. Beneath each sentence you will see four words
or phrases. marked (A), (B). (C). and (D). Choose the one word or phrase that best completes the
sentence. Then, on your answer sheet, find the number of the question and fill in the space that
corresponds to the letter of the answer you have chosen. Fill in the space so that the letter inside the
oval cannot be seen.

Look at the following examples.

Example I

The president __ the election by a landslide.

(A) won
(B) he won
(C) yesterday
(D) fortunately

Sample Answer

•@
@
@

The sentence should read. "The president won the election by a landslide." Therefore. you should
choose (A).

Example II

When __ the conference?

(A) the doctor attended
(B) did the doctor attend
(C) the doctor will attend
(D) the doctor's attendance

Sample Answer

@•@
@

The sentence should read. "When did the doctor attend the conference?" Therefore. you should
choose (B).

Now begin work on the questions.
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1. __ on the first Saturday in May at 6. Most asteroids are located in __ called
Churchill Downs. the asteroid belt.
(A) For the running of the Kentucky (A) what is

Derby (B) what is in
(B) The Kentucky Derby is run (C) is what
(C) To run the Kentucky Derby (D) is it
(D) When the Kentucky Derby is run

7. About three-fourths of the books published
2. According to __ quantum mechanics. it in the United States are put out by

is nOI'mally impossible to pinpoint the publishers __ in New York City.
orbit of an electron bond in an atom.

(A) locates
(A) the related laws (B) located
(B) the laws are related (C) they locate
(C) the laws of (D) they are located
(D) the laws are related to

8. The physical phenomenon __ use to
3. Chicago is home to more than four million obtain water from the soil is osmosis.

people __ as many as fifty-four
(A) plants have rootslanguages and dialects.
(B) that plant roots

(A) speak (C) what plant roots
(B) they speak (D) plants arc rooted
(C) spoke
(D) speaking 9. More books have been written about the

Civil War __ any other war in history.
4. When Mexico ceded California to the

(A) that there isUnited States in 1848, signers of the treaty
did not know __ had been discovered (B) about
there. (C) of

(D) than about
(A) golden
(B) that with gold 10. A sheet of clear glass. __ with a film of
(C) that gold metal, results in a luminously clear mirror.
(D) with gold

(A) when backed
S. Rubber came to the attention of (B) it is backed

Europeans __ found Native Americans (C) is backed
using it. (D) when is it backed

(A) explorers 11. The Liberty Bell. __ its own pavilion on
(B) after explorers Independence Mall, hung for nearly a
(C) when explored century at Independence Hall.
(D) after explorers they

(A) that now has
(B) now has
(C) when does it have
(D) which now has
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12. Not until about 8,000 years ago __

come into use.

(A) bronze tools for weapons
(B) bronze tools for weapons have
(C) bronze tools for weapons were to
(D) did bronze tools for weapons

13. The state of Michigan can rightfully claim
to be a "Water Wonderland" on its license
plates __ has a 3.l21-mile shoreline.

(A) because
(B) that
(C) in that it
(D) that it

14. __ glacial sediment. the moister the
surface soil becomes.

(A) It is thicker
(B) In the thick
(C) The thicker the
(D) The thick

15. __ cut away. the wheel could be
strengthened with struts or crossbars.

(A) Were large sections of a wheel
(B) Large sections of a wheel
(C) Large sections of a wheel were
(D) Large sections of a wht'el to
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2
Written Expression

Directions: In questions 16-40, each sentence has four underlined words or phrases. The four
underlined parts of the sentence are marked (A), (B), (C), and (D). Identify the one underlined word
or phrase that must be changed in order for the sentence to be correct. Then on your answer sheet,
find the !lumber of the question and fill in tlie space thot corresponds to the letter of the answer YOIl

have chosen.

Look at the following examples.

Example I

The four string on a violin al.e tuned
A -B- C-D-

in fifths.

Sample Answer

(f;)•@
@

The sentence should read, "The four strings on a vioiin are tuned in fifths." Therefore, you should
choose (B).

Example II

The research for the book Roots taking
--A--B- -C-

Alex Haley twelve years.
D

Sample Answer

(f;)
@•@

The sentence should read, "The research for the book Roots took Alex Haley twelve years." Therefore,
you should choose (e).

Now begin work on the questions.
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16. Various chemica! clement have more than one isotope.

A B C-O-

17. Top management must took a hard look at ~ current product lines to see if resources can be
. ABC --0-

reallocated.

18. Today. the glaciers of the world occupies about 10 percent of the Earth's surface.
A --0- -C- --0-

19. Polystyrene comes in both a hard form or a lightweight foam.
-A- ---a c [)

20. Although the bow and arrow were first invented in the Mesolithic period, it continued to
A B

be used for hunting in the early Neolithic period.
-C- -0-

21. An understanding of latent heat became importantly in the improvement of the steam engine.
A --B- C 0

22. Only a few mineral can resist weathering by rainwater, which is a weak acid.
----P:- --B- --C --0-

23. The Stanley brothers built their first small steam car in 1897, and 200 were sell by the end of
----P:----a -C 0

the first year.

24. All of the Great Lakes is in the United States and Canada except Lake Michigan, which isA -B- -C-

entirely in the United States.
--0-

25. Kangaroos sometimes rest or groom themselves while they are sitting on them hind legs.
A B' C 0

26. Despite the turmoil of the Civil War, the relative new game of "base-ball" attracted great
-A- -B- -----c-
numbers of spectators.
--D-

27. Anyone who takes the Rorschach test for personality traits are asked to interpret a series of
-:\13 C D

inkblots.
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28. Alexander Hamilton's financial program included a central bank to serve the Treasury, provide a

A B

depository for public money. and regulation of the currency.
C D

29. In 1890, the city of Pasadena has started sponsorship of the Tournament of Roses Parade ~
T-B- C

New Year's morning.
--D-

30. The Louisiana state legal system is based with the legal system established by Napoleon.
/\" """"B c- D

31. The White House was designed by James Hobar, an Irishman whom the proposal in the design
--A- 13 C

competition won $500.
D

32. Fuel cells, alike batteries, generate electricity by chemical reaction.
/\" --B- C D

33. The Virginia Company, which founded colony at Jamestown, sent over glassmakers from
-A- --B-

Poland wilh the intention of developing the glassmaking industry in the New World.
C --D-

34. Of the more than 1,300 volcanoes in the world, only about 600 can classify as active.
A """"B -C- I)

35. Ben Franklin, needing one set of lenses for distant vision and other for near vision, devised
-A- B -C- --D--

bifocals in 1784.

36. Key West traces iis modem settlement to an American business who purchased the island
A B --C- D

in 1882.

37. The Indianapolis 500 race is run each Memorial Day weekend on the two-and-a.half.miles
-A-Il -C-

Motor Speedway track outside of Indianapolis.
-D-

38. The streets of Salt Lake Cily were laid out wide enough for an ox cart to do a tum
ABC

without brushing the curb.
D
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39. Most of the vertebrae have two flanges, or wings, one on each side, calling transverse processes.

-A- ---a- C -0-

40. Overlooking the Hudson River in New York. The Cloisters includes parts several medieval
A --B---C

monasteries and chapels brought from Europe.
--0-

This is the end of Section 2.
If you finish before 25 minutes has ended,

check your work on Section 2 only.

8888888
At the end of 25 minutes, go on to Section 3.
Use exactly 55 minutes to work on Section 3.
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SECTION 3

READING COMPREHENSION
TIme-55 minutes

(including the reading of the directions)
Now set your clock for 55 minutes.

This section is designed to measure your ability to read and understand short passages similar in
topic and style to those that students are likely to encounter in North American universities and
colleges.

Directions: In this section you will read several passages. Each one is followed by a number of
questions about it. You are to choose the one best answer, (A), (B). (C), or (0), to each question. Then,
on your answer sheet, find the number of the question and fill in the space that corresponds to the
letter of the answer you have chosen.

Answer all questions about the information in a passage on the basis of what is stated or implied in
that passage.

Read the following passage:

John Quincy Adams, who served as the sixth president of the United States from 1825
to 1829, is today recognized for his masterful statesmanship and diplomacy. He dedicated his
life to public service, both in the presidency and in the various other political offices that he

Line held. Throughout his political career he demonstrated his unswerving belief in freedom of
(5) speech, the antislavery cause, and the right of Americans to be free from European and Asian

domination.

Example I

To what did John Quincy Adams devote his life?

(A) Improving his personal life
(B) Serving the public
(C) Increasing his fortune
(0) Working on his private business

Sample Answer

@•@
@

According to the passage, John Quincy Adams "dedicated his life to public service." Therefore, you
should choose (B).

Example II

In line 4, the word "unswerving" is closest ill meaning to

(A) moveable
(B) insignificant
(C) unchanging
(0) diplomatic

Sample Answer

@
CID•@

The passage states that John Quincy Adams demonstrated his unswerving belief "throughout his
career." This implies that the belief did not change. Therefore, you should choose (C).

Now begin work on the questions.
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Questions 1-10

The Hollywood sign in the hills that line the northern border of Los Angeles is a famous
landmark recognized the world over. The white-painted. 50-foot-high. sheet metalletlers can be seen
from great distances across the Los Angeles basin.

Line The sign was not constructed. as one might suppose. by the movie business as a means of
(5) celebrating the importance of Hollywood to this industry; instead. it was first constructed in 1923 as a

means of advertising homes for sale in a 500-acre housing subdivision in a part of Los Angeles called
"Hollywoodland." The sign that was constructed at the time. of course. said "Hollywoodland." Over
the years. people began referring to the area by the shortened version "Hollywood," and after the sign
and its site were donated to the city in 1945. the last four letters were removed.

(10) The sign suffered from years of disrepair. and in 1973 it needed to be completely replaced, at a
cost of $27.700 per letter. Various celebrities were instrumental in helping to raise needed funds. Rock
star Alice Cooper. for example. bought an 0 in memory of Groucho Marx. and Hugh Hefner of
Playboy fame held a benefit party to raise the money for the Y.The construction of the new sign was
finally completed in 1978.

I. What is the topic of this passage? 5. According to the passage, the Hollywood

(A) A famous sign
sign was first built in

(B) A famous city (A) 1923
(C) World landmarks (B) 1949
(0) Hollywood versus Hollywoodland (C) 1973

(0) 1978
2. The expression "the world over" in line 2

could best be replaced by 6. Which of the following is NOT mentioned

(A) in the northern parts of the world
about Hollywoodland?

(B) on top of the world (A) It used to be the name of an area of
(C) in the entire world Los Angeles.
(0) in the skies (B) It was formerly the name on the sign

in the hills.
3. It can be inferred from the passage that (C) There were houses for sale there.

most people think that the Hollywood sign (0) It was the most expensive area of Los
was first constructed by Angeles.

(A) an advertising company 7. The passage indicates that the sign
(B) the movie industry suffered because
(C) a construction company
(0) the city of Los Angeles (A) people damaged it

(B) it was not fixed
4. The pronoun "it" in line 5 refers to (C) the weather was bad

(A) the sign
(0) it was poorly constructed

(B) the movie business
(C) the importance of Hollywood
(0) this industry
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8. It can be inferred from the passage that the
Hollywood sign was how old when it was
necessary to replace it completely?

(A) Ten years old
(B) Twenty-six years old
(C) Fifty years old
(D) Fifty-five years old

9. The word "replaced" in line 10 is closest in
meaning to which of the following?

(A) Moved to a new location
(B) Destroyed
(C) Found again
(D) Exchanged for a newer one
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10. According to the passage, how did
celehrities help with the new sign?

(A) They played instruments.
(B) They raised the sign.
(C) They helped get the money.
(D) They took part in work parties to

build the sign.



Questions 11-20

For hundreds of years in the early history of America, pirates s~i1ed through coastal waters,
pillaging and plundering all in their path. They stole from other ships and stole from coastal towns;
not content only to steal, they destroyed everything they could not can)' away. Some of the pirate

Line ships amassed large treasures, the fates of which are unknowlI, leaving people of today to wonder at
(5) their whereabouts and to dream of one day coming across some lost treasure.

One notoriously large treasure was on the pirat" ship Wizidah, which sank in the waters off Cape
Cod during a strong storm in 1717. A hundred of the crew memb"rs went down with the ship, along
with its treasure of coins, gold, silver, and jewds. The treasure on board had an eslimat"d value, on
today's market, of more than 100 million dollars.

(10) The remains of the Whidah were discovered in 1984 by Barry Clifford, who had spent years of
painstaking research and tireless searching, only finally to locate the ship about 500 yards from
shore. Aconsiderable amount of treasure from the centuries-old ship has been recovered from its
watery grave, but there is clearly still a lot mol''' out there. Just as a reminder of what the waters off
the coast have been protecting for hundreds of years, occasional pieces of gold, or silver, or jewels still

(15) wash up on the beaches, and lucky beach-goers find pieces of the treasure.

11. The passage mainly discusses

(A) early pirates
(E) a large pirate treasure
(C) what really happened to the Whidah's

pirates
(D) why people go to the beach

12. It is NOT mentioned in the passage that
pirates did which of the following?

(A) They killed lots of people.
(E) They robbed other ships.
(C) They took things from towns.
(D) They gathered big treasures.

13. The word "amassed" in line 4 is closest in
meaning to

(A) sold
(E) hid
(C) transported
(D) gathered

14. It is implied in the passage that the
Whidalz's crew

(A) died
(B) went diving
(C) searched for the treasure
(D) escaped with parts of the treasure

15. Which of the following is NOT mentioned
as part of the treasure of the Whidah?

(A) Art objects
(B) Coins
(C) Gold and silver
(D) Jewels

16. The word ""stimated" in line 8 is closest in
meaning to which of the following?

(A) Known
(B) Sold
(C) Approximate
(D) Decided

17. Th" passage indicates that the cargo of the
Whidah is worth about

(A) $100,000
(B) $1,000,000
(C) $10,000,000
(D) $100,000,000
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J 8. The work lhat Barry Clifford did to locate
the V.'l1idahwas NOT

(A) successful
(B) effortless
(C) detailed
(D) lengthy

19. It is mentioned in the passage that the
treasure of the Wl1idah

(A) is not very valuable
(B) is all in museums
(C) has not all been found
(D) was taken to shore by the pirates
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20. The paragraph following the passage most
likely discusses

(A) what Barry Clifford is doing today
(B) the fate of the Whidah's crew
(C) other storms in the area of Cape Cod
(D) additional pieces that tum up from

the Whidah's treasure



Questions 21-30

It is a characteristic of h!lman nature that people like to get together and have fun. and people
living during America's frontier days were no exception. However. because life was hard and the
necessities of day-to-day living took up their time, it was common for recreation to be combined with

Line activities necessary for survival.
(5) One example of such a form of recreation was logrolling. Many frontier areas were heavily

wooded, and in order to settle an area it was necessary to remove the [rees. A settler could cut down
the trees alone, but help was needed to move the cut trees. After a setder had cut a bunch of trees, he
would then invite his neighbors over for a logrolling.

A logrolling was a community event where families got together for a combination of work and
(10) fun. The women would bring food a/ld have a much needed and infrequent opportunity to relax and

chat with friends. the children would play together exuberantly, and the men would hold lively
competitions that involved rolling logs from place to place as quickly as possible. This was a day of
fun for everyone involved, but at its foundation was the need to clear the land.

21. The main idea of the passage is that in 25. According to the passage. which of the
America's frontier days following is NOT true about a logrolling?

(A) people combined work with (A) It involved a lot of people.
recreation (B) It could be enjoyable.

(B) people cleared land by rolling logs (C) There could be a lot of movement.
(C) it was necessary for early settlers to (0) It was rather quiet.

clear the land
(0) a logrolling involved the community 26. The word "chat" in line II means

22. The expression "day-to-day" in line 3 could (A) work

best be replaced by which of the following? (B) talk
(C) cook

(A) Oaytime (0) eat
(B) Everyday
(C) Oay after day 27. The word "exuberantly" in line II is closest
(0) Today's in meaning to

23. The word "survival" in line 4 in closest in (A) privately

meaning to (B) laboriously
(C) enthusiastically

(A) existence (0) neatly
(B) a lifetime
(C) physical exercise 28. It can be inferred from the passage that
(0) society competitions were held because

24. According to the passage, what did people (A) it was the only way to move the logs
(B) competition made the work fun

have to do first to setde an area? (e) men refused to help unless there was
(A) Oevelop recreation ideas competition
(B) Build farms (0) the children could then help move the
(el Get rid of the trees logs
(0) Invite neighbors over
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29. Where in the passage does the author
indicate what a settler did when he had a
number of cut trees?

(A) Lines 2-4
(B) Line 5
(C) Lines 7-8
(0) Lines 9-10
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30. This passage would probably be assigned
reading in which of the following courses?

(A) Forestry
(B) Environmental Studies
(C) Psychology
(0) History
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Questions 31-40

Most people picture sharks as huge. powerful. frightening predators. ready at any moment to
use their sharp teeth to attack unwary swimmers without provocation. There are numerous fallacies.
however. in this conception of sharks.

Line First, there are about 350 species of shark. and not all of them are large. They range in size from
(5) the dwarf shark. which can be only 6 inches (.5 feet) long and can be held in the palm of the hand. to

the whale shark. which can be'more than 55 feet long.
A second fallacy concerns the number and type of teeth. which can vary tremendously among

the different species of shark. A shark can have from one to seven sets of teeth at the same time. and
some types of shark can have several hundred teeth in each jaw. It is true that the fierce and predatory

(10) species do possess extremely sharp and brutal teeth used to rip the prey apart; many other types of
shark. however. have teeth more adapted to grabbing and holding than to cutting and slashing.

Finally. not all sharks are predatory animals ready to strike out at humans on the least whim. In
fact. only 12 of the 350 species of shark have been known to attack humans. and a shark needs to be
provoked in order to attack. The types of shark that have the worst record with humans are the tiger

(15) shark. the bull shark. and the great white shark. However. for most species of shark. even some of the
largest types. there are no known instances of attacks on humans.

31. The author's main purpose in the passage
is to

(A) categorize the different kinds of
sharks throughout the world

(B) warn humans of the dangers posed by
sharks

(C) describe the characteristics of shark
teeth

(D) clear up misconceptions about sharks

32. The wOI.d"unwary" in line 2 is closest ,n
meaning to

(A) strong
(B) combative
(C) careless
(D) fearful

33. "Dwarf' in line 5 refers to something that
is probably

(A) large
(B) powerful
(C) dangerous
(D) short

34. The longest shark is probably the

(A) whale shark
(B) great white shark
(C) bull shark
(D) tiger shark

35. Which of the following is NOT true about a
shark's teeth?

(A) All sharks have teeth.
(B) A shark can have six rows of teeth.
(C) Ashark can have hundreds of teeth:
(D) All sharks have extremely sharp teeth.

36. A "jaw" in line 9 is

(A) a part of the shark's tail
(B) a part of the stomach
(C) a backbone
(D) a bone in the mouth
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37. "Prey" in line 10 is something that is

(A) fierce
(B) hunted
(C) religious
(0) shared

38. The passage indicates that a shark attacks
a person

(A) for no reason
(B) every time it sees one
(C) only if it is bothered
(D) only at night
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39. It can be infer.-ed from the passage that a
persoll should probably be the least afraid
of

(A) a dwarf shark
(B) a tiger shark
(C) a bull shark
(0) a great white shark

40. Where in the passage does the author give
the proportion of shark species thaI act
aggressively toward people?

(A) Lines 4-6
(B) Lines 9-11
(C) Lines 13-14
(0) Lines 15-16
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Questions 41-50

Quite different from storm surges are the giant sea waves called tsunamis, which derive their
name from the Japanese expression for "high water in a harbor," These waves are also referred to by
the general public as tidal waves, although they have relatively little to do with tides. Scientists often

Line refer to them as seismic sea waves. far more appropriate in that they do result from undersea seismic
(5) activity.

Tsunamis are caused when the sea bottom suddenly moves, during an underwater earthquake or
volcano. for example, and the water above the moving earth is suddenly displaced. This sudden shift
of water sets off a series of waves. These waves can lravel great distances at speeds close 10 700
kilometers per hour. In the open ocean, tsunamis have lillie noticeable amplitude, often no more than

(/0) one or two meters. It is when they hit the shallow waters near the coast that they increase in height.
possibly up to 40 meters.

Tsunamis often occur in the Pacific because the Pacific is an area of heavy seismic activity. Two
areas of the Pacific well accustomed to the threal of tsunamis arc Japan and Hawaii. Because the
seismic activity that causes tsunamis in Japan often occurs on the ocean bottom quite close to the

(/5) islands. the tsunamis that hit Japan often come with lillie warning and can therefore prove
disastrous. Most of the tsunamis that hit the Hawaiian Islands, however. originate thousands of miles
away near the coast of Alaska. so these tsunamis have a much greater distance to travel and the
inhabitants of Hawaii generally have time for warning of their imminent arrival.

Tsunamis are certainly not limited to Japan and Hawaii. [n 1755. Europe experienced a
(20) calamitous tsunami, when movement along the fault lines near the Azores caused a massive tsunami

to sweep onto the Portuguese coast and nood the heavily populated area around Lisbon. The greatest
tsunami on record occurred on the other side of the world in 1883 when the Krakatoa volcano
underwent a massive explosion. sending waves more than 30 meters high onto nearby Indonesian
islands; the tsunami from this volcano actually traveled around the world and was witnessed as far

(25) away as the English Channel.

41. The paragraph preceding this passage
most probably discusses

(A) tidal waves
(B) tides
(C) storm surges
(0) underwater earthquakes

43. The word "displaced" in line 7 is closest in
meaning to

(A) located
(B) not pleased
(C) filtered
(0) moved

44. [t can be inferred from the passage that
tsunamis

42. According to the passage. all of the
following are true about tidal waves
EXCEPT that

(A) they are the same as tsunamis
(B) they are caused by sudden changes in

high and low tides
(C) this terminology is not used by the

scientific community
(0) they refer to the same phenomenon as

seismic sea waves

(A)

(B)

(C)

(0)

cause severe damage in the middle of
the ocean

genemlly reach heights greater than
40 meters '

are far more dangerous on the coast
than in the open ocean

are often identified by ships on the
the ocean
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45. In line 10, water that is "shallow" is not

(A) clear
(B) deep
(C) tidal
(D) coastal

46. Amain difference between tsunamis in
Japan and in Hawaii is that tsunamis in
Japan are more likely to

(A) arrive without warning
(B) come from greater distances
(C) be less of a problem
(D) originate in Alaska

47. The possessive "their" in line 18 refers to

(A) the Hawaiian Islands
(B) thousands of miles
(C) these tsunamis
(D) the inhabitants of Hawaii

48. A "calamitous" tsunami. in line 20, is one
that is

(A) expected
(B) extremely calm
(C) at fault
(D) disastrous

49. From the expression "on record" in line 22.
it can be inferred that the tsunami that
accompanied the Krakatoa volcano

(A) occurred before efficient records were
kept

(B) was not as strong as the tsunami in
Lisbon

(C) was filmed as it was happening
(D) might not be the greatest tsunami

ever

50. The passage suggests that the tsunami
resulting from the Krakatoa volcano

(A) caused volcanic explosions in the
English Channel

(B) was far more destructive close to the
source than far away

(C) was unobserved outside of the
Indonesian islands

(D) resulted in little damage

This Is the end of Section 3.

8888888
If you finish In less than 55 minutes,
check your work on Section 3 only.

Do NOT read or work on any other section of the test.
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TEST OF WRITTEN ENGLISH:
TWE ESSAY TOPIC
Tune-30 minutes

Do you agree or disagree with the following statement?

[leam more when I study with classmates tharl when [ study alone.

Use specific reasons and details to support your answer.
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COMPLETE TEST 3 (Paper) ANALYSIS

Circle the number of each of the questions that you answered incorrectly or were unsure of
This will indicate to you if you have learned the skills that are presented in this texL
(Remember that only intermediate-level skills are covered in this book, but this test also
covers some more advanced skills. If a question is not covered in this book, then advanced is
indicated next to the number.)

LISTENING PART A

l. SKILL I 9. SKILL I 17. SKILL 3 25. (ADVANCED)
2. SKILL 2 10. SKILL 6 18. SKILL 4 26. (ADVANCED)
3. SKILL 3 II. SKILL 5 19. (ADVANCED) 27. (ADVANCED)
4. SKILL 4 12. SKILL 2 20. (ADVANCED) 28. (ADVANCED)
5. SKILL 1 13. SKILL 1 2l. (ADVANCED) 29. (ADVANCED)
6. SKILL 5 14. SKILL 6 22. (ADVANCED) 30. (ADVANCED)
7. SKILL 2 15. SKILL 2 23. (ADVANCED)
8. SKILL I 16. SKILL 5 24. (ADVANCED)

STRUCTURE AND WRITfEN EXPRESSION

l. SKILL I II. (ADVANCED) 21. SKILL 25 31. (ADVANCED)
2. SKILL 2 12. (ADVANCED) 22. SKILL 20 32. (ADVAJ"lCED)
3. SKILL 3 13. (ADVANCED) 23. SKILL 17 33. (ADVANCED)
4. SKILL 7 14. (ADVANCED) 24. SKILL 12 34. (ADVANCED)
5. SKILL 6 15. (ADVANCED) 25. SKILL 22 35. (ADVANCED)
6. SKILL 8 16. SKILL 19 26. SKILL 24 36. (ADVANCED)
7. SKILL 4 17. SKILL 18 27. SKILL 13 37. (ADVANCED)
8. SKILL 9 18. SKILL II 28. SKILL 14 38. (ADVANCED)
9. (ADVANCED) 19. SKILL 15 29. (ADVANCED) 39. (ADVANCED)
10. (ADVANCED) 20. SKILL 23 30. (ADVANCED) 40. (ADVANCED)

READING COMPREHENSION

I. SKILL I 14. SKILL 4 27. SKILL 5 40. SKILL 6
2. SKILL 5 15. SKILL 3 28. SKILL 4 41. (ADVANCED)
3. SKILL 4 16. SKILL 5 29. SKILL 6 42. SKILL 3
4. (ADVANCED) 17. SKILL 2 30. (ADVANCED) 43. SKILLS
5. SKILL 2 18. SKILL 3 31. SKILL I 44. SKILL 4
6. SKILL 3 19. SKILL 2 32. SKILL 5 45. SKILLS
7. SKILL 2 20. (ADVANCED) 33. SKILL 5 46, SKILL 2
8. SKILL 4' 21. SKILL I 34. SKILL 4 47. (ADVANCED)
9. SKILL 5 22. SKILL 5 35. SKILL 3 48. SKILL 5
10. SKILL 2 23. SKILLS 36. SKILL 5 49. SKILL 4
II. SKILL 1 24. SKILL 2 37. SKILLS 50. SKILL 4
12. SKILL 3 25. SKILL 3 38. SKILL 2
13. SKILL 5 26. SKILL 5 39. SKILL 4
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APPENDIX A: Similar Sounds

DlRECfIONS: Practice pronouncing the words in the box and the words in the exercise.
Then listen to each sentence on the recording (or as your teacher reads it to you) and cir-
cle the letter of the word or words that you hear.

CONSONANTS: LAND R

L: lip.link, lock,loot. laid. lag. late
R: rip. rink, rock, root. raid. rag. rate

EXERCISE Al

I. A. ramp B. lamp

2. A. road B. load

3. A. reaped B. leaped

4. A. robbed B. lobbed

5. A. roar B. lore C. role

6. A. leer B. rear C. real

7. A. rare B. lair C. rail

8. A. rule B. lure C. rural

9. A. row ... low B. low ... row

10. A. rain ... lane B. lane ... rain

II. A. rent ... lent B. lent ... rent

12. A. room ... loom B. loom ... room

13. A. rid ... rice B. lid ... lice C. rid ... lice

14. A. raced ... rake B. laced ... lake C. raced ... lake

15. A. robes ... rack B. lobes ... lack C. robes ... lack
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CONSONANTS: SH, (H,]

SH: shout, shirt, should, share, shoot, shine
CH: chair, chain, chap, child, cheap, chore

J: jail, just, jar, judge, job, jazz, jam

EXERCISEA2

1. A. sheet B. cheat

2. A. sheaf B. chief

3. A. gel B. shell

4. A. chop B. shop

5. A. jest ... junk B. chest ... junk

6. A. chill ... JiIl B. chill ... shill

7. A. shin ... chair B. chin ... chair

8. A. jam ... jar B. sham ... jar

9. A. joked ... chunk B. choked ... junk

10. A. chip ... chore B. ship ... shore

11. A. cheap ... jeep B. cheap ... sheep

12. A. choke ... jest B. joke ... jest

13. A. share ... ships B. chair ... chips

14. A. jot ... sheet B. shot: .. sheel

15. A. shore ... .meer B. chore ... shear
... sheep ... sheep

C. chest ... chunk

C. Jill ... chill

C. gin share

C. jam char

C. choked ... chunk

C. chip shore

C. jeep cheap

C. choke chest

C. share ... chips

C. jot ... cheat

C. chore ... cheer
... cheap
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CONSONANTS: p, B, V, F

P: pay, pit, pun, pale. poor, pear
B: bay, bind. bit, bone. bag. bomb
v: vow.vane. vote. very. vast. veil
F: ~nd. fit, fUn. four. ~g. (ear. fate

EXERCISEA3

1. A. ban ... van B. pan ... van C. pan ... fan

2. A. file ... vile B. pile ... bile C. pile ... vile

3. A. best ... pest B. pest ... best C. vest ... best

4. A. veal ... pie B. veal ... buy C. feel ... buy

5. A. pet ... vet B. pet. .. bet C. bet ... vet

6. A. view ... fast B. view ... vast C. few ... past

7. A. van ... veer B. fan ... fear C. ban ... veer

8. A. pew ... fine B. few ... pine C. view ... fine

.. , pine .,. vine ... vine-

9. A. peel ... veil B. feel ... bale C. feel ... veil

... face ... vase ... face

10. A. bat ... vile B. vast .. , pile C. fat. .. file

... filled ... built ... filled

11. A. fan ... vets B. ban ... bets C. van ... pets

... pain ... bane ... pain

12. A. pace ... fast B. base ... last C. pace ... past

... few ... few ... view

13. A. pale ... veil B. bail ... pail C. fail. .. pail

... failed . .. failed ... bailed

14. A. bat ... fast B. vat ... fast C. bat. .. past

... face ... pace ... face

15. A. very buy B. berry pie C. very pie

... berry pest ... very best . .. berry best
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VOWELS: LONG E. SHORT I, SHORT E

Long E: bean, weak, peel. meet seem
Short I: sick, hit, mint kid. win, lip, risk
Short E: bend, men, sent red, less, gel

EXERCISEA4

1. A. set ... seat B. sit ... set C. seat ... set

2. A. feel ... fill B. feel ... fell C. fill ... fell

3. A. picked ... peck B. peeked ... pick C. pecked ... peek

4. A. tin ... ten B. teen ... tin C. teen ... len

5. A- pet ... pil B. pit. .. pet C. pit ... Pete

6. A. bet ... beat B. bit ... beat C. bit ... bet

7. A. red ... rid B. red ... read C. rid ... red

8. A. deed ... did B. dead ... deed C. deed ... dead

9. A. net ... knit B. neat ... knit C. neat ... net

10. A. dean ... din B. din ... dean C. dean ... den
... den ... den ... din
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VOWELS: LONG I, LONG A. SHORT A

Long I: hide, bilee, dime, tile. sign
Long A: malee, play. d~, (ode, same
Short A: cap. bad, rosh, man. hat

EXERCISEA5

1. A. dime B. dame C. dam

2. A. lime B. lame C. lam

3. A. bite ... bat B. bat. .. bait C. bite ... bait

4. A. pane ... pine B. pan ... pane C. pan ... pine

5. A. might ... mate B. might ... mat C. mate ... mat

6. A. Kate ... cat B. cat ... kite C. Kate ... kite

7. A. fate ... fight B. fate ... fat C. fight ... fate

8. A. vain ... vine B. vain ... vein C. van ... vane

9. A. hate ... hat B. hide ... height C. hate ... height
... height ... hat ... hat

10. A. main ... man B. man ... main C. man ... mine
... mine ... mine ... main
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VOWELS: LONG O. 00. SHORT U

Long 0: boat, load. home. toes, soak
00: noon. boot, tool. room. mood

Short U: cup. bud. fUn. hug. luck

EXERCISEA6

l. A. soon ... sun B. sun ... soon

2. A. pole ... pool B. pool ... pole

3. A. bum ... boon B. boom ... bun C. boom ... boon

4. A. boot ... but B. boat ... but C. boat ... boot

5. A. cooped ... cupped B. cupped ... coped C. coped ... cooped

6. A. mood ... mud B. mode ... mud C. mood ... mode

7. A. rut ... root B. road ... rut C. root ... rut

... road ... root ... road

8. A. room ... roam B. roam ... room C. roam ... rum

... rum ... rum ... room

9. A. nun ... known B. noon ... nun C. nun ... noon

... noon ... known .. , known

10. A. doom ... dome B. dumb ... doom C. dumb ... dome

... dumb .. . domed ... doomed
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EXERCISEA7

This exercise includes all of the sounds. Listen to the sentences on the recording. Then fill
in the blanks with the words that you hear.

I. Tom told a about the ------

2. Mae enjoyed the sun's as she on the sand.

3. It's really for to get so ------,

4. We want to get of the who are making a

5. I on the of the as it crossed the

6. Mike in and down a few

7. I'm going to for first in the ------

8. I had to my friend out of when he to
______ the _

9. You to the advice and respect the
______ ,on _

10. Please in the closest and the

______ on the in the ofthe ------

11. ____________ out the window, where he had a of a
____________ on the _

12. The out a when the ------

hit the .

13. At the "he up some and watched the
____________ by.

14. The and at the terrible

15. Steve had a of vegetables and in his

______ . When the on the floor, he had a
__________________ on his _
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APPENDIX B: Prepositions
DIRECTIONS: Study the list of prepositions. Then underline the prepositions in each sen-
tence. Circle the prepositional phrases (prepositions + modifiers + objects). In each pas-
sage, you should find ten prepositions.

PREPOSITIONS

about before (or on under
across behind (rom outside unlike
after beside in over until
against between inside post up
along beyond into since upon
among by like through versus
around despite near throughout with
as down a( to within
at during off toward without

EXERCISEBI

A local construction site has been in an uproar since yesterday, when the fossilized bones

of an extinct dinosaur were discovered under several feet of soil by incredulous

construction workers. The bones are being removed from the ditch, and work on the

construction site has temporarily been halted for further scientific study of the location.

EXERCISEB2

The Computer Department at the local community college is offering a computer course

for computer-phobia, people who have never had their hands pn a computer and cannot

tell the difference between a computer monitor and a keyboard. If you want to learn about

this course, you can call the local office, which is open until six o'clock daily. The course is

offered during the fall semester at a low fee to residents throughout the county.
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EXERCISEB3

While a major hurricane churns its way across the Atlantic. scientists are carefully monitor-

ing its progress. Winds inside the storm are circling at 130 miles an hour. and the storm is

still strengthening over the warm southern waters. The storm appears to be making a

beeline toward the southern coast. Despite the current distance of the storm from land.

forecasters are urging residents near the coast to begin taking precautions. Expected

landfall should occur within thirty-six hours.

EXERCISEB4

The mansion down the street is wt'l1iout a doubt the most amazing building of its type that

I have ever seen. Unlike most homes in this neighborhood. it is four stories high and

stands behind a massive stone wall covered with ivy.A bolted gate through the wall affords

the only entrance to the compound from the street.

EXERCISEB5

The annual car rally is now ready to begin. The race course leads through the downtown

area. along the edge of the Saugus River. and across the Township Bridge into the wide

open spaces outside the town. Among the expected leaders are three local drivers known

for their fearless performances in previous races against strong competitors.
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APPENDIX C: Word Endings

Word endings in English often tell you how a word is used grammatically in English; there-
fore. it is very important for you to recognize some common word endings. If you recog-
nize a word ending on a word that you do not know, you call tell how the word should be
used grammatically. even if you do not understand the meaning of the word.

The following chart lists some common word endings in English.

WORD ENDING'S IN ENGLISH

NOUN (person) NOUN (thing) VERB ADJECTIVE ADVERB

-er -nce -Ole -ful -fy
-or -ism -ize -n!
-is! -ness -fy -01
-ion .fogy -hIe

-ion -ous
-ty
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EXERCISECI

Indicate whether each of the following words is a noun person (NP), a noun thing (NT), a

verb (Y). an adjective (ADJ), or an adverb (ADY).

I. _identify _identical _identity _identically _ identification

2. _observer _observant _observantly _ observance _ observation

3. _ personable _personal _personally _ personality _ personalize

4. _dictate _dictator _dictation _diction _ dictatorial

5. _user _useful _usable _usual _usefulness

6. _technical _ technicality _ technology _ technician _ technically

7. _credence _credulous _credible _credibly _ credulousness

8. _presence _presenter _ presentation _ presentable _presently

9. _humanist _humanize _humanity _humanly _humanitarian

10. _violently _violate _violator _violence _violent

II. _colonial _colonialism _ colonialize _ colonialist _ colonialization

12. _ideology _ideal _idealism _idealize _idealist

13. _civilian _civilize _civilly _civility _ civilization

14. _gracious _graceful _gracefully _graciously _graciousness

15. _verify _verifiable _verily _verity _verification
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EXERCISEC2

Circle the letter of the word that correctly completes each sentence.

1. It is doubtful that the government will marijuana in the near future.

A. legalize B. legality C. legally

2. The student did not do well in the class because he had a problem with .

A. absent B. absently C. absenteeism

3. The sick child must stay away from others because he has a disease.

A. communicable B. communicator C. communication

4. The II!erger of the two companies was funded by a .

A. capitalist B. capitalism C. capitalize

5. When he heard what had happened, he was angry.

A. murderous B. murderer C. murderously

6. I do not understand what these results .

A. significance B. signify C. significant

7. A major disturbance occurred early this morning.

A. seismology B. seismological C. seismologist

8. The information in that article is inaccurate.

A. historian B. historical C. historically

9. A large amount of exists between the two former friends.

A. antagonism B. atttagonize C. antagonist

10. 'The charity org,anization received a large gift from the .

A. donation B. donor C. donate



EXERCISEC3

Fill in the chart with word forms.
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NOUN NOUN VERB ADJECTIVE ADVERB
(person) (thing)

1 finally

2 profess

3 sociable

4 specialization

5 electrify electrically

6 realist

7 beautiful

8 ideally

9 terrorism

10 illustrator
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APPENDIX D: IrregularVerb Forms

DIRECflONS: Fill in each space with the letters needed to complete the irregular verb
fonns.

VERB

EXERCISEDI

. 1 Past P_art_i_ci_p_le _

rJ...ng r1!.ng r.!Lng

s_ng s_ng s_ng

dr_nk dr_nk dr_nk

s_nk s_nk s_nk

sw_m sw_m sw_m

beg_n beg_n beg_n

EXERCISED2

sen.!!. sen.!.. sen.!..

spen_ spen_ spen_

len_ len_ len_

buil_ buil_ buil_

105_ los_ los_

ma_e ma_e ma_e

mean mean_ mean_

ha__ ha_ ha_

hear hear_ hear_
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EXERCISED3

b~t b~t b~t

p_t p_t p_t

h_rt h_rt h_rt

c_st c_st c_st

sh_t sh_t sh_t

h_t h_t h_t

I_t I_t I_t

c_t c_t c_t
qu_t qu_t qu_t
f_t f_t f_t
r__ d r__ d r__ d

EXERCISED4

sJ...t s~t s~t
w_n w_n w_n
d_g d_g d_g
h_Id h_Id h_Id
f_nd f__ nd . f__ nd
sh__ t sh_t sh_t
I__ d Ld I_d
ffi__ t ffi_t ffi_t
f__ d f_d f_d .

EXERCISED5

pa.Y.. pa...L.4. pa...L.4.
sa_ sa__ sa__

s_l_ s_l_ s_l_
t_l_ t_l_ t_l_
st__ d st__ d st__ d

sle_p slep_ slep_
ke_p kep_ kep_
fe_1 fe__ , fe__

.
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VERB

EXERCISED6

I. Past Participle

kn.Q..w kn~w kn.Q..wlL

gr_w gr_w gr_w_

bl_w bl_w bl_w_

thr_w thr_w thr_w_

fl_ fl_w fl_w_

sh_w sh_w __ sh_w_

dr_w dr_w dr_w_

EXERCISED7

th..l.n!.. t..'2...e...!!..~..'2.1 t..'2...e...!!..~..'2.t
t__ ch t____ l 1____ 1

b_y b____ l b____ t

f_ghl f____ t f____ l

c_tch c____ t C ____ l

br_ng br ____ l br ____ t

EXERCISED8

g..l.ve gJ!..ve g..l.velL

wr_te wr_le wr_t_e_

tak_ t__ k tak__

f_1I f_1I f_II __

dr_ve dr_ve dr_vc_

eat __ e eat__

r_de r_de r_d_e_

r_se r_se r_se_

forg_ve forg_ve forg_ve_



VERB

EXERCISED9

Past

APPENDIX D 4n

Participle

stJ<...!!.1 st..Q..1J<. st..Q..IJ<.n

sp__ k sp_k_ sp_k __

ch __ se ch_se ch_se_

br __ k br_k_ br_k __

fr__ ze fr_ze fr_ze_

g_t g_t g_t ___

forg_t forg_t forg_t ___

bit_ bit bit ___

hid_ hid hid ___

beat beat beat __

prov_ prov __ prov __

EXERCISE DlO

bec..Q..me becJ!..me bec..Q..me

c_me c_me c_me

r_n r_n r_n

t__ r t_r_ t_r_

w__ r w_r_ w_r_

see s__ see_

do
d__ do __

go ---- go __
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APPENDIX E: Word Parts
Prefixes are meaningful word parts that are attached to the beginnings of words. If you
know the meanings of some common prefixes. they can help you to understand unknown
words that contain these prefIXes. Study the common prefixes in the following chart.

SOME COMMON PRERXES

PREFIX MEANING EXAMPlE

ex- out exterior
;n- in indebted
pre- before pt'qlaid
post- after past.cbte
sub- under subconsdous
tete- far t*phone

EXERCISEEI

Fill in each blank with the letter of the word that best completes the sentence_

A. exile E. posterity I. subsoil
B. extract F. postpones J. subtillL
c. indented G. prerequisite K. ~
D. invade H. preview L ILlnrtarltder

1. The layer of earth that is under the top layer is the _

2. When a dentist must take a tooth out, he or she has to iL

3. If the teacher changes the due date for an assignment from today until sometime after
today, the teacher the assignment.

4. A person who mes to sell you something from faraway by using the phone is a(n) .

5. A course that you must take before you take other courses is a(n) _

6. When soldiers go into another country in order to take it over, they iL

7. If there is a smaller name under the main name of a book. it is called a(n) .

8. All of your children and your children's children, the family members who come after
you, are known as your .
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9. A person who is forced to live oulJideofhis or her country lives in ---'

10. A movie shown befureit is available to the general public is called a(n) --_.

11. A meeting held using electronic equipment by people who are faraway from each other

is called a(n) .

12. When the first line of a paragraph is moved in from the margin, the paragraph is --_.

EXERClSEE2

Fill in each space with one letter to create words that logically complete the sentences.
Each word that you create must include one of the prefixes from the list given on the fac-
ing page. (Some letters have been given.)

1. A boat that goes underwater is a(n) M.6. .

2. To see something from far away,you can use a(n) .2.£ .

3. The years just after a war are the I'!f.. __ years.

4. To leave a building, you go oul through the __ 1.._.

5. A young person who is in the yearsjust befurebecoming a teenager is a _.&._I .

6. Money that comes inloyour bank account for work that you did is your M.£..

7. When you breathe oul, you .1...£. .•

8. A train that runs under the ground is a(n) '!f.. __ •

9. A Q_.6._ is a short message that is written and sent electronically from far

away.

10. If you are inside a building, you are __ .2. .2..

11. If you put a date beforetoday's date on a check, you .L.£. the check.

12. In the period of time after surgery. you need Q.f. J....Y..£. care from

your doctor.
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The following chart contains some additional common prefixes. Study the prefixes in
the chart.

SOME MORE COMMON PREFIXES

PREFIX MEANING EXAMPLE

co-Icon- together with coordination
in- not incapable
mis- incorrect misplace
re- again review
re- back recall
un- not unfair

EXERCISEE3

Fill in each blank with the letter of the word that best completes the sentence.

A. conspiracy E. misinformed I. rifund
B. cooperation F. mismanag!!d J. rqed
C. incredible G. rrorran~ K. unmarried
D. inedible H. ",curs L unsafe

1. Something that you just cannot believe is .

2. If you receive incorred information. you are .

3. If you work to~thn with others in a group. you work in .

4. If you are single •.then you are .

5. When something happens again, it .

6. If you get your money back, you get a(n) .

7. Something that you just can not eat is '

8. Something that is dangerous is .

9. A company that has had inCOT1?d leadership has been .

10. A group of people who gettognhnto plan a crime are part ofa(n) .

II. If you send something back because the quality is not good. you iL

12. When you move the furniture again to put it in a different place. you iL
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EXERCISEE4

Fill in each space with one letter to create word!; that logically complete the sentences.
Each word that you create must include one of the prefixes from the list given on the fac-
ing page. (Some letters have been given.)

I. Something that you do 1UJt know is __ 1,. .

2. If the answer to a math problem is 1UJtaccurate, it is __ ~ ~_.

3. When you tell a story over again, you .1...1.. it.

4. When you give some money back to a person who has lent it to you, you .1:. it.

5. When a word does not have all the =cI letters in it, it is __ ~~ __ .1...1.. __ .

6. So"1eone who works ~therwilhyou is a(n) __ - .£...K.

7. If you do 1UJt receive the same amount as someone else, you receive .Q..!L __
amounts.

8. When you give something back to someone who lent it to you, you __ ..I!L __ it.

9. An in=ctcountofthe money in a cash drawer isa(n) £ ..I.

10. If the teacher asks you to write something over again, you need to __ £. __ .1:. it.

11. When something is 1UJt finished, it is __ £.Q. .

12. When you join two things t~therwilheach other, you __ lili them.
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Roots are meaningful word parts that come in the middle of words. If you know the mean-
ings of some common roots. they can help you to understand unknown words that contain
these rooL~.Study the common roots in the following charL

SOME COMMON ROOTS

ROOT MEANING EXAMPlE

-graph- write biography
-jud- judge/decide judicial
-port- carry support
-ven- come convent
-vis- see vision
-voc- call/voice vocal

EXERCISEES

Fill in each blank with the letter of the word that best completes the sentence.

A. audiwisual E. graphite 1. stismograph

B. circumvent F. judiciary J. transport

c. equivocate G. judicious K. visor

D. roentuaUy H. portfolio L vociferous

1. A type of hat that protects your eyes so that you can see is a(n) --_.

2. To carry something from one place to another is to iL

3. If you speak often and in a loud voice,you are in nature.

4. A type of carbon that is used in pencils to make them write is --_.

5. If you always make careful tkcisions, you are in nature.

6. Something that comes sometime in the future comes --_.

7. Instructional materials that you can both 1uarand seeare ---.

8. The Supreme Court is the head of the __ , the part of the govemment that makes

final tkcisions on legal issues.

9. To avoid something by coming around it is to iL

10. A large case that is used to carry pieces of artwork is a(n) --_.

II. To voice opinions on both sides of an issue is to .

12. A machine that writes down information whenever there is an earthquake is a(n) --_.
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EXERCISE Eli

Fill in each space with one letter to create words that logically complete the sentences.
Each worn that you create must include one of the roots from the list given on the facing
page. (Some letters have been given.)

1. When you go 10 someone's borne 10 _him, you go to __ .2.__ him.

2. A person wbo helps azrryyour baggage is a(n) -_..&.--..&..

3. A person who uses her UliaIO sing with a choir is a(n) .1.. __ .1..

4. The person who makes d«isioouin a courtoflaw is a(n) --Q-_.

5. If you rurileabout your own life, you write a(n) __ .lQ .Y.

6. A social gathering or activity that is amring is a(n) .£. -.

7. A smaller television, one that you are able to carry, is a(n) .6. __ .£. television.

8. If you make a det:ision or express an opinion about something, you make a(n)
___ QM .

9. A star that you are able to _in the sky isa(n) _1._1. star.

10. If you say something in a tJOicethat can be heard, you .b..£. it.

11. If someone writes his name himself, he signs a(n) .6.J! .

12. Money that comes to you in a business is ..&..£. .
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The following chart contains some additional common roots. Study the roots in the
chart.

SOME MORE COMMON ROOTS

ROOT MEANING EXAMPLE

-<ed-f.<eed- go exceed
-dic- say diction
-mit-/-mis- send mission
-scrib-/-scrip- write tapescript
-spec- see/look inspect
-ver. turn invert

EXERCISEE7

Fill in each blank with the letter of the word that best completes the sentence.

A. antecedent E. dismiss I. manuscript

B. avert F. edict J. scribble

C. benediction G. emis<ary K. spectacles

D. convertible H. intercede L. spectacular

I. A long composition that is written by hand is a(n) .

2. A few nice words that are said to end a ceremony are called a(n) .

3. Glasses that you use to see better are also called .

4. Something that goes or happens before another is a(n) .

5. If you write in a very messy way. you .

6. If you send someone away from you. you her.

7. A closed-lop car that can be tumrd inlO an open.top car is a(n) .

8. Something that is said by an authority or government and must be followed is a(n) .

9. To go in between two people who are having an argument is to .

10. Something that you see that is truly amazing is '

II. If you tum your eyes away from something to avoid seeing it. you your eyes.

12. A person that is sent by one government to take messages to the government of another
counlry is a(n) .
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EXERCISE E8

Fill in each space with one letter to create words that logically complete the sentences.
Each word that you create must include one of the roots from the list given on the facing
page. (Some letters have been given.)

1. When YOll write what something is like, YOll Q. £ it.

2. To say something aloud to be recorded by someone else is to .1._l_ it.

3. A weapon that is Slmt through the air or the water is a(n) Q._.1..._.

4.. If you decide to go forward with something, you .E.__ - - £- with it.

5. A(n) ~_.1. __ is a person who goes to see a sporting event.

6. Something that is not horizontal but is instead turned upright is .k.6..1....

7. When you send something electronically. you ~ Q. it.

8. When YOll say or point something out briefly. you ..L!::!. .1.£ it.

9. The written words ofa play or movie are called the .1..

10. To turn aside from a specific path is to Q. J.. .1. yourself.

11. To wok on someone with esteem or honor is to .K£ - - him or her.

12. To goon to accomplish a goal is to Q..!!.-----.
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EXERCISEE9

This exercise includes all of the prefixes and roots. Match the definitions on the right to
the words on the left:

1. bibliography A. breathe in

2. conference B. go back

3. dictator c. unending

4. extraterrestrial D. lurn inside out

E. music played just after a performance ends
5. import

F. make an errorin coming to a decision
6. incessant G. person who uniles information in a document
7. inhale

WIT)' something inlo another countryH.
8. insubordinate I. meeting where people get togelh" to share ideas
9. invert J. person who says exactly what others must do

10. misjudge K. a unit/en list of the materials used in research

II. missive L. unable to say beforehand what ••.•ill happen

12. postlude M. music played just beforea performance begins

13. prelude N. a written message that is to be senl

14.
o. coming from outside this world

prevent
P. show something again from faraway SO that it can be

15. recede seen on a screen

16. scribe Q. something that you think you seebut is not really there

17. specter R. take action beforesomething comes to stop it from

18. subvocalize
happening

s. acting as if you are not under the authority of your boss
19. retelevise

T. say something under your breath in a voice that cannot
20. unpredictable be heard
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EXERCISE EIO

This exercise includes all of the prefixes and roots together. Fill in each blank with the let-
ter of the word that best completes the sentence.

A. circumscribe H. inscription O. submit

B. contradict 1. intervene P. subterranean

C. convocation J. introspective Q. telecommunieau

D. export K. mismatched R. unprecedented

E. extrovert L. postmortem S. unspectaculJJr

F. graphology M. reconvene T. visualize

G. injudicious N. revise

l. If something has never happened before, it is ___ .

2. Water that is underground is in a(n) ___ location.

3. I need to in this situation. It is important to come in between these two people to
stop their fighting.

4. A person who is very outgoing in dealing with others is a(n) --_.

5. If you carry goods out of one country, you those goods.

6. To write or place a limit around something is to it.

7. To look at something again in order to make it better is to it.

8. To send in something that you would like to place under consideration is to it.

9. To exchange information electronically from far away is to --_.

10. If you see something that is not out of the ordinary. it is ---'

11. A large meeting where people get together to speak with each other is a(n) ---'

12. Ifyotr are not careful in making decisions or in expressing opinions, you are ---'

13. If you come together again for a meeting. you the meeting.

14. I am trying to the place you are describing; I would like to see it in my mind.

15. Every time I express my opinion, you always me; you always say the opposite of
what I say.

16. The in the card is really meaningful; I really like what is written inside it.

17. My friend is studying ; she thinks it is interesting to understand what people's
handwriting means.

18. After the man's death, a(n) was conducted to determine how he had died.

19. These socks are ; they are incorrectly paired.

20. Tom is quite a(n) person; he looks inside himself for answers to questions.
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EXERCISE Ell

Fill in the crossword puzzle using the clues on the next page. The words in the puzzle
come from all of the roots and prefixes together.

WORD PARTS CROSSWORD PUZZLE
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CLUES TO CROSSWORD PUZZLE:

Across

3. large meeting where people come loge/her
5. comprehended incorrectly
8. send again
9. carry out of one country and into another
10. not able to be mistaken
II. message wrillen after the main part of a letter
13. go outside of or more than
14. underlying meaning ofa text
17. not possible to be seen
18. a written order by a doctor needed beJoreyou can get some medicine
19. sight

Down

1. no ability to say beJorehand what is going to happen
2. person who turns his feelings and thoughts inside himself
4. not able to be carned
6. action of looking into something to see if it is working correctly
7. put someone under-the control of your decisions
II. judgment made beJorethe facts are known
12. use again
IS. the written version of the words on a tape
16. a group of people sent to conduct business or negotiations
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CHARTINGYOUR PROGRESS _

Each time you take a Pre-Test, Post-Test, or Complete Test, you should record the results
on the charts that follow. In this way. you will be able to keep track of the progress you
make. (Please note that because the TOEFL-Level Complete Tests contain harder ques-
tions than the Introductory-Level Complete Tests. the number correct will be lower on the
TOEFL-Level Complete Tests.) You may also turn to the next page and get a TOEFL score
for the TOEFL-Level Complete Test 3 (paper version).

PAPER TOEFL TESTS
Keep track of the number correct on each test section as you take it.

LISTENING STRUCTURE READING
COM PRE- AND WRITTEN COMPRE-
HENSION EXPRESSION HENSION

PRE-TEST (Paper)

POST-TEST (Paper)

COMPLETE TEST 1
(INTRODUCTORY-LEVEL)

COMPLETE TEST 3
(TOEFL-LEVEL)

COMPUTER TOEFL TESTS
Keep track of the number correct on each test section as you take it.

LISTENING STRUCTURE READING

PRE-TEST (Computer)

POST-TEST (Computer)

COMPLETE TEST 2
(INTRODUCTORY-LEVEL)

CCMPLETE TEST 4
(TOEFL-LEVEL)
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CONVERTED CONVERTED CONVERTED
NUMBER SCORE SCORE SCORE
CORRECT SECTION I SECTION 2 SECTION 3

50 68 - 67
49 67 - 66
48 66 - 65
47 65 - 63
46 63 - 61
45 62 - 60
44 61 - 59
43 60 - 58
42 59 - 57
41 58 - 56
40 57 68 55
39 57 67 54
38 56 65 54
37 55 63 53
36 54 61 52
35 54 60 52
34 53 58 51
33 52 57 50
32 52 56 49
31 51 55 48
30 51 54 48
29 50 53 47
28 49 52 46
27 49 51 46
26 48 50 45
25 48 49 44
24 47 48 43
23 47 47 43
22 46 46 42
21 45 45 41
20 45 44 40
19 44 43 39
18 43 42 38
17 42 41 37
16 41 40 36
15 41 40 35
14 37 38 34
13 38 37 32
12 37 36 31
11 35 35 30
10 33 33 29
9 32 31 28
8 32 29 28
7 31 27 27
6 30 26 26
5 29 25 25
4 28 23 24
3 27 22 23
2 26 21 23
I 25 20 22
0 24 20 21
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Youshould first use the chart to determine your converted score for each section. Suppose
that YOll got 30 correct in the first section, 28 correel in the second section, and 43 correct
in the third section. The 30 correct in the first section means a converted score of 51. The
28 correct in the second section means a converted score of 52. The 43 correct in the third
section means a converted score of 58. (See chart below.)

SECfION I SECflON2 SECfION 3

NUMBER CORRECf 30 28 43

CONVERTED SCORE 51 52 58

Next, you should determine your overall score in the following way:

I. Add the three converted scores together. 51 + 52 + 58 = 161

2. Divide the sum by 3. 161/3 = 53.7

3. Then multiply by 10. 53.7 X 10 = 537

The overall TOEFL score in this example is 537.

After you understand the example, you can fill in the chart below with information about
Complete Test 3-your TOEFlrLeve! Complete TesL

SECfION 1 SECflON2 SECfION 3

NUMBER CORRECf

CONVERTED SCORE

OVERALL SCORE



-497 RECORDING SCRIPT

RECORDING SCRIPT
LISTENING DIAGNOSTIC PRE.TEST (narra/or) WHAT DOES THE WOMAN SUe.

(Paper) GEST TO THE MAN?

14. (woman) Is it time to leave yet?
Part A, page J (man) Not for a while.

\. (man) How was the concert last night? (naTTa/or) WHAT DOES THE MAN MEAN?
(woman) It was wonderful. IS. (man) Can I turn in the homework next
(noTTa/or) WHAT DOES THE WOMAN MEANI week?

2. (woman) How much will it cost to mail this (woman) No. it's due tomorrow.

package to New York? (naTTo/or) WHAT DOES THE WOMAN MEAN?
(man) Two doll a•.•. 16. (woman) The trees are really beautiful at this
(noTTa/or) WHERE DOES THIS CONYERSA- lime of year.

nON PROBABLYTAKE PLACE? (man) rll say!
3. (woman) How old is your daughter now? (narra/or) WHAT DOES THE MAN MEAN?

(man) She'sjust a year and a hair. 17. (man) Can you show me where I can try
(naTTa/or) WHAT DOES THE MAN MEAN? these clothes onl

4. (man) Is Paul on the basketball team? (woman) The fitting rooms are at the back of
(woman) But he's not tall enough. the Slore.

(naTTa/or) WHAT DOES THE WOMAN IMPLY (norra/or) WHERE DOES TilE WOMAN MOST
ABOUT PAUL? LIKELY WORK?

5. (man) ] think this seminar's going to be 18. (man) Are YOlion your way out now?
really great! (woman) I need to buy wme groceries.

(woman) Me,tool (naTTo/or) WHAT DOES THE WOMAN IMPLY?
(noTTa/Qr) WHAT DOES THE WOMA]', MEAN? 19. (man) Stan got the highest grade on the

6. (woman) Arc you going to the meeting this exam.

afternoon? (woman) Of course he did. He's nnt exactly
(man) \Vhere is it? dumb.
(naTTator) WHAT DOES THE MAN WANT TO (narrator) WHAT DOES THE WOMAN SAY

KNOW? ABOUT STAN?

7. (man) I don't feel like cooking. 20. (woman) rve been study;ng for five hou •.•
(woman) Let's go out to dinner then. straight!
(naTTa/or) WHAT DOES THE WOMAN SUe. (man) Why not t.~ke a break for a bill

GF.ST? (naTTa/or) WI IAT DOES THE MAN SUGGEST?

8. (man) Arc you going to call Joe? 2\. (woman) Is Sharon ready to go?
(woman) I phoned him already. (man) She's busy packing her suitca.'Ie.
(naTTa/or) WHAT DOES THE WOMAN MEAN? (naTTa/or) WlIAT DOF.s THE MAN SAYABOlJf

9. (woman) How did you win that game?
SHARON?

(man) Actually, I was very lucky! 22. (man) It.s too bad our team lost the game.
(narra/or) WI-IAT DOF.s THE MAN MEAN? (woman) You can say that ag-.lin!

10. (woman) Why don't we Glke your car-to the
(narrator) WI-IAT DOES THE WOMAN MEAN?

movies instead of mine? 23. (man) How is Bob feeling after tilt: accident?
(man) But mine's not very clean. (w<>man) lIe's a bit better, but he's still not very
(nu1Tn.IOT) WI!AT DOES THE IvIANSAYABOUT stronR.

THE CAR? (ntlTTtUor) WHAT DOES THE WOMAN SAY

II. (man) When will the plane be landing?
ABOUT BOB?

(woman) The plane will be landing in just a few 2.1. (woman) Is there something wrong with the
minutes, so you'll need to fasten your car?
seat belt. (man) The engine doesn't sound good.

(naTTa/or) WHO IS THE WOMAN MOST (naTTo/or) WlIAT DOES THE MAN MEAN?
L1KELYTO BE? 25. (man) How much time will we have at this

12. (woman) Where is your desk located? art mll.St"um?
(man) Right in the middle of the office. (woman) We'll stop here for two hou •.••and
(naTTa/or) WI-l-\T DOES THE MAN MEAN? then you should be back on the bus at

13. (man) 1don't know how to play golf. but I'd
three o'clock.

(narrtUor) WHO IS THE WOMAN MOST
really like to learn. L1KELYTO BE?

(woman) Why not take a few lessons?



(man)

(man)

(""man)

(""man)

(""man)
(man)

(""man)

(man)

(man)
(troman)

(woman)

(man)
(woman)
(man)

(""man)
(man)

Questions 35 through 38. Listen 10 a conversation
about a camping uip.

(woman) What are Ihose?
(man) They're some pictures of the camping

uip that some friends and I took last
weekend. Would you like to see them?
Thanks. I would.
These photos show the tent that we
stayed in.
How many of you stayed in that tent?
It looks awfully small.
There were four of us.
Four of you? In that small tent?
Wasn't il awfully crowded?
It was a little crowded, hut it was fun
anyway,
And whatever are you doing in these
pictures? It looks like you'rejuSl
standing in a river with big boots on.
Well, we were trying to fi,h.
Did you catch a lot of fish?
No, not a lot ....
Well, did you catch a few fish?
No, no' a few...actuall)' we didn', catch
an)' ...but it was still a great way to
spend a day.

35. WHAT ARE THE MAN AND WOMAN DOING?
36. WHAT DOES THE WOMAN SAYABOUT THE

TEl\'T?
37. WHAT WAS THE MAN DOING WHEN HE WAS

WEARING THE BOOTS?
38. HOW MANY FISH DID THE MAN CATCH?

Part C. page 7
Queslions 39 through 42, Listen as a chemistry profe •.
sor begins a lecture.

(man) Before I start today's lecture, I'd like
10 make sure that you know ever)""
thing you need to know about the
exam that wc're having on Frid"ay. The
exam ",ill cover the first three cha~
ters in the chemistry textbook plus
any additional information from the
class leclUres, SObe sure to study your
'class notes in addition to the three
chapters in the text. The exam will be
mostly multiple choice-you'll have
fifty multiple choice queslions and
two short written essay answers. You'll
have an hour and a half for the exam;
you'll need about an hour for the fifty
multiple choice questions and aooul
thirty minutes for the two es.uys. Any
questions about the exam? Okay,
then. Let's get on with the lecture.

39. WHAT INFORMATION IS COVERED ON THE
EXAM?

40. WHAT TYPES OF QUESTIONS ARE INCLUDED
ON THE EXAM?

41. HOW MUCH TIME WILL THE STUDENTS
HAVE FOR THE EXAM?

42, WHAT WILL THE STUDENTS PROBABLY DO
NEXT?

(man)
(woman)

26. (woman) This apartment is a mess.
(man) Let's clean it up qllickly.
(narralor) WHAT DOES THE MAN SUGGEST?

'27. (man) \\1,y is Alec so happ)'?
(woman) He jllst got a hllge bonus check.
(narrator) \\'HAT DOES THE WOMAN SAY

ABOUT ALEC?

28. (man) Let's go shopping today.
(woman) Oka)', but I don't want (0 go to a slore

that's far away.
(narrator) WHAT DOES THE WOMAN MEAN?

29. (woman) How could YOIltell that Alice was
angry?

(man) \\11en she left, she slammed the door.
(narrator) WHAT DOES THE MAN MEAN?

30. (man) Do YOIlhave any plans for Saturday?
(woman) ,"'e're going fur a hike in the woods.

Do you vo •.•tnt 10 go?
(narrator) \\'HAT IS THE WOMAN PlANNING

TO DO?

Part B.page 6
Questions 31 through 34. Lislen to two smdents dis--
cussing how to get to school.

(woman) Do you know where I can get a bicy-
cle? 1l doesn't ha\'e to be a new bic)'-
c1e. bm it does have to be rather
cheap.
Wh)' do you need a bicycle?
Ijusl found a greal apartment, but it's
a little far from school. I reall)' want to
take this apartment, but I have to find
some transportation. A bicycle would
be great!
How far awa)' from school is the apart-
ment?
Just 3 little over two miles, so I defi-
nitely could walk if I had to. But it
would save so much lime if I had a
bicycle. My problem is that I can',
afford a really new, expensive bicycle.
Well, YO" happen to be in luck today.
I have a friend who wants to sell his
old bicycle because he just bought a
new one. and I think you can gel it
cheap. Do YOIlwant to go see the bicy-
cle?
Thanks. That sounds great. Let's go
there now.

31. WHAT DOES THE WOMAN WANT TO GET?
32. APPROXIMATELY HOW FAR AWAYFROM

SCHOOL IS THE WOMAN'S APARTMENT?
33. WHY IS TIlE MAN'S FRIEND SELLING HIS OLD

BICYCLE?
34. WHAT \\1LL THE MAN AND WOMAN PROBA-

BLYDO NEXn
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(woman)

LISTENING DIAGNOSTIC PRE-TEST
(Computer)

48. WHAT IS THE MAJOR ADVANTAGE OF THE
NEW NATURAL PUSTIC?

49. WHAT IS THE PROBLEM WITH TODAYS ARTI-
FICIAL PUSTIC?

50. THIS LECTURE MIGHT BE GfVEN IN WHICH
COURSE?

Part A, page 10
I. (man) I need to see our math professor. I

have some questions about the home-
work.

(woman) Let's go to her office now.
(narraloT) WHAT DOES THE WOMAN SUe-

GESI?

You picked up your exam already?
Yes, the professor put the graded
exams in the office. You can get yours
there.
WHAT DOES THE MAN MEAN?

Do you want to play tennis later this
afternoon?
I can'L I'm going to do some sho!>,
ping then.
Why not go shopping now, and then
we can play tennis later?
WHAT DOES THE WOMAN SUe-
GESI?

Did you get the material you
requested very quickly?
No, the material didn't come at all
quickly.
WHAT DOES THE WOMAN SAY
ABOlJr THE MATERIAL?

It was really hard to find a place to
park this morning.
You can say that again!
WHAT DOES THE WOMAN MEAN?

Have you been to the new restaurant
down the street?
Ye5, I have. more than once.
And how's the food?
It's really quite tasty!
WHAT DOES THE WOMAN SAY
ABOUT THE FOOD?

Is the paper due this Friday?
No, the due date was changed by the
professor.
WHAT DOES THE MAN MEAN?

Are you going to start studying now?
No. not now.
Why not?

Will you be at the meeting by 4:00?
No, I'll be there a hit later.
WHAT DOES THE MAN MEAN?

(narraloT)

(woman)
(man)
(woman)
(narralar)

(narralar)

(woman)

(woman)

(man)

(narrotor)

9. (man)
(woman)
(man)

8. (woman)
(man)

7. (man)

4. (man)

(womnn)
(narrotor)

5. (woman)
(man)

(narrotor)

6. (woman)

2. (woman)
(man)
(narrotor)

3. (man)

As the boat continues on out to A1ea-
traz Island, let me tell you a little bit
about what we're going to see.

As you can clearly see from here, A1ea-
traz is a rocky island out in the middle
of San Francisco Bay. The name A1ca-
traz comes from the Spanish word for
"pelican: which is a type of bird.
When a Spanish explorer discovered
the island in 1775, there were many,
many pelicans living on the island,
and no people.

The first prison was built on A1catraz
in 1848, and A1catraz remained in use
as a prison until 1963. During that
time, 39 men tried to escape from the
island by swimming across the bay. Of
the 39 men who tried to escape, 24
were recaptured. ten died, and five
were never heard from.

Since 1972, A1catraz has been open to
the public for tours. In a moment,
you'll be able to walk through the
empty prison cell blocks and get an
idea of what prison life was like here
in the pasL

43. WHERE DOES THIS TALK TAKE PLACE?
44. WHAT IS A PEUCAN?
45. HOW MANY MEN TRIED TO ESCAPE FROM

ALCATRAZ?
46. WHAT IS TRUE ABOUT ALCATRAZ TODAY?

Questions 47 through 50. Usten to a ulk about a new
type of plant.

(woman) Today I'd like to discuss something
new that botanisu may be bringing us
in the near future: planu that pro-
duce plastic. I'm not ulking about
artificial planu made from plastic. I'm
talking about living, growing planu
that produce a plastic-like substance.

The natural plastic from these planu
has at least one major advantage over
the artificial plastic thafs 50 common
today. This new plastic from planu
biodegrades quickly, which means
that it's much beuer for the environ.
menL Today's artificial plastic biode-
grades very slowly. When people
finish with plastic producu and throw
them away. the plastic remains intact
for years. These unused plastic prod-
ucu are covering the Earth and caus-
ing quite a problem. Perhaps the new,
natural plastics from planu can help
to solve that problem.

47. WHAT TI'PE OF PLANTS IS THE WOMAN DIS-
CUSSING?

Questions 43 through 46. Usten as a tour guide
describes A1catraz.
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Part B, page 13

QuestiOI15 II througb 12,

II. WHERE DOES TIlE MAN WANT TO GO?
12. WHAT DOES THE MAN SAYABOUT TIlE
POOL?

Ihe tallest? f) The an'"Wer to thaI
question is Ihe ••.•.aterfall in this pholo.
This is Angd Falls in soulheaslern
Venezuela. It drops more than 3,000
feel. The descent of 3.000 feel is aClu-
ally in two falls, an upper fall and a
lo••.•.er fall. The upper fall is much
higher than Ihe lo••.•.er fall.

o Now, we'll go on 10 discuss anolher
waterfall. Do you recognize this water.
fall? Of course, Ihis is Victoria Falls on
the Zambezi River in southern Africa.
The falls are more than a mile wide at
Ihe top. but they narro ••.•.considerably
allhe bottom. These falls arc much
shoner than Angel ~'alls bUI also
much wider. In fact, they're only 355
feet high, compared "ith th~ over
3,OOO-fool Angel Falls.

o No ••.•..••.•.e.1I move on to the laS! of
the waterfalls ••.•.e.1I be discussing.
These falls are, of course, Niagara
Fall •. These falls are actually divided
into two fall. side-by-side. Goal bland
divides the falls into the American
Fall. and Horseshoe Falls. As we've
seen, Niagara Falls isn 'Ilhe !allest
waterfall in Ihe world. In fact. it's not
even clo~ to being the tallest W'dter-
fall. Angel Falls is lhe !allest at over
3.000 feet, Vieloria Falls is far shoner
at a height of 355 feet, and Niagara
Falls is only half the height of Victoria
Falls at a mere 167 feel. Whal makes
Niagara Fall. so impressive is nOI its
height; whal makes Niagara Falls so
impressive is its width. Becau~ Nia.-
gara Falls is so wide, a higher volume
of water passes over these falls than
over any other waterfalls.

o That's all for today on these Ihree
very famous walerfalls. Be sure to read
the neXI chapter in the lextbook and
be prepared for a quiz on Friday. See
you Ihen.

16. WHAT IS TRUE ABOUT ANGEl. FALLS?
17. WHAT IS STATED ABOUT VICTORIA FALLS?
18. WHY IS NIAGARA FALLS SO IMPRESSIVE?
19. HOW HIGH IS EACH OFTHE FALLS?

Well. my necklace broke. and I wanl
to gel il fIXed first. Then I'll s!arl
sltldying.
WHO IS TIlE WOMAN MOST
LIKELY GOING TO SEE NOW?

I don'lthink we're going 10 be able 10

finish all these problems before class.
Neither do II
WHAT DOES TIlE WOMAN MEAN?

Let"s go for a swim this evening.
This evening? You want lO go swim~
ming in the evening?
Yes. The university pool is indoors,
and it's open until 11:00 each
evening.
Is Ihe pool heated?
Absolutely.
Well. if it's an indoor pool, and it's
heated. and it.s open unlil 1I :00, then
I Ihink a swim sounds like a greal
idea.

(woman)

(narrator)

(woman)
(narm/or)

(man)
(woma7l)

(man)

(woman)
(man)
(woman)

(man)
(woman)

(man)

(W071UJ1l)

(man)

10. (man)

Questiom 13 lhrougb 15,
(woman) Do you have the schedule for history

class?
Yes, I do.
I'm glad you do. Iiosl mine. Whal's
the schedule for this week?
Today, there's a lecture. men on
Wednesday we see a film, and on Fri-
day Lhere's an exam.
The leclure today and the film on
Wednesday aren't a problem, but I
really need to work hard 10 prepare
for the exam on Friday.
Me, too. Maybe we could study
logether for the exam.

(woman) Whal a good idea!

13. WHAT DID TIlE WOMAN LOSE?
14. WHAT HAPPENS IN HISTORY CLASS ON
WEDNESDAY?

15. WHAT ARE TIlE MAN AND WOMAN GOING
TO DO TOGETHER?

Questions 16 lhrougb 19. USlen to a lecture in a geog-
raphy class. The professor is !alking about walerfalls.

Questiom 20 through 24. Listen to a lecture in an
American histof}' class. The professor is talking aootH
Leland Stanford.(man) oToday, we'll be looking al some of

the most impressive of the world"s
walerfalls. You may have heard of Ihe
••.•'3lerfalls we'll be discussing. They are
Angd Falls, Vicloria Falls, arid Nia-
gara Falls. Afler Ihis lecture, you
should be able to describe what makes
each of these w31erfalls so impressive.

Which of these, Angel Falls. \",cloria
Falb, or Niagara Falls. do you think i.

(woman) o The topic for IUda)' is Leland Stan-
ford. a nineleenth~entur}' politician .
bll~inessl11an. and phiJanthropi:'iL As a
politician. he was deeply invol,'ed in
government and held a number of
public offices. As a businessman, he
W'dS vcry successful in establishing Iht"
railruads. As a philanthropist. he gavt.'
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(AI)

(AI)

(Judy)

(Jud,)

(woman)

(Tnry)

(Judy)

(woman)

(woman)

(woman)
(Tnry)

(woman)

(woman)

(uxnnan)
(AI)
(uxnnan)

(Tnry)

(Jud,)

25. WHERE IS OLYMPUS MONS LOCATED?
26. HOW DOES OLYMPUS MONS COMPARE IN

HEIGHT TO MOUNT EVEREST?
27. WHERE IS THE CALDERA?
28. WHAT IS STATED ABOUT THE CALDERA ON

OLYMPUS MONS?
29. WHICH OF THESE IS A SHIELD VOLCANO?
30. WHICH OF THE FOLLOWING HAS A SHIELD

VOLCANO?

Questions 25 through ~o.Usten to a discussion in an
astronomy class. The discussion is on Olympus Mons.

(woman) 0 Today we're going to be discussing
Olympus Mons. Can you tell me what
Olympus Mons is?judy?
Olympus Mons is the largest known
volcano in our solar system.
Where is Olympus Mons located, AI?
It's located on the planet Mars.
Is it bigger than Mount Everest?
Terry?
Yes. it's three times higher than
Moum Everest.
e Let's look now at this photo of
Olympus Mons. Can you see the
caldera on Olympus Mons? judy,
what's a caldera?
A caldera is the crater in the middle
of a volcano. The caldera on Olympus
Mons is 60 miles across, and it's two
miles deep.
Yes, the caldera on Olympus Mons is
more than two miles deep. How does
this compare with the depth of the
Grand Canyon? AI?
The Grand Canyon is about a mile
deep, so the caldera on Olympus
Mons is twice as deep as the Grand
Canyon.
What kind of volcano is this? Terry?
Olympus Mons looks like a shield vol-
cano. A shield volcano is one that is
spread out wide and has very gently
sloping sides.
And what other shield volcanoes are
you familiar with? judy?
The volcanoes of the Hawaiian Islands
are also shield volcanoes.
e Let's see if we can summarize some
of the comparisons we've just made.
First of all, Olympus Mons is taller
than any other volcano in our solar
system. What else?
It's three times as high as Mount Ever-
est.
Its caldera is twice as deep as the
Grand Canyon.
And it's the same type of volcano, a
shield volcano, as the volcanoes in the
Hawaiian Islands.
Very good. These are all the impor-
tant points.

away a lot of money to start a univer-
sity.

e This is Leland Stanford, the man
who was a successful politician, busi-
nessman, and philanthropist. First.
we'll talk about his success in politics.
Leland Stanford served as governor of
the state of California in the 1860s.
Some twenty years later, he repre-
sented the state of California in the
United States Congress.

o Now, we'll go on to talk about
Leland Stanford as a businessman.
This map shows the Central Pacific
Railroad. Leland Stanford was presi-
dent of the Central Pacific Railroad.
The Central Pacific Railroad was the
western part of the country's first
transcontinental railroad, and Leland
Stanford was president of the .:om-
pany when the transcontinental rail-
road was completed. He made
millions of dollars in his business with
the railroads.

oNow, we'll talk about Leland Stan-
ford as a philanthropist. As a philan-
thropist, Stanford gave away millions
of dollars to start a university. The uni-
versity in this photo is the universi£y
that was started by Leland Stanford. It
is, of course, Stanford University.

The university is actually named after
Leland Stanford's son, Leland Stan-
ford,junior. Leland Stanford,junior
was Leland Stanford's only child, and
he died in 1884 at the age of flfteen.
Leland Stanford decided to start the
university to honor his son who had
died. Because the university is a
memorial to Stanford's son, the offi-
cial name of the university is actually
Leland Stanford junior University, but
most people today just call it Stanford.

4) That's all for today on Leland Stan-
ford. I hope you have a good idea of
Leland Stanford's contributions, not
only as a politician and as a business-
man, but also as a philanthropist.

20. WHAT EXAMPLES DOES THE PROFESSOR USE
TO DESCRIBE STANFORD'S ACHIEVEMENTS?

21. WHEN DID LELAND STANFORD SERVE IN
CONGRESS?

22. WHAT WAS STATED ABOUT THE CENTRAL
PACIFIC RAILROAD?

2~. WHAT WAS STATED ABOUT LELAND STAN-
FORD,jUNIOR?

24. THE PROFESSOR DESCRIBES A SERIES OF
EVENTS IN LELAND STANFORD'S LIFE. PUT
THE EVENTS IN ORDER.
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SHORT DIALOGUES (Paper and
Computer)

I hear that you got a new car.
I got a car, but il"S not really new.
WHAT DOES THE MAN MEAN?

Is it lime for my appUlnLment yet?
Pieasc have a seal.
WHAT DOES THE WOMAN ASK
THE MAN TO DO?

How was your football game this after-
noon?
I'm not too happy. We didn't win.
M-/AT DOES THE MAN MEAN?

Are you going 10 pay the rent today?
Oh, J did that the day before yester-
day.
WHAT DOES THE MAN MEAN?

Can Barry go camping with us this
weekend?
Oh, I don'tlhink he's old enough.
WHAT DOES THE WOMAN MEAN?

3. (man)

(woman)
(narrator)

4. (woman)
(man)
(naTTalOt')

5. (man)
(woman)
(naTTator)

6. (woman)

(man)
(naTTa/m-)

7. (woman)
(man)

(naTTa/or)

8. (man)

(lVoman)
(narra/or)

5. (man) Do you have time 10 go to the park for
a while?

(woman) Sure. I'm not vef)' busy.
(naTTator) WHAT DOES THE WOMAN MEAN?

6. (woman) Why is it all ;et in here?
(man) The rain got in because the windows

weren'( closed.
(naTTa/or) WHAT DOES THE MAN MEAN?

7. (ma ••) I think you should throw that plant
OUl. It looks dead.

(woman) BUIl'm sure iI's not deadl
('laTTa/m-) WHAT DOES THE WOMAN MEAN?

8. (woman) TIlal apple looks good.
(man) It may look good, bUI it's not. It's nol

sweel al all.
(naTTa/or) WHAT DOES THE MAN SAYABOUT'

THE APPLE?

9. (man) I don't Ihink we should go oul to din-
ner tonight. \\'e can't afford it.

(woman) No problem. I've found a restauranl
thai's not very expensive.

(naTTa/or) WHAT DOES THE WOMAN SAY
ABOUTTHERESTAU~

10. (woman) Look at this rock by Ihe side of Ihe
path. It's beauliful. Do you lhink I
should take it wilh me?

(man) It's 100 big. You can't take it "ith you.
(narrator) WHAT DOES THE MAN IMPLY?

TOEFL REVIEW EXERCISE (Skills 1-2), page 33

J. (man) V.11al did you think of the exam?
(woman) I thought it was quite simple!
(naTTator) WHAT DOES THE WOMAN MEAN?

2. (woman) Will you be finished soon?
(man) Sorry. I don't work very quickly.
(naTTa/Ot') WHAT DOES THE MAN MEAN?

How did your mother and falher feel
when you gOI home so late?
They were very angry.
WHAT DOES TilE WOMAN MEAN?

Have you found a job yet?
I actually started my new job yester-
day.
WHAT DOES THE WOMAN MEAN?

Do you know why Stan wanted 10 lalk
lome?
He needs to find someone to share an
apartment.
WHAT DOES THE WOMAN SAY
ABOUT STAN?

Do you want to go to Ihe game with us
tonighl?
Sorry, I can't. J have 10 finish the
report for hislOi )' cla.~c;..
WHAT DOES THE MAN MEAN?

,.vhen are you Glking your vacation?
In the fall.
WHAT DOES THE MAN MFA!':?

Did you enjoy the book?
It WdS quite pleasant to read.
WHAT DOES THE WOMAN MEAN?

Why were you so late?
T raflic was very heavy.
WHAT DOES THE MM MEAN?

Does SIeve work for you?
No. Slevr manages his own business.
WHAT DOES THE WOMAN SAY
ABOUT ~TEVE?

Is the baby awake yel?
No. she's noL
WHAT DOES THE WOMAN SAY
ABOUT TIlE BABY?

Are you going on the trip by yourself?
No, I'm traveling with a large group
of people.
"IIIAT DOES THE MAN MEAN?

(woman)

(narm/or)

(narraJor)

(naTTaIor)

5. (man)

(man)
(naTTa1or)

4. (man)
(woman)

(man)

6. (woman)
(man)
(naTTator)

7. (man)
(woman)
(naTTa1or)

8. (woman)
(man)
(narrator)

9. (woman)

(naTTa1or)

3. (man)
(woman)
(narrator)

4. (woman)
(man)

TOEFL EXERCISE I, page 30

J. (man) How was the dance last night?
(woman) We had such a good time.
(nll1Tlltor) WHAT DOES THE WOMAN MEAN?

2. (man) Are you ready to leave?
(woman) J need about thiny minutes.
(naTTa1or) WHAT DOES THE WOMAN MEAN?

3. (woman) I'm really having trouble in psychol-
ogy class.
You should talk with the teacher.
WHAT DOES THE MAN MEAN?

(naTTaIor)

10. (man)
(woman)
(naTTaIor)

TOEFL EXERCISE 2, page 32

J. (woman) Why were you so late gelling here?
(man) Bill I wasn'l lale!
(naTTa1or) WHAT DOES THE MAN MEAN?

2. (man) Did you bring Ihe book with you?
(W011""') Oh, I'm sorry. J didn't remember to

bring it.
WHAT DOES THE WOMAN MEAN?
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TOEFL EXERCISE 3, page 35

I. (man) I'd like to work out this a1ternoon.
(woman) Let's go to the gym for a while.
(narrator) WHAT DOES THE WOMAN SUG-

GEST?

TOEFL REVIEW EXERCISE (Skills 1-3), page 35
I. (man) It seem. that80b's not home often.

(woman) That's because he travels a lot for his
job.

(narratur) WHAT DOES THE WOMAN SAY
ABOUT BOB?

TOEFL EXERCISE 4, page 38

I. (man) Did th" package from your family
arrive?

(woman) Yes, and I already opened iL
(narrator) WHAT DOES THE WOMAN MEAN?

9. (woman)
(man)

(narralur)

10. (woman)
(man)

(narralur)

2. (woman)

(man)
(narralur)

3. (man)
(woman)
(naTTDlur)

4. (woman)
(man)
(narralur)

5. (man)

(woman)
(naTTDlur)

6. (W<nIItln)
(man)
(naTTDlur)

7. (man)
(W<nIItln)
(naTTDlur)

(man)

(narralur)

9. (man)

(woman)
(narralur)

10. (man)

(woman)
(narratur)
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l.ct's go to the movies right now.
Sorry, I can't now. I have [0 finish the
laundry.
WHAT DOES THE MAN MEAN?

The weather here is always so weL
Yes, and I really don't like humid
weather.
WHAT DOES THE MAN MEAN?

I can'tljnish the work today. I'm too
tired.
Why not finish it tomorrow?
WHAT DOES THE MAN SUGGEST?

It's rather cool in here.
Let's turn on the heaL
WHAT DOES THE WOMAN SUG-
GEST?

Myoid car has broken down again.
Why don't you get a new one?
WHAT DOES THE MAN SUGGEST?

We've got so many books here. I can't
find the one I wanL
Let's organize them on the shelves.
WHAT DOES THE WOMAN SUG-
GEST?

These clothe. are too small for me.
Why not let your sister have them?
WHAT DOES THE MAN SUGGEST
TO THE WOMAN?

It'. tOO late to leave tonighL
Let's put 01Tthe trip until tomorrow.
WHAT DOES THE WOMAN SUG-
GEST?

I really need to get going on this term
paper.
Why not plan on staying in the library
all day?
WHAT DOES THE MAN SUGGEST
TO THE WOMAN?

There's a really funny program com-
ing on tdevision now.
Let's watch it then.
WHAT DOES THE WOMAN SUG-
GEST?

It's unbelievable, butI've actually got
a lilLIe extra money now.
Why not put it in the bank?
WHAT DOES THE WOMAN SUG-
GEST TO THE MAN?

2. (woman)
("",n)
(narrator)

3. (man)

(womnn)
(narrator)

4. (woman)

(man)
(narrator)

5. (woman)

(-)
(namJIorj

6. (_)
(woman)
(narrator)

7. (W<nIItln)

(narrator)

(narmtor)

9. (_)

10. (womnn)
(man)
(narralur)

2. (woman)
(man)
(narralur)

3. (,nan)
(woman)
(narralur)

It's time to wash the car.
Notnowl
WHAT DOES THE MAN MEAN?

The apartment where I'm living isjust
too noisy.
Why not move to a new apartment?
WHAT DOES THE WOMAN SUG-
GEST?

Allen, why were you late for work this
morning?
lovenlepL
WHAT HAPPENED TO ALLEN?

It'. a little difficult to get to know
Betty.
She'. not a very talkative person.
WHAT DOES THE MAN SAYABOUT
BETIJ'?

I'm rather thinly. What about you?
Let's make some lemonade.
WHAT DOES THE WOMAN SUG-
GESI?
Can )'OU td1 me about the assignment
for tonight?
Call me up later, and 1 can tell you
aboutiL
WHAT DOES THE MAN WANI'THE
WOMAN TO DO? •My hair has gouen ".y too long.
Why don't)'OU get it cut this a1ter-
noon?
WHAT DOES THE WOMAN SUG-
GESTTO THE MAN?

Do )'OUthink Tun was t"lIing the
truth?
I'm not sure I believe him.
WHAT DOES THE WOMAN SAY
ABOUT TIM?

What time is th" break today?
It's at the regular hour.
WHAT DOES THE MAN MEAN?

How's your report coming along?
It was finishffi this morning.
WHAT DOES THE MAN IMPLY?

Why aren't the children in bed now?
Thdr parents let them stay up.
WHAT DOES THE WOMAN MEAN?



4. (,,,,,,,,,,n) Why aren't you inside the house? 8. (womnn) You don't ""'ani me to \\-'3lk in the

(man) I lost the key (Q the front door. kilchen now?

(narralor) WHAT DOES THE MAN MEAN? (man) No,ljusl washed till' Ooor, and it's

5. (woman) Where art~ the flowers that I just
still WCL

(narra/or) \\HAT DOES THE MAN SAYABOUT
picked? THE FLOOR?

(man) I put them on the dining room table.
(narra/or) WHAT DOES THE MAN MEAN? 9. (man) Js there enough food for c\'f'ryonc at

6. (man) Martha. what"s the maner? You look
the party?

upset.
(lIxmwn) You can relax. Everyone has enough

to eal.
(woman) Ijust noticed that III)' purse .•••.as

(narra/or) WHAT DOES THE WOMAN MFAN?
stolen.

(narra/m) WHAT DOES THE WOMAN MEAN? 10. (w<nlla,,) Did everyone know about the meet.

7. (woman) Would you like 10 pick up one of til)'
ing?

pel snakes?
(man) '.ces, I informed everyone.

(man) No, thank..li. The)' frigillen me more
(7Iarra/or) Wl-iAT DOES THE MAN MEAN?

Ihan a little. TOEFL EXERCISE 5, page 41
(narra/or) \\11AT DOES TIlE MAN MEAN?. I. (man) Do you want 10 go into the water?

8. (man) . Did you gel the projecl done, as I
(woman) No, thank.~. I prefer to lie here on the:

asked?
(woman) I followed your direClions to the let.

sand.
('lIJrratorj W1IERE DOES THIS CONVERSA.

tel'. TlON PROBABLY TAKE PLACE?
('Ulrra/or) WHAT DOES THE WOMAN MEAN?

9. (woman) Do we have time to play somc Lellnis
2. (woman) \rVhat is the assignment for tomor.

row's class?
now? (man) You should read Chapter 5 and

(man) No, it's time to (oak supper.
(narra/or) WHAT DOES THE MAN MEAN?

anS\\'cr the questions at the end of the
chapler.

10. (man) \\'h)' aren't we having the exam (namltor) WHO IS THE MAN MOST LIKELY
tomorrow? TO BE?

(woman) The dale of II", exam has changed. 3. (man) Can you tell me how long I Cdn keep
(7ItJTTo/or) WHAT DOES THE WOMAN IMPLY? these books?

TOEFL REVIEW EXERCISE (Skills 1-4), page 39
(,,,,,,,,,,n) You can check. t.hem out for two

weeks.
I. (man), 00 you want to go out in the s..,ilboal (narrator) WHERE DOES TillS CON\'ERSA.

loday? TION PROBABLYTAKE PLACE?
(woman) Oh, it's 100 windy.

4. (woman) Are there many problems with my
(nann/or) WHAT DOES THE WOMAN MEAN? teelh? I've tried to brush regularly.

2. (man) I have a bad headache. (man) I see one tooth thaI needs 10 be filled.
(.""",,n) \\~lY don'l you take some a..pirin? (narra/or) WHO IS THE MAN MOST LIKELY
(narra/or) \\1-IAT DOES THE WOMAN SUG- TO BE?

GEST TO THE MAN?
(woman) The seat belt light is Oa..hing.5.

3. (woman) When is the park open? (man) Yes, I think we're going 10 land soon.
(man) h's open from sunrise to sunset each (narra/or) WHERE DOES THIS CONVERSA.

day. TlON PROBARLYTAKE PLACE?
(narrator) \\1-IAT DOES THE MAN MEAN?

6. The wedding is actually tomorrow.(man)
4. (man) Did Steve pay for his pan of Ihe meal? (tI.".a7l) I can't believe that tomorrow"s our

(woman) )es, he handed me five dollars. wedding day.
(naTTalm) WHAT DOES THE WOMAN MFAN? (rlarTotur) WHO IS THE WOMAN MOST

5. (womall) Did you do well on the malh proJ>. LIKELYTO BE?

lem? 7. (mo7l) Should we fill up the lank?
(man) In fan. I was cumpletely incorrect. (wtmmu) Yes. and pUI some air in the tires.
(narralor) WHAT DOES THE ~-IANMFAN? (narra/or) W1IERE DOES TIllS CONVERSA.

6. (woman) Is the washing madline still broken? TION PROBABLY TAKE PLACE?

(,na7l) No, I fixed it this morning. 8. (rna7l) Are you going to the ~'111 to work oul
(narralor) \\11AT DOES TilE MAN MEAN? this morning?

7. (ma7l) I couldn't get registered in the alge- (,na,,) \cs. to the 6')1" in (liC" morning ancl to

bra course thai I w;'lI1ted. leam pr.\nice in the aflernooll,

(woman) \'Vhy don't Y0tl takt.. it next semester? (rwrralor) WIlO IS TilE ~iAN MOST LIKELY

(ruznn/or) \l1IAT DOES TIlE WO~-IAN SUer TO BE?

GES1?
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9. (woman) Can I help you? TOEFL EXERCISE 6, page 44
(man) Yes, I'd like to pick up some shirts I

I. (man) I think we should visit Sam in the hos-left to be cleaned,
pita!.('limn lor) WHERE DOES THIS CONVERSA-

(woma ••) Me, too,TION PROBABLYTAKE PLACE?
( ••a"alor) WHAT DOES THE WOMAN MEAN?

10, (ma ••) I'm not sure which day I want to leave 2, (ma••) The news really surprised me.on this trip,
(wo,na ••) You can say that 3brain!(woma ••) When you decide on the date of the
(narTlllur) WHAT DOES TIlE WOMAN MEAN?trip, come back to the olJice and you

3. (woOla••) Ilhillk it would be nice (0 have a (>Cl.can make reservations and purchase
the tickets. (m(m) So do I.

(••armJQr) WHO IS TilE WOMAN MOST (nn,mlor) WHAT DOES THE MAN MEAN?
UKELYTO BE? 4. (woman) That movie was so boring.

TOEFL REVIEW EXERCISE (Skills 1-5), page 42
(man) I'll say!
(""rrator) WHAT DOES THE MAN MEAN?

I. (WQmlm) It's quite cool in here. don't you 5. (man) I'm so glad those three classes are
think? over.

(ma ••) Let's close the window, (woman) You can say that again!
(""nn/or) WHAT DOES THE MAN SUGGEST? (••arralor) wllAT DOES THE WOMAN MEAN?

2. (man) Did the flight get in at two o'c.lock? 6. (wama ••) I prefer playing sports rather than
(woma ••) It arrived right on schedule. watching sports.
(""rmlQr) WHAT DOES THE WOMAN MEAN? (man) Me. too.

3. (woman) Are you ready to go home yet? (,,,,rralor) WlIAT DOES THE MAN MEAN?
(ma ••) I'd like to swim a few more laps first. 7. (ma ••) The coffee is really strong.
(narrator) WHERE DOES THIS CONVERSA- (WQ(na••) I'll say!

nON PROBABLYTAKE PLACE? (""rrala,) WHAT DOES THE WOMAN MEAN?
4. (ma ••) Does Ralph like the new sofa? 8. (wa,na ••) I thought the math exam was almost

(WQma••) He's not too pleased with it. impossihle.
(narralar) WHAT DOES THE WOMAN SAY (man) Me,too.

ABOUT RALl'H? (""rratar) WHAT DOES THE MAN MEAN?
5. (woma ••) Why did you yell so loud? 9. (ma ••) I think we should go out for dinner

(ma ••) I'm sorry. It was a big mistake. tonight.
(""rralor) WHAT DOES THE MAN MEAN? (woman) Sod" I!

6. (ma ••) When are the school fees due? (""rrator) WHAT nOES THE WOMAN MEAN?
(woman) The school fees must be paid tomor- to. (woman) The new teacher certainly made hi •..

row. tory interesting.
(narrator) WHAT DOES THE WOMAN MEAN? (,nan) You can say that ab",in!

7. (man) What happened to Tony? (narrator) WHAT DOES THE MAN MEAN?
(WQman) Someone r.m into him and hun him

TOEFL REVIEW EXERCISE (Skills 1-6), page 45during a foolball game.
(narrator) WHAT DOES THE WOMAN SAY I. (WQman) The apple pie sure looks good,

ABOUT TONY? (man) Let's have some ofit.
8. (WQman) WIlYwere you standing at the back of (nann/or) WHAT DOES THE MAN SUGGEST?

lhe room during the Iectur-c? 2. (man) How much time is left on the test?
(man) There were no empty seats. (woman) You have about thirty minutes.
(narralor) WHAT DOES THE MAN MEAN? (rurrrator) WHAT DOES THE WOMAN MEAN?

9. (man) This soup la.slcs awfully boring. 3. (man) I think we should pay the bills
(WQman) Let's put some more spices in iL tonight.
(""rralar) WHAT DOES THE WOMAN SUe. (woman) So do I.

GEST? (narrator) WHAT DOES THE WOMAN MEAN?
10. (woman) I'm here for an appointment with the 4. (wornall) Are you going to plant the new rose

dean at t1irec o'clock. bushes today?
(man) Please take a seat, and she'll be with (man) Yes, after I weed the tomato plants

you in a moment. and cut the bushes around the yard.
(narrator) WHO IS THE MAN MO~T UKELY (narrator) WHO IS THE MAN MOST UKELY

TO BE? TO BE?

5. (WQman) Did Karla pass lhe SlatiSriC5 exam?
(mlln) Not exactly.
(""rmtor) WllAT DOES THE MAN SAYABOUT

KARL"?
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Questions 5 through 8. Lislen as two people describe
something that happened 10 a friend.

5. WHAT HAPPENED TO GREG?
6. WHY DO HORNETS ATTACK?
7. WHAT DID GREG PROBABLY COME CLOSE

TO?
8. WHAT IS THE WO~IAN'S AD\1CE?

I. \\11AT ARE THE ~1AN AND WOMAN DIS-
CUSSING?

2. HOW MUCH ARE THEY SUPPOSED TO READ?
3. WHAT PART OF THE ASSIGNMENT IS

UNCLEAR?
4. \\11AT\\1LL THEY PROBABLY DO NEXT?

Did you hear what happened to Greg?
I heard he got stung by a bee.
Well, he DID get slUng, hut il wasn't
by a bee. It was a hornet Ihat Slung
him while he was out ",';lIkingin the
park.
If it W'asa hornet, then Greg probably
came vcry close to the hornet's nest. [
undcrst.a.nd that hornet.'i usually only
attack if they're lr}ing to protect the
nest where the eggs are wailing to
ha,ch.
So hornets are only dangerous if you
come close to their nesL~?
Yes, so Greg probably came close '0 a
hornet's nest while he was out on his
walk to the park.
Then we should find oul where Greg
was walking and NOT go W'alking
there.

Yes, he •.,id to read Chapler 6. Then I
think he also said something about
answering the questions at the end of
the chapter.
He said to answer the questions. too? ]
didn'[ hear that pari of the as.,ign-
ment.
I think he did, bUll'm no' sure.
Maybe we should go ask one of the
other sltldents what the a.~signment is,
just to be safe.
I think we should!

(woman)

(man)
(woman)

(man)

(woman)

(man)

(woman)

(man)

(man)

(woman)

(Iwm"n)
(man)
(woman)

(woman)

Questions 9 through 12. Lislen to two students on a
university campus.

(man) Can you tell me abou' Ihe university
slnude bus system? This is such a large
campus, and I have classes all over
campus. I need to Lake the shutt..le bus
from one dass to another. or I'll never
make it on time.
What do you need to know? I think
it's a really great s}"Stem.
First of all, where does it go?
The univcnity shutt..le bus system goes
all over campus. It doesn'l leave the
campus; iryoll want to tTa\"el off <am-
pns. you'll need to take the cit}' bus
syslem. But the universil}' shuttle bus

6. (man) What can I get for you?
(woman) A sandwich and fries 10 go, please.
(narrator) WHERE DOES THIS CONVERSA-

TION PROBABLYTAKE PLACE?

7. (woman) Doesn't the lake look ueautiful from
here?

(man) Let'. go down for a swim.
(namuor) WIIAT DOES THE ~1AN SUGGEST?

8. (man) Do you think Peter answered your
questions honestly?

(woman) I'm sure he expressed his true feel-
ings.

(narrator) WHAT DOES THE WO~ SAY
ABOUT PETER?

9. (woman) A cold drink would taste good now.
(man) I'll say!
(narm/Qr) WHAT DOES THE ~ MEAN?

10. (woman) Do you think the lawn should be
wmered?

(man) It hasn't been watered in weeks.
(nan-atOl) \l11AT DOES THE ~1AN IMPLY?

LONG CONVERSATIONS (Paper)

2. The first part of Conversation 2 is:
(wom"n) Did you hear what happened to Greg?
(man) I heard he got stung by a bee.
(woman) Well, he DID get Slung, but it wasn't

by a bee. It was a hornet that stung
him while he was out walking in the
park.

(nan-ator) \\11AT IS THE TOI'IC OF CorNER-
SATION 2?

3. The first part of Conversation 3 is:
(man) Can you tell me aboul the university

shuulc bus system? This is such a large
campus, and I have classes all over
campus. I need to take the shu Ide bus
from one class to another, or I'll never
make il on lime.

(woman) What do you need to know?
(narm/Qr) \\11AT IS TilE TOPIC OF CONVER.

SATION 3?

EXERCISE 9, page 52
Questions 1 through 4. Listen as two students discuss
what a professor said in a recent class.

(woman) Did yuu understand Lhe assignment
the professor gave us lOday? I"mnot
sure Ihat I did.

(man) He said 10 read Chapter 6. didn't he?

EXERCISE 8, page 50

1. The first part of Conversation I is:
(woman) Did you understand the assignment

the professor gave us today? I'm not
sure that I did.

(man) He said to read Chapter 6. didn't he?
(nan-alor) \\11AT IS THE TOPIC OF COl'.'VER.

SATION I?
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Questions 5 through 8. Listen as a man and woman dis-
cuss sorne interesting information that the woman just
learned.

TOEFL EXERCISE (Skills 7-9), page 53
Questions I through 4. Lislen as a man asks for direc-
tions.

much paper, many Irees have to be
cut down.
According to the article, how much
paper do Americans use?
Aboul50 million Ions of paper a year,
can you believe it?
That's pro!>ably a 101 of Irees, isn't it?
You bel it is; 850 million lrees a year.
I can'l believe we really NEED to use
so much paper.
Neither can J. I'm sure we could
reduce the amount of paper we use if
we wanted to.

(man)

(woman)

(man)
(woman)
(man)

(W<1man)

5. WHERE DID THE WOMAN LEARN THE INFOR-
MATION?

6. WHAT IS THE TOPIC OF THE CONVERSA-
TION?

7. APPROXIMATELY HOW MUCH PAPER DO
AMERICANS IISF. IN ONE YEAR?

8. WHAT DOES THE WOMAN WANT PEOPLE TO
DO?

Questions 9 through 12. Listen as two students discuss
a problem with one of their classes.

(man) Can you believe how much reading
we have for our American literature
class?

("",man) When I siilned up for a literature
class, I knew that there would be lots
of reading, but I never expected this
much.

(man) Ye., and I thought that since it was a
class on American novels, we would
jusl be reading some novels.

(woman) Whal a .urprise. Not only do we have
10 read a bunch of novels, we also
have to read the lextbook, which gives
information about the authors and
their novels. And we also have to find
journal articles in the library which
have commentary about rhe novels.

(man) So we have three things 10 read: the
novel. themselves, the lextbook, and
journal article •.

(woman) ThaI's righL And there'. a lot to read
from each of the three.

(man) Well, I'm heading for the library right
now '0 gel started on all thaI reading.
Whal about you?

(woman) I'm on my way back to the dorm, bUI
I'll be doing the same thing that you
are, spending the rest of Ihe after-
noon with my books.

9. WHAT PROBLEM ARE THE MAN AND WOMAN
DISCUSSING?

10. WHICH CLASS ARE THE MAN AND WOMAN
DISCUSSING?

II. WHAT DO THE MAN AND WOMAN NOT HAVE
TO READ fOR THE CLASS?

12. WHAT ARE THE MAN AND WOMAN BOTH
GOING TO DO NEXT?

Did you read this magazine article?
The information in it is unbelievable.
What's the anide about?
It'. about paper, specifically, aboul
how much paper Americans use up
each year.
Why are you so interested in paper?
It's not paper thaI I'm interested in;
it's trees. Because Americans use so

(man)
(woman)

(man)

(woman)

(man)

(man)

(woma71)
(man)
(woman)

(man)

(woman)

(man)

(woman)

(man)
("",man)

(man)
(woman)

Can you lell me where Ihe PO'1 office
i.? I n'j"d 10 mail a package.
Oh, that's easy. It's very close by.
Where is il exactly?
You go down the slreel for one block
and then lurn righL You'll see it right
there.
Do you know whal time the post office
close.?
I'm pretty sure thaI it'. open until
five.
Oh, that'. greaL It'. only four o'clock
now, so I should be able to get there
and get this package mailed loday.
Thanks for your help.

(woman) No problem!

J. WHAT ARE THE MAN AND WOMAN DIS-
CUSSING?

2. HOW FAR AWNi IS THE POST OFFICE?
3. HOW MUCH LONGER IS THE POST OFFICE

OPEN TODAY?
4. WHAT WILL THE MAN PROBABLY DO NEXl?

syslem will gel you from one class 10
the next very efficiently.
And how much doe. il co.t?
It's free, can you believe it? So you
don'l have 10 pay a cenl to get all
around the university campus.
That's really greal. And how do I
catch the shuttle bu.?
Jusllook for one of the bright yellow
shu'ttle bus .igns, and go stand next 10
it. You can see the yellow .hultle bus
sign. allover campus. A shultle bus
will come along approximately every
five minutes. so you shouldn"1 have to
wail long.
That all sounds good. Thanks for your
help.

(woman) No problem.

9. WHAT ARE THE MAN AND WOMAN DIS-
CUSSING?

10. WHAT AREA DOES THE UNIVERSITY SHUT.
TLE BUS COVER?

I J. HOW MUCH DOES THE SHUTTLE BUS COST?
12. WHAT COLOR ARE THE SHUTTLE BUS SIGNS?
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(man)

LONG TALKS (Paper)

EXERCISE II, page 58
I. The first part of Talk I is:

(man) One of the mosl deadly plan •• in the
world is poison hemlock. This plan,
grows in man}' parL~of the world. h is
quite dangerous to humans; people
can die if the)' eal it.

(narrator) WHAT IS THE TOPIC OF TALK I?

2. The firsl part of Talk 2 is:
(woman) Today we're going '0 sec somelhing

Ihal rnoSl of you have probabl)' never
seen before: a frogjumping conteSl.
l11is frogjumping con lest is part of
the Calavera< County Fair. in Calav-
eras County. California.

(1larrator) WHAT IS -n1E TOPIC OF TALK 2?

3. The first pan of Talk 3 is:
(ma1l) Hello. I'm Mr. Teale. Ihe head librar-

ian, and I'd like to explain to YOli

about checking oul books from this
library.

(namdor) WHAT IS THE TOPIC OF TALK 3?

EXERCISE 12, page 60
Questions I through 4. Listen 10 a leclUre b)' a biology
professor.

One of the most deadl)' plan.s in Ihe
world is poison hemlock. This planl
grows in man)' pam of Ihe world. It is
quite dangerous to humans; people
can die if they cal il.

One thing that makes poison hemlock
really dangerous is Ihal it looks like
some planL< thaI people normall)' cal.
Hemlock belongs 10 the same family
of plan •• as the carrol. The leaves of
t1ie plant look very much like parsley.
and i•• roo" look like carro". People
have died when they've made a mis-
take and have eaten poison hemlock
when they Ihough. thaI Ihey were cal.
ing either parsley or carrots.

1. WHAT IS THE TOPIC OF THE TALK?
2. WHERE IS HEMLOCK FOUND?
3. WHAT IS TRUE ABOUT HEMLOCK?
4. WHAT CAN HAPPEN TO SOMEONE WHO

EATS HEMLOCK?

Questions 5 through 8. Lislen as a lour guide describes
what some lourisu arc going to sec.

(woman) Today we're going to sec something
that most of you have probably never
~en before: a frogjumping contest.
This frogjumping contest is part of
the ('••laver •••County Fair. in Calav-
er •••County. California.

In this frogjumping conlest. aboul
2.000 frogs and .heir owners partici-
pate. and more than 40.000 people

usually come 10 watch. The frog own-
ers encourage their frogs to jump by
)'elling. s(reaming.jumping. singing.
talking. hlowing. any wa)' they can. To
win the contest, a frog needs to jump
three limes in a row.

This contest is based on a story by
Mark Twaio; il's called "The Cele-
bratedjlllnping Frog of CalaverdS
County." Twain published lhe stOl-Yin
1865. Sixty-Ihree years laler. in J 928.
,he people of ['",Iaveras Counl)'
decided 10 hold a conlest just like the
one thaI Twain had described a num-
ber of years earlier.

5 .•••••HAT TWE OF CONTEST IS IT?
6. APPROXIMATELY HOW MANY FROGS PARTICI-

PATE EACH YEAR?
7. HOW MANY TIMES DOES A FROG NEED TO

JUMP TO WIN?
8. WHAT IS TRUE ABOUT THE FROG-JUMPING

CONTEST?

Questions 9 through 12. LiSlen '0 a talk given to a
group of new university slUdents.

(man) Hello. I'm Mr. Teale. the head librar-
ian, and I'd like to explain to you
aboul checking Oll! books from ,his
Iibrar}'. Sluden" with I.D. cards can
check Oll! books. and the books may
be kept for up 10 IWOweeks. The
process for checking .he hook.1lj OUI is
really quite simple because of the
computcri7.ed chccko{)ut system.

When you find a book in the library
that you would like to check OUI.just
bring it here to the circulation desk.
The circulation desk is the desk where
you check materia1~ out from the
library. All you need when you come
to the circulation desk is the book or
books that you W-dnl10 check out and
your student I.D. card.

Al the circulation desk. the clerk will
take the book and the I.D. card and
run them through Ihe computerized
scanner. A form is primed quickly by
the com pUler. and you need 10 sign
the form. That's all there is to il.just
remember to bring your I.D. card
when )'ou come 10 the library. 10 sign
the form at the circulation desk, and
to return the books within IWO wecks,
and you won't have any problems
here at the library.

9. WHO IS GIVING THIS TALK?
10. WHAT IS THE CIRCULATION DESK?
II. WHAT DO THE STUDENTS NEED TO TAKE

BOOKS FROM THE LIBRARY?
12. HO\'rLONG MAYSTUDENTS KEEP THE

BOOKS?
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(17I(m)

(woman)

(man)
(woman)

TOEFL EXERCISE (Skills 10-12), page 61
Questions I through 4. Listen [0 a description of the
Ringling Museum.

(man) III a few minutes. we'll be arriving at
the Ringling Museum, in Sarasota,
Florida. This museum was built by
John Ringling and his wife Mabel.
John Ringling became famous as one
of the Ringling Brothers, who formed
the Ringling Brothers Circus.

We'll be visiting two areas: the
Museum of An and the Circus
Gallery. The Museum of Art contains
some excellent baroque paintings.
including some by Rubens. The Cir-
cus Callery contains items from cir-
cuses ofycars past, including a
lOO-year-<>ldcircus parade wagon.

Enjoy your visit to the Ringling
Museum. I'll sec you back at the bus
in three hours.

1. WHO IS PRORABLYTALKlNG?
2. WHY DID JOHN RINGLING BECOME FAMOUS?
3. WHAT IS INCLUDED IN THE CIRCUS

GALLERY?
4. ""HAT SHOULD THE PEOPLE DO IN THREE

HOURS?

Questions 5 through 8. Listen to a lecture by a business
professor.

(woman) Henry Ford's Moclel T automobile is a
great example of the benefits of nmss
pro<.luction. Henry Ford introduced
the MOOel T in 1908. These first
Model T cars weren't mass produced.
They were sold for a price of $850
each. The Model T cars were very
popular, and many people wanted to
own them. To meet this high demand.
Henry Ford designed the first major
assembly line. With this assembly line.
cars could be produced more quickly,
efficiently, and cheaply. Using the
assembly-line methOO of production,
the company was able to produce
1,000 identical cars a day. The price of
the Model T dropped from $850 to
$440 per car by 1914. The price
droppt:d even further, to $290 per car,
by 1924. This example clearly demon-
strates the effect that mass production
can have on prices.

5. WHAT IS THE MODEL T?
6. WHEN WAS THE MODEL T INTRODUCED?
7. WHAT WAS NOT TRUE ABOUT ASSEMBLY.

LINE PRODUCTION BYFORD?
8. WHAT HAPPENED TO THE PRICE OF THE

MODEL T OVER TIME?
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Questions 9 through 12. Listen to a talk by a university
graduate student advisor.

(woman) Hello, I'm Ms. Barker, the g",duate
advisor in the Psychology Depart-
ment. You should all be new graduate
students in the department. Because
I'm your advisor, we'll be seeing a lot
of each other during your studies.

TOOay, I'd like to explain a choice that
you have to make about your program
in psychology. You must decide how
ynu want to FINISH your program. At
the end of this program you must do
one of two things: either you must
write a thesis, or you must take COffi-

pn:hensive exams. Let me tell you a
little bit about each of them. A thesis
is a long research paper, perhaps one
or two h~r~.dred pages long; it's an in-
d<:pth study of one area from your
graduate studies. Comprehensive
exams are exams that cover all of the
material in your graduate program.
Basically, you must decide if you want
to cover one area in depth in your
program, so you would write a thesis,
or, if you' d like a more general pro-
gram, you would cake comprehensive
exams. ,"au don't need to decide
TODAY about a thesis or comprehen-
sive exams. You have six months to
think about it.

9. WHO IS MS. BARKER TALKING TO?
10. WHAT CHOICE DO THE STUDENTS HAVE TO

MAKE?
II. WHAT ARE COMPREHENSfVE EXAMS?
12. WHEN DO THE STUDENTS NEED TO MAKE

THE DECISION?

CASUAL CONVERSATIONS
(Computer)

EXERCISE 13, page 64
Questions 1 through 3.

(man) Do you know what the assignment is
for tomorrow's p>-ychology class?
Yes.We have to read four chapters in
the textbook.
Four chaptcrs? Are they very long?
They'rc about ten pages each, so it's
about forty pages in all.
I'd better go to the librdry and start
working on mat now. It's going to
take me some time to read and under-
stand that much material.

I. WHAT IS THE PSYCHOLOGY ASSIGNMENT?
2. HOW MANY TOTAL PAGES ISm
3. WHAT WILL THE MAN PROBABLY DO NEXT?



Questions 4 through 5.

4. WHY IS THE MAN SURPRISED?
5. WHAT CLASS DID THE WOMAN TAKE LAST
YEAR?

EXERCISE 14,page 76
Question 1. lJslen to a discussion about a histor}' cla.s.'\.
The discussion is 011 the cit}' of Chicago.

(woman 1) Wasn't tha' an interesting lecture that
we just heard on the history of
Chicago?

(man) It certainly was. I hadn',understood
that Chicago WdS such a young cilY.
Ie•., than 200 years old.

(woman 2) Yes, and Ihat the army fort, Fort D.
born, WdS huilt in 1803 in Ihe place
thai would become Chicago. Chicagu
didn't officiallv bt-comc a lown until
30 years later, in 1833.

(woman 1) And when it officially became a town
ill 1833, it was vCr)' small. It had a
population of only 350.

(man) Then after Chicago had grown, much
of it wao;;destroyed in a fire. \Vhen was
the Greal Chicago Fire. do you know?

(lIJoman 2) The Greal Chicago Fire W'dSin 1871.
Chicago wasn't even forty yean old at
the time, but it had grown much big-
ger. TIle fire destroyed a large part of
the city.

(woman 1) Yet ani)' twenty-two years later, in
1893, Chicago wa, able (() ho,' a
World's Fair.

(man) Yes. Chicago had been rebuih after
the fire and was cager In show itself
ofT to the rest of the world at the
World's Fair in 1893.

I. PUT THESE EVENTS IN THE HISTORY OF
CHICAGO IN ORDER.

ACADEMIC DISCUSSIONS
(Computer)

II. WHAT DOES TilE WOMAN WANT TO DO?
12. WHAT PROBLEM DOES HIE MAN EXPLAIN?
13. WHAT SHOULD HIE MAN AND WOMAN DO?

I'm surprised to ~e you in this c1a.s.,.
)ou arc? ••••1IY?
Because it's a beginning French class.
I thought you took beginning French
la,t year.
No, I took an advanced Spani,h class
last year. This year I want to begin
sllIdying French.
You must really like studying lan-
guages.
J certainly do!

(woman)
(man)

(man)

(man)
(woman)

(maTI)
(womaTl)
(maTI)

(womaTl)

(man)

(woman)

(womaTl)

(woman)
(man)

Questions 6 through 8.
(woman) \V'hat time docs the movie start

tonight?
There are three shows, one at 6:00,
one a' 8:00, and one a' 10:00.
Do you have a preference?
I prefer Lheearly show because if's
cheaper than the others.
The early show sounds good 10 me,
too. Idon '( mind s~i\ingsome money.

6. HOW MANY SHOW TIMES ARE THERE?
7. \\HICH SHOW DO THE MAN AND WOMAN
DECIDE TO ATTEND?

8. WHY DO THEY MAKETHIS DECISION?

Questions 9 through 10.
(woman) Are you coming to the meeting

tonight?
\\113t meeting is that?
It's the meeting of the planning com.
minee for the school dance. It's in the
Student Center.
Oh, i, that meeling tonight? Thanks
for reminding me about iL 1 had for-
gotten.
You're welcome. So you'll be there?
Of course. I wouldn'l miss it.

(man)

(man)

(UK>man)

(woman)
(man)

Questions 2 through !. Listen to a discussion about a
political science course. The discussion is on the
course syllabus_

(man 1) Let', look over the ,yllahus from our
political science cla..'OS.

(woman) It looks like t.here are three unilS of
study during the twelve-week course.

(man 2) TIlaCs righL The three units of study
are on the three br.tnches of the
United SlaieS government. Lheexecu-
tivc" branch. the legislative br.mch,
and the judicial branch.

(man 1) Let's sec .... The legislative brdnch is
the pan of government that includes
the C.ongress.

(woman) And we'll be discussing the k'gislalive
branch in the first four weeks of the
(oul1'oC.

9. WHAT IS HAPPENING TONIGHT?
10. WHAT HAPPENED TO THE MAN?

Questions 11 through 13,
(man) \\rtlere arc you going now?
(woman) I'm going to the bookstore. I need to

gel the..'hooks for math c1a.~'\.
) have some had n<'WSfor you. The
math hooks aren', in the bookstore
yet.
AIe you sure?
Unfortunately. I am. Ijust went to the
bookstore myself to gel the books,
and they weren't therc.
Do you kllow when the book, will be
in?
One of the bookstore employee, said
to come back tomorrow. The book5
might be in Ihen.
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(man 2)

(man 1)

(man 2)

(U>17FI<1n)

4. HOW DOES THE WATER IN A GE\SER GET
HEATED? PUT THE STEPS IN ORDER.

5. WHAT HAPPENS AFTER THE UNDERGROUND
WATER IS HEATED? PUT THE STEPS IN
ORDER.

Questions 6 through 7. Listen to a discussion about a
health class. The <iiscussion is about types of injuries.

(woman 1) For the quiz later today in health
class. we need to understand different
types of injuries.

(man) Yes, we need to understand sprains.
strains, and bruises.

(woman 2) I think I understand sprains and
strains. A sprain is an injury to ajoint.
while a strain is an injury to a muscle.

(woman 1) And a bruise is an injury to bloo<ives-
sels.

(man) Okay, so a sprain is an injury to a
joint, like an ankle or an elbow.

(woman 2) Or a knee or a wrist.
(woman 1) And when ajoint is sprained, there's

swelling over the sprajned joint.
(man) Now, what about a strain? You said

that a strain was an injury to a muscle.
So, if a muscle is strained, what hap-
pens?

(woman 2) If a muscle is strained, it's very stiff
and painful.

(woman 1) I know what that feels like. A strained
muscle is stiff, so it doesn'l move very
easily, and it hurts if you try to movr:
it.

(man) I know what you mean .... Now, the last
type of injury is a bruise. A bruise is
an injury to a blood vessel?

(woman 2) Yes, the blood vessels break beneath
the skin, and the skin becomes discol-
ored.

(woman 1) E.xactly. It's a bruise when the skin
turns all sorts of colors. This happens
when the hlood vessels are broken
beneath the skin.

(man) I think this material is very clear now.
(woman 2) It sounds like we're ready for this

quiz.

6. WHAT [S EACH OF THESE INJURIES?
7. WHAT RESULTS FROM EACH OF THESE

INJURIES?

EXERCISE IS, page 80

Questions I through 5. Listen to a discussion about a
zoology class. The discus.o;ionis on the grouper.

(professrn) The next type of Iish we need to dis-
cuss is the grouper. What type of Iish
is a grouper? Does it live in rivers, in
lak.es, or in the ocean? Mark?

(Mark) The grouper lives in the ocean. It gen-
erally lives close to the shore. Iidocs-
n'l live out in the deep part of the
ocean, away from the shore.

(prof-.ssor) What docs the grouper look like?
Ellen?

Then there's the judicial branch of
the government. This is the part of
government that includes the courlS.
We'll b<odiscussing the judicial branch
of government during the second
four weeks of the course, weeks five
through eighL
And that leaves the executive branch
of government for the last four weeks
of the course.
The executive branch is the part of
the government thaI includes the
presidenL So, we'll be discussing the
president of the United States in the
last part of the course. in weeks nine
through twelve.

2, WHAT WILL BE THE TOPIC OF EACH OF
THESE PARTS OF THE COURSE?

3. WHAT IS INCLUDED IN EACH OF THESE
BRANCHES OF GOVERNMENTI

Questions 4 through 5. Usten to a discussion from a
geography class. The discussion is on geysers.

(professor) Today, we'll b<otalking about geysers.
Can you tell me what a geyser is?
Paul?

(Paul) A geyser is a spring of hot water that
explodes from the Earth from time to
time.

(proftsSDr) Yes, it is. Now, let's discuss how the
water in a geyser gets heated. Can you
explain how this process happens?
Sandy?

(Sandy) First, after it rains, cold rainwater
sinks down into the Earth. Then this
cold water hits hot rocks that are
underground.

(proftsSDr) And what happens when the cold
water hits the hot rocks? Mike?

(MiM) When the cold water hits the hot
rocks. the water is heated by the
rocks.

(proftsSDr) Now can you tell me what happens
when the water is heated? Paul?

(Paul) When the water is heated, some of the
water turns to steam.

(professor) That's right. And what happens when
some of the water has turned to
steam? Sandy?

(Sandy) When some of the water has turned to
steam. the steam rises and pushes
water up with iL

(proftsSDr) And then when this steam and water
approach the surface of the Earth,
what happens? Mike?

(MiM) When the .team and water get near
the surface of the Earth, the steam
and water explode from the Earth,
and some of the water returns to the
Earth.

(man) Exactly. And when we see this combi-
nation of steam and water exploding
from the Earth and watch some of the
water fall back to the Earth, we call it
a geyser.
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J. WHAT IS A GROUPER?
2. WHERE WOULD A GROUPER MOST UKELY BE

FOUND?
3.••.••'HAT PART OF THE GROUPER IS LARGE IN

RELATION TO THE REST OF THE BODY?
4. WHAT DOES A GROUPER EAT?
5. WHAT IS STATED ABOUT THE GROUPER?

Questions 6 through 9. Ullen to a discussion aboul an
an class. Th~ disclJS..Ciion is on George: Catlin.

(umnan I) The nexi artist in !he chapter is
George Catlin. When did George
Catlin live, do you know?

(man) George C.:nlin was painling in !he first
half of !he nineteen!h cenlury.

(lJXJl1UIn 2) And whal kinds of paintings did
C.atlin paint?

(woman I) He became famous for his paintinKS
of the Iroquois and otl,er Native
American tribes.

(man) He slUdied arl and began his Cdreer
painting ponraits of rich people who
lived in Ihe cil)', bUI he wasn'l happy
doing thaL

(lJXJl1UIn l) So he decided he wanled 10 travel OUI
west and paint.

("",n) I lhink he was influenced by slOries
his mOlher had told him. Did you
read the part of the chapter about
whal happened to his mother when
she was a child?

(woman 2) No. What happened 10 his mo!her?
(Jnan) When Catlin's motl,er wa.<a liltle girl.

she was caplured hy the Iroquois and
lived wilh !hem for a while. The Iro-
quois took good care of her and then
senl her back to her family.

(EIkn)

(Stun)

(Mart)

(prof"""

(EIkn)

(Sam)

(proft.S>Orj

It'l easy 10 recognize the group<:r
from the shap<: of its mouth.
And whal does its mouth look like?
h has a very large mou!h. Its mou!h is
huge in relation 10 !he rest of !he fish.
And why does it need such a large
mou!h? Sam?
ILneeds a large mouth benUIe it
feeds 00 o!her fish. It owaJlowso!her
fish whole. It needs a large mou!h 10

swallow olher fish.
Now, you should haw: read some!hing
about male and female grouper fish.
What's unwual about male and
female grouper ftsh? Man?
What's unusual aboul "",Ie and
female grouper fISh is that all group<:r
fISh are born as females.
Exactly. When grouper fISh are born,
they're all females. 1ben what hap-
P"Os to them? Ellen?
uter, as grouper fISh age, !hey
change from female to male.
So all groupers are femaks when
they're born, and !hey change inlo
males when !hey're older.
That's exactly righL h', quite unusual,
iso'tit?

(woJnan 2) So Catlin's mOlher had a good exp<:ri-
ence living witl, the Iroquois when
she W,iS young. And she told her son
George about the good experience.

(woman I) Then when George grew up and
became an arlist. he began hy paiOl-
ing portraits ofweal!hy people. BUI
Ihen he changed his mind and sp<:nl
the rest of his career painting pictures
of Nalive Americans, including tIle
Iroquois, the uibe that had Laken care
of his mother.

6. WHEN MIGHT CATUN HAVE.PAlNTED A POR.
TRAIT?

7. WHAT IS STATED ABOUT CATLIN'S ART?
8. \\'HAT DID CATLIN'S MOTHER DO?
9. WHAT IS TRUE ABOUT CATUN'S MOTHER

AND THE IROQUOIS?

Questions 10 through 13. Listen to a discussion from
an asrronom)' class. The discussion is on auroras.

(prOfessUT) Today, we're going 10 discuss' auroras.
Firsl of all, what's an aurora, Tim?

(Tim) An aurora is a nalural show of colored
lighl in the night sky.

(prof''ssUT) And what colors are in !he auroras?
(Tim) The auroras are usually white ",ilh a

bit of green. Other colors may appear
in the auroras, such as yellow or red.

(professUT) And where are the auroras found?
Pam?

(Pam) The auroras are found mainly in the
high lalitudes of both hemispheres.

(profes.,UT) Thai's right. Now, Pam. can you
explain which parts of the world are
in !he higher latitudes?

(Pam) The higher laliludes are in the far
north and the far south.

(professUT) Exactly. The auroras can be seen
mainly in the northernmost and the
southernmost pans of the world ....
Now, Mike, how often do auroras
occur?

(Mike) They occur aboul 24 limes a year.
(professUT) And are !hese 24 occurrences of !he

auroras spread out equally during Ihe
year?

(Mike) No, !hey're not spread out equally
Ihroughout !he year. They occur more
often in the spring and fall. They
occur less ohen during the summer
and winter.

(professor) That's exacllr righl. It's much more
common to see auroras during the
spring and fall !han it is during the
summer and winter.

10. WHAT IS AN AURORA?
II. WHERE. WOULD AN AURORA MOST UKELY

llEVISIllLE?
12. HOW OFTEN DO AURORAS OCCUR?
13. WHICH OFTHE FOLLOWING WOULD BE

MOST UNUSUAL?
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(man I)

(woman)
(man 2)

(man I)
(woman)

(man 2)
(woman)

So the narwhal's tusk i. very long. per-
haps half as long as its body .... And do
both the male and the female nar.
whal have this long tusk?
No. only the male narwhal has a tusk.
The female narwhal doesn'L

(man 2)

(man 1)

QuesDol15 8 through 11. Listen to a discussion from a
history class. The discussion is on the "dark days.'

(pmf<>=) The chapter you just read described
the "dark days.' Can you explain what
happened on these dark days? Pam?

(Pam) On the dark days. the skies in the
northeastern part of the United States
got dark during the middle of the day.

(prof<>=) And how did people feel when the sky
became dark during the middle of the
day?

(Pam) The people became frightened when
the dark days occurred.

(pmftsSllT) And how often have these dark days
occurred? Jim?

(Jim) The dark days occurred 18 times in a
period of 200 years.

(pmf<>=) And when was this period of time
when the dark days occurred?

(Jim) The dark days occurred 18 times over
the 2~ear period from the begin-
ning of the 1700s until the beginning
of the 1900s.

(pmf<>=) Do we understand today why these 18
dark days occurred in the northeast
from the early 1700s through the
early 1900s? Rose?

(Rim). Yes. The"" dark days in the northeast-
ern part of the United States occurred
because of forest fires in the north.
western part of the United States. The
smoke and soot from the fires was car-
ried by the weather from the north-
west to the northeasL

(pmftsSllT) Exactly. The forest fires occurred in
the northwest, and the smoke and
soot caused the sky to darken in the
northeast.

5. WHAT 111'E OF COLORING DOES A FEMALE
NARWHAL HAVE?

6. WHAT111'EOFTUSKDOESA MALE NAR-
WHALHAVE?

7. WHAT IS THE SIZE OF THE LARGEST NAR-
WHAL?

8. WHEN DID THESE DARK DAYSOCCUR?
9. WHAT CAUSED THESE DARK DAYS?
10. WHERE DID THE FIRES OCCUR?
II. WHERE DID THE DARK DAYSOCCUR?

(waman)
(man I)
(Vloman)

Questions 5 through 7. Listen to a discussion about an
oceanography class. The discussion is on narwhals.

(man I) The chapter we just read talked about
a narwhal. Do either of you know
what a narwhal is?
A narwhal is a small type of whale.
And what does it look like?
In color, it has dark spots on its back
and a white underbelly.
So it's dark on the top. with spots, and
lighter on the underside?
Exactly.
But it's not the coloring that mak.es a
narwhal so easy to identify. It's the
tusk.
A narwhal has tusks?
A narwhal doesn't have two tusks. It
has only one tusk.
And the one tusk is very long.
That', right. A narwhal can be 18 feet
long. with a tusk that's 9 ftet long.

I. WHERE IS THE HEAD OF THE RIVER?
2. WHERE IS THE MOUTH OF THE RIVER?
3. WHERE IS THE BANK OF THE RIVER?
4. WHICH OF THESE RIVERS HAS A DELTA?

EXERCISE 16, page 84

QuestiQl15 I through 4. Listen to a discussion from a
geography class. The discussion is about rivers.

(pmf<>=) Today. we're going to talk about the
parts of a river: the head. the banks.
the mouth, and the delta. First of all.
what's the difference between the
head of a river and the mouth of a
river? Gail?

(Gail) The head of a river is the place where
a nver staru.

(pmf<>=) Yes. The place where a river starts is
the head of the river. And what about
the mouth of a river? Steve?

(Stroe) And the mouth of a river is the place
where the river ends.

(pmftsSllT) And what is the land along the sides
of a river called? Tina?

(TIna) The land along the sides of a river is
called the riverbank.

(pmftsSllT) Exactly. So a river starts at its head.
has banks along its sides, and ends at
its mouth .... Now. the last part of a
river that we need to discUS5 is the
delta. Can anyone tell me what shape
a delta is? Gail?

(Gail) A delta is a triangular shape.
(pmftsSllT) Yes. and what about a river delta?

What exactly is a river delta? Steve?
(Steve) A river delta is a triangular piece of

land that may appear at the mouth of
a river.

(proftsSllT) And how does a river delta form?
Tina?

(TIna) A river delta forms when sand and soil
are pushed from the riverbanks down-
river to the mouth of lhc river.
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(rnan)

(man)

(man)

Questions 7 through 11. Listen to a discus,ion about a
business class. The discussion is on the Harley-David-
son Company.

(troman 1) \\'eOregiving our pre.coenlation next
week on the Harley-Davidson Com-
pany.
Yes, there have been tllTee distinct
phases in the history of Harley-Da\id-
son. I think we should each talk about
one of me three pha.~5 in our presen-
tation.

(troman 2) Excuse me, but what do you mean by
three phases in the history of Harley-
Davidson? rm not sure that I under.
stand what you mean.
The first ph •...., is the period from
1903 10 1969, when the company was
family owned. The ncxtperiod was
from 1969 to 1980, when the com-
pany was owned by a corporation.
And the third period was fTOm 1980
to the presen~ when some former
executives bought the company back
from the corporation.

(troman 2) Oh, I see what you mean b)' three
phases. Which phase would each of
you like to discuss?

(tromafl 1) f) I'd like to discuss the first period
from 1903 to 1969. I'll talk aboul how
the wmpany was started in 1903 by
William Harley and three Davidson
brnthers. and about how they built
tile fi•.•t motorbikes in their backyard.
I'll ",Ik about this period of time
when the company was owned by the
Harlcy and Davidson families.

Then I guess I can talk about the
second phase. This ph...., started in
1969, when the family-<>wned com-
pany was bought by a corporation.
Harley-Davidson didn't do very well
under the corporation. B)' J 980, it was
almost bankrupt.

(troman 2) 0Then that leaves the third phase
for me. This began in 1980, when a
group of former executives bought
Harley-Davidson from the corpora-
tion. Harley-Davidson was bought b)' a
group of people who had worked for
Harley-Davidson earlier and didn't
wan t to see Harley-Davidson go out of
business. This last group managed to
turn Harley.Davidson around. and
since 1980, the company ha... been
very successful.

7. WHO OWNED HARLEY.DAVIDSON DURING
EACH OF THESE PERIODS?

8. WHO STARTED THE HARLEY-DAVIDSON COM-
PANY?

9. WHAT IS IMPUED ABOUT THE CHANGE IN
OWNERSHIP FROM FAMILYTO CORPORA-
TION?

TOEFL EXERCISE (Skill. 14-16), page 87

Questions J through 6. Listen 10 a discussion from a
history class. The discussion i~on Stone Mountain.

(prof,ssrfT) 0 Toda)'. w,,'re going to discuss Stone
Mountain, which is the largest
smooth-sided rock dome in North
America. This huge rock has a carving
of three men on it. We'll be focusing
mainly on the historical events mat
Stone Mountain shows. f) Let's look
a' a photograph of SlOne Mountain.
"\'ho C"ein tell me where Slone Moun.
tain i. located? What about you. Tom?

(Torn) SlOne Mountain is in the state of
Georgia. in the southeastern part of
the United States.

(prof"'ur) And who arc the three men carved
into me side of Slone Mountain?
Nan?

(Nan) The ,hree men carved into the side of
Stone Mountain arc three famous
southern leade •.•. That'sjefferson
Davis on the left. Robert E. Lee in the
middle, and Stonewall jackson on the
right.

(fn'ofessur) That's exactly right. And when did
these three southern leaders live?
Mall?

(Mall) These southern leade •.• lived during
the period of the Civil War, which was
in the 18605, in the second halfofthe
nineteenth century. They were lead-
e •.• of the southern Confederacy dur-
ing the Civil War,

(proJessur) 0 Now, let's look more closely at tile
men carved into me side of the
mountain. As you said, jefferson Davis
is the one on the left. What was his
role during the Civil War? Tom?

(Tom) jefferron Davis was the presidelll.of
the southern Confederacy during the
Civil War.

(professur) And the other lwO? Nan?
(Nan) The other lwO, Robert E. Lee in the

middle and Stonewall jackson on the
right, were generals in the Confeder-
ate Army.

(Mall) And Lee is riding his horse Traveller.
(professor) Oh, >0 you're familiar with Traveller,

Mall?
(Mati) Yes, Lee rode Traveller tllroughout

the entire Civil War, and every story of
u-e in history books 5ecms to men-
tion his horse TrdvelJer.

I. WHERE IS STONE MOUNTAIN LOCATED?
2. WHERE ARE THESE FIGURES FOUND IN THE

CARVING?
3. WHEN WAS THE CIVIL WAR?
4. WHICH ONE WAS THE PRESIDENT OF THE

CONFEDERACY?
5. WHAT WAS TRUE ABOUT BOTH ROBERT E.

LEE AND STONEWALL JACKSON?
6. WHAT IS TRAVELLER?
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~ It tbro.,p 16. tiaen to a discusoion from
an astronomy c\ass. The diJcussion is on the planet
Neptune.

10. WHAT HAPPENED WHEN TIlE FORMER EXEC
lJfIVES BOUGHT iRE COMPANY?

I J. PUT THESE EVENTS IN iRE HISTORY OF
HARLEY-DAVIDSON IN ORDER.

(tmfrssor)

(C1tcrlD)
(J1"'/<sst1r)
(CIwIrln)

(&tty)

(&tty)

(professor)

(Daw)

(professor)

(Dave)

(professor)

(Charles)

(profe=r)

(&tty)

(professor)

(Daw)

SIS

• Today, _11 be laIking about Nep-
tune. whid> is tbr eighth planet from
the Sun in our IOI8r system .• Let's
look at this pictun: of Neptune. It is
b1uis~ in color. Now, can you
tell me, is Nc:pwne vUible from Earth?
Charlc:a?
No, eptune isn't <risible from Earth.
And whyio
Neptune is quite fiu away from Earth,
10 it can be seen from Earth
through a ldc:.cope .
• Now, I'd like to talk about Nep-
lune's moons. Who knows how many
moons Neptune has? Betty?
Neptune has eight moons. Some of
them arc: ~ small. but one is quite
large.
And which of the eight moons is the
largest?
The largest of Neptune's eight moons
is its moon Trilon.
That's righL Now. what can you tell
me about the size of Neptune? Dave?
Neptune is a much bigger plane I than
Earth.
That's true.Just how much bigger
than Earth is Neptune?
The diameter of Neptune is four
times the diameter of Earth. Four
Earths could be lined up along Nep-
tune's diameter.

And now, what about the lenglh of
a year on Neptune? Charles?
A year on Neptune is much longer
than a year on Earth. This is because:
Neptune takes much longer than the
Earth 10 move around the Sun.
Andjusl how long i. a year on Nep-
tune? Belty?
II takes 165 Earth-yc:ars for Neptune
lO move around the Sun oncc. This
means that one year on Neptune is
equal to 165 years on Earth.o Now, lei's talk about the length of a
day on Neptune. We've seen that a
year on Neptune is much longer than
a year on Earth. Is a day on Neptune
also much longer than a day on
Earth? Dave?
A year on Neplune may be much
longer than a year on Earth, but a day
on Neptune is much shorter. A day on
Neptune is only 18 hours long, com-
pared with a 24-hour day on Earth.

(prof..-l What does it mean that a day on Nep-
tune is only 18 hours long?

(Dave) This means that it takes only 18 hours
for Neptune to rolate on its axis,
while it takes 24 houn for Earth to
rotate on its axis. This means that a
day on Neptune is six hours shorter
than a day on Earth.

12. WHAT IS STATED ABOUT NEPTIJNE?
13. WHAT IS TRITON?
14. WHAT ARE THE RElATIVE SIZES OF THE

EARTH AND NEPTIJNE?
15. WHAT DOES EACH OF THESE NUMBERS REP.

RESENT?
16. WHAT IS IMPUED IN THE DISCUSSION

ABOUT THE ROTATION OF NEPTIJNE ON ITS
AXIS?

ACADEMIC LECTURES (Computer)

EXERCIse 17.pate 101
Q.-tioo J. Listen to a lecture: in an oceanography
class. The lecture is on giant clams.

(professor) Clams arc: sea animals that live in
shc:lls. Some clams can grow to be
very large. These very large clams
have sometimes been called man--eat-
ing clams, although they don't really
eat humans. Here's how some very
large clams have come to be called
man.eating clams.

A clam often sits in the water with its
.hell open. A clam has a two-part shell
that it can open very wide. If an
underwater diver swims by the clam.
parts of the diver's body mightlOuch
the shell or enter into it. This could
happen by accident, it could happen
because the diver is too interested in
exploring the clam and gtts too close,
or il could happen because the diver
is hoping to lind a pearl in the clam
,hell. When the clam senses some-
thing getting too close, it feels that i,'s
in danger. As a result of thi, feeling of
danger, the clam closes its shell lO
protect itself. Sometimes it may close
its shell on Ihe arm or leg of a diver.
Because of this, the giant clam has
gonen the name of man--eating clam.
even though it doesn'l actually eat the
person it has caught.

J. THE PROFESSOR DESCRIBES HOW A ClAM
"CATCHES" A PERSON. PUT THE STEPS IN
ORDER.



Questions % through 3. LiSlen to a lecture in an astron-
omy class. The lecture is on Alpha Centauri.

(professor) The nearest star system to our Sun is
the Alpha Centauri syslem. Alpha
Centauri isn't just one star. Instead,
it's thrtt stan. lOne three stan are
called Alpha Centauri A. Alpha Cen-
taun B. and Proxima Centauri.

Alpha Centauri A is a star much like
our Sun. It's brighter than the other
two stars in the s)'51cm. The other two
stars orbil around Alpha Centauri A.

Alpha Centauri B isn 'I quite as brighl
as Alpha Centauri A. Alpha Centauri
B orbits around Alpha Centauri A. It
c.kes about 80 years for Alpha Cen-
tauri B to orbit around Alpha Cen-
LauriA.

Proxima Centauri is the dimmest of
the three stars in the system. This very
faint star arhilS around the other two
slOtn in the ~lem. h orbits around
both Alpha Centauri A and Alpha
Gem.aun B. h takes Proxima Centauri
around a million years to orbit
around the other [Wo SlarS in the
three-star system.

2. HOW BRIGHT IS EACH OF THESE STARS?
3. mIlCH srARS ORBIT THE OTHERS?

Questions 4 through 5. Listen to a lecture in a business
dass. The lecture is on Wall Sueet.

(profeuor) Today, I'm going to discuss Ihe area of
New York City known as Wall Sueet.
I'm sure you're aware that \-Vall Srreet
is the heart of the financial disuict of
N<"WYork. Before we talk about Wall
Sueet. I'd like to give you some histor-
ic-,llbackground about Wall Sueet.

FJ",t. I'd like 10 talk about how Wall
Sueel got iLsname. The early colony
where New York City today is located
was originally called New Amsterdam.
When the town of New Am51erdam
was quite small, a wall was built
around the town. Then the town grew
larger. It grew outside of the wall. The
wall was then taken down, and Ihe
street where me walJ used to be was
named Wall Street.

NexI, I'd like 10 talk about how Wall
Street became a financial center. This
took place when the Uniled States was
a vcT}' youn~ country. TIle United
States Congress issued bonds 10

financt: the new government of the
country. Three banks then 5ellhem.
selves up to deal with the bonds. The
ballks didn't have buildings; lhC)' sel
themselves up under a tree on \\'all
Street. Two years later, the !\.Iock

exchange opened a building and
bepn operating on Wall Street. Over
time, this pbce on Wall Sueet became
the financial center of the United
States.

4. EXPI.AIN HOW WAU.. STREET GOT ITS NAME.
PlIT THE EVENTS IN ORDER.

5. EXPLAIN HOW WAU.. STREET DEVELOPED.
PlITTHE EVEJIITS IN ORDER.

Questions 6 through 7. LiSlen 10 a leclure in a geogra-
phy class. The leclure is on the Mississippi River.

(professor) Today we're going to talk aboul the
Mississippi River. The Misissippi River
is a river that can run out of control
and C3U~ serious flooding. Engineers
use lhree different methods to con.
uol the floodwaters of the Mississippi
River. These three ways are (I) levees,
(2) floodways, and (3) dams. I'll di •.
cuss each of these.

Levees are one way of conuolling the
floodwaters of the Missis<ippi River.
Levees are earthen walls buih alnng-
side a river. They hold the waler in
the river and keep it from covering
the land beside the river. There are
more than 2,000 mile, of levees along
the Mississippi River.

Floodways are the second way of con-
uolling the floodwalers of Ihe Mi•.si>-
sippi River. Floodways are empty
channels ready to hold waler from the
river. When the Mississippi River i!i loo
high, the floodways are opened and
some of me water can go into the
floodways. There are several flOO<!ways
along the lower Mississippi River.

The third way of conuolling the
floodwaters of the Mississippi River is
wilh dams. Dams ar~ walls that are
built across a river to control the
water. There are more than 20 dams
on the Misswippi River, Dams control
the water by holding the waler behind
them until a decision is:made to
release the water.

6. WHAT IS EACH OF THESE WAYSOF CON-
TROWNG A RNER?

7. HOW MUCH OR MANYOF THESE ARE THERE
ON THE MISSISSIPPI RIVER?

EXERCISE 18, page 107

Questions I through 6. LiSlen to a leclure from a geog-
raphy class. The lecture is on Carlsbad Caverns.

(prof'ssor) Carlsbad Caverns is a huge series of
cave.s in the state of New Mexico. It's
located in the southca5tern corner of
New Mexico. n,is extremely large
maze of caves was formed 200 million
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years ago when the Rocky Mountains
were only small hills.

The caves extend for miles, and it
isn't possible to count the caves
because there are so many of them.
Many of the caves haven't yet been
explored.

The largest of the caves is called the
Big Room. The Big Room is as long as
ten football fields and is as high as a
twenty-two story building.

I. IN WHICH STATE IS CARLSBAD CAVERNS
LOCATED?

2. IN WHICH PART OF THE STATE IS CARLSBAD
CAVERNS LOCATED?

3. HOW LONG AGO WAS CARLSBAD CAVERNS
FORMED?

4. WHAT CAN BE [NFERRED ABOUT CARLSBAD
CAVERNS?

5. WHAT IS THE NAME OF THE LARGEST CAVE?
6. WHAT IS STATED ABOUT THE LARGEST

CAVE?

Questions 7 through 10. Listen to a lecture from a
zoology class. The lecture is on the robin.

(flrofe=T) A robin is a type of bird that's known
for its singing. When a robin sings. it
isn't to relax or to entertain other
birds or people. Instead, a robin sings
to defend its territory.

Robins are territorial birds. This
means that they select a certain loca-
tion for their family, and they don't
allow other birds to enter that loca-
tion. The way that they tell other
robins that they've talr.en a certain
location as their own is to sing. When
one robin hears another robin
singing, this meam '"This is my terri-
tory. Oon't enter iL"

The territory that one robin family
talr.es can be one tree or a group of
trees. And why do you think that a
robin protects its territory from other
birds? That's easy. It protects its terri-
tory from other birds in order to have
a better chance of raising its family
safely and having enough food for its
family.

7. WHY DOES A ROBIN SING?
8. IN WHAT SITUATION WOULD A ROB[N MOST

LIKELY BEGIN TO S[NG?
9. WHAT SIZE TERRITORY MIGHT A ROBIN

TAKE?
10. WHY DOES A ROBIN PROTECT ITS TERRI-

TORY?
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Questions 11 through 16. Listen to a lecture in an
astronomy class. The lecture is on sunspolS.

(flrofessor) The Sun has a nun.ber of dark<ol-
ored and irregularly-shaped patches
called sunspots. The number of
sunspots doesn '[ remain the same.
The num~r of sunspots increases
and then decreases in a regular pat-
tern. This regular pattern of increas-
ing and decreasing numbers of
sunspots is called the sunspot cycle.
The sunspot cycle occurs every eleven
years.

Sunspots appear dark because they're
cooler than the surface of the Sun
around them. Sunspots are approxi-
mately five thousand degrees cooler
than the rest of the surface of the
Sun. which averages temperatures of
ten thousand degrees. There are ver~ .
strong magnetic fields at the sunspots.
It's these magnetic fields that cause
the sunspots to remain cooler than
the rest of the surface of the Sun.

II. WHAT DO SUNSPOTS LOOK LIKE?
[2. WHAT IS STATED ABOUT THE NUMBER OF

SUNSPOTS?
[3. HOW OFTEN DOES THE SUNSPOT CYCLE

OCCUR?
[4. HOW MUCH COOLER AKE SUNSPOTS THAN

THE REST OF THE SURFACE OF THE SUN?
15. WHAT CAN BE INFERRED ABOUT THE TEM-

PERATURE OF SUNSPOTS?
16. WHAT CAUSES THE SUNSPOTS TO BE

COOLER THAN THE REST OF THE SUN?

EXERCISE 19. page III

Questions I through 3. LiSlen to a lecture in a meteo-
rology class. The lecwre is on blizzards.

(flrofessor) A blizzard is a severe type of storm.
Ifs a stonn that combines heavy sncw-
fall, very cold temperatures. and
strong winds. '

A huge blizzard occurred in the east-
ern United States in 1888. It lasted for
four days in March of that year. Dur-
ing this four-day blizzard, there was a
huge amount of snow. There was so
much snow thal lhe snow complelely
covered single-story buildings and
reached up to the windows on the sec-
ond level of buildings with more than
one level.

1. WHAT IS A BUZZARD?
2. WHEN DID THE BLIZZARD DISCUSSED [N

THE LECTURE OCCUR?
3. HOW HIGH WAS THE SNOW DURING THE

BUZZARD DISCUSSED IN THE LECTURE?



Questions 4 through 7. Listen to a lecture in a zoology
class. The lecture is on the bald eagle.

(proJ=or) Today, we're going to discuss the bald
eagle. The bald eagle became a sym-
bol of the United States soon after the
nation was born.

The bald eagle isn't actually a bald
bird. Instead, it has a different color
offeathers on its head and its tail than
it does on the rest of its body. Its head
and tail feathers are white. whlle the
feathers on the rest of its body are
dark brown.

The bald eagle is one of the world's
largesl and most powerful hunting
birds. II's so large that. when its wings
are extended. it can measure eight
feet from one tip, or end, of the wing
to the other wingtip. To hunt. it
extends its talons. the sharp claws on
its feeL The bald eagle is so big and
powerful that it's able to capture and
kill prey with these sharp talons on its
feeL

4. WHAT TI'PE OF COLORING DOES A BALD
EAGLE HAVE?

5. WHERE ARE THE TALONS?
6. WHERE IS THE BEAK?
7. WHICH PART OF THE EAGLE CAN MEASURE
EIGHT FEET?

Questions 8 through 10. Lislen to a lecture in a history
class. The lecture is on Fort Osage.

(proJ=or) Fort Osage was the first fort that the
United States government built in the
Louisiana Territory. The fort was built
in 1808. It was built next to the Mis-
souri River, on the south side of the
river.

The fort was actually built on top of a
hill overlooking the river. From the
fort at the top of the hill, it was possi-
ble to watch all of the activity on the
river.

The shape of the fort was unusual.
The fort had five sides. This five-sided
fon was unusual because most forts
had four sides and were in the shape
ofa square.

8. WHERE IS FORT OSAGE LOCATED ON THE
MAP?

9. WHERE WAS FORT OSAGE CONSTRUCTED?
10. WHAT IS THE SHAPE OF FORT OSAGE?

TOEFL EXERCISE (Skills 17-19), page I 13

Questions I through 5. Lislen 10 a lecture in a govern-
ment class. The lecture is on the Pentagon.

(profe>sor) 0 Today, we'll be talking aboul the
Pentagon Building. The Pentagon
Building is one of the largest office
buildings in the world. It's where the

United Stales has its Deparunent of
Defense. About 25,000 people work in
the Pentagon Building.

o Lei's look now at a photograph of
the Pentagon Building. I'm sure that
you understand thaI the word pmill-
grm refers to the number five. The
number five is very important in the
structure of the Pentagon Building.
The Pentagon Building is a five-sided
building. There are five rings of build-
ings around a central courtyard, and
the building has five stories.

eMany people are surprised when
they learn how quickly the Pentagon
Building was builL II's such a big
building, so you might think that it
took a long time to build. However, it
was actually completed rather quickly.
II was started in 1941, and it was com-
pleted early in 1943.

I. WHAT IS STATED ABOUT THE PENTAGON?
2. ABOUT HOW MANY PEOPLE WORK IN THE
PENTAGON BUILDING?

3. HOW MANY STORIES DOES THE PENTAGON
BUILDING HAVE?

4. WHAT IS A PENTAD MOST LIKELY TO BE?
5. IN WHICH DECADE WAS THE PENTAGON
BUILDING CONSTRUCTED?

Questions 6 through 9, Listen to a lecnire in a botany
class. The lecture is on peanut plants.

(professor) Today's lecture is about peanuts
and how they grow. The three par" of
a peanut plant that we need to under-
stand are the flower, the peg, and the
pod.
o First, I'll talk about the flower of
the peanut planL The flowers of the
peanUI planl grow on branches of the
plant above the ground. When the
flower falls off the plant. the part that
remains is called the peg. The pod is
the part of the plant that grows under-
ground and holds the peanuts them-
selves.

Now, let's think about how peanuts
actually grow. First. flowers grow on
branches above the ground. You can
see a flower on the branch in the first
drawing. Then the flowers dry up, die,
and falloff the branches. When a
flower falls off the plant. the part that
remains is called a peg. You can see a
peg in the second drawing. The peg
grows from the branch down 10 the
ground and then grows underground.
The third drawing shows that after a
peg has grown undergroun(~. il grows
a pod at its end, and peanuts grow in
the pod.
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6. WHERE IS THE PEG?
7. WHERE DO PEANUTS GROW?
8. WHAT HAPPENS TO THE FLOWERS OF THE

PEANUT PLANT?
9. THE PROFESSOR E.:{PLAINS HOW PEANUTS

GROW. PUT THESE STEPS IN ORDER.

Questions 10 through 14. Listen to a lecture in a the:-
ater course. The lecture is on the musical, TM Unsink.
abk Molly Brown.

(projt>MJr) 0 Today, we'll talk about a famous
musical. More specifically, we'll be
talking about how this musical gOt its
name.

o The musical we'll be discussing is
TM Unsinkable Molly Brown. Moll}'
Brown was a real woman who lived in
Denver, Colorado, around a century
ago. Her name became known many
years after her death as the title char-
acter of the musical.

E)Molly Brown and her husband
started out very poor, but they
became rich when Molly's husband
discovered gold in Colorado. The
newly rich Molly decided to use some
of her husband's wealth to travel to
Europe. Molly was on her WdY back to
Denver from Europe on the Titan;c
when the ship sank. She wa.' one of
the few survivors of the Titanic diS35-'

ter in 1912. From this, she received
the nickname of the unsinkable Molly
Brown. This was because she did not
sink when the Titanic went down.

oMany years later, in 1960, a musical
about Molly Brown was presented on
Broadway, in New York City. This very
successful Broadway show, named TM
Unsinkable Molly Brown, was about a
woman who succeeded and survived
against all odd •.

10. WHAT DOES THE PROFESSOR SAYABOUT
MOLLY BROWN?

II. WHAT IS IMPLIED IN THE LECfUREABOUT
MOLLY BROWN?

12. WHAT WAS MOLLY AND HER HUSBAND'S
FINANCIAL SITUATION?

I~. WHAT HAPPENED IN EACH OF THESE
PLACES?

14. PUT THE FOLLOWING EVE."lTS IN MOLLY'S
LIFE IN ORDER.

LISTENING POST-TEST (Paper)

Part A, page I 19
I. (man) When is your art class?

(woman) It begins tonight.
(narrator) WHAT DOES THE WOMAN MEAN?
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(nanoJorj

~.("""""")
(man)
(namJIor)

4. (man)
(woman)
(narrator)

5. (woman)
(man)
(nanoJorj

6. (woman)
(man)
(narrator)

7. (man)
(woman)
(narrator)

8. (woman)
(man)
(narrator)

9. (man)

(woman)
(narmlor)

10. (woman)

(man)
(namJIor)

II. (man)

(woman)
(nanoJorj

12. (man)
(woman)
(narrator)

I~. (woman)
(man)

(narrator)

14. (man)
(woman)

(narmlor)

15. (woman)

(man)

(narmlor)

I'd like a cup of ~ pIeaoe.
Would you like me 10 bring that with
thedaoert?
WHO IS THE MAN MOSr LIKELY
TO BE?

H,..., you oeen Ellen?
She <I.ro¥cto the shopping cen ter.
WHAT DOES THE MAN SAYABOUT
ELLEN?

Why are you so upset with Bill?
Because he didn't tell me the truth.
WHAT DOES THE WOMAN SAY
ABOUT BILL?

These prices arc rcally good.
I'll sayl
WHAT DOES THE MAN MEAN?

I'm sorry. I didn't hear what you said.
Plea5e pay bener attention.
WHAT DOES THE MAN WANT THE
WOMAN TO DO?

Look how hard it's raining.
Let's stay inside today.
WHAT DOES THE WOMAN SUG-
GEST?

Who made the decision?
The decision was made by the judge.
WHAT DOES THE MAN MEAN?

Did you finish that long chemistry
problem?
No, I was unable to solve it.
WHAT DOES THE WOMAN MEAN?

How about if we stay here tonight and
watch television?
But I don't want to stay home.
WHAT DOES THE MAN WANT TO
DO?

Can you tell me when the term paper
for this course is due?
In the last week of the semester.
WHERE DOES THIS CONVERSA.
TlON PROBABLY TAKE PLACE?

Where's Hank?
He's in the pool.
WHAT DOES THE WOMAN IMPLY
ABOUT HANK?

I'm always so tired during the day.
Why don't you get a little more sleep
at night?
WHAT DOES THE MAN SUGGEST?

Have you read the chapter for today?
I tried, but it wasn't easy to get
through.
WHAT DOES THE WOMAN MEAN?

Are you having much success with
your garden?
No, there are too many rocks in the
soil.
WHAT DOES THE MAN MEAN?



16. (man) This weather is incredibly beautiful! 30. (man) Uo\',' often does the government can.
(woman) You can say that again! duct a census?
(nnn"tJIor) WHAT DOES THE WOMAN MEAN? (UJOman) Once each decade.

17. (lIIcmum) Have you figured out the problem (PlOTTa/or) WlIAT DOES THE WOMAN MEAN?

wilh my c:ar? Part B, page 122
(man) Yes, the engine needs to be tuned tip.

(naTTa/or) WHO IS TI IE MAN Mosr LIKELY Questions 3] thnmgh 34. Lislen as two friends discuss
TO BE? a meeting of the ski club.

18. (man) I hope you enjoyed your lunch. (woman) Hi,Jack.
(woman) That sandy,,;ch was reall)' tasty. (man) Hi, Witnda. ''''lcre are you rushing to?
(narmlorj WHAT DOES THE WOMAJ'I MEAN? (UJOman) I'm beading for a meeting of the ski

19. (UJOman) Is Marie feeling beller now? club. It starL'iat three o'clock.
(marl) 11,e ski club?

("um) Yes. she's finally feeling quite healthy.
(woman) Yes, the ski club. 00 YOIl wam to cume

(naTTO/or) WHAT DOES THE MAN IMPLY
ABOUT MARIE?

along?
(man) What docs the ski club do?

20. (marl) I'm really having problems in this p.y- (wo11lt1n) Well, you get to know other people
chology class. who enjoy skiing. liSlen to lectures

(lvarnan) Why don't you SP.Cyour professor our. and prc~ntations on skiing tech~
ing her office hours? niqucs and equipment, and-best of

(naTTalor) WHAT DOES THE WOMAN SUe. all-plan skiing lrips. Docsn't that
GEST TO THE MAN? . soune! good?

21. (woman) Why are you saving your money? (man) It doe~ sound great, but I don't
(ma,,) I'd like to buy a hous<: at the beach. exactly know how to ski very well.
(naTTalor) WliAT DOES THE MAN MEAN? (UJOman) That docsn '( maller. You don't havc

22. (woman) I think Sally really said some mean
to KNO\V how to ski. You just havc to
want 10 LEARN how to ski.

things. (11It1n) That sounds like my kind of club. I
(man) So do I! guess I'll come along with yuu and try
(na77ator) WliAT DOES THE MAN MEAN? it.

23. (UJOman) Om you turn the stereo up? I can't (U1011It1n) \V("'vegot to hurry. It's almost three
really hear it. o'cloek.

(ma,,) The music IS a little soft. 31. WHAT TIME DOES THE MEETING BEGIN?
(naTTalor) WHAT DOF-S THE MAN MEAN? 32. WliAT DO PEOPLE DO AT SKI CLUB MEET-

24. (man) \\~lat happened when you gave Larry INGS?
the present? 33. WHAT PROBLEM DOES THE MAN HAVE?

(tooman) He thanked me-over and over. 34. WlIATWILL THE ~fAN PROBABLY DO NEXT?
("aTTalor) WHAT DOES THE WOMAN SAY

ABOlJr LARRY? Questions 35 through 38. Lislen as a man and woman

25. (woman) Can I help you? discuss ~,llew 'YP" of fast-food packaging.

(man) I'd like to check in, please. 1 need a (man) I ","'asreading an article in the paper
single room for one night. abom a new type of fasl-food packag-

(7larmlor) WHERE DOES THIS CONVERSA- ing. It's really great!
TION PROBABLY TAKE PLACE? (llJOnlan) What's"" greal about this packaging

26. (man) I really like these photos of my home- for fa.t food?

lown. (marl) What's great is thatlhe packaging is

(UJOmon) \\~lY don't you put them up on the edible.

wall? (wo11lt1n) EDIBLE?

(nnTT"tJIor) WHAT DOES THE WOMAN SUe. (man) ThaI's rigbt. With this new packaging,

GESf? you can go to a fast.food restaurant,

27. (ma ••) Does Carl know about the meeting?
order a burger and fries. and then eal
the wrappings that the burger and

(woman) I'll have to Jet him know about it. fries came in,
(nnTTalflT) WHAT DOF-S THE WOMAN MFAN? (llJOnlan) So, you'd be ealing paper?

28. (woman) \\'hy was your textbook cheaper than (man) (laughs) Oh, no. The wrappers ""Tt of
mine? look and feel like paper, but they're

(mall) Mine wasn't new. really made from things like soybeans,
(nllTTalar) WHAT DOES THE MAN MEAN? corn, flour.

29. (woman) What did the ,eacher just S.1y?I didn't
(UJOman) It ""unds like the wrdppers might be

hear il.
even better for you than the fa~afoodl

(man) She announced that she would be gi,,- 35. \\~iERE DID 11IE MAN LEARN ABOUT THE
ing an exam soon. NE\\' FAST-FOOD PACKAGING?

(lian-o/or) WHAT DOES TilE MAN MEAN? 36. \\1-IAT IS INTERESflNG ABOUT THE NEW
FAST-FOOD PACKAGING?
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Part C. page 123

Questions 39 through 42. Listen to a guide on a bus
tOUf.

37. WHAT IS USED TO MAKE THE FAST-FOOD
PACKAGING?

38. WHAT DOES THE WOMAN THINK ABOUT
THE NEW FASr-FOOD PACKAGING?

39. WHERE HAVE THEYJUST BEEN?
40. WHERE ARE THEY HEADING NOW?
41. WHAT HAS HAPPENED TO THE WOOD?
42. WHAT DOES THE MAN ASK THEM NOT TO

DO?

Questions 43 through 46. Listen to a talk by a univer-
sity student advisor.

(woman) You're all seniors now, and you should
all be graduating inJune. at the end
of this school year. But now. at the
beginning of your senior year, you
have a couple of things to remember
in order to graduate inJunc.

First of all, you need to fill out a
request-to-graduate form. You should
fill this form out and turn it in to your
advisor. You ueed to do this by
December if you want to graduate in
June.

The second thing you need to C.O is I,')

order your cap and gO'o\n. Durirg lhl'

graduation ceremony at this ul.JVer
sity. all the graduating seniors weal
the same blue and gold cap aid
gown. You'll also need to place YOI.-

order for your cap and gown ~y th,
end of December.

Today dogs are being trained in a van4
ely of ways. One way that dogs are
being trained in'w'olves"smell." For
example. dogs are being trained to
use meir sense of smell to find miss-
ing persons, hidden drugs, or explo-
sives such as dynamite.

Dog trainers have found that almost
all types of dogs have equally good
senses of smell. Even though different
types of dogs have equivalent senses
of smell, they aren't equally good at
different tasks. However. certain types
of dogs are better at certain tasks
because of other characteristics they
have. For example, beagles are small
and friendly, so they're often used at
crowded airports to smell for illegal
food products in luggage. German
shepherds have quick reactions, so
they're often used to smell for explo-
sives such as dynamite. Golden retriev-
ers work well in the cold, so they're
often used to find people lost in the
snow.

Could you see what the professor
wrote on the board at the end of the
lecture?
No, I couldn't. The writing was too
tiny.
WHAT DOES THE WOMAN MEAN?

(rnan)

(W011l(m)

(narralor)

(woman)
(narrator)

2. (rna,,)

So remember the two important
things if you want to graduate inJllne.
Fill Ollt the request-to-graduate form
and order your cap and gown. Don't
forget now!

43. WHAT IS THE WOMAN MAINLY DISCUSSING?
44. WHAT MUST THE STUDENTS DO WITH THE

REQUEST-TQ-CRADUATE FORM?
45. WHAT MUST THE STUDENTS ORDER?
46. WHEN MUST TilE STUDENTS PLACE THEIR

ORDERS?

Questions 47 through 50. Listen to a talk by a man who
works Wllh animals.

47. WHAT IS THE TOPIC OF THE PASSAGE?
48. WHAT IS TRUE ABOUT THE VARIOUS TYPES

OF DOGS?
49. WHY ARE GERMAN SHEPHERDS USED TO

FIND EXPLOSfVES?
50. WHAT ARE SOME DOGS TRAINED TO FIND?

Part A, page 127

I. (man) Do you want to meet at 8:00 tomor-
row morning?
Not that early, please.
WHAT DOES THE WOMAN MEAN?

LISTENING POST-TEST (Computer)

I'm sure you all enjoyed that trip
along the Grand Canyon and the Col.
orado River. h's quite amazing, isn't
it?

The next stop on our tour is the Petri-
fied Forest. This is a huge desert for-
est that is not exactly made of trees.
You see, the trees are so old that
they've fallen and have turned into
stone. They look just like fallen logs.
but they're no longer made arwood.
Instead, they're made of beautifully
colored stone. such asjasper, agate,
carnelian. and onyx. It's unbelievable
to see all of these fallen trees from a
distance and then up close see that
they're really stone and not wood.

When we arrive at the Petrified For-
est, please be sure to keep in mind
that it's against lhe law to ~ke ANY
petrified wood out of the forest with
you. You may think about picking up
just a tiny little piece, but plea.<e don't
do it.

(man)
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(woman)

(mIln)

(man)
(wornnn)

(woman)

(man) How arc you gelting home for vaca-
tion?
I was Ihinking aboUl flying, bUI iI's lOO
expensive. I'm going LOlake Ihe bus
instead.
Is ;, much cheaper than flying?
II COSISalxlUl half as much 10 take ,he
bus.
So, iI's much cheaper. BUI it also musl
take a 101 more time.
TIle trip takes three hours longer on
the bus. bUI I'm willing '0 spend ule
time because I need to save the
money.

14. WHAT l'ROBLEM DOES THE WOMAN HAVE
WlTI1 TI IE FUGHT?

15. HOW LONG IS THE BUS TRIP?
16. WHAT DOES THE WOMAN DECIDE TO DO?

Questions 17 through 21. U ••en to a lecrure in an
archi'eClure class. The professor is Ia1king aboUI the
London Bridge.

(woman) 0 Today. we're going 10 laik aboul
Ihe London Bridge. The London
Bridge isn'l aClUally in London any-
more, but it used to be there.

f) You can see the London Bridge
when it was in London. The Bridge
crossed the ,Thames River, which is in
the middle of London. The London
Bridge is made of granile, and iI's an
arch bridge; you can see lhe five
curved arches in the bridge. The lon-
don Bridge was buill in the firsl half
of the nineteenth century. When it
was builL. il was a very difficull pro-
ject. II look 800 men 10 build the
bridge because of the heavy granile,
and it ,ook the 800 men seven years 10
build the bridge.

In 1968, the city of London
decided that il needed a new bridge.
The London Bridge was '00 narrow; a
wider bridge with six lanes was
needed. The city didn'l lear the
bridge down and throw il away.
Inslead, the city found a buyer and
sold the bridge,

o Here's the bridge in ilS new home.
Do you know where this is? It's Lake
Havasu in Arizona. The company that
bough, the London Bridge paid a 10l
of money for it. The company paid
IwO and a half million dollars for the
London Bridge. Then the company
look the bridge apart sLOne by Slone,
put it into crates, transponed i( across
the Atlantic, and rebuilt i( in irs new
home. The London Bridge is now far

12. WHAT WILL THE MAN DO NEXT SEMESTER?
l:!l. \\1iERE DOES THE MAN WANT TO TEA(;H?

Questions 14 through 16,

I understand that you're an education
major.
Yes, I'm an education major. I want to
be a high school teacher. and thaI's
going to happen soon.
Will you graduate soon?
I'm in my last semester of classes.
Then next semester, 1"11be student-
teaching.
You'U be prdctice-leaching in a high
school next semester?
Exacuy. And then I'll be ready to look
for ajob teaching in high school.

\\There are you going this evening?
I'll be al the business club meeting.
The club presidenl invited me to give
a speech at the meeting.
WHAT HAPPENED TO TI1E
WOMAN?

That test we just look was close to
impossible.
You can say that again!
WHAT DOES THE WOMAN MEAN?

Do you \\'ant to drive to the game?
Why not walk instead? II's not very far.
WHAT DOES THE MAN SUGGEST?

\\'hal should we do aboul this assign.
ment.? Ijust don', understand iL
LeI'S ask someone else for help.
WHAT DOES THE WOMAN SUG-
GEST?

Is your answer correct? I have a differ-
ent answer to this problem.
I'm quite sure of my answer.
WHAT DOES THE MAN MEAN?

My car is h3\ing problems. Can you
recommend a place where I can gCl it
fixed?
You should see Mark at the service sta-
lion on the corneT. He's rcal1y good at
fixing cars.
WHO IS MARK MOST UKELYTO

-BE?

Ilhink tha, ankle on Ihe frolll page
of Ihe school paper was so unfairl
So do I!
WHAT DOES THE MAN MEAN?

Did you like Ihe apalUnen' you saw
yesterday?
NOl really. I don', wanllO Ix: so far
from campus .

. WHAT DOES THE WOMAN MEAN?

\lil,at did ,he doc'or say?
He lold me to take some medicine
and gel some rest. I'm going LOge'
Ihis prescription filled now.
WHEitF. IS THE MAN MOSTLY
UKELYGOING?

(man)

(woman)

(man)

(woman)
(man)

(woman)

(narralqr)

II. (man)
(woman)

:!l. (woman)

(man)
(narrnlqr)

4. (man)

(woman)
(narrnlqr)

5. (woman)

(man)
(narralqr)

6. (man)

(woman)

(narrnlqr)

7. (,ooman)
(man)

(narralqr)

8. (woman)
(man)
(1Ulrralqr)

9. (man)

(woman)
(narrnlqr)

10. (woman)

(man)

Part B, page 130

Questions 12 through 1:5.
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from its original home~on a 1al.e in
the southwe.t United States.

17. HOW MANYARCHES DOES THE LONDON
BRIDGE HAVE?

18. HOW MANY MEN ORIGINALLY BUILT THE
LONDON BRIDGE?

19.. WHY WAS THE LONDON BRIDGE REPlACED?
20. HOW MUCH MONEY WAS PAlO FOR THE

BRIDGE?
21. THE PROFESSOR DESCRIBES A SERIES OF

EVENTS. PUT THE EVENTS IN ORDER.

~cstio ••• 22 through 25. Listen to a discussion from a
physics claM. The discus.,ion is on sound waves.

(man) Today, we'll be reviewing the chap-
ter from the physics textbook on
sound. Fint of all, let'. look at these
two sound wave. on the board. You
can sec that sound waves can be short
or tall. You can also see that they can
have different frequencies. Dave, what
i. frequency?

(V"",,) Frequency mean. how rapidly the
sound is re~ated. The sound wave on
me top is a relatively short sound wave
with a high frequency. The sound
wave on the bottom is a tall sound
wave with a low frequency.

(man) Yes, that's correcL Now, Lisa. can
humans hear all types of sound waves?

(Lisa) No, humans can't hear all type. of
sound waves. They can't hear sound
waves when the frequency is too low,
and they can't hear sound waves when
the frequency is too high.

(man) Now, we're going to talk aboUllWo dif-
ferent types of sound that humans
can't hear. They are ultrdSOund and
infrasound. e Fint of all, let's talk
about ultrasound. What is ultrasound,
Kevin?

(&vin) Ultrasound i. very high frequency
sound with very short wave lengths.
Humans can't hear ultrasound
because: i•.•frequency is too high.

(_) And can you give me an example of
ultrasound, Dave?

(Davo) One example of animals that use:
ultrasound to communicate is mice.
Mice communicate with each orner
using ultrasound noises. The sounds
have a very high frequency, so
humans and ca •.•can't hear the
sounds that the mice are making.

(man) Yes, mice are a good example of the
use: of ultrasound. e Now, we'll talk
about another kind of sound, and that
is infrasound. Can you tell me what
infrasound is, Lisa?

(Lisa) InfrdSOund is very low frequency
sound with very tall wave lengths.
Humans can't hear infrasound waves
because: the frequency is too low.
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(•••••) And what about an example of infD.
sound, Kevin?

(Krvm) One example of animals that can hear
infrasound are some types of birds.
These birds can hear the infrasound
of a thundentorm that is far away. A' .
thunderstorm makes infrasound. or
very low frequency sounds. The birds
can hear the infrasound of the storm
that's coming before it actually arrives
and before human. can hear that it's
coming. The animals leave before the
storm actually arrives because: they
can hear the infrasound of the storm
when it's far away.

(man) 0That's a very good example of
infrasound in action. We've discussed
examples of both infrasound and
ultrasound, and you seem to under-
stand both these concep'" well. I'll sec
you in class tomorrow.

22. WHAT IS TRUE ABOUT HUMAN HEAR.lNG?
23. WHAT IS TRUE ABOUT ULTRASOUND?
24. WHICH EXAMPLE OF ANIMAL COMMUNICA-

TION USING ULTRASOUND IS PRESENTED IN
THE LECI'URE?

25. WHICH SOUND WAVEPATTERN DOES A BIRD
HEAR BEFORE A THUNDERSTORM?

Qucstio ••• 26 through 30. Listen to a lecture in an engi-
neering class. The professor is talking about dam •.

(wcmum) • Dam. are large SlJ'Uctures built
across rivers to control large amounts
ofwaler. Today, we'll be doing two
things. Fint, we'll look at three the0-
retical types of dams. Then we'll look
in depth at one actual dam.

The fint type of darn that we'll
look at is a gravity dam. A gravity dam
is built in a straight line across a river.
This type of dam must be built of very
SlrOng material such as concrete. Thr
wall needs to be very strong to hold
back the weight of the water that's
pushing against iL

The next drawing shows an arch
darn. An arch darn is not built in a
straight line. Instead, an arch darn has
a curve. The purpose of the Cun<: in
the arch dam is to lJ'ansfer lhe weight
of some of the water from the middle
of the darn to the sides of the darn.

e The last of the three types of dams
is a buttress dam. A buttress dam has
buttresses to support the wall. The
buttresses help to balance the weight
of the water pushing again.t the wall.

o Now, we'll look at one well-known
dam. The dam in this photograph is
today known as Hoover I}.un. It used
to be called Boulder Dam. You can
see in the photo thal Hoover Dam is



an arch dam. In fact, it's thc biggcst
arch dam in thc Unilcd SlaICS. It's
locl.tcd on the Colorado Rivcr, ncar
Bouldcr City, Ncvada. Whcn it was
Ii,,;t namcd, it was namcd Bouldcr
Dam bccausc iI's ncar Bouldcr City.
Later. it was .-cllanted Hoover Dam
aflcr a prcsidcnt of thc Unitcd SUtes,
Hcrbcn Hoover. ILwas stanrd in
1931, soon aftcr the start of thc Grcal
Depression. TI,C pUJPOSCof this dam-
building projcct was 10 crealC jobs for
wor"'c,,; who ncedcd jobs bccausc of
the Greal Dcpression.

. 1 hope you understand thc thrce
basic k.ind. of dams we've lool<cd at
today, the gravity dam, the arch dam,
and the buttrcss dam. It mould also
bc clear to you thai the Hoover Dam
is an example of one of the><: Ihrce,
the arch dam. In lhe next class. we'll
havt' a quiz on the material we coy..
ercd today. xe you then.

l!6. HOW IS EACH nl'E OF DAM DESCRIBED IN
THE LECTIJRE?

Tl. WHAT ISTHE PURPOSE OF THE ARCH IN AN
ARCH DAM?

28. WHAT IS STATED ABOlIT HOOVER DAM?
29. THE FOLLOWING TIMEUNE SHOWS THE

GREAT DEPRESSION, FROM 1929 TO 1939.
IDENTIFYWl1EN BOULDER DAM WAS
STARTED.

~.WHATISSTATEDABOlITTHENAMEOFTHE
DAM DISCUSSED IN THE LECTIJRE?

COMPLETE TEST I (Paper)
INTRODUCTORY LEVEL

(man)
(fUlTTCllur)

6. (man)
(woman)
(fUlTTCllur)

7. (woman)
(IIU1n)

(narmJor)

8. ("",n)
(woman)
(7WrmIm)

9. (woman)

(man)

(7WrmJor)

10. (woman)
(man)
(narrotorj

11. (man)
(woman)

(7WrmIm)

12. (woman)

(man)

(narralDr)

13. (woman)
(man)
(narralOT)

I'll say!
WHAT DOES THE MAN MEAN?

Peter reall)' lost his temper.
At least hc apologized.
WHAT DOES THE WOMAN SAY
ABOlIT PETER?

1'"" run OUIof bread.
Let"s go to the market and gel some
more.
WHAT DOES THE MAN SUGGEST?

Have you been 10 the post office )"t?
Yes, and I mailcd all the letlers.
WHAT DOES THE WOMAN MEAN?

There's no problem if you want to
borrow thc boo ••..
Thanks. I'll relum il in a couple of
days.
WHAT DOES THE MAN MEAN?

Is thaI cI,air eomfonable?
TIle seat is 100 hard.
WHAT DO£.<;TIlE MAN MEAN?

Oh, no. Our learn is losing.
NOl for long. ThC)"ve got lhe ball, and
they're going to scorc.
W11ERE DOES THIS CONVERSA.
TION PROBABLY TAKE PLACE?

Susan has a nicer car than most pe0-
ple.
TIlat's because she's richer than most
pcople.
WHAT DOES THE MAN SAYABO lIT
SUSAN?

The><: physics problems are 100 hard.
Why not get some help?
WHAT DOES THE MAN SUGGEST
TO THE WOMAN?

Part A. page 359
I. (man) When is your trip?

(woman) I'll be leaving ill a few days.
(7WrmIm) WHAT DOES THE WOMAN MF.AN?

2. (woman) When should I pay the renl for the
apanment?

(man) Renl should be paid to me on the 1i";1
of caeh month.

(7WrmIm) WHO IS THE MAN MOST UKELY
TO BE?

3. (man)

(woman)
(7WrmIm)

4. (man)

(woman)
(7Wmltorj

5. (woman)

Did you hear how Rob did on the
malhexam?
Yes. He gOt the top grade.
WHAT DOES THE WOMAN SAY
ABOlITROB?

Where's Mi"'e? He should be in his
seat by now.
He's ah.enttoday.
WHAT DOES THE WOMAN SAY
ABOlIT MIKE?

That rainslorm really did some
damage.

14. (woman)
(man)
(narralDr)

15. (woman)

(man)

(narralur)

16. (man)
(woman)
(narmJor)

17. (woman)
(man)

(narralur)

18. (woman)

(man)
(narralDr)

Did you lind an apanment?
Yes, and it's close to the university.
••••'HAT DOES THE MAN MEAN?

Do you think Bonnie enjoyed her sur-
pri"" party?
She W'dS eenainly smiling the whole
time.
WHAT DOES THE MAN SAYABOlIT
BONNIE?

Traffic is unusuaU)' hea,'Y loday.
You can sa)' that again!
WHAT DOES THE WOMAN MEAN?

Is there a problem. officer?
You were dri'\,ing much faster than the
s~cd limit. May I see your driver's
license?
WHO IS THE MAN MOST UKELY
TO BE?
Oh, no. I spilled sbme eolTee on my
homework paper.
Now you Oft" going LOhave to n:wrile it.
WHAT DOES THE MAN SAYTHAT
THE WOMAN SHOULD DO?
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Part B. page 362

Questions 31 lhrougb 34. Lislen a.s a man and a
woman discuM a chance they have to see some whales
up close.

Question.s 35 lhrough 38. Listell as one student gives
somc advice to 31l0lher snrdent.

31. WHAT KIND OF TRIP ARE THE MAN AND
WOMAN DISCUSSING?

32. WlIAT SE.ASON ISm
33. WHAT ARE THE WHALES DOING NOW?
34. HOW LONG (S TIlE BOAT TRIP?

We .hould. This is the best time of
year to see some whales.
Why is winter ehe best time of the year
to see whales?
Al ,his time of year, the whale. are
h",.ding sou,h from Alaska to warmer
wa'er for the win'er. Then they'll
return to Alaska before summer.
How 10llg i. the boa' trip, do you
know?
The boa, leaves at one o'clock and
returns at about three o'clock.
Only a 'wo-hour trip?
Yes, the whales travel prelty close to
shore, so we don't need to go out very
far in the ocean to see them.
I guess two hours is probably enough.
I've never actually been out 011 the
ocean in a boat9 and I'm not really
sure I'll like i,.

(",,,man)

(man)

(man)

(man)

(woman)

(woman)
(man)

(woman)

(,,",man)

(man)

(man)

(womall)

(ruomani

I see that there are two ways (0 regis-
ter for classes at rhis universicy: mail-in
registration and walk-through registra-
Lion.
That's right. Either you can mail in
your registration materials, or you can
start at the administration building on
registration day and walk from office
to office completing your registration.
Which type of registration is beuer. do
YOLI think?
No question about it, the mail-in reg.
iSlrdlion is far easier. It's very efficient,
and it takes almost no time. You just
write the courses that you want on the
registration form, mail it in, and
you'll receive your course schedule in
the mail. If you go '0 walk.through
registration, you'll probably spend
many hours standing in a number of
long, long line •.
That does NOT wunrl good to me.
It's the mail-in registration for me!

35. WliAT ARE THE MAN AND WOMAN DIS-
CUSSING?

36. HOW DOES THE MAN DESCRlBEMAlL.IN
REGISTRATION?

37. HOW DOES THE MAN DESCRIBE WALK.
THROUGH REGISTRATION?

38. WHAT DOES THE WOMAN DECIDE TO DO?

I overslept again this morning.
Why don't you sel your alarm to wake
you up?
WlIAT DOES THE MAN SUGGEST?

Why..,.. your homework grade so
low?
I didn', do the ••••ignmen' carefully.
WHAT DOES THE WOMAN IMPLY?

Wha' do I need 10 bring '0 Ihe lest?
You'll need some extra pencils and
paper.
WHAT DOES THE WOMAN MEAN?

Is the baby still sick?
His 'emper-Hure is still high.
WHAT DOES THE WOMAN MEAN?

TIlis store is closed today.
Then let's go to another onc.
WllAT DOES THE MAN SUGGEST?

Does the unive •.••ty have a modem
lhcater?
A new thea'er is being builL
WlIAT DOES THE WOMAN MEAN?

Should we take our seats now?
That's a good idea. ( think the orche,..
tra is about '0 begin.
WHERE DOES THIS CONVERSA.
TION PROBABLY TAKE PLACE?

Did you hOlYe a nice weekend?
It wa.s peaceful, and that's wha' I
needed.
WHAT DOES THE MAN MEAN?

I think we should leave tomorrow
ins'ead of .oday.
So do I.
WHAT DOES THE WOMAN MEAN?

Are you going swimming ,oday?
The water's not warm enough for me.
WHAT DOES TIlE MAN MEAN?

Alex didn'l go on Ihe trip with the
others.
I gave him the opponuni,y to go, bu.
he decided nol 10.
WllAT DOES THE WOMAN MEAN?

I can't believe Anna's reaction.
She some,imes acts like a child.
WlIAT DOES THE MAN SAYABOUT
ANNA?

You're going on the boat trip this
afternoon?
Yes, I am, and I can'l wait. I've never
been up close lO a whale before. Do
you think we'll see many whales
loday?

(man)

(woman)

26. (UJ01Mn)

(~)

(narroJor)

25.(_)
(man)

(naFmlm)

27. (man)
(woman)

(woman)
(narmJDr)

24. (woman)
(~)

19. (1VOlfttJ1l)

(man)
(narmJDr)

20. (_)
("",n)
(narralor)

21. (''''In)

(narmJDr)

(woman)

(UJOlIlmI)

(ntamtorj

22. (man)

(UJOlIlmI)

(nanoIor)

23. (man)

(narroJor)

28. (man)
(woman)
(narralor)

29. (man)

(narroJor)

30. (,"""""')
(man)
(narralor)
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Questions 43 through 46. Li"en to a talk b)' a history
professor.

Part C. page 363

Questions 39 through 42. Listen to a description of an
apartment.

43. WHAT WAS THE TOPIC OF THE PREVIOUS
CLASS?

44. WHAT IS THE TOPIC OF TODAYS LECTURE?
45. WHAT IS THE LECTURER'S POINT ABOlrf

THE NEW YORK CITY SUBWAY?

Do yeu have any questions?

39. WHO IS PROBABLY TALKING?
40. HOW MAN)'BEDROOMS ARE THERE IN THE

APARTMENT?
41. WHAT IS TRUE ABOUT THE KITCHEN?
42. WHAT IS TRUE ABOUT THE Al'ARTMENTS

FURNITURE?

2. (man) What did YOll think of the presenta-
tion we just saw?

(woman) There were lots of good ideas, but
they weren't vcry organized.

(naTTalor) WHAT DOES THE WOMAN MEAN?

3. (woman) Did you read the fax from the office
yet?

(num) 1 saw that the fax arrived, but]
haven't had time to look at it yet.

(naTTa/or) WHAT DOES THE MAN MEAN?

4. (mnn) Where arc you hea~ing now?
(woman) 1need lOget reservations for my flight

home.
(naTTaJor) WHERE IS THE WOMAN MOST

UKELYGOING?

5. (woman) I could hardly pay attention to the lec-
ture this morning. It was so boring.
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Part A, page 384

I. (woman) You didn't get an A on YOllr paper?
(man) No, I didn't. I made one very large

error.
(naTTalor) WHAT DOES THE MAN MEAN?

47. WHAT IS THE TOPIC OF THE TALK?
48. HOW DID SCIENTISTS FOLLOW ANIMAl.'> IN

THEPASI?
49. WHAT IS THE NEW WAYOF FOLLOWING ANI.

MALS?
50. IN WHICH COURSE WOULD THIS TALK PROS.

ABLYRE GIVEN?

One way that scientists have often
tracked wild animals in the past has
been with rdflio transmitters. A radio
collar could be attached to an animal
and the animal could be tracked on a
radio receiver. The major problem
ha'i been thai radio signaJs were not
very reliable. They could come and r-n
as animaJs rra.veled ton far.

Now scientisis are using a new 'wayto
(fack animals in tht" v.ild. This new
way of tTacking animals uses sa,tclliccs.
Transmitters are attached to animals
in we wild, and thc transmitters send
signals in to the aUTloliphere every few
hours. \\1cathcr sateUitcs circling the
Earth receivc the signals- from the ani-
mals. and scientists gel the informa-
tion from the satellites.

COMPLETE TEST 2 (Computer)
INTRODUCTORY LEVEL

46. WHEN DID THE FIRST LEG OF THE SUBWAY
OPEN?

Questi\J1lS 47 through 50. Listen to a lecture hy a uni.
venity professor.

(man) When scientisLI\are studying animals
in the wild. the)' often want to follow
the animals' movements.

In the last class. we talked ahout the
development of the railroad system in
the United States. Today, we're going
to talk about the developmtnt of the
subway. I'm going to start with the
New York City subway because this was
the first subway system in the United
Stales.

The New York City subway took quite
some time to get start cd. Beginning in
1870, several private business groups
tried to start sub\fo-aysystems in New
York City, bUI Ihese groups were
unsuccessful.

Finally, in 1900. a former mayor of the
city set up the Interborough Rapid
Transit Company, or IRT. This com-
pany got the prcsent-day system
started. Four years later, in 1904, ehe
first leg of the subw-d)' opened. On the
first day of operations in 1904, more
than 110,000 people went for a ride
on the new subway.

The next apartment that I'd like to
show you is one of the larger apart.
menU that we have for rent. This is a
three.bcdroom apartment. All, you can
see, one of rnc berlrooms is larger.
and two of the bedrooms are smal1er.

The kitchen area is large. Because of
those windows, it's also vcry sunny.
The stove and refrigerator that you
see there arc included in the rent.
The living room isn't ,'ery large, but it
does have a fireplace and some nice
built-in bookshelves.

This aparuncnt is unfurnished, so
you'll need furniture. If you have your
own furniture already. that's great. If
you don't have any furniluTe of your
own. Ican show YOll where you can
rent some.

(wo11lon)

(man)



(prop.ssor) 0 Today, we'll be talking aboul the
Continenta[ Divide of North America.
The Continental Divide separales the
waters that flow to the east and the
waters that flow to the west on this
continenL
e Let's look al this map of the
United Stales. The Continental
Divide, or Great Divide as it is also
known, runs along the Rocky Moun.
tains. Walers to Ihe easl of the Rocky
Mountains flow to the east, and waters
to the wesl of the Rocky Mountains
flow to the west.

o First. let's talk aboul Ihe walers 10
the east of the Continental Divide.
The majorit)' of the waters to lhe east
of the Continenlal Divide actually
now into the Gulf of Mexico before it
reaches the Atlantic Ocean. One of
the great routes for water to reach the
Clalf of Mexico is the Mississippi River
system and all of the tributaries feed.
ing into iL

o Now, let's look at what happens to
waters west of the Continental Divide.
Much of Ihe waler 10 Ihe west of the
Continental Divide follows one of two
river systems to the ocean. Water to
the west of the Continental Divide
/lows either through the Columbia
River 10 the Pacific Ocean or through
the Colorado River to the Gulf of Cali-
fornia and then out to the Pacific
Ocean.

o Today, we've looked at the Conti-
nental Divide, and we've seen how
water flows to the east and to the west
of Ihe Contioental Divide. That's all
for today. ['II see )'ou in class lomor-
row,

(woman) The assignments are one quarter of
the grade, and the mid-term is one
quarler of the grade, and the final is
one half of the grade.

13. HOW MANYEXAMS ARE THERE IN THE
COURSE?

14. HOW OFTEN ARE ASSIGNMENTS GIVEN?
15. WHAT PART OF THE GRADE [S n~E EXAMS?

Questions 16 througb 19. Listen to a lecture in a geog-
raphy class. The professor is talking about the Conti-
nenlal Divide.

16. WHERE IS THE CONTINENTAL DMDE?
17. WHAT IS TRUE ABOUT RIVERS IN THE

UNITED STATES?
18. DESCRIBE THE PATH THE WATERTAKES TO

THE EAST OF THE CONTINENTAL DMDE.
I!J. DESCRIBE THE PATH THE WATER TAKES TO

THE WEST OF THE CONTINENTAL DMDE.

You're going un a cruise? How lucky.
How long is the cruise?
It's a seven-day crui~.
WHAT IS THE MAN GOING TO DO?

Do you want to go and get something
10 drink?
leI's gel something hOI. It's so cold,
and maybe a hot drink will warm us
up.
WHAT DOES THE WOMAN SUer
GEST?

I'll sayl
WHAT DOES THE MAN MEAN?

It was really cold in the classroom
today.
It was, wasn'l it? Did you see thaI Ihe
window wasn't shu I completely?
WHAT DOES THE MAN MEAN?

("",n)

(narmIm)

(woman)

(man)

(woman)

(woman)
(man)

(man)
(woman)

(man)

(JfUJn)
(nmralm')

6. (lro7Mn)

(man)
(narmlm)

7, (man)

(nmnzIor)

9. (W!JlII<J1I)

(,'''''')
(lro7Mn)
(JfUJn)

(narmlm)

10. (man)

Do you know if the dorms will be
open or closed over spring break?
TI,ey're going to be closed for eight
days.
Do they close this Friday evening?
No, they close on Salurday, and tliey'll
reopen on the Sunday at the end of
the week-long break.
So we need to be out of the dorms
this Saturday, and we can get back
into the dorms eight days later. on
Sunday at the end of spring break?

(man) That's exactly correct.

II. HOW LONG WILL THE DORMS BE CLOSED?
12. ON WHAT DAYWILL THE DORMS REOPEN?

How was your French class?
Not very good.
VVhy?VVhathappened?
I was called on three times, and I
didn't know any ofthe answers to the
questions.
WHAT HAPPENED TO THE MAN?

Should we gel tickets al the fronl or
the back of the auditorium?
As close to the front as possible. [ like
to watch the dancers' movements up
close.
WHERE ARE THE MAN AND
WOMAN MOST UKELYGOING?

Part B. page 387

Questions II through 12.

Questions 13 through IS.
(man) Do you understand how our math

professor will grade this course?
Yes, I think so. We have weekly assign-
ments and two exams.
And when are the two exams?
One is a midterm. It'll be in the mid-
dle of the course. The other is a final.
[t'll be at the end of the course.
And whal part of the grade are each
of Ihese?
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24. WHAT IS TRUE ABOUT HOW COOPER \\'ROTE
THE LEATHERSTOCKING TALES?

Questions 25 thlOugh 30. Listen '0 a group of students
discussing information from a history class. The discus-
sion is on the Roosevell~.

Questions 20 through 24. Listen to a lecture in a literd-
ture class. The professor is talking about James Feni-
more Cooper.

(proJ'5sor) 0 In today's class, I'll be talking
about another author. The author for
today is one who was quite popular in
the first half of tllC nineteenth cen-
tury.

f) The man in tl,is portrait isJames
Fenimore C.A){)per. He was born in
1789, "nd he died in 1851. He wrote
more than 30 different novels. Tht"
rno$l famous of hi:>novels was a group
of five novels which, as a group. was
called 77" L,eathmtodling 'lilks.

o All of tl,e fi'e Leatllerstocking nov.
els had the same main chardcter. This
main character was known by a num-
ber of different names. He was, of
course, called Leatllerstocking, bot he
"''asalso kno\\ll by two other names.
He was known hy ,he name of Hawk-
eye, and he was also knmm by the
name Natl)" Bumpo. This character
'wasa skilled outdoorsman and coura-
geous hero.

o On the board. you can sec the
names of the five novels that were
called TM uathmtadlillg 'lilks. They
are The Demlnyer, The PathJillder, 71"
Last oj tM Mohiams, TM Pilot, and TM
JW Rover, and ,hey all fea,ure ,he
character known as LeatherSlOcking.
Hawkeye. or Nau)' Bumpo. You can
see from the list that the books are
not listed on the board in the order
,hat tlle)' were written. Instead, the
books are listed in the order ,hat tlley
take place. Cooper didn', write the
books in chronological order. You c,,"
see. for example. tha' Th, Pilot was the
first of The uatilintodting 'lilles to be
written b)' Cooper, in 1823, but it took
place later in ~atherstocking's life.
You can also see tl,at TM Demlnyl'Twas
tl,e last of The ILathmtod<ing Tales to
be written, in 1841, but it describes
the earliest pan of ~atherstocking's
life.

e That's all for 'oda)' onJames Fen;.
more Cooper and the five novels of
the many novels thal he \OoTotc, which
together are callcel TM {.I'athmtod<ing
Tal,.•. I'll see you next class.

20. APPROXlMATELYHOW MANYNOVELS DID
JAMES FENIMORE COOPER WRITE?

21. WHAT WASTRUE ABOUT THE LEATHER.
STOCKING NOVELS?

22. BYWHAT OTHER NAMES WASLEATHER.
STOCKING KNOWN?

23. WHICH OF THESE MIGHT BE LEATHER.
STOCKING?

(IIUm 1)

(u",,,um)

(man 2)

(man 1)

(W01Ilan)

(man 2)

(mati 1)

(man 2)

(woman)

(man 1)
(womall)

(man 2)
(man 1)

(woman)

(ma1l2)

(u",man)

(man 1)

oWe're having a quiz in history class
,oday. and I'm confused about all the
Roosevelt.<.
Me, too. 1 need to undersland this
before the quiz.
Okay. Thert~are three Rooscvcll..s that
we need to know. Thev arc Theodore
Roosevelt, Franklin R~ose\'dl.and
Eleanor Roo~e\'eh.
6Now, ,his picture shows Theodore
Roosevelt. who was also knO"''11 as
Teddy. He was president of tl,e United
States early in the last century. wasn't

. he?
Yes. He v..as ,ice president when
McKinley WdSpresident. He became
presidem in 1901 when McKinley was
assassinated.
'Vas he the one who was sick and in a
wheelchair while he Wa!i president?
No, tlta' w"' Franklin. Tedd)' Roc>-
sevelt was vcry sickly when he wa~ a
child, but he was very healthy and
active as an adult.o Okay, now this is Franklin Roo-
se,e1t. Was he the one who go, polio
when he was an adult?
Yes. he becanle sick with polio when
he was 39. It was after he go, polio
that he was elec.ed president of the
United States.
When was he president?
He was president in the 1930s and
1940s. He was president during ,he
Great Depression and during World
War II.
Was he related to Teddl' Roosevclt?
They were distantly rel~.ed. They were
fifth cousins.o Now, for the third of .he Roosevelts
we need to know about. This is
Eleanor Roosevelt, and she W3!' mar.
ried to Franklin Roosevelt.
She was also vcr}' closel)' related to
Teddy Roosevelt. Her fatller was
Teddy Roosevelt's younger brother
Elliot Roosevell.
'Illal mean~ thal before she was mar-
ried, her la'\t name .....as Roosevelt
because her father's name was Roo-
se\o'eh. After she was married, her last
name '''-.isRoosevelt because her hus-
band's name:: was Roosevelt.
Exactly, And she was vcr)' active as the
",ife of the president because her hus-
band had polio while he was in the
""hite House. She gave many
speeches and did a lot of .raveling for
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her husband. Mler his death, she 8. (man) ljust can'l play thaI song very well.
became a delegate to the United (woman) Try it over again from lhe beginning.
Nations. (narrator) WHAT DOES THE WOMAN WANT

(woman) o I hope I"ve got this all sorted out. THE MAN TO DO?
(man 2) Me, too.

9. (man) I have the papers that you need.(man 1) I hope we all do because we have a
(woman) Could you please send them to me asquiz in a few minutes.

soon as possible?
25. WIlY ARE THESE STUDENTS DISCUSSING THE (narrator) WHAT DOES THE WOMAN WANT

ROOSEVELTS? THE MAN TO DO?
26. HOW DID TEDDY ROOSEVELT FIRST BECOME 10. (UXJman) It's difficult to work and go to schoolPRESIDENT?

at the same time.27. WHICH ROOSEVELT ACCOMPUSHED THE
(man) You can say that abrain! ..FOLLOWING?
(narrator) WHAT DOES THE MAN MEAN?28. HOW WERE THE ROOSEVELTS IN THE Dl5-

CUSSION RELATED? II. (UXJman) How much of your hair would you
29. WHAT WAS STATED ABOm ELEANOR? like me to cut?
30. THE STUDENTS DISCUSS A SERIES OF (man) Please take a little off the lOp ,nd

EVENTS. I'UTTHE EVENTS IN THE ORDER IN sides.
WHICH THEY OCCURRED. ('lIlrrator) WHERE DOES THIS CONVERSA.

TlON PROIlABLYTAKE PLACE?

12. (man) Eve, you look so cheerful today.
COMPLETE TEST 3 (Paper) (woman) I'm happy thaI it's not raining.
TOEFL LEVEL (narrator) WHY DOES EVE LOOK CHEERFUL?

13. (UXJman) Can Ijusl estimate my expenses?
Part A. page 0407 (man) No, your expenses must be listed pre-
1. (man) I can't go skating. I don't kuow how. cisely.

(UXJman) But it's so easy to learn. (n"rmtor) WHAT DOES THE MAN MEAN?
(narmlOT) WHAT DOES THE WOMAl" SAY 14. (man) Robin's new car certainly looks

ABOUT SKATING? impressive.
2. (UXJman) What did you think of lhat literature (waman) I'll sayl

class? (narrator) WHAT DOES THE WOMAN MEAN?
(man) Il wasn'( exactly inreresting. 15. (UXJman) Have you noticed Wanda's desk?
(""rrator) WHAT DOES THE MAN SAYABOUT (man) Yes. II's always so messy.

THE CLASS? (narrator) WHAT DOES THE MAN MEAN?
3. (woman) The night we wan led is full. 16. (man)- I need help finding these statistics for

(man) LeI's take the train instead. my report.
(narrator) WHAT DOES THE MAN SUGGE!,T? (waman) Did you look in the reference seclion?

4. (man) Do we need to fix supper for the chil. That's where they should be.
dren? (narrator) WHO IS THE WOMAN MOST

(woman) I already gave them their supper. LIKELY TO BE?
(narrator) WHAT DOES THE WOMAN SAY 17. (UXJman) I'm not very good with these new

ABOUT THE CHILDREN? computer programs.
5. (UXJman) Did Sally go home over the holidays? (man) Why don't you take a computer class?

(man) No. she remained on campus instead, (narralOT) WHAT DOES THE MAN SUGGE!,T?
(narratar) WHAT DOES THE MAN SAYABOUT 18. (UXJman) Could you get tickets for the concert?

SALLY? (man) I tried, bUI the ticket agency doesn't
6. (man) What should I do for this sore throal haye an)' more tickets to sell.

'and cough? (narrator) WHAT DOES THE MAN MEAN?
(waman) I'm going to prescribe some medica- 19. (man) What did Lou want to know?

tion. and then you should return to (waman) He a.,ked why I dropped out of
my office next \\-'eek. .chool.

(narrator) WHO IS THE WOMAN MOST (narralOT) WHAT DOES THE WOMAN SAY
L1KELYTO BE? ABOUT LOU?

7. (waman) Are you going to buy that stereo sys-. 20. (man) Were you able to get the package
tem? mailed?

(man) I don't think so. It's not cheap. (woman) I scarcely gOI to the POSIoffice before
(narrator) WHAT DOES THE MAN IMPLY? it closed.

(narralar) WHAT DOES THE WOMAN IMPLY?
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21. (woman) I can 'I believe you did"'1 apply for the Part B, page 410
position al the bank. Only Ihis morn- Questions 31 through 34. USlen as two friends discuss
ing two new people were hired. an arU and crafu fair.

(man) I think I missed Ihe boal.
(narrator) WHAT DOES THE MAN MEAN? (woman) HdI<' would you like to go down to the

22. (man) Do you think the lecture's going 10
park this aflernoon?

(man) To the park? What's going on there?
start soon? If it doesn't. we're going to Would we just be walking around, or
be here all day. sitting and relaxing, or what?

(woman) Your guess is as good as mine. (woman) There's a wonderful aru and crafu
(narrator) WHAT DOES THE WOMAN MEAN? fair going on, so Ihe park's going to

23. (woman) You're going to take FIVE courses be prell)' crowded. We won'l be able
next semester? Don't you know a full 10 relax, bUI we should see a great aru
program is anI)" four? and crafu fair.

(man) It's not unheard of, and I'm sure I can (man) An arU and crafu fair?
handle it. (woman) Yes, an aru and crafu fair. It's an

(narrator) WHAT DOES THE MAN IMPLY? annual evenl here, and it's reall)" pop-

24. (man) A new family has just moved into the ular. Artisu from around Ihe area

apartment across the hall. bring a lot of Iheir artwork and crafu

(woman) Perhaps we should calion them a bit and display them in Ihe park. You can

later. just walk around and look at the crafts

(Mrrator) WHAT DOES THE WOMAN MEAN? if you want, or you certainly can bu)"
things that you like, or you can just

25. (woman) I saw that the police officer stopped "people watch."
you. Did he give you a ticket? (man) Oh, I don't know much aboul aru

(man) If he'd given me a ticket, I'd be a Iitlle and crafu. What kinds of things will
unhappier. there be?

(narrator) WHAT DOES THE MAN MEAN? (woman) Oh, all kinds. Paintings, pottery,jew-
26. (man) Do )"ou mean 10 say )"ou want to go elry, woodworking, leather goods. All

dancing tonight after running in the kinds.
race today? (man) Which kind do you prefer?

(woman) You've hil the nail right on the head! (woman) I like ALL of it, but I guess I ",ill prob-
(narrator) WHAT DOES THE WOMAN SAY ably spend most of my time looking at

ABOUT THE MAN? jewelry. There are always handmade

27. (woman) I heard that you won the scholarship
silver items and lots of interesting
stones.

from the Music Deparunent. Congrat-
(man) Do you think you'Ujust be LOOK-

ulationsl ING? Or are you going to take your
(man) No one was more surprised than I wallet with you to the park?

was.
(woman) Oh, 1 always start out just looking, but

(narrator) WHAT DOES THE MAN MEAN? in the end, I'm sure I'll need my waI-
28. (woman) The history exam's tomorrow, and I let.

think it's going to be pretl)' hard. 31. WHERE DOES THE ARTS AND CRAITS FAIR
(man) Oh, I guess I'll have to brush up on a TAKE PLACE?

few dates before then. 32. HOW OFTEN DOES THIS ARTS AND CRAFTS
(narrator) WHAT DOES THE MAN MEAN? FAIR TAKE PLACE?

29. (man) What do you think of this suit? Does it 33. WHAT WOULD PROBABLY NOT BE FOUND AT
look right for the wedding? THE ARTS AND CRAITS FAIR?

(woman) So you HAVE decided to go! 34. WHAT DOES THE WOMAN IMPLY THAT
(narrator) ••••'HAT HAD THE WOMAN SHE'LL DO?

ASSUMED ABOUT THE MAN?

30. (woman) What happened to you? You don't Questions 35 through 38. U51en as two students discuss

look so good. a course.
(man) Well, I went skiing for the first time. (woman) Hi, Joe. I understand that you took

and I wish I hadn', tried to learn how Introduction to Physics lasl semester.
to ski on the steepest slope. Can )'ou lell me about the course?

(narrator) WHAT DOES THE MAN IMPLY? (man) Sure. The lecture or the lab?
(woman) You mean there's both a lecture and a

Jab in this course?
(man) Actually, there are THREE lectures

each week and ONE lab.
(woman) Do I have to take both the lecture arid

the lab? The lecture doesn', sound
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course to me.
(man) Interesting, maybe. But fun. r,o. And a

lot of work, definitely.

35. WHY DOES THE WOMAN WANf TO TALK TO
JOE?

36. HOW MANY LEcrURES ARE THERE EAC11
WEEK?

37. HOW MANY HOURS IS THE LAB EACH WEEK?
38. HOW DOES THE MAN DESCRIBE THE

COURSE?

Part C. page 41 I

Questions 39 through 42. Listen as a professor di •.
cusses a term paper assignment.

(woman) That's the end of today's lecture,
However, before you leave. I'd like to
make sure that everything is clear
about the term papers that you're
working on. The term papers should
be almost finished now. I hope you've
been working hard on them for the
lastlwO months. I can assure you that
it's quite clear to me when students
try to do all the work on their term
papers al the last moment.

There are two imporClnt things thal
I'm very strict about: (I) the due date
and (2) the length of the raper.

The term papers are due next Tues-
day, by live o'clock, without fail. I see
some unhappy faces out ~ere, but

Questions 43 through 46. Listen to a description of the
job of smoke jumper,

39. WHEN DOES THE TALK TAKE PLACE?
40. HOW LONG SHOULD THE STUDENTS HAVE

BEEN WORKING ON THEIR TERM PAPERS?
41. WHAT TIME ARE THE PAPERS DUE?
42. WHAT NUMBER OF PACES IS NOT ACCEPT-

ABLE?

the deadline is absolutc. You've had
the a.~'iignmenL for two months, so I
see no need to extcnd the deadline. I
will NOT accept any papers after five
o'clock Tuesday. And. needless to say.
you will receive a failing gr.lde if the
paper isn'tlurned in on time.

As far as the length is concerned, the
papers should be ten to twelve pages
long. This means that the papers
should not be shorler than ten pages
and should not be longer th'lI1 twelve
pages. Don't think that you can
improve your grade on the term
paper by turning in twenty or thirty
pages.

Please be very careful about the
length of your paper, and be sure to
get it in on tim,,:.

The Forest Service is the governn1l"lIt
agency that has the difficult joh of
fighting forest fires. One major pro'"
tern in fighting forest lires is th,lt for.
est fires often burn in areas where
there are no roads, or inadequate
roads, so it can bt: quite difficult to
get workers and equipment into the
area to fight the fire. A very special-
izedjob has developed within thc For-
est Service as a result, and that job is
the job of smoke jumper.

A smoke jumper is a firefighter who
parachutes, or jumps, into an area
where there's a forest fire. It's neces- .
sary to use smoke jumpers to fight a
fire when the fire occurs in an area
without roads. If there are no roads,
the only way to get firefighters into an
area quickly is for them to parachute
tn.

After the smoke jumpers parachute
into an uea around" forest fire, they
work on the ground to light the lire
They may spend several days fighting
the fire, and they often have to work
long hours without adequate heavy
equipme'lt to hattie the fire. Then,
when that work is done, the only way
to get out is to walk. Mlcr days of
fighting a fire, they may have to walk
for hours and hours to get to the
nearest road.

(man)

too bad (0 me. but I know I don't
want to spend my time in the lab.
Well, you're going to have to spend
some time in the lab if you want to
take physics. [t's required that you
lake the two of them together in [he
same semester.
\\'lcn do the lectures and lab ~cssions
meet?
The lectures are three times a week,
on Monday, Werinesday, and Friday
mornings for one hour each day.
Then you must also take the lab, on
either Tuesday or Thursd"y, from one
o'clock to five o'clock.
Fur FOUR hours? Does it really take
four hours each week to complete I.he
physics lab?
(Iau!lhs) Oh, usually it takes MORE
than four haun, and then you have to
go home and write the lab report.
There's a lab report every week?
Yes. indeed, usually about ten pages'
wOrlh.
A ten-page lab report cvery week in
addition to more than four hours in
,he lab?
Oh, and don't for!let the lec,ures and
aillhe reading as..~ignments and
exams.
This does NOT sound like a fun

(man)

(womIW)

(man)

(woman)

(man)

(woman)
(man)

(woman)

(man)

(woman)
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43. \\'HAT DO SMOKE JUMPERS DO?
44. HOW DO SMOKEjUMI'ERS GET Il\TO FIRES?
45. WHEN MUST SMOKEjUMPERS IlE USED TO

FIGHT A FOREST FIRE?
46. WHAT DO THE SMOKEjUMI'F.RS HAVE TO DO

IMMEDIATELY AFTER THE FIRE IS OUT?

Questions 47 through 50. Listen to a lecture b)' a 1I1li~

vershy profes"'ior.

(w07ntZn) Everyone please take a scal because
the lecture is about to start. The topic
for today is glaciers. those huge blocks
of ice that are found in the Ilonhcrn-
most and southernmost parl5 of our
world. Glaciers can be thousands and
thous;lI1ds afye.Irs old, and scientists
are able lO learn a lot b)' Mudjing
these ancient glaciers.

The first thing that scientists can
determine when sludyiug a glader is
its age. In fact. it's VCTY cas)' for scien-
tists to learn cxacllr how old a particu-
lar glacier is from the number of
layers ill the glacier. Scientists drill
into the ice. and then they just count
the layers in the glacier. and from this
they can determine the glacier's age.

In additioo to learning Ihe ages of
glaciers, scientisL'\ have also been able
to learn a lot about the Earth's past by
stud);ng glaciers. F~r example, son1(..~
thing that )'Oll might not have
thought about is that glaciers can be
used to rlel<.'rmine a tremendous
affiOUni about volcanoes in the past..
Sometimes therc's some volcanic dust
in one layer of the glacier. By mea.'\lIr~
ing where the volcanic dust occurs in
the glacier and how much dust exists,
scientis15 can determine how many
)'ears ago a volcano erupted on Earth
and get an approximate idea of the
Hrength of the volcano.

That's all for loda)'. For the nexl class,
you should read the next chapter in
the textbook.

47. IN WHICH COURSE WOULD THIS LECTURE
MOST PROBAilLYIlE GIVEN?

48. HOW DO SCIEl\TISTS DETERMINE THE AGE
OF GLACIERS?

49. WHAT HAVE SCIENTISTS FOUND WITHIN
GLACIERS?

50. WHAT SHOULD THE STUDENTS DO FOR THE
NEXT CLASS?

COMPLETE TEST 4 (Computer)
TOEFL LEVEL

Part A, page 434

I. (man) YOII have rehears.1.llOllight? For what?
(looman) I have, role in the school play.
(narmtor) \\1-IAT DOES THE WO~l-\N MEAN?

2. (woman) The amount of money we had to pay
for these texts was way out of line.

(man) I'll say!
('laTTataT) \\1-IAT DOES TIlE MAl' .MEAN?

3. (man) \\1,.t did the lawyer sa)'?
(woman) The lawyer told me to call him back

lOmorrow.
(narrator) WHAT DOES THE WO~l-\N ~IFAN?

4. (woman) Everyone was sure talking a lot in
class.

(man) That's true. I had a lot I wantt"d to
cOlluibute to the discussion, but I
couldn't get a h'urd in.

(Ilarralor) WHAT DOES TI IE ~l-\N MEAN?

5. (man) Can we get logether this afternoon to
discuss our pr~jt'ct?

(woman) Sorr)'. I can't. I have a doctor's
appointment. I have lo get m)' eyes
checked.

('larralor) WHERE IS THE WO~l-\N MOST
LIKELY GOING?

6. (man) Do you think you should take ajad:et
to this basketball game?

(woman) Oh, I 'wasn't uncomfortable at (he last
game, and I didn't have ajacket with
me (hen.

(narrator) \\1-IAT DOES THE WOMAN IMPL\?

7. (woman) \\'e'vc l>cen in\;ted to go So-'1.ilingthis
weekend. Would )'ou like to go?

(man) Sailing? I seldom have time to go sail-
ing, and I rea II)' love it. Let's go.

(narrator) WHAT DOES THE MAN MEAl',?

8. (man) How long do we have to finish our
projecls for music class?

(woman) They're due December I, aren'ttlley?
(narrator) WHAT DOES THE WOMAN MFAN?

9. (man) Can )'ou think of the ansv.'er to the
last question?

(woman) I need just a minutc. It's on the tip of
my tongue.

(narrator) WHAT DOES THE WOM1\!" MEAN?

10. (woman) I heard that Profes..'lOorHouston '5 ec(~
nomics c1ass \\o-a5really hard. Did you
sign up for it?

(man) I reall)' wish I hadn't. I heard that it
w.as hard, too.

(flarralur) WHAT DOES THE MAN MEAN?

11. (woman) Mar)' said some pretl)" lInnattering
things about our pr-ojecL
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(man) Yes, she did. We'll just have 10 brush it
off and keep on trying 10 make the
project beuer.

(naTTalor) WHAT DOES THE MAN MEAN?

Part B. page 437
Questions 12 through 14,

(woman) Do you think it's a good idea 10 paine
this apanment? The landlord said he
would pay for the pailll if we would do
the work.

(man) Well, the walls certainly need paint.
ing. and it shouldn'r take too much
time. What color would you like to
paint the walls?

(woman) How about yellow or orange? They're
really cheerful colors.

(mtm) Yellow or orange? But they're too
bright. How about while or beige
instead?

(woman) But white and beige are so dull. Let's
compromise on a very soft yellow.

(man) That sounds okay to me. Let's see the
landlord about the painl.

12. WHAT ARE THE MAN AND WOMAN DIS-
CUSSING?

13. WHAT DO THE MAN AND WOMAN DISAGREE
ON?

14. WHAT COLOR DO THEY FINALLY CHOOSE?

Questions 15 through 16.
(man) Why aren'l you in the chemistry lab

now? I thought you were supposed 10

be there this afternoon.
(woman) I WAS supposed to be in chemistry

lab this afternoon, bUI, unfortunately,
the lab is closed.

(man) The chem lab is closed? Why? It's
really unusual for the chem lab to be
closed.

(woman) A studenl in the morning lab did the
experiment incorrectly and caused a
small explosion.

(man) A small explosion? Somelhing blew
up in the chem lab?

(woman) Yes, so the lab is closed now because
it's being cleaned up.

15. WHAT DOES THE WOMAN SAYABOUT THE
CHEMISTRY LAB?

16. WHAT HAPPENED IN THE MORNING CHEM.
ISTRYLAB?

Questio ••• 17 through 21. Listen to a lecture in an
astronomy class. The leclure is on the asleroid bell.

(",.Jessor) 0The topic for today's lecture is
asteroids., particularly the asteroids
found in the asleroid belt. An asteroid
is a rocky body orbiting around the
Sun. Because asteroids orbit around
the Sun, they're sometime. called
'small planets .• Asteroid. can be very
small; one asteroid that has been C"dla-
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logued is only K\o'en meters in diame--
ler, Asteroids can also be ver)' large.
TIle largest known asteroid is Ceres,
which is almost 600 miles in diameter;
its diameter is about one-quarter of
the diameter of our Moon.

E) The asteroid belt is a region
between Mars and jupiter that con-
tains a large number of asteroids. Not
all known asteroids are in the asteroid
belt, but a high percentage of them
are. The first detailed pictures of
asteroids in the asteroid bell wel-c
obtained by NASA's Galileo space-
craft. TIle Galileo spacecraft entered
the asteroid belt in 1991 on its way to
Jupiter, illOOk several more years for
Galileo to I.raverse the asteroid belt,
and Ctili!eo went into orbit around
jupiter in 1995.

o Now, I'd like to diseuss some theo-
ries aboul how the asleroid bell came
into existence. Scientists aren't sure
how the main belt asteroids came to
exist. There are [wo theories about
the origin of the aSleroid belt. Accord.
ing to onc theory, there used to be
another planet in orbit between Mars
andjllpiler. This planet broke up iJ1lo
pieces that are orbiting around the
Sun between Mars and jupiter.
According 10 the other theory, the
asteroids are the material from
another plan ••t that never formed or
that was in the process of forming. So,
according to these two theories, either
another planet actually exiSled
between Mars and jupiter, or anolher
plane I was in the process of forming
between Mars and jupiter.

oWe've finished our discussion of
asteroids for today. For next class,
please look over the next chapter in
the text, on meteors, and ~ prepared
to explain how meteors differ from
asteroids.

17. WHAT IS STATED IN THE LECTURE ABOUT
ASTEROIDS?

Ill. WHICH OF THE FOLLOWING GRAPHICS
SHOWS THE SIZE OF THE ASTEROID CERES
IN RELATION TO OUR MOON?

19. WHAT IS STATED IN THE PASSAGE ABOUT
ASTEROIDS?

20. WHERE WAS GAL/LEO MOST LIKELY
LOCATED IN 1991?

21. WHAT TWO THEORlES ABOUT THE FORMA.
TlON OF THE ASTEROID BELT ARE DiS-
CUSSED BYTHE PROFESSOR?



Questions 22 through 25. Listen to a discussion about (man 2)
an assignment for American history. The discus.\ion is
on the Louisiana Purchase.

(ma71 l) o For our assignment for American
history. we each have to ""Tilea paper

(man 1)aboul the events leadin~ up to Ihe
Louisiana Purchase. Do rOll ""1Il1 10
discuss the Louisiana Purchase before
we write our papers? (ma7l2)

(woman) J cerL,linlv would like to. It would
make it e~sier for me (Q ""'Tite the
paper. ('IUl71 1)

(man 2) Me, 100. I'm not really dear on the
delails of the Louisiana Purchase.

(man 1) Lee's look and see whal we can find in (man 2)

Ihe text. 0 Here. in the chapter on
the Louisiana Purchase. there's a por-
trai, ofThomasjcfferson.

(woman) That's because the Louisiana PUI-.
(woman)

chase tooK place whenJetTcrson wa.(,
prt:sidcnt.

(man l) But I 'hought tha, wl~enjelTerson
became president, he believed ,ha,
Ihe United States should not be
expanded.

(woman) That's right. When ThomasjelTer",n
became president in I80 I, he
believed that the United Suucs was (man 2)

big enough.
(man 2) SojelTerson originally did no' want to

expand the United States? (woman)
(woman) No. He fell that i, would be difficul,

to govern more terri lory. He was also
concerned about the nalional debt.
The United States owed a lot of (man 1)

money. and he didn't want to increase
the debt.

(man 1) Bu" within two years, Iha, changed
considerahl)'. In 1803, wi,h the
Louisiana Purchase, he almost dou-
bled ,he size of the United Stales, and
he had to increase the national debt (man 2)

considerably, by J5 million dollars, 10

do that.
(man 2) f) Look at the map in Ihe tex,book. (woman)

This map shows the tt"rrilory of the
(ma,,2)United Stales hefore Ihe Louisiana

Purchase. "bu can see that the United
Stales before 1803 was abou' one-
third of the current country.

(worn,m) You can also see just how big the
Louisiana Purchase was. It "''as almost
equal in size to the rest of the country
at the time.

(man 1) And it look> like ,he Mississippi River
was the western border of tile United
States before 1803. Did the city of (man 1)

New Orleans belong 10 the Uni.ed
Sta,es before 1803?

(woman) No, the city of New Orleans WdSn't (woman)

part of the Uni'ed Sta'cs before J 803, (man 2)

and this was very important in the
Louisiana Purchase.

Now, who O\Oo11Cd the city of New
Orleans and the area of'lhe Louisiana
Purchase hefore 1803? I'm a lillie con.
fused about this. Did il belong to
Spain or France?
Louisiana belonged to Spain up unlil
1800, but ,hen in 1800, Spain tran •.
ferred Louisiana to Fr.mce.
So when Jefferson became president
in 1801, Louisiana actuall)' belonl;ed
to France?
Yes, Spain had tro\l1sfcrred ownership
of Louisiana to Fral1ct"jusl prior to
jelTerson's presidency.
Now, I have another question. 0 It's
ahoUl the concept of right of deposit.
I lOok some notes on this in class, hut
I don't quite understand it.
The righl of deposit WdS a right
granted '0 the United States by Spain
when Spain had control of Louisiana.
According to the right of deposit,
Americans could slore goods in New
Orleans and export them all ships
duty-free. In 1802, the French sus-
pended the right of deposit at New
Orleans.
So Americans could no longer ship
goods down lhe Mississippi River and
out Ihrough lhe port of New Orleans?
No, so when the right of deposit at
New Orleans was !iill!iipended,the
United States needed to find a way to
ship iI.' goods.
That's right. 0 So a' Ihat point,jef-
fcrson asked to bu)' Ihe city of New
Orleans from the French. Bu' ,he
French would not agree to selljuSl the
city; instead the)' olTered to sell New
Orleans as part of ,he whole
Louisiana Territory.
SojelTers;,n agreed 10 purchase
Louisiana when what he rcally wanted
was the city of New Orleans.
And he had to corne up with 15 mil-
lion dollars 10 do so.
So Jefferson started out at the hegin8
ning of his presidency in 1801 with
the beliefs that the countr)' didn't
need 10 be an)' bigger and that it was
important to decrease the national
debt. But b)' 1803, with the Lollisiana
Purchase, he aClUallyalmost doubled
the size of the country and increased
the natiollal debt by 15 million dol-
lars.
Well, this really helped me to under-
stand the Louisiana Purchase a whole
lot beuer.
II reall)' helped me, 100.

Now, all w("'ha\'c to do is to write our
papers.
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APPENDIX A

26. WHAT DOES THE I'F ~AYABOUT
THE GEODESIC DO~,

27. \I'tIEN WAS TilE FIRS! _.sIC DOME CRE-
ATED?

21;. WHAT ARE THE CHARA jTICS OF THE
SPHERE?

29. WHAT ARE TI IE ell\' .IZlSTll.s OF THE
TETRAHEDRON?

30. HOW DO THESE STRl ,,':lJRES ~TAND UP TO
PRESSURE?

o The geodesic dome is a combina-
tion of Loth these two structures. It
combines the best of the sphere and
the tetrahedron. The sphere is the
strongest structure against internal
pressure, the tetrahedron is the
strongest structure against exu:rnal
pressure. and the geodesic dome is
the strongest ~truc[ure against a com-
bination of inlcrndl and external pres-
sure.

3. Sue leoti" • joy.
.1. i am warned about being rohbed.
5. This culture's lore is amazing.
6. He h.d an unbelievable leer on his face.
7. The hoy was standing on the rail.
8. Sally is attracted by the lure of city life.
9. There is a row of low buildings,
10. The lane was filled with ",in.
II. My friend lent me the money for rent.
12. There is no r~m for the loom.
13. They need to get rid of the lice.
14. We raced to the lake.
15. There art: seVl~rd.1 rohes on the rack.

IDes not work.
in the road.

age 461

I. "

EXERCISE A2. page 462

I. Tom tries to cheat at cards.
2. We need a sheaf of paper.
3. The gel is on the shelf.
4. I'm going to chop the tomatoes.
5. The chest was full of junk.
6. Jill suddenly felt a chill.
7. Sue hit her shin on a chair.
8. Thcjarn is in ajar.
9. Tom choked on a chunk of food.
10. The ship is offshore.
11. Chet bought a cheap jeep.
12. It wa.'i only a joke; it was all in jesL
13. I've had my share of chips.
H. I need to jot a note on a sheet of paper.
15. It was a chore to shear the sheep.

EXERClsr

22. WHAT IS STATED ABOUT JEFFERSON?
23. WHAT OlD THE RIGHT OF DEPOSIT GRANT

TO AMERICA..\lS?
21. HOW MUCH DID THE LOUISIANA PURCHASE

COST?
25. THE STUDl:.NTS DISCUSS A SERIES OF

EVENTS. PUT THE EVENTS IN THE ORDER IN
WHICH THEY OCCURRED.

Let's talk ahout wh,' this dome is
called a geodesic d~me. What makes
it geodesic is that all of the dements
in the dome arc connected with the
shortest possible lines. The lines inler-
sect to form a frdmework of lhree~war.
or triangular, shapes that produce
uniform stress on all its members.
This type of framework is abI. to
absorb and distribute pressure loads
evenly.

E) Now, we're going to talk ahout
what maker. this type of structure able
to withstand high pressure. To do thb:,
we'lilook at two structures that are
related to tht"geodesic dome. the
sphere and the tetrahedron.

oThe two structures in this drawing
are r,he sphere, on the left. and the
tetrahedron, on the right. We're look-
ing at these two struCtures because
the geodesic dome takes positive char-
acteristics from each of these two
strUCLUres. The !:lphere contains the
greatest volume with the least surface
area. The volume of what's inside a
sphere is very large in relation to the
surface art"aof the sphere. Because of
this, the sphere is the strongest struc-
ture against internal pressure. The
tetrahedron contains the least volume
with the greatest surface area. The
,"alum,:: of what's inside a tetrahedron
is very low in relation to the surface
area of the telrahedron. Because of
this, the tetrahedron is the strongest
structure against external pressure.

Qu •.••tions 26 through 30. Listen to a lecture from an
engineering class. The professor is talking about the
geodesic dome.

(pro/mor) 0Today in our engineering class,
we'll be talking about the geodesic
dome. This type of structure is inler.
esting in a study of engineering
because. even though it is rdatively
lightweight, it is able to withstal)d
high stresses.

o You can see a geodesic dome in
this photograph. The first geodesic
dome was designed by Buckminster
Fuller for the Montreal Exposition in
1967. Fuller holds a patent on this
invention.
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EXERCISE A3. page .463
1. Pam placed a pan under the fan.
2. The pile of trash has a vile smell.
3. Sometimes he's a pest, but he's my best pal.
4. The veal was a good buy.
5. Chet took his pet to the vet.
6. vVe have a great view of Lhe va.~larea.
i. The van had to veer to avoid being hiL
8. The pew was made of fine pine.
9. Vera could feel the veil on her face.
10. Frank had a fat file filled with documents.
11. The ban on bets is the bane of her existence.
12. The pace of the race was too fast for all but a few.
13. We med to bail with a pail, but we failed.
14. Suddenly a bat flew past her face.
15. The berry pie was the very best.

EXERCISE A4. page 464
1. He look a scat on the movie seL.

2. J feel bad because J fell.
3. Peter picked a peck of peppers.
4. The leen was out untiJ len.
5. He has a pit bull for a pet.
6. J made a bet that my team would beat the other.
7. \Vc got rid of me red chair.
8. Dave is dead because of his bad deed.
9. It's neat that she can knit.
10. The dean heard the din in the den.

EXERCISE AS, page 465
1. There is (00 much water in lhe dam.
2. Lee offered a lame excu~ for his actions.
3. The fish took a bite of the bait.
4. Phe pane was edged in pine.
5. You might look under the maL
6. Kate was playing with the kite.
7. It was her fate to be involved in the fight..
8. He med in vain 10 SlOpthe blood flowing from his

vein.
9. I hate the height thaI th~hat gives you.
10. The man works in the main mine.

EXERCISE A6. page 466
1. The sun will come out soon.
2. The pole was in the pool.
3. The oil boom W.lS a boon for the town.
4. He can't find the boot, but he is looking.
5. He coped with being cooped up.
6. I am not in the mood to play in the mud.
7. The rOOI caused a rut in the road.
8. They roam the room looking for rum.
9. The nun who was known arrivc.~ at noon.
10. The dumb idea to add a dome to the building is

doomed.

EXERCISE A7. page 467
1. Tom told a Lalllaic about the team.
2. Mac enjoyed the .on's rays as she lay on the sand.
3. It'. really rare for Ron to get so riled.
4. We want 10 get rid of the pests who are making a
din.

5. I leaned on the rail of the ferry as it crossed the
lake.

6. Mike read in bed and jolted down a rew notes.
7, I'm going to vie for first place in the race.
8. I had 10 bail my friend out of jail when he railed to
pay the fine.

9. You need to heed the dean's advice and respect
the ban on beer.

10. Please.it in the closest seat and set the box on the
mat in the rear of the room. .

I J. Pete peered oul the window, where he had a view
of a few boats on the bay.

12. The fans leI ont a roar when the ball hit the bat.
13. At tile .hore, he picked up some seashell. and

watched the ships pass hy.
14. The crowd booed and jeered at the lerrible joke.
15. Steve had a plate of raw vegeLables and chips in his

lap. \\'hen the plate landed on ti,e floor, he had a
really sheepish grin on his face.
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ANSWER KEY

EXERCISE 8

TOEFL REVIEW EXERCISE (Skills I~)
I.C 1A ~A ~B ~A
2. II 4. D 6. A 8. D 10. II

TOEFL REVIEW EXERCISE (Skills 1-4)
1. II 3. D 5. C 7. C 9. C
2. C 4. D 6. A 8. II 10. D

TOEFL REVIEW EXERCISE (Skills 1-5)
I.A 111 ~C ~C ~D
2. D 4. A 6. A 8. II 10. II

9. C
10. A

9. C
10. II

9. D
10. C

7. II
8. D

7. II
8. D

7. A
8. II

10. A
II.A
12. C

7. A
8. C
9. D

1. the: assignment for class
2. that Greg was stung by a hornet
3. the university shuttle bus system

EXERCISE 9
I. A 4.0
2. D 5. C
3. II 6. II

TOEFL EXERCISE 6
I.D 3.11 5.D
2.C 4.D 6.A

EXERCISE 7
I. What ... /
2. Huw much/many ... /
3. What is unknown r
4. What Iodo ... /
5. IVhat happmn! /
6. IVhat purpou /lMy ... /
7. What thing I
8. Whatlodo /
9. What is tlu topic ... /
10. What arta ... I/Mer< ... /
II. Huw much moTl<J ••. I
12. WhatwItn- ... /

TOEFL EXERCISE (Skills 7-9)
I. D 4. C 7. A 10. II
2. II 5. C 8. II II. II
3. A 6. D 9. C 12. D

TOEFL EXERCISE 5
I.C 3.A 5.A
2.II 4.C 6.0

EXERCISE 6
I. C 2. D 3. II

EXERCISE 5
1. II 2. C 3. A

TOEFL EXERCISE 4
I. 0 3. II 5. C
2.A 4.D 6.D

EXERCISE 4
1. D 2.1\ 3. A

LISTENING

DIAGNOSTIC PRE-TEST (Paper)
I.C II. C 21. C 31. II 41. D
2. II 12. D 22. D 32. C 42. A
3. D 13. A 23. C 33. D 43. B
4. C 14. II 24. A 34. A 44. D
5. D 15. D 25. II 35.0 45. D
6. A 16. C 26. D 36. II 46. A
7. II 17. C 27. II 37. A 47. D
8. D 18. A 28. II 38. D 48. D
9. A 19. II 29. A 39. C 49. A

10. D 20. A 30. C 40. D 50. C

DIAGNOSTIC PRE-TEST (Computer)
1.4 5.1 9. I 13.2 17. I
2.3 6.3 10.3 14.2 18.2,4
3.4 7. I II. 4 15.3
4. I 8.3 12.4 16.1,3
19. 167 J«I: Niagara Falls

355 J«t: Victoria Falls
3,000 J«t: An!!,/ Falls

20. In businm: railroads
In guv<mmclt: Congrm
In philanthropy: univ..-riry

21. 2 22. 1,2 23.4
24. SlanJard ,lartn! a railroad.

SlanJard >na<UmillionJ.
StanJard', ,on dud.
Stanford starud a univn-nl].

25.4 27. A 29. D
26. II 28.2,4 30.4

EXERCISE I
I.C 2. D 3. II

TOEFL EXERCISE I
I.A 3. C 5. D 7. A 9. C
2. II 4. D 6. B 8. II 10. D

EXERCISE 2
I.A 2. C 3. D

TOEFL EXERCISE 2
I.A 3. II 5. II 7. A 9. A
2. C 4. D 6. C 8. D 10. A

TOEFL REVIEW EXERCISE (Skills 1-2)
I. B 3. D 5. II 7. A 9. C
2. II 4. D 6. II 8. D 10. II

EXERCISE 3
I.D 2. C 3. A

TOEFL EXERCISE 3
1.11 3. C 5. D 7. A 9. D
2. A 4. C 6. D 8. A 10. II

TOEFL REVIEW EXERCISE (Skills'I-3)
I. II 3. D 5. A 7. D 9. II
2. D 4. C 6. A 8. II 10. C
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EXERCISE II
I. poison hemlock/. de.dl)" plant
2. a frogjumping contest/the Calaveras County Frog-
Jumping Contest

3. how to check out books from the library

TOEFL EXERCISE (Skills 10-12)
I. D 4. C 7. C 10. A
2. C 5. B 8. D 11. C
3. C 6. A 9. C 12. D

EXERCISE 10
I. What typt of plant ... ,
2. IVhnP ... '
3. What is itlilu'
4. What happern ... '
5. IVhaItYP' of con",t ... ,
6. Haw many 1
7. Howmany t
8. Whal about 1M conu.lt7
9. Who ... '
10. Whot 'YI"ofplarr ... 7/Wh.,., ... ,
11. l\lhat. .. '
12. How long ... ,

EXERCISE 14
1. Furl D,arborn wa.s buill.

Chicago lNaJmL a tuum.
A fiTt de>troyed much 01 Chicago.
Chicago hm"d a UlQI"Id',faiT.

2. W"'As 1-4: tM kgislaliv< branch
" ••.•• 5-8: I/i, judicial branch
" •.•As 9-12: t/i, l'X<culiv< branch

3. The l'X<roliv< branch: prwdnll
TM kgislaliv< branch: Congrw
T/i, judicial branch: courts

4. /1 rains alKrrKground.
TM ra;nwatn' sinks into tht Earth.
Tht' rainwalrr hits hoI roc.k.!.
771<hal rodu heaJ lhe rainwalrT.

5. The ,/<am kgim 10 rue.
Till rising slMm pushes waItT abovt it.
The wa/rT and ,"am aplo<U from the Earth.
Some of the walrT "'UTn> 10 1M Earth.

6. Sprain: injury 10 a joint
Strain: injury to a musck
Bruiu: injury to blood ~~ls

7. Sprain: swelling
Sirain: 'Iiffncss
Brow: diJloluralion

TOEFL EXERCISE (Skills 14-16)
1.1
2. On lhe left: 111"'on Daw
In the middle: &berl E. Lu
On I/i, nght: StonroJaU jawon

3.4
4. A
5.2,4
6. B
7. 190J-1969:family
, 1969-1980: anporalion
198O-prrJt1JI: jlJl"'7'MT ~,.ctdives

8.1,4
9.1
10.4
11. Harley and Ih, Davidson> buill hilus in l/vir yard.

The Harley and Dal.dson famiIm sold lhe busincss.
The company al_1 wmt banJrrupt.
Formn tulUtiws tunud tht rompony aTOund.

12. 1,3
13.2
14. A
15. /fours in a day on Neplune: 18

EArth-years for Neplune to orbil t/i, Sun: 16'
Neplune', moam: 8

16.4

EXERCISE 18
1.2 5. 3 9.2,3 13.3
2.4 6.1,4 10.1,4 14.3
3.3 7.4 11. 2,4 15.4
4.2.4 8.3 12.4 16.1

EXERCISE 19
I.A 3. C 5. D 7. A 9. D
2. B 4. D 6. C 8. C 10. C

EXERCISE 17
1. A clam ,heU is .pro.

A diwrs ann mlm Iht shtll.
771<clam I"'u in dangr"T.
T/i, clam ,h,U closes.

2. Tht dimTM.St: ProximaUntaun
NrilM 1M brigh"sl nor 1M dim """I: Alpha ('"",'aun B
Thr brighu.lt: Alpha Gmtaun A ,

3. II orbits around one of I/i, olM ,tars: Alpha ('"",/Qun B
Two .sIan orbit around it: Alpha Cmtauri A
It orbitJ around llu two otJu:r .sIan: Proxima CmtoU"

4. NtU1 AmslrTdam was lounded.
A wall was buill around Nnu Amstmfam.
NtU1 AmslrTdam expanded bryond II" waU.
A ,tTttt replaced lhe wau.

5. Congrw is,ued bands.
Banks opened under a IT« on waU SIrrrl.
The ,toc1<exchange opm.d for bunncss.
WaU Sirut INca"" the financial t:nI/rT 01 tM U,S.

6. An ""ply chnnn,1: jtoodway
A wall acrolJ a nvtT: dam
A wall alongside a nV<T: kvcc

7. SrV<ral: jtoodway'
More lhan 20: dams
MDt? than 2.000 mila: lt1'ees

13.2

10. C
II. B
12. C

10.4
II. I
12.3

7. C
8. D
9. D

7.2
8.3
9. I

EXERCISE 12
I. B 4. A
2. D 5. D
3. A 6. C

EXERCISE 13
I. 2 4. 1
2.4 5.4
3.3 6.1

EXERCISE 15
1.4 4. 2 7. 1,4 10.1
2. 3 5.2.3 8. 4 II. 4
3.1 6.1 9. 1,3 12.4

EXERCISE 16
I.A 4. C 7. D 10.A
2. D 5. D 8. B Il.e
3. C 6. B 9. D

13.2,3 TOEFL EXERCISE (Skills 17-19)
I. 2,3 3. D 5. 3 7. 4
2. 3 4. I 6. C 8. 2, 4
9. F1uu",,'dry andfaU off
Pegs grow /Qward the ground.
Pegs dig underground.
Pods grow from pegs.
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DIAGNOSTIC PRE.TEST (Computer)
I. 2 shift 8. 3 inlmd"ud 15. 2
2. 4 9. 1 Beth 16. 4 dtcade
3. I talus 10. 2 17.. 1 their
4. 4 II. I was 18. 3
5. 4 ht 12. 4 19. 3 effedi",iy
6. 2 hi,tory 13. 2 il 20. 2
7. 3 11.2 inhabit

10.1,4 II.I 12.3
13. Moll.' Imvtkd 1N-rt: 1i"TrJ/>'

A sh..nu about Atoll, was prtMnud lha~: N~ YQJ'k
.\101ly uvmlhert: Dmver

14 Atoily ~ramt rich.
Molly tra",W to E"TrJ/>'.
Afol~., surviwd a ..,hipdis~ln:
A musical about Alully waJ C.Tttlud.

POST-TEST (Paper)

I.D II. D 21. B 31. C 41. B
2. A 12. A 22. e 32. D 42. D
3. e 13. B 23. A 33. A 43. A
4. A 1.1.A 24. C 34. B 44. D
5. B 15. e 25. D 35. e 45. B
6. A 16. e 26. A 36. A 46. e
7. e 17. D 27. C 37. e 47. A
8. e 18. e 28. B 38. D 48. e
9. B 19. A 29. e 39. A 49. e
10. D 20. D 30. D 40. D 50. B

20. Is a !Jlmight dam without supports: gravity dam
fj a C1J.rotd dam: arch dam
Is a dam with su/JPOTlS: buUrtss dam

27.2 28.4 29. B 30. 1,4

STRUCTURE
DIAGNOSTIC PRE.TEST (Paper)
I.e 4. e 7. D 10. B 13. D
2. B 5. D 8. C II. A 14. D
3. A 6. A 9. e 12. e 15. B
16. B grt 29. D building ships
17. B is 30. B Jm.ows
18. e mainly 31. B omil was
19. B ;t'sor it is 32. D discOveTt'd
20. B omitthq 33. D tluir
21. D building 34. B ilis
22. B hmlrS 35. e nOT
23. e thin 36. e rye
24. e them 37. e which
25. B vaTY 38. D highly
26. B I"ovi,w 39. B haw
27. A Man, 40. D our
28. e cold

(could be frimd~)

(collid be ~ I"ac/iun)

(could be tht ""dents nttd)
(could be ~ UndtflT)

(could be He accidentally
drofJP"d) -
(payingcollid be paid)

(could be 1M, tal)
(could be ~ was)

(could be ',"e1~)

(could be ~ dimmed)

missing verh

missing subject

missing verb

missing verb

missing subject and verb (could he Sht panicked in a
17W1nenl)

(could be !! circling)

4. I
5. e
6. I
7. e
8. I

(could be He plro>antly
greets) -

6. I mi ing suhject and verb (could be He is in lk offiu)
7. e
8. [

(could be studml in lhe
class is)

9. I mis.'Oing subject and verb (co\l1(1 be lit ;.1 walking)
10. e

EXERCISE I
1. I missing verb
2. e
3. I miMing subject

EXERCISE 2
I.e
2. I missing subjecl
3. I missing verb
4. e
5. I missing subject
6. I mis..••ing suhjcet
7. C
8. I missing subject and \'erb (could be II i.s in a box)
9. I missing subject (could be ~ ran)
10. e

9. [
10. e

EXERCISE (Skills 1-2)
1. I mi.s.~ing subject
2. e
3. I missing verb
4. e
5. I missing subject

TOEFL EXERCISE (Skills 1-2)
I.A ~B ~A ~D ~B
2. C 4. D 6. e 8. e 10. e

EXERCISE 3
I.e
2. I double:> verb (art lying and should go)
3. I mis.'~ing '•.erb (could be !! bringing)
.1. e
5. e
6.1 missing verb (could be ~ CTmling)
7. I double verb (is sailing and is leaving)
8. e
9. I missing verb (tndingcould be tndtd)
10. C

EXERCISE 4
1.1 double verb (is stTl.'td and it)
2. e
3. e
,1. ( double verb ( ••• Ii.lltd and art)
5. e
6. I missing verb (could be .partrnmt~)
7. e
8. e
9.1 double H:rb (lIJaJ blown and was cui)
10. e

17.3
18.4
19.2
20.4

25. D

13.3
14.3
15.4
16.2

POST-TEST (Computer)
I. 2 5.2 9.4
2. I 6.3 10. I
3. 1 7. 1 II. 1
,1.4 8.2 12. 1

21. The bridgr was buill in London.
Th~ bridg' WlU lilk,.", apart.
The bridgp was transport,d.
T~ bridgr- U'ILJ Ttburtt in Ari:.ona.

22. 2, 4 23. I. 3 24. 2
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TOEFL EXERCISE (Skills 3-4)
I.D ~B ~D ~A ~B
2.e 4. B 6.A 8. B 10.e

EXERCISE (Skills 3-4)
I.e
2. I mis.~ingverb
3. 1 double verb
4. e
5. 1 double verb
6. e
7. e
8. I missing verb
9. I double verb

10. e

(could be i.I taking)
(u •••.• srol and anitWi)

(art gnnving and nmi)

(could be art tr)';1tg)
(are compktmgand will
graduatr)

EXERCISE 7
I.e
2. J missing subjcn

3.) unnecessary inversion

4. e
5. J mi!lsill~ verh

6. e
7. I unnecessary inversion

8. I missing subj~ct
9. C
10. I unncccss.u>' irwersion

(could be I shullld picl<h".
up) -
(should he wll,.,., till'
compul'" 14b was locattd)

(could be ifit is going to
rain) -

(should be what ,¥OU u'fml tn
do) .

(could be haw!!!! 1I'anltd)

(should be wh)' Ih~ mall W(15

nol di'/il,",d)

TOEFL EXERCISE (Skills 5-6)
I. D 3. B 5. e 7. e 9. e
2. B 4. e 6. A 8. D 10. A

TOEFL REVIEW EXERCISE (Skills 1-4)
I.A ~B ~A ~C ~A
2. D 4. D 6. e 8. A 10. B

TOEFL REVIEW EXERCISE (Skills 1-6)
I. A 3. e 5. D 7. e 9. e
2. B 4. B 6. D 8. B 10. A

TOEFL EXERCISE (Skills 7-8)
I. e 3. A 5. D 7. D 9. e
2. e 4. B 6. e 8. B 10. B

(should be whum you "com-
mnukd)
(could be which ~ Imt me)

(could be lhal you gavt' me
was inrorrut)
(should be uJhirhSM cawm)

(cuuld be whum I haw nol
uro) -
(whom ~hould be which or
thai)

(could be It is doubtful)
(omil ht) -

(omilil)

(omit it)

(could IJe who WlU in hrr
clas.s) -
(should be what h.pp".td)

(could he what waJ in 1M
box) -

(,hould be whal •••••tis 10 bt
done)
(should be when t'" mavit
sUlr/rd)

(could be which was 1M best
ga",,) -
(could be thaI!!!! nfflitd)

9. J i~correci conneClor

6. I unneceMary inversion
7. e
8. J missing subjecc

3.) missing subject
4. e
5. I miMing verb

lO.e

TOEFL REVIEW EXERCISE (Skills 1-8)
I.e ~e ~D ~D ~e
2. A 4. A 6. B 8. D 10. B

8. I missing subject
9. e

10. e

6. e
7. I mis.{,ing verb

5. I unnecessary inversion
6. e
7. e
8, I extra subject
9. e
10. I mis.'o;ing verb

EXERCISE 9
I.e
2. I unnecessaq'inversion

EXERCISE (Skills 7-8)
1. I mi~ing verb
2. I extrd subject
3. e
4. I unn('ce~\ary inversion

extra subject
5. I unnecessary im;crsion

EXERCISE 8
I.e
2. I extrd subject
3. e
4. I missing \-'erb

(could be ,ou wiU haw a
much btlln'lime)

(could be w""htr il i.I)
(omit whilr) -

(could be so p14ntS w",)

(could be today, and il)

(could be ship was ltaving)
(could be and tJj'; /rael",
mu.sta~il)---
(,hould be ",.".,J, II" dintn)

(could be lin,s wt'Tt)

(could be Allhou---gh this IJPt
ojmtdicint)

(could be but "'did notjff!)
(could be W1U bt lunmi off)
(should be broIu, so)

(omit it)

(could be it was difficult)
(could be so ~ <hcidtd)

(should be <hurt, many
plants)

(omit ajll!Tor btjart)
(could be BtCDUM Iht rtporl
""IUd)

9. e
10. I missing ubjecl

4. e
5. I missing verb'
6. e
7. I missing verb
8. I missing subject

4. e
5. 1 missing suhject
6. I extra connector
7. e
8. I missing comma

9. I missing comma
10. e

EXERCISE (Skills 5-6)
I.e
2. I extra connector
3. I missing connector

EXERCISE 5
I.C
2. I missing verb
3. I missing subject
4. e
5. I missing connector
6. 1 missing verb
7. I missing comma
8. I C"Xtr3 subject
9. e
10. I missing connector

EXERCISE 6
I.e
2. I missing verb
3. I missing connector
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EXERCISE 10
I.e
2. I extra subject
3. I missing verb
4. e
5. I unnecessary inversion

and extra subject
6. 1 extra 5ubject
7. e
8. 1 incorrect connector

9.' eXtrd subject
10. e

(omit he)
(cou Id be tMt ~ barlring)

(should be 1M Inndlord WM
cramsbuildings)
(omit it)

(which could he who or
that)
(omit lhey)

EXERCISE (Skills 11-13)
I. e 6. e
2. I are should he is 7. I is should he are
3. e 8. I werrshould be ""'"
4. I are should be is 9. e
5. I are should be is 10. I tastrshould be tasu>

TOEFL EXERCISE (Skills 11-13)
I. A knows 5. A hiJs 9. e is
2. B are 6. A hiJVt! 10. e were affected
3. e annes 7. e was
4. A presenl 8. e are

TOEFL REVIEW EXERCISE (Skills 1-13)

EXERCISE 14
I. I .uliciolLlly should he .ulicimcs
2. e
3. I 'kganrrshould be 'kgant
4. e
5. I plnyrd should be plnying
6. e
7. e
8. I ronli71ualiun should be continue
9. e
10. I to ml should be IOmt Test

EXERCISE (Skills 9-10)
1. I missing subject

2. e
3. e
4. I mis."ing \"erb

5. 1 missing verb

6. e
7. I missing verb

8. e
9. I incorrect connecror

10. I extra subject

(could be tMI t!:!J. MVI!
cooIced)

(could be that was in the
badcyard) -
(co'-,id be wantM 10 taJcewas
!!iK!!) -

(could be around IJv dinnt'Y
tabk talked a lot)

(w)lidi could be whnm or
IMI)
(omit they)

I.D
2. e
3. D
4. A

5. D flU
6. B omiti'
7. B is
8. e ntpplia

9. C which or thaI
10. B wrrr

TOEFL EXERCISE (Skills 9-10)
I. B 3. A 5. e 7. D 9. D
2. D 4. B 6. A 8. B 10.A

TOEFL REVIEW EXERCISE (Skills 1-10)
I. A 3. B 5. e 7. D 9. A
2. D 4. e 6. A 8. D 10. e
EXERCISE II
I.e 6. e
2.1 n...u should he need 7. C
3.1 is should be ar, 8.1 5~ should be YTW

4. e 9. e
5. I art should be lS 10. e

EXERCISE 12
I.e 6. I wne should be was
2. I OTt'should be is 7.1 nerds should be nred
3. e 8. e
4.1 is should be ar~ 9. e
5. e 10. I was should be were

EXERCISE 13
1.1 orr should be is 6. e
2. e 7. I art should be is
3. e 8. I hav~should be has
4.1 hiJVt!should be hiJs 9. I Mvrshould be hiJs
5.1 a!'P'= should be 10.1 know should be A:now.s

appro •.•
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EXERCISE 15
1. I k'Uing should be told
2. e
3. I or should be and
4. e
5. 1 should be rwr for her ability
6. I inln-est should be inliTesling
7. e
8. I or should be nor
9. e
10.1 omitgvr.<

EXERCISE (Skills 14-/5)
I.e
2. I in nursing should be a nlU'3/"
3. e
4. I ,trength should be ,trong
5. I reaiving should be rraivrd
6. ( ar should be nor
7. I smningshould be srnned
8. I .usmption should he dr,mp'iVl!
9. e
10. I should be !!!! the driVt!WUy

TOEFL EXERCISE (Skills 14-15)
I. e populnr 5. e too mes'} 9. D outfilted
2. e phonolngirnJ 6. e banned 10. 0
3. 8 applying 7. B rarity
4. D wain 8. D visitors

TOEFL REVIEW EXERCISE (Skills 1-15)
I. B 5. B gust, 9. D bul
2. D 6. B ranges 10. e has
3. C 7. D chilled
4. A 8. A glurify



EXERCISE 16
I. J "'aring should be "'aTd
2. e
3. I INli"", should be "'Iiro-d
4. I findshoulC! befuund
5. e
6. e
7. I ran should be run
8. I jaw should be j,.m
9. e

10. [ off"" should be offt'Ttd

EXERCISE 17
I. [ .!ludy should be studying
2. e
3. I allow should be alWwing
4. I t<nchshould be taught
5. C
6. C
7. I swim ~hould be swimming
8. [ kerf' should be krpt
9. e

10. e
EXERCISE 18
I.e
2. I !Laves should be !Law
3. I sat should be .Iii
4. I a.,kingshould be ask
5. e
6. I ./i,..s should be fir
7. [ forgot should be farget
8. J .Hlowingshould be snow
9. J bought should be buy

10. e
EXERCISE (Skills 16-18)
1. I buam~should be kc077l'

2. I list should be liJ~d
3. I Tunvf should be ru.tilli"g
4. I feel should be feU
5. e
6. e
7. I taking should be taken
8. I had INen deli•••.should be have lNen deli,,,,,,,d
9. [ wrote should be written

10. [ INdrive should be INdriven

TOEFL EXERCISE (Skills 16-18)
I. D built 5. C INen 9. D based
2. e risen 6. e defend 10. B identify
3. C contain 7. A innuguraud
4. A namnJ 8. B INrome

TOEFL REVIEW EXERCISE (Skills 1-18)
I. D 5. D emptier 9. B hw
2. D 6. B is 10. e published
3. A 7. B rupplied
4. C IN uw 8. B fame

EXERCISE 19
I. [ people should be penon
2. e
3. I piernhould be pieces
4. e
5. I roules should be roue,
6. C
7. I qtu.slions should be quf'..stion

8. e
9. C

10. I kind should be kinds

EXERCISE 20
I.e
2. [ r..lk should be risks
3. e
4. I diOiashould be '
5. I amount should tJl

6. e
7. e
8. J lessshoulc! be few,.,.
9. I limLS should be Ii""

10. C

EXERCISE (Skills 19-20)
1. I culluTt should be rullllrt.s
2. I much should be many
3. e
4. e
5. I law should be laws
6. e
7. I Cl'1J1.~should be unt
8. I miJ"lake should be mistakn
9. e
10. I amount should be numbtr

TOEFL EXERCISE (Skills 19-20)
1. B many 5. A artist 9. C ~;IJt'T

2. D sides 6. B people 10. e .. 'guages
3. D amounts 7. 1\ much
4. C tinu>..s 8. B millionaiT£s

TOEFL REVIEW EXERCISE (Skills 1-20)
I. B 5. A Fell"'" 9. e allow
2. e 6. e are 10. A threaded
3. A 7. B tas~1ess
4. B IN 8. e pillage

EXERCISE 21
I.e
2. I s'" should be her
3. I H,.,. ,hould be She
4. C
5. e
6. I 1should be me
7. e
8. I they should be tkm
9. J ,'" should be ""

10. e
EXERCISE 22

I. I kTs should be ""
2. e
3. I youn should be YUUT

4. e
5. e
6. C
7. J Tllnn should be TlmT

8. [ ]UUT should be ]UUn

9. e
10. I y~n should be ]UUT

EXERCISE 23
I. I tkm should be him OT ""
2. e
3. I it should be they
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READING

TOEFL EXERCISE (Skills 24-25)
I. B impossibk 5. 0 ,itctrical 9. A succ=ful
2. 0 pniO<licall] 6. C al=sivtly 10. B s!"ciall]
3. 0 ,lfjptical 7. 0 un"'althy
4. B brighl 8. 0 straug;c

TOEFL REVIEW EXERCISE (Skills 1-25)
I. A 5. A way' 9. 0 insufficienl
2. B 6. C used 10. C has
3. C 7. C climb
4. A ahTtJ.Siw 8. D it's or it is

POST-TEST (Computer)
I. I 11. 3 ,Ilip,ical
2. 4 been 12.3
3. 1 and 13. 3 su/mongt
4. 3 14.3 talfjttJ
5. 1 ptants 15. 1
6. 4 s'" 16.4 7lumber
7.3 17.3
8. I art 18. 3 suitabk
9. I 19.3 il
10. I art 20. 4

21. C reached
22. A usually
23. A omit waJ
24. C disappears
25.0 lhem
26. C aad
27. A broI<m
28. A many
29. C balance
30. C rapidly
31. C .ads
32. C '"
33. B gland
34. 0 "K"rgitaUs
35. B undtrguts
36. C who
37. B beroml!
38. C rombint
39. A highly
40. C its

POST-TEST (Paper)
loA
2. C
3. C
4. B
5.0
6. A
7. B
8. A
9. B
10. B
11. 0
12. B
13. C
14. C
15. A
16. C art
17. C emlu,;"
18. C omit"'"
19.0 fa""
20. A simplzsl

DIAGNOSTIC PRE- TEST (Paper)
I. B ll. B 21. 0 31. B 41. A
2. 0 12.A 22. 0 32. C 42. B
3. B 13. 0 23. C 33. C 43. B
4. C 14. B 24. C 34. 0 44. A
5. 0 15. B 25. A 35. C 45. 0
6. B 16.A 26. B 36. A 46. 0
7. 0 17. A 27. B 37. B 47. C
8. 0 lB.C 28. B 38. 0 48. C
9. A 19. B 29. C 39. C 49. 0
10. 0 20. A 30. A 40. C 50. C

EXERCISE (Skills 21-23)
I. I [should IJ., ""
2. C
3. I il shoold IJ., its
4. C
5. C
6. C
7. ( his should IJ., him
B. I Ih'] should IJ., lhem
9. I il should IJ., thnn
10. C

TOEFL REVIEW EXERCISE (Skills 1-23)
I. A 5. C branc"" 9. B is
2. B 6. 0 his 10. 0 tluir

3. B 7. C """
4. B appointed 8. 0 or

TOEFL EXERCISE (Skills 21-23)
I. C lhem 5. 0 tlvy 9. B tluir
2.0 its 6.Cher IO.Cs'"
3. 0 his 7. 0 •••
4. C il 8. C '"

4. I h"hould IJ., il
5. I s'" should IJ., IIvy
6. C
7. I itshould IJ., them
B. C
9. C
10. I lheirshould IJ., her

EXERCISE 24
I. I unusually should IJ., unusual
2. C
3. I poor should IJ., P-rlJ
4. C
5. I careful should IJ., cartfull]
6. C
7. C
8. I sad should IJ., sadly
9. C
10. I loud should IJ., loudly

EXERCISE 25
(. I gorgto1lSly should IJ., gorgto1lS
2. C
3. I rapid should IJ., rapidly
4. C
5. I cartfulshould IJ., carefull]
6. I unhappily ,hould IJ., unhappy
7. C
8. C
9. I ,asily ,hould IJ., easy
10. ( dow should IJ., slowly

EXERCISE (Skills 24-25)
1. I dtlieauly should IJ., dtlieau
2. C
3. I powtrfulshou!d IJ., pownfull]
4. C
5. C
6. I simply should IJ., simple
7. I rudtshould IJ., rudtly
8. C
9. C
IO.C
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DIAGNOSTIC PRE.TEST (Computer) TOEFL EXERCISE 6

TOEFL EXERCISE 3
1. 0 3. A 5. C 7. II
2.0 4.0 6.C 8. D

TOEFL REVIEW EXERCISE (Skills 1-2)
I. C 5. D 9. D 13. C 17. P2
2.0 6. C 10. C 14. A
3. A 7. II II. 0 15. C
4. P2 8. A 12. II 16. A

TOEFL REVIEW EXERCISE (Skills 1-3) .
I. B 5. PI 9. A 13. II 17. D
2. A 6. C 10.A 14.C 18.1'3
3. 0 7. C II. A 15. 0
4. II 8. II 12. P2 16. D

TOEFL EXERCISE I
I. B 4. A 7. PI 10. P2
2. D 5. A 8. C 11. 1'3
3. C 6. C 9. II

41. 0
42. e
43. II
44. A
45. II
46. D
47. II
48. A
49.0
50.0

34: 4
35. C7nL"d

36. I
37.1'3.52
38.0
39.2
40. I
41. 2
42.4
43. 3
44.P2

31. e
32. C
33. B
34. B
35. A
36. e
37.0
38. A
39. II
40. D

10.0
II. N.52
12. D

7. e
8.B
9.1'3.51

4.1'1.51
5. A
fi. 1~2.53

loA
2. P2.52
3. D

POST-TEST(Comp~e~
I. 3 12. 2 23. 4
2. 2 13. 4 24. 1'1.54
3. 4 14. 3 25. 3
4. 2 15. J 26. arapl
5. 1'1.53 16. 1 27. e
6. I 17. mounl 28. I
7. warm 18.3' 29. 2
8. 4 19. dnd 30. 4
9. e 20. 1'3,53 31. 1'4
10. amazingly 21. C 32. 3
11. II 22. 2 33. 4

POST-TEST (Paper)
I. II II. D 21. e
2.0 12.A 22.0
3. C 13. II 23. A
4. II 14. II 24. A
5.0 15.0 25.0
6. e 16. II 26. II
7. C 17. C 27. 0
8. 0 18. 0 28. 0
9. A 19. 0 29. II
10. II 20. II 30. A

TOEFL REVIEW EXERCISE (Skills 1-7)
I. A 8. C 15. A 22. C
2. 0 9. PI 16. turn mil 23. D
3.2 10.A 17.1'3.54 24. II
4. 1'1.52 II. C 18. D 25. I
5. D 12. II 19. A 26. II
6. burro 13. 0 20. PI. 53 27. 1'3
7. 0 14. 2 21. e

TOEFL EXERCISE 7
I. 0 3. C 5. II 7. C
2. e 4. II 6. C ll. D

TOEFL REVIEW EXERCISE (Skills I~)
I. C 9. A 17. e 25. "",anW
2. e 10.1'1.56 18.A 2fi. D
3. II II. C 19. 1'1.52 27. II
4. primari!.v 12.e 20. II 28. l)
5. 0 13.0 21. 1'3 29.0
6. II 14. A 22. D 30. II
7. A 15. 4 23. 0 31. 1'3.54
8. A J 6. B 24. A

9.0

9. A
10. D

7. e
8. C

7. A
8. A

lfi. 1'2.53 31. N. 53
I~ B 3~ I
IK 4 33. J~2
19. jinJlllta71~l)' 34.1
20. 1'3.53 35. li""l)
21. D 36. I
22. 1'2 37. job
23.2 38.3
24. 4 39. 2
25. A 40. 1'3.51
26./OT(e 41. 3
27. 3 42.2
28. 3 43. 1\
29. D 44. 1~2
30.2

TOEFL REVIEW EXERCISE (Skills 1-4)
1. II 5. 0 9. A 13.A
2. II 6. A 10.0 14. D
3.e 7.e I1.A 15.e
4. A 8. II 12. 0 16. 1'3

TOEFL EXERCISE ••
I. II 3. C 5. II
2.0 4.0 6.C

1.1
2.4
3.1lUJ1UY

4.3
5. C
6.3
7. solve
8. I
9. 4
10. P2.53
11. 1'2.55
12. I
13.3
14.4
15. angk

TOEFL EXERCISE 2
I. D 3. A 5. C
2.C 4.0 6.D

TOEFL REVIEW EXERCISE (Skills 1-5)
1. II 7. D 13. II 19. PI 25.3
2. II 8. A 14. I 20. A 26. A
3 A 9. II 15. D 21. D 27. A
4. r. 10. II 16. C 22. 0 28. 0
5. /'OT" I I. e 17.0 23. e 29. II
6. D 12. mnud 18. II 24. wnlrol

EXERCISE6A

WRITING

missing vcrb

missing subject and verb

exl.T3 subject
mi.ssing subject and verb

mis.'\ing subject1. I has not rainn:l

2. C 1 could 7WI "art

3.1 fountQin ... ~ uw

4. I
5. C [qreau1LT pmhtUd
6. I UJJ1l'" ,/Qrling
7. C rtJtauranl.lt'TVtS---=
8. I thi!
9. I

13. e 17.0
14. U..M
15. II
16. I

TOEFL EXERCISE 5
1.0 5.3 9.2
2. I 6. A 10. D
3. crnues 7. 'P'n,~ II. e
4. II 8. mild 12.2
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EXERCISE6C

I. C f!lJ mAe IHW.t Gl i! wiU bum

2. 1 !have b«n studying 0!have b<en

3. 1 shelr..w=1 i! sums

4. I ~ worlcers hav~ IUrnM

5. C "aehrT roIlrctrd ~ ~ had jinishtd

6. 1 rOtA must slirlwhikl u cooIting ----

7. C IAltJwughl exam ~ [J ~ lvas

8.1 IUnlill~~D~wiUnolb<

9. I !B'must'l ~ livnllbtjor3 ~ muvni

10. C IThoughl no one r<aliud Gl ~ had

II. 1 Should &,,, !ill~T5hor.l ~ -

12. C ~nnQscameGJ!haJ~fwm

13. I ~ have 1J.t'!!! wi~nd visit

14. I Wt'wiUnolstop[Junlil~i.Jfi"isW
15. C ~ piny"" ,cqrtd Gl crou.d TO"Trd---

EXERCISE 68
1. C You ~1L~t 'IJKJrif. ~ 1!!!! will not suca~d

2. I SIeve had he look
3. 1 ~ Pam ,u-:UW
4. I stwljt'-J~!!!didno/:io

5. C ~ ~I, andl~ had~! couUfno/finish

6. 1 ~ ron rMd ~!.!!!can wail
7. C !:. wcu ,aining~ sun ~

8. 1 Y~um Gl'!! will b<
9. 1 had nol finishtd G~wiU!<IOTi

10. C !"",ilrd I. andl i! amwd---
11. 1 alarm wml ~ did rwI wake

12. C tmindl'par"'d~i!managr'tl

13. I ~ ~ I, and]!!!1 turnro !!!wnll
14. I J!'gl.-;;ndl i! ,•.•••.•~ airport if
15. C biU ifG.t'!!! mUJtJ>a] -

16. I So";:""" ,hould go ~11~
17. I ~ininWwroosG~exjJ<cted~~

was rwI O[{..,.ffl

18.1 !parW~!~
19. I You may lookGl ~ mal nollaM

20. C She was ruling ~ ~ was

10. C Mrlqr fmscriW
II. 1 am making

12. C R,mvalimu nrtd

13. I '-Xam

14. I
15.C ~ ... if
16. I lighlning i! was
17. I wiU b<moving

18. C l!!!P!!:!. aT<filrd
19. I
20. C ~ aT<"quirffl

missing .subject

missing verb
miMing 5ubject and verb

extra subject
missing subject

mis.••ing subjecl and verb

16. 1 ~endlJ~8!!

17. C ~ was incnasnl r~w".1 i! was not paid

18. I II\lh<thrTlE have [J mUJt complrte

19. C She ~ lroen thoughl! ~

20. I j&,[orel j~ttn' slarls 0 studmtJ hunl

EXERCISE 6 (A-C)
I. Many (68) differenl type. of people ean be good

roommate!. Three characteristics, to me, are (6A)
important in a good roommate. Let's see if you agree
(Be) with me about these three important char.lcteris--
Liesof a good roommate.

2. The first characteristic of a good roommate (6A) is
a ~nse of humor. Any two roommates will be very dif-
ferelll people, and (68) they willdisagree about many
things. However, if they each have a sense of humor,
(OC) then they can laugh about these disagreemenu
instead of a~inR about them. Agood sense of
humor is (6A) necessary in a roommate.

3. The next characteristic of a good roommate (6A) is
respect for each other's belongings. When two people
are roommates, (6C) they each come into this situa-
tion with their own belongings. Because each room-
mate's belonging"iare imporL1.ntto him or her, it (6C)
is important for each of the roommates to res~ct the
other roommate'''i belongings. Respect (6B) for each
other's belongings will help tu prevent problems
belween roommates.

.1. The final important characteristic ofa good room-
mate may surprise you, (6B) but this characteristic is
quile imporlant me. This final characteristic of a good
roommate is (fiA)a lack of nealness. I mysdfam nOIa
very neal person, (6B) so it would be very hard for me
to have a neat roommate. A neat roommate would
probabl)' be upset with me much of the time because I
(OC) am a lilLIemessy.If! have a neat roommate, (6C)
this roommate and I would probably have problems.
The (6B) best roommate for me is therefore a ramer
messy roommate.

5. Thus, many different types of people (6A) can be
good roommates. However, certain characteristics are
(6A) important to me in a roommate: a sense of
humor, respect for each olher's belongings, and not
too much need for neatness. A roommate with these
important characteristics will (6A) be a successful
roommate for me.

EXERCISE 7A
I. Everybodyhas (13) a different wayof measuring
success. Money may be one measure of success, but it
is not the best measure of success. Better \oOo'aYSof mea.
suring succes,,,~ (II) available. Some of the better
measures of a successful tife are (12) family, friench
(14), and career.

2. One wayto mea."ure the success of a life is (11) the
strength and depth (14) of family relationships. Per-
haps someone either without a family or (15) with a
very unhappy familyhas (13) a lot of money, but thi.
person has not really had a successful life. Anybody
with family relationships that are both sl.rong and loY.
ing (15) bas (13) had a successful life.

3. Another wayto measure the success of a life is (11)
the strength of friendships. Someone with a lot of
money but no friends to share it with is (13) not a suc-
ceMfulperson. In com.ra."t,somehody with lots of
close, thoughtful (14), and caring friend. bas (13)
achieved success in life.
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COMPLETE TEST I (Paper)
INTRODUCTORY LEVEL

STRUCTURE AND WRITTEN EXPRESSION
I. 0 9. Il 17.A 25. Il 33. Il
2. B 10. D 18. C 26. C 34. C
3.C II.B J9.C 27.0 35. A
4. I) 12. C 20. 0 28. C 36. C
5. A 13. A 21. A 29. C 37. B
6. C 14.0 22. A 30. B 38. I)
7. 0 15. A 23. A 31. B 39. A
8. A 16. B 24. C 32. A 40. C

LISTENING COMPREHENSION
I. B II. A 21. B 31. A 41. C
2. D 12. D 22. A 32. D 42. A
3. B 13. C 23. 0 33. Il 43. C
4. B 14. B 24. A 34. B 44. D
5. C 15. D 25. D 35. A 45. B
6. A 16. B 26. C 36. C 46. D
7.B 17.C 27. A 37.B 47.A
8. A 18. A 28. B 38. 0 48. A
9. D 19. D 29. Il 39. () 49. 0
10. A 20. A 30. 0 40. C 50. C

kept the news to myself for some lime heCdU\e I
wamerl to cnjo)' myself. Perhaps a .•.•.cek later, I told
!oOme of my friends aboUl mr grade. It W"dS unbeliev.
able (25) to them (21) lhat I had k'pl this new, to
m)'!~c1ffor so long.

3. Another example of ffi)' reaction to a pleasant sur-
prise was my admission to a special (24) Bonors Pro-
gram at my school. \\11cn I recd\'ed the leiter saying
Ihat I had been admitted, I did not run and shout this
nc\\<"S out 10 everyone inunediately (24). Inslcad, J
.•.•.•lOted to k<..'epthe news to myself. It "",as four or five
days before I told my family and friends. Then 1 tOld
them (2~) quietJy (24), ",ithoul shouting the news. J
did not \("em vcrr happy (25) about me situation
becaus(.' I was not jumping up and down and shouting,
but I .•.•.af. reaily quite happy about it (23).

4. These examples show that I usually keep special
(24) new:r; to fI1)'~lffor a while. I think Ihall want (0

IX' the only one to know about it for a while. 1want to
enjoy il myself hefoTe I share it with family and friends
ofmme (22).

41. D
42. C
43. A
44. B
45. B
46. A
47.0
48. A
49. D
50. C

READING COMPREHENSION
I. 0 ) I. 0 21. I) 31. B
2. B 12. I) 22. B 32. D
3. C 13. C 23. C 33. C
4. A )4. D 24. C 34. A
5. B 15. B 25. D 35. C
6. C 16. D 26. B 36. A
7. A 17. A 27. I) 37. A
8. 0 18. C 28. B 38. 0
9. A 19. B 29. A 39. 0
10. 0 20. B 30. D 40. C

4. A final way lO measure the success of a life is (II)
the amount of cnjo)'melll in a career. A career .•.•ilh a
lot ofmune)' but ""ithout enjo)ment is (11) neither
fulfilling nnr desirable (15). On lhe otlter hanel. a
career that provides true enjoyment dar after day is a
successful career even if it does not provide a lot of
money.

5. h is not really a good idea 10 measure the succes. .••of
a life by the amount of money that a person has made.
Instead. the success of a life should be measured in a
number of other ways. not only by Ihe family relations
and the friend~ but (15) also b}' the Ulreer Ihat a pcr~
son has developed over a lifelirne. All uf these mea.
sures of lioucces:r; are (12) far more meaningful and
accurate (14) than using moncy to measure succcs. ••.

I. \Vhen I receive a plea-.ant surprise, my reaction dif~
fers colL"iiderably (24) from the reactions of most ~o-
pic, I think. Most other lx'oplc react to a nice (24)
surprise by showing their (22) reaction and by telling
other people around them about it (22). Howcver, J
do not react this war, I react to a pleasant surprise by
keeping it (23) '0 myself for a while.

2. One example of mr reaction 10 a pleasant surprise
was a grade that J (21) received on a chemistry exam.
After I look thi5 exam, I did not think that I had done
extremely (24) well. \\Then me professor returned the
exam, he (21) announced thai only one exam paper
had received an A on the exam. I felt quiw happy (25)
when I looked at my paper and saw the A on it (23). I

EXERCISE 78
I. I h ••.e alwal~ dreamed (16) of being a perwn who i,

always on time. However, in reality, I am alwa)'S, alW"dYS
latc, The following duce examples (19) show that,
even in several vcry imporunt situations (19), I (an.
nOI seem (18) 10 arrh'e on limt'o

2. One example of my terrible tardines. .••is a job inter-
vie'\4' (19) that I had soon after I bJTaetuated from col-
lege. I was given (17) U1C 0pp0rlunity to interview for
a wonderful job thai many (20) other people wanted.
The interview \Oo"dSscheduled (17) for 10:00. However,
I overslept and did not arrive.tt the interview until
I I :00. I am sure that m~' lateness wa.••tht' major rea.~m
that I did not get the job.

3. Another example of my terrible latenes. ••is an
appearance tn court that I had to make after I had
received (16) a ticket. I, of course, could nOI arrh'e
(18) on lime for this court date. Because 1 missed m)'
court time, I had to pay the original ticket, and a large
fine was added (17) to Ihe amount (20) of money that
I hael to pay.

4. The final example of my terrible lateness "''as my
wedding. I .•.•.as engaged to be married to the most
wonderful woman. and the wedding had been (16)
scheduled for 2:00 on Saturday afternoon. A••you can
prohably J.,"11CSS from bolh of the earlier examples
(19), Ijust could not manage (18) to arrive at JIl)' 0\VJ1

wedding on time. I W3.o; very lucky that my bride was
waiting (17) for me when I arrived an hour lale.

5. TIlese examples show that there is li!tJe (20) doubt
that I have a serious problem with lateness, My lat("o-
ness has caused (16) me many (20) serious problems
in my life, as the examples of the job imeniew and
Lhe court appointment show. AI least my lateness did
not cause me to Jose out on the single most imporUlnl
occasion (J9) ofm)' life, my wedding.

EXERCISE 7C
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COMPLETE TEST 2 (Computer)
. INTRODUCTORY LEVEL

Listening
1.2 5.2 9.4 13.2 17.1.4
2. I 6.4 10. I 14.2
3.4 7.2 11. 3 15.4
4.2 8.1 12.4 16. C

Structure
1.2 8. I 15.3 circular
2.4 day' 9. 4 his 16.2
3. I 10. I art 17.3 rtadil]
4. I prodraU II. I 18.4 it trawls
5. I moucuu 12.4 lOrTtCInm 19. I
6. 3 13. 4 littu 20.3 pkntiful
7.1 ,v",ioptd 14.4

18. 1M umliPlnIlal Diuuu
The Miuiuippi Rivn- system
The Gulf of M,xico
Th~Alumti, Daar,

19. The Con'inrolal Divitk
The Q,lorado HivtT
The Gulf of California
The Pacific Oaan

20. 4 22. 2.4 24. 4 26. 2
21. I 23. II 25. 3
27. Was m,lJJ"7Ud 10 a prtsidrot: Ekanar

Wat pr~j,dnll during till! Dqn-euwn: Franklin
Was ,""siMn' ,.aTly in lhL20th crolury: Teddy

28. I. 2 29.4
30. T,ddy !>tea"" I""itimt.

Franklin ,v,'tioptd polio.
FranA/in INcamL pus;dml.
£iron", mlertd the UN.

21. 2.3
22.2. -1
23. 1.3
24.2

Listening
I. I 6. I II. I 16. I
2. 3 7. 4 12. 4 17. 2.3
3. I 8. I 13. 2 18. A
4. 2 9. 3 14. 4 19. 3
5. 4 10. 2 15. 2 20. II
25. !..ouiJiana was g;wn to Frana by spain.

ThImUU ltJfmon btcam, prtsitimt.
The right to dtposil was ''''!",ultd.
The Uniud Slau.( flUrchflJ,d LuuiJiana.

26. 2.3 27. 3 28. 2.3 29. 1.4
30. Stnmgtst against ;n'",wl preJSure: sphrrt

Strcmg<SI against both IJfHs of pm'''Tf; grodtsl' do""
SlrongrJI against nlnnal prtlSUU: l~tmJmlron

1.3 11.1 Many
2.4 ,he 12.3 eafntal
3.4 IImg 13. I
4.2 14. 1 Uk.
5.2 nlhn 15.2 havelwn
6. I known 16.4
7.3 17.3 a bu.TTtJlIJ

8.3 Qnonymow/y 18.4 aT'
9.3 was 19.3
10.4 20.4 oxyg<nattd

COMPLETE TEST 4 (Computer)
TOEFL LEVEL

Structure

STRUCTURE AND WRITTEN EXPRESSION
I. II 9.0 17. A 25. C 33. II
2. C 10. A 18. II 26. II 34. C
3.0 11.0 19.C 27.C 35.C
4. C 12. 0 20. II 28. C 36. C
5. II 13. C 21. C 29. A 37. C
6. A 14. C 22. II 30. II 38. C
7. II 15. A 23. 0 31. C 39. 0
8. II 16. II 24. A 32. A 40. C

READING COMPREHENSION
I. A II. II 21. A 31. 0 41. C
2. C 12.A 22. II 32. C 42. II
3. II 13. 0 23. A 33. 0 43. 0
4. A 14. A 24. C 34. A 44. C
5. A 15.A 25. 0 35. 0 45. II
6. 0 16. C 26. II 36. 0 .16.A
7. II 17. 0 27. C 37. II 47. C
8. C 18. II 28. II 38. C 48. 0
9. 0 19. C 29. C 39. A 49. 0
10. C 20. 0 30. 0 40. C 50. II

31. 2
32. intmrn
33.2
34. P3
35.3
36.3
37. I
38.4
39.2
40. misdnds
41. 4
42. P'2.54
43. roil
44.11

16. 1
17. btsl.known
18.3
19. I
20. C
21. 0
22. P2
23. I
24.3
25.4
26.3
27. '/ry'trapers
28. amdition.s
29. P2.52
30. II

Reading
1.1
2.3
3. 2
4. btibw
5. C
6.2
7.4
8. 3
9. hOll6
10. P3.52
II. P3
12.3
13.4
14. managtd
15. P2.54

COMPLETE TEST 3 (Paper)
TOEFL LEVEL

LISTENING COMPREHENSION
I. II II. II 21. C 31. II
2. A 12. C 22. II 32. D
3. 0 13. 0 23. II 33. C
4. C 14. II 24. A 34. A
5. II 15.A 25. 0 35. II
6. A 16. C 26. 0 36. C
7. C 17. II 27. II 37. 0
8. II IS. II 28. D 38. II
9. A 19. C 29. A 39. C
Ie. D 20. 0 30. C 40. C.

41. II
42.0
43. A
44.0
45. II
46. C
47. A
48. II
49. C
SO. D

Reading
1.4
2. Stf{Utl

3. I
4. PI.54
5. A
6.2
7. 1
8.2
9.3
10. arodnnic UJOrl<s
II. 4
12. I
13.2
14.3
15.2

16.0
17. doTI
18.3
19.0
20.4
21.N,53
22. P3
23.3
24.2
25.'2
26.4
27.2
28. utlrTs
29.3
30.0

31. 4
32. rklighttd
33. P3.52
34. P3
35.2
36.3
37. I
38.3
39.4
40. P2.53
41. 4
42.2
43.2
44. I
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APPENDIXES

EXERCISE AI
I.B 4. A 7. e 10. B 13. C
2. A 5.1\ 8. II 11.1\ 14. e
3. B G. A 9. A 12. A IS. A

EXERCISEA2
1.11 4. A 7. A 10 11 13. C
2. A 5. II 8. A II. A 14. A
3. A G. e 9. e 12.1\ 15. II

EXERCISEA3
I.e 4. II 7. A 10. e 13. II
2. e 5. A 8. A 11.1\ 14. e
3. II 6. II 9. C 12. A 15. B

EXERCISEA4
I.e 3. A 5.1\ 7. e 9. II
2. II 4. e G. A 8. II 10. A

EXERCISE AS
I.C 3. e 5. II 7. A 9. e
2. II 4. A 6. e 8.1\ 10. II

EXERCISEA6
1.11 3. C 5. C 7. C 9. A
2. A 4. A 6. A 8. II 10. C

EXERCISEA7
I. lall. .. tale ... lcam
2. ra)'s lay
3. rare Ron riled
4. rid pcsts din
5.1eaned ... r.lil ft'rry lakc
6. rcad bed jolled notes
7. vic place racc
8. bail jail failed ... paj' line
9. need heed., .dean's han ... beer
10. sit ... S('3t ... M:l. •. box maL .. n'ar room
11. Pele pceu,:d ... vicw few ... boats hay
12. fans Iet. .. roar. .. hall bat
13. shore picked seashells ... ships ... pass
14. crowd booed jeered joke
15. plate raw... cbip' ... lap pla'e ... Ianded ... really ...

sheepish ... grin ... face

EXERCISE 81
1. in 3n uproar
2. Since yesterday
3. oran extinct ciinosaur
'I. wHier severdl f("Cl
5. of",il
6. bYincredulous construction workers
7. from ,he di,ch
8. 0il"tT1C~'construction site
9. ror further scientific study
10. orlhc location

EXERCISE 82
1. at the local community collt'ge
2. fur computer-phobics
3. on a computer
4. between a compmcr monilor and a keyboard
5. aboullhis course
6. nIHil six o'clock daily
7. aunng the fall semester
8. at a low fec

9. lO residents
10. liiwughout the COutuy

EXERCISE 83
I. aCl"os~tht" Atlantic
2. inside the storm
3. at 1$0 miles ~111hour
4. O\'<::rthl' warm s()uth~rn y.<llers
5. toward 111("!'iOllLhern coast
6. Despite the current disl.anCt:
7. of ll.c storm
8. Trilm land
9. ~ tlle coast
10. Wi'ilIin thirty-six hours

EXERCISE 84
1. down the Sln'et
2. \I,;thOUI a doubt
3. oflls 'll'C
4. Unlike most homes
5. in this neighborhood
6. hChind a mas...'1;ive Mone wall
7 .•••• il-1I ivy
8. tri'rough the wall
9. to the comp~>llllcl
10. i"'fom the street

EXERCISE 85
J. througr the downtown area
2. ~_ 11C edge
:~,of the Saugus River
4. across tht: Town~hip Hrirlgf"
5. imo the wide upen spaces
6. outside the town
7. Afll(tg tht" expected leaden
H. fur I lcir learlc~s perfurmances
9.mprevious rdCCS

10. aH;linst slrong competitors

EXERCISE C I
I.V AD] NT ADV NT
2. I'll' AD] All\' /'-.'T NT
3. AD] AD] ADV /'-.'T V
4. V I'll' /'-.'T /'-.'T AD]
5. Nfl AD] AD] AD] NT
6. AD] NT NT I'll' ADV
7. /'-.'T AD] AD] ADV NT
8. NT I'll' NT AD] ADV
9. I'll' V NT ADV I'll'
to.ADV V I'll' NT AD]
11. AD] NT V I'll' NT
12. NT AD] /'-.'T V NP
13. I'll' V AD\' NT NT
14. AD] AD] ADV .ADV NT
15. V AD] ADV NT NT

EXERCISE C2
I.A 3. A 5. C 7. II 9. A
2. C 4. A 6. B B. C 10. II
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EXERCISE C3
(There may be more than one answer.)

I. finalist finality finalize final finally

2. profcssor profession profess profcs-lIionaJ professionally

3. socialist socialism/r.ocicty socialize sociable socially

4. specialist specialization specialize special specially

5. electrician electricity electrify electrical electrically

6. realist realism/reality realize real really

7. beautician bcautv beautify beautiful beautifully

8. icleali.n ideali~m idealize ideal ideally

9. terrorist terrorism terrorize terrihlc terribly

10. ilIusu"iuor illustration illustrate illustrious illuslriously

EXERCISE 01 EXERCISE 06

ring rang rung know knew k.nown
sing sang sung grow grew grown

drink dmnk drunk blow blew blown

sink s."mk sunk throw threw thrown

swim swam swum Oy Oew flown
begin began begun show showed shown

d •.••w drew dro1wn

EXERCISE 02
send sent senl

EXERCISE 07

s~nd spent spent think tbougbl tbougbt
lend lent lent teach taught taught

build built built buy bought bougbl

lose lost lost fight fought fought

make made made catch caught caught

mean meant meant brinK brought brought
have had had
hC~lr heard hcard EXERCISE 08

EXERCISE 03
give gave gi .•cn
write wrote wrinen

bet bet bet lake look taken
put PUI put fall fell fallen
hurt hurt hun drive drove driven
cost cost cost eal ate eaten
shut shut shut ride rode ndden
bit bit hit rise ro~c risen
let leI Ict forgivc forgave forgiven
cut cut cut
quit quit quit EXERCISE 09
fit fit fil steal stole stolcn
read read read speak spoke spoken

EXERCISE 04
choose chose chosen
break broke broken

sit sat sal freeze froze frozen
win won won get got gotten
dig dug dug forget forgol forgonen
bold held beld bite bit bitten
find found found hide bid hidden
shoot shot shot beal beat beaten
le ••d led led prove proved proven
meet mel met
feed fed fed EXERCISE 0 I 0

EXERCISE 05
become became become
come came come

pay paid paid run •.••n run
say ~id said tear tore torn
sell sold sold wear wore worn
lell told told see saw seen
stand stood stood do did done
c;lecp slept slepl go went gone
keep kept kept
feel fell felt
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EXERCISE EI
I. I 4. L 7.J 10. H
2. n 5. G 8. E II. K
3. F 6.0 9. A 12. e

EXERCISE E2
I. submarine 5. preteen 9.1elegr.tm
2. tclcSC'opc 6. income ]0. indoors
3. postwar 7. exhale J 1. predate
4. exil 8. subway 12. POS1Operdlh"c

EXERCISE E3
I.e 4. K 7.0 10. A
2. E 5. H 8. L II.J
3. B 6. I 9. F 12. G

EXERCISE E4
1. unkno\\'Tl 5. misspelled 9. mi~ounl
2. incorrect 6. co-worker 10. recopy
3. retell 7. unequal J 1. incomplete
4. repay 8. return 12. connect

EXERCISE ES
I.K 4. E 7. A 10. H
2.J 5_G 8. F II. e
3. L 6.0 9. B 12. I

EXERCISE E6
1. visit 5. autobiography 9. visible
2. porter 6. ("vcnt 10. vocalize
3. \'OCaliSl 7. portable 11. autograph
4. judge 8. judgment 12. revenue

EXERCISE E7
I. I 4. A 7. D 10. L
2. e 5.J 8. F II. B
3. K 6. E 9. H 12. G

EXERCISE E8
I. describe 5. spectator 9. script
2. dictate 6. vertical 10. divert
3. missile 7. lr3.nsmil 11. respect
4. proceed 8. inclicatt" 12. sueered

EXERCISE E9
10K 5. H 9. D 13. M J7. Q
2. I 6. C 10. F 14. R 18. T
3.J 7. A II. N 15. B 19. P
4.0 8. S 12. E 16. G 20. L

EXERCISE E I 0
I.R 5. D 9. Q 13. M 17. F
2. P 6. A 10. S 14. T 18. L
3. J 7. N II. C 15. B 19. K
4. E 8.0 12. G 16. H 20.J

Exercise E I I
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COMPLETE TEST 3 (Paper) III

TOEFL LEVEL
SECTION 1

LISTENING COMPREHENSION
TIme-approximately 35 minutes

(including the reading of the directions for each part)

In this section of the test, you will have an opportunity to demonstrate your ability to understand
conversations and talks in English. There are three parts to this section. Answer all the questions on
the basis of what is stated or implied by the speakers you hear. [)o no~ take notes or write in your test
book at any time. Do not tum the pages until you are told to do so.

Part A

Directions: In Part A you will hear short conversations between two people. After each conversation,
you will hear a question about the conversation. The conversations and questions will not be
repeated. Alter you hear a question, read the four possible answers in your test book and choose the
best answer. Then, on your answer sheet, find the number of the question and fill in the space that
corresponds to the letter of the answer you have chosen.

Listen to an example.

On the recording, you hear:

(man)
(woman)
(narrator)

That exam was just awful.
Oh, it could've been worse.
What does the woman mean?

Sample Answer

@
@
@•

In your test hook. you read: (A) The exam was really awful.
(B) It was the worst exam she had ever seen.
(C) It couldn't have been more difficult.
(D) It wasn't that hard.

You learn from the conversation that the man thought the exam was very difficult and that the
woman disagreed with the man. The best answer to the question, "What does the woman mean?" is
(D), "It wasn't that hard." Therefore, the correct choice is (D).

8
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I. (A) She doesn't want to do it.

(B) It is simple to do.
(C) She doesn't know what it is.
(D) It is fun to watch.

2. (A) It was boring.
(B) It was exactly right.
(C) It was too literal.
(D) It was quite interesting.

3. (A) Not fighting anymore
(B) Flying in the fall instead
(C) Training the pets
(D) Going by railroad

4. (A) They had some soup.
(B) They gave her a present.
(C) They have been fed.
(D) They prepared supper.

5. (A) She was mainly at home.
(B) She stayed at school during vacation.
(C) She went camping during the

holidays.
(D) She was captain of the team for the

remaining days.

6. (A) A doctor
(B) A secretary
(C) A waiter
(D) A police officer

7. (A) The stereo is chipped.
(B) He's going to try the system.
(C) The stereo's too expensive.
(D) He decided to buy the system.

8. (A) Sing a little louder
(B) Stan the song one more time
(C) Begin studying music
(D) Try to learn to play the game

9. (A) Mail the papers quickly
(B) Send the information to the

newspaper office
(C) Wrap a box in tissue paper
(D) Read the papers soon

408 COMPLETETEST 3- TOEFL LEVEL (Paper)

10. (A) He doesn't like to talk about work.
(B) He works very hard at school.
(C) He goes to the same school as the

woman.
(D) He agrees with the woman.

1I. (A) In a depanment store
(B) In a barber shop
(C) In a flower shop
(D) In a restaurant

12. (A) 5he's not running.
(B) Her hat is not ruined.
(C) The weather is dry.
(D) It's going to rain.

13. (A) No more money can be spent.
(B) The money has to last.
(C) An estimation is satisfactory.
(D) The numbers must be exact.

14. (A) Robin is looking for a new car.
(B) She thinks that Robin's car is pretty

great,too.
(C) Robin is cenain about the changes.
(D) The tire pressure in Robin's car is not

right.

15. (A) The desk is disorganized.
(B) He needs to measure the desk.
(C) Wanda's dress is a mess.
(D) Wanda's always at her desk.

16. (A) A detective
(B) A store clerk
(C) A librarian
(D) A writer

17. (A) Buying a new computer
(B) Attending a course
(C) Watching a television program
(D) Computing the correct answer
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18. (A) He is trying to become a ticket agent.

(B) Allrhe tickets have been sold.
(C) The ticket agent bought the tickets.
(D) He was able to sell his concert tickets.

19. (A) He dropped ou?of schQql.
(B) He wanted to know when school

ended.
(C) He questioned her reasons.
(D) He dropped her off at school.

20. (A) The post office was close by.
(B) She was scared of what was in the

package.
(C) The post office was closed when she

got there.
(D) She was able to send the package.

21. (A) He was late for the boat.
(B) He could have taken the boat to the

bank.
(C) He lost a good opportunity.
(D) He missed seeing his friend at the

bank.

22. (A) Her best guess is that the lecture's
about to start.

(8) She's not really sure.
(C) The man's lecture is as good as hers.
(D) She guesses the lecture will be good.

23. (A) He's heard of a new program for next
semester.

(B) It's been done before.
(C) Only fools take five courses.
(D) He can handle four courses.

24. (A) They should visit their new neighbors.
(B) The new family called to her.
(C) They should move to the apartment

across the hall.
(D) It would be a good idea to phone the

new family.

25. (A) The police officer didn't really stop
him.

(B) He is quite unhappy about what
happened.

(C) He's not unhappy even though he got
a ticket.

(D) He didn't get a ticket.

26. (A) He should have his head examined.
(8) He should run in the race, too.
(e) He needs to hit the nails harder.
(D) He's exactly right.

27. (A) The scholarship was not a surprise.
(B) He was amazed that he won.
(C) The music was surprisingly beautiful.
(D) The Music Department won a prize.

28. (A) He has a Jate tonight.
(B) He needs to brush off his clothes.
(C) He knows the date of the history

exam.
(D) He needs to review a bit.

29. (A) He would not attend the wedding.
(8) He had already made the decision to

go.
(C) He was deciding what to wear.
(D) He would wear a different suit to the

wedding.

30. (A) It wasn't really his first time skiing.
(8) He didn't try the steepest slope.
(C) He tried to do too much.
(D) He didn't need to learn how to ski.
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Part B
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Directions: In this pan of the test, you will hear longer conversations, After each conversation, you
will hear several questions. The conversations and questions will not be repeated.

After you hear a question. read the four possible answers in your test book and choose the best
answer. Then on your answer sheet, find the number of the question and fill in the space that
corresponds to the letter of the answer you have chosen.

Remember, you are not allowed to take notes or write in your test book.

31. (A) At a museum 35. (A) He's attending the same physics
(B) In the park lecture as she is.(C) At a shopping center (B) He knows about the physics course.
(P) In an anist's studio (C) He works in the physics laboratory.

(D) They are working on a lab repon
32. (A) Every afternoon together.

(B) Each week
(C) Twice a month 36. (A) One
(D) Once a year (B) Two

IC) Three
33. (A) Paintings (D) Four

(B) Jewelry
(C) Animals 37. (A) One
(D) Pottery (B) Two

(C) Three
34. (A) Buy something (D) Four

(B) Lose her wallet
(C) Head for home 38. (A) It is fun.
(D) Stay away from the fair (B) It is interesting.

(C) It requires little time.
(D) It is difficult to understand.
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Part C
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Directions: In this part of the test. you will hear several talks. After each talk, you will hear some
questions. The talks and questions will not be repeated.

After you hear a question. read the four possible answecs in your test book and choose the best
answer. Then on your answer sheet, find the number of the question and fill in the space that
corresponds to the letter of the answer you have chosen.

Here is an example.

On the recording, you hear:

(narrator)
(man)

Listell to all illstnlclOr talk to his class abolll paintillg.
Artist Grallt Wood was a guidillg force ill the school of paintillg kllowll as Americall
regiollalist. a style reflectillg the distillctive characteristics of art from rural areas of
the Ullited States. Wood began drawing animals 011 the family farm at the age of three,
and whell he was thirty-eighi one of his paintillgs received a remarkable amount of
public notice and acclaim. This paintitlg. called American Gothic, is a starkly simple
depiction of a serious couple starillg directly Olll at the viewer.

Now listen to a sample question.

(narrator) What style of painting is known as American regiollalist?

In your test book, you read: (A) Art from America's inner cities
(8) Art from the central region of the

United States
(C) Art from various urban areas in the

United States
(D) Art from rural sections of America

Sample Answer

@
@
@•

The best answer to the question, "What style of painting is known as American regionalist?" is (D),
"Art from rural sections of America." Therefore. the COlTectchoice is (D).

Now listen to another sample question.

(narrator) What is the name of Wood's most successful painting?

In your test book, you read: (A) American Regionalist
(8) The Family Farm in Iowa
(C) American Gothic
(D) A Serious Couple

Sample Answer

@
@•@

The best answer to the question, "What is the name of Wood's most successful painting?" is (C),
American Gothic. Therefore. the correct choice is (C).

Remember. you arc not allowed to take notes or write in your test book.

8
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39. (A) Just before the start of the semester

(B) Just before class
(C) At the end of a class
(D) After the end of the semester

40. (A) Two days
(B) Twoweeks
(C) 1Womonths
(D) Two semesters

41. (A) By seven o'clock
(B) By five o'clock
(C) By ten o'clock
(D) By twelve o'clock

42. (A) Ten
(B) Eleven
(C) Twelve
(D) Thirteen

43. (A) They fight fires.
(B) They start fires.
(C) They smoke.
(D) They build roads.

44. (A) Bywalking
(B) By firetruck
(C) By road
(D) By parachute

45. (A) When the fire is small
(B) When there are no roads leading to

the fire
(C) When there is a lot of smoke
(D) When there is a lot of time to fight the

fire

46. (A) Rest
(B) Return to their airplanes
(C) Walk to a road
(D) Go for a parachute jump

47. (A) Geology
(B) Biology
(C) Art History
(D) Food and Nutrition

48. (A) By drilling into volcanoes
(B) By counting the layers of ice
(C) By studying volcanoes
(D) By dusting the glacier

49. (A) Layers of rust
(B) Active volcanoes
(C) Volcanic dust
(D) Old drills

50. (A) Visit a glacier
(B) Prepare for a test
(C) Learn about volcanoes
(D) Read the next chapter

This is the end of Section 1.
Stop work on Section 1.

Turn off the recording.

8888888
Read the directions for Section 2 and begin work.

Do NOT read or work on any other section
of the test during the next 25 minutes.
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SECTION 2
STRUCTURE AND WRITTEN EXPRESSION

lime-25 minutes
(including the reading of the directions)
Now set your clock for 25 minutes.

This section is designed to measure your ability to recognize language that is appropriate for
standard written English. There are two types of questions in this section. with special directions for
each type.

Structure
Directions: Questions 1-15 are incomplete sentences. Beneath each sentence you will see four words
or phrases. marked (A), (B). (C). and (D). Choose the one word or phrase that best completes the
sentence. Then, on your answer sheet, find the number of the question and fill in the space that
corresponds to the letter of the answer you have chosen. Fill in the space so that the letter inside the
oval cannot be seen.

Look at the following examples.

Example I

The president __ the election by a landslide.

(A) won
(B) he won
(C) yesterday
(D) fortunately

Sample Answer

•@
@
@

The sentence should read. "The president won the election by a landslide." Therefore. you should
choose (A).

Example II

When __ the conference?

(A) the doctor attended
(B) did the doctor attend
(C) the doctor will attend
(D) the doctor's attendance

Sample Answer

@•@
@

The sentence should read. "When did the doctor attend the conference?" Therefore. you should
choose (B).

Now begin work on the questions.
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1. __ on the first Saturday in May at 6. Most asteroids are located in __ called
Churchill Downs. the asteroid belt.
(A) For the running of the Kentucky (A) what is

Derby (B) what is in
(B) The Kentucky Derby is run (C) is what
(C) To run the Kentucky Derby (D) is it
(D) When the Kentucky Derby is run

7. About three-fourths of the books published
2. According to __ quantum mechanics. it in the United States are put out by

is nOI'mally impossible to pinpoint the publishers __ in New York City.
orbit of an electron bond in an atom.

(A) locates
(A) the related laws (B) located
(B) the laws are related (C) they locate
(C) the laws of (D) they are located
(D) the laws are related to

8. The physical phenomenon __ use to
3. Chicago is home to more than four million obtain water from the soil is osmosis.

people __ as many as fifty-four
(A) plants have rootslanguages and dialects.
(B) that plant roots

(A) speak (C) what plant roots
(B) they speak (D) plants arc rooted
(C) spoke
(D) speaking 9. More books have been written about the

Civil War __ any other war in history.
4. When Mexico ceded California to the

(A) that there isUnited States in 1848, signers of the treaty
did not know __ had been discovered (B) about
there. (C) of

(D) than about
(A) golden
(B) that with gold 10. A sheet of clear glass. __ with a film of
(C) that gold metal, results in a luminously clear mirror.
(D) with gold

(A) when backed
S. Rubber came to the attention of (B) it is backed

Europeans __ found Native Americans (C) is backed
using it. (D) when is it backed

(A) explorers 11. The Liberty Bell. __ its own pavilion on
(B) after explorers Independence Mall, hung for nearly a
(C) when explored century at Independence Hall.
(D) after explorers they

(A) that now has
(B) now has
(C) when does it have
(D) which now has
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12. Not until about 8,000 years ago __

come into use.

(A) bronze tools for weapons
(B) bronze tools for weapons have
(C) bronze tools for weapons were to
(D) did bronze tools for weapons

13. The state of Michigan can rightfully claim
to be a "Water Wonderland" on its license
plates __ has a 3.l21-mile shoreline.

(A) because
(B) that
(C) in that it
(D) that it

14. __ glacial sediment. the moister the
surface soil becomes.

(A) It is thicker
(B) In the thick
(C) The thicker the
(D) The thick

15. __ cut away. the wheel could be
strengthened with struts or crossbars.

(A) Were large sections of a wheel
(B) Large sections of a wheel
(C) Large sections of a wheel were
(D) Large sections of a wht'el to
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2
Written Expression

Directions: In questions 16-40, each sentence has four underlined words or phrases. The four
underlined parts of the sentence are marked (A), (B), (C), and (D). Identify the one underlined word
or phrase that must be changed in order for the sentence to be correct. Then on your answer sheet,
find the !lumber of the question and fill in tlie space thot corresponds to the letter of the answer YOIl

have chosen.

Look at the following examples.

Example I

The four string on a violin al.e tuned
A -B- C-D-

in fifths.

Sample Answer

(f;)•@
@

The sentence should read, "The four strings on a vioiin are tuned in fifths." Therefore, you should
choose (B).

Example II

The research for the book Roots taking
--A--B- -C-

Alex Haley twelve years.
D

Sample Answer

(f;)
@•@

The sentence should read, "The research for the book Roots took Alex Haley twelve years." Therefore,
you should choose (e).

Now begin work on the questions.
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16. Various chemica! clement have more than one isotope.

A B C-O-

17. Top management must took a hard look at ~ current product lines to see if resources can be
. ABC --0-

reallocated.

18. Today. the glaciers of the world occupies about 10 percent of the Earth's surface.
A --0- -C- --0-

19. Polystyrene comes in both a hard form or a lightweight foam.
-A- ---a c [)

20. Although the bow and arrow were first invented in the Mesolithic period, it continued to
A B

be used for hunting in the early Neolithic period.
-C- -0-

21. An understanding of latent heat became importantly in the improvement of the steam engine.
A --B- C 0

22. Only a few mineral can resist weathering by rainwater, which is a weak acid.
----P:- --B- --C --0-

23. The Stanley brothers built their first small steam car in 1897, and 200 were sell by the end of
----P:----a -C 0

the first year.

24. All of the Great Lakes is in the United States and Canada except Lake Michigan, which isA -B- -C-

entirely in the United States.
--0-

25. Kangaroos sometimes rest or groom themselves while they are sitting on them hind legs.
A B' C 0

26. Despite the turmoil of the Civil War, the relative new game of "base-ball" attracted great
-A- -B- -----c-
numbers of spectators.
--D-

27. Anyone who takes the Rorschach test for personality traits are asked to interpret a series of
-:\13 C D

inkblots.
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28. Alexander Hamilton's financial program included a central bank to serve the Treasury, provide a

A B

depository for public money. and regulation of the currency.
C D

29. In 1890, the city of Pasadena has started sponsorship of the Tournament of Roses Parade ~
T-B- C

New Year's morning.
--D-

30. The Louisiana state legal system is based with the legal system established by Napoleon.
/\" """"B c- D

31. The White House was designed by James Hobar, an Irishman whom the proposal in the design
--A- 13 C

competition won $500.
D

32. Fuel cells, alike batteries, generate electricity by chemical reaction.
/\" --B- C D

33. The Virginia Company, which founded colony at Jamestown, sent over glassmakers from
-A- --B-

Poland wilh the intention of developing the glassmaking industry in the New World.
C --D-

34. Of the more than 1,300 volcanoes in the world, only about 600 can classify as active.
A """"B -C- I)

35. Ben Franklin, needing one set of lenses for distant vision and other for near vision, devised
-A- B -C- --D--

bifocals in 1784.

36. Key West traces iis modem settlement to an American business who purchased the island
A B --C- D

in 1882.

37. The Indianapolis 500 race is run each Memorial Day weekend on the two-and-a.half.miles
-A-Il -C-

Motor Speedway track outside of Indianapolis.
-D-

38. The streets of Salt Lake Cily were laid out wide enough for an ox cart to do a tum
ABC

without brushing the curb.
D
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39. Most of the vertebrae have two flanges, or wings, one on each side, calling transverse processes.

-A- ---a- C -0-

40. Overlooking the Hudson River in New York. The Cloisters includes parts several medieval
A --B---C

monasteries and chapels brought from Europe.
--0-

This is the end of Section 2.
If you finish before 25 minutes has ended,

check your work on Section 2 only.

8888888
At the end of 25 minutes, go on to Section 3.
Use exactly 55 minutes to work on Section 3.
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SECTION 3

READING COMPREHENSION
TIme-55 minutes

(including the reading of the directions)
Now set your clock for 55 minutes.

This section is designed to measure your ability to read and understand short passages similar in
topic and style to those that students are likely to encounter in North American universities and
colleges.

Directions: In this section you will read several passages. Each one is followed by a number of
questions about it. You are to choose the one best answer, (A), (B). (C), or (0), to each question. Then,
on your answer sheet, find the number of the question and fill in the space that corresponds to the
letter of the answer you have chosen.

Answer all questions about the information in a passage on the basis of what is stated or implied in
that passage.

Read the following passage:

John Quincy Adams, who served as the sixth president of the United States from 1825
to 1829, is today recognized for his masterful statesmanship and diplomacy. He dedicated his
life to public service, both in the presidency and in the various other political offices that he

Line held. Throughout his political career he demonstrated his unswerving belief in freedom of
(5) speech, the antislavery cause, and the right of Americans to be free from European and Asian

domination.

Example I

To what did John Quincy Adams devote his life?

(A) Improving his personal life
(B) Serving the public
(C) Increasing his fortune
(0) Working on his private business

Sample Answer

@•@
@

According to the passage, John Quincy Adams "dedicated his life to public service." Therefore, you
should choose (B).

Example II

In line 4, the word "unswerving" is closest ill meaning to

(A) moveable
(B) insignificant
(C) unchanging
(0) diplomatic

Sample Answer

@
CID•@

The passage states that John Quincy Adams demonstrated his unswerving belief "throughout his
career." This implies that the belief did not change. Therefore, you should choose (C).

Now begin work on the questions.
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Questions 1-10

The Hollywood sign in the hills that line the northern border of Los Angeles is a famous
landmark recognized the world over. The white-painted. 50-foot-high. sheet metalletlers can be seen
from great distances across the Los Angeles basin.

Line The sign was not constructed. as one might suppose. by the movie business as a means of
(5) celebrating the importance of Hollywood to this industry; instead. it was first constructed in 1923 as a

means of advertising homes for sale in a 500-acre housing subdivision in a part of Los Angeles called
"Hollywoodland." The sign that was constructed at the time. of course. said "Hollywoodland." Over
the years. people began referring to the area by the shortened version "Hollywood," and after the sign
and its site were donated to the city in 1945. the last four letters were removed.

(10) The sign suffered from years of disrepair. and in 1973 it needed to be completely replaced, at a
cost of $27.700 per letter. Various celebrities were instrumental in helping to raise needed funds. Rock
star Alice Cooper. for example. bought an 0 in memory of Groucho Marx. and Hugh Hefner of
Playboy fame held a benefit party to raise the money for the Y.The construction of the new sign was
finally completed in 1978.

I. What is the topic of this passage? 5. According to the passage, the Hollywood

(A) A famous sign
sign was first built in

(B) A famous city (A) 1923
(C) World landmarks (B) 1949
(0) Hollywood versus Hollywoodland (C) 1973

(0) 1978
2. The expression "the world over" in line 2

could best be replaced by 6. Which of the following is NOT mentioned

(A) in the northern parts of the world
about Hollywoodland?

(B) on top of the world (A) It used to be the name of an area of
(C) in the entire world Los Angeles.
(0) in the skies (B) It was formerly the name on the sign

in the hills.
3. It can be inferred from the passage that (C) There were houses for sale there.

most people think that the Hollywood sign (0) It was the most expensive area of Los
was first constructed by Angeles.

(A) an advertising company 7. The passage indicates that the sign
(B) the movie industry suffered because
(C) a construction company
(0) the city of Los Angeles (A) people damaged it

(B) it was not fixed
4. The pronoun "it" in line 5 refers to (C) the weather was bad

(A) the sign
(0) it was poorly constructed

(B) the movie business
(C) the importance of Hollywood
(0) this industry
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8. It can be inferred from the passage that the
Hollywood sign was how old when it was
necessary to replace it completely?

(A) Ten years old
(B) Twenty-six years old
(C) Fifty years old
(D) Fifty-five years old

9. The word "replaced" in line 10 is closest in
meaning to which of the following?

(A) Moved to a new location
(B) Destroyed
(C) Found again
(D) Exchanged for a newer one
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10. According to the passage, how did
celehrities help with the new sign?

(A) They played instruments.
(B) They raised the sign.
(C) They helped get the money.
(D) They took part in work parties to

build the sign.



Questions 11-20

For hundreds of years in the early history of America, pirates s~i1ed through coastal waters,
pillaging and plundering all in their path. They stole from other ships and stole from coastal towns;
not content only to steal, they destroyed everything they could not can)' away. Some of the pirate

Line ships amassed large treasures, the fates of which are unknowlI, leaving people of today to wonder at
(5) their whereabouts and to dream of one day coming across some lost treasure.

One notoriously large treasure was on the pirat" ship Wizidah, which sank in the waters off Cape
Cod during a strong storm in 1717. A hundred of the crew memb"rs went down with the ship, along
with its treasure of coins, gold, silver, and jewds. The treasure on board had an eslimat"d value, on
today's market, of more than 100 million dollars.

(10) The remains of the Whidah were discovered in 1984 by Barry Clifford, who had spent years of
painstaking research and tireless searching, only finally to locate the ship about 500 yards from
shore. Aconsiderable amount of treasure from the centuries-old ship has been recovered from its
watery grave, but there is clearly still a lot mol''' out there. Just as a reminder of what the waters off
the coast have been protecting for hundreds of years, occasional pieces of gold, or silver, or jewels still

(15) wash up on the beaches, and lucky beach-goers find pieces of the treasure.

11. The passage mainly discusses

(A) early pirates
(E) a large pirate treasure
(C) what really happened to the Whidah's

pirates
(D) why people go to the beach

12. It is NOT mentioned in the passage that
pirates did which of the following?

(A) They killed lots of people.
(E) They robbed other ships.
(C) They took things from towns.
(D) They gathered big treasures.

13. The word "amassed" in line 4 is closest in
meaning to

(A) sold
(E) hid
(C) transported
(D) gathered

14. It is implied in the passage that the
Whidalz's crew

(A) died
(B) went diving
(C) searched for the treasure
(D) escaped with parts of the treasure

15. Which of the following is NOT mentioned
as part of the treasure of the Whidah?

(A) Art objects
(B) Coins
(C) Gold and silver
(D) Jewels

16. The word ""stimated" in line 8 is closest in
meaning to which of the following?

(A) Known
(B) Sold
(C) Approximate
(D) Decided

17. Th" passage indicates that the cargo of the
Whidah is worth about

(A) $100,000
(B) $1,000,000
(C) $10,000,000
(D) $100,000,000
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J 8. The work lhat Barry Clifford did to locate
the V.'l1idahwas NOT

(A) successful
(B) effortless
(C) detailed
(D) lengthy

19. It is mentioned in the passage that the
treasure of the Wl1idah

(A) is not very valuable
(B) is all in museums
(C) has not all been found
(D) was taken to shore by the pirates
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20. The paragraph following the passage most
likely discusses

(A) what Barry Clifford is doing today
(B) the fate of the Whidah's crew
(C) other storms in the area of Cape Cod
(D) additional pieces that tum up from

the Whidah's treasure



Questions 21-30

It is a characteristic of h!lman nature that people like to get together and have fun. and people
living during America's frontier days were no exception. However. because life was hard and the
necessities of day-to-day living took up their time, it was common for recreation to be combined with

Line activities necessary for survival.
(5) One example of such a form of recreation was logrolling. Many frontier areas were heavily

wooded, and in order to settle an area it was necessary to remove the [rees. A settler could cut down
the trees alone, but help was needed to move the cut trees. After a setder had cut a bunch of trees, he
would then invite his neighbors over for a logrolling.

A logrolling was a community event where families got together for a combination of work and
(10) fun. The women would bring food a/ld have a much needed and infrequent opportunity to relax and

chat with friends. the children would play together exuberantly, and the men would hold lively
competitions that involved rolling logs from place to place as quickly as possible. This was a day of
fun for everyone involved, but at its foundation was the need to clear the land.

21. The main idea of the passage is that in 25. According to the passage. which of the
America's frontier days following is NOT true about a logrolling?

(A) people combined work with (A) It involved a lot of people.
recreation (B) It could be enjoyable.

(B) people cleared land by rolling logs (C) There could be a lot of movement.
(C) it was necessary for early settlers to (0) It was rather quiet.

clear the land
(0) a logrolling involved the community 26. The word "chat" in line II means

22. The expression "day-to-day" in line 3 could (A) work

best be replaced by which of the following? (B) talk
(C) cook

(A) Oaytime (0) eat
(B) Everyday
(C) Oay after day 27. The word "exuberantly" in line II is closest
(0) Today's in meaning to

23. The word "survival" in line 4 in closest in (A) privately

meaning to (B) laboriously
(C) enthusiastically

(A) existence (0) neatly
(B) a lifetime
(C) physical exercise 28. It can be inferred from the passage that
(0) society competitions were held because

24. According to the passage, what did people (A) it was the only way to move the logs
(B) competition made the work fun

have to do first to setde an area? (e) men refused to help unless there was
(A) Oevelop recreation ideas competition
(B) Build farms (0) the children could then help move the
(el Get rid of the trees logs
(0) Invite neighbors over
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29. Where in the passage does the author
indicate what a settler did when he had a
number of cut trees?

(A) Lines 2-4
(B) Line 5
(C) Lines 7-8
(0) Lines 9-10
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30. This passage would probably be assigned
reading in which of the following courses?

(A) Forestry
(B) Environmental Studies
(C) Psychology
(0) History
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Questions 31-40

Most people picture sharks as huge. powerful. frightening predators. ready at any moment to
use their sharp teeth to attack unwary swimmers without provocation. There are numerous fallacies.
however. in this conception of sharks.

Line First, there are about 350 species of shark. and not all of them are large. They range in size from
(5) the dwarf shark. which can be only 6 inches (.5 feet) long and can be held in the palm of the hand. to

the whale shark. which can be'more than 55 feet long.
A second fallacy concerns the number and type of teeth. which can vary tremendously among

the different species of shark. A shark can have from one to seven sets of teeth at the same time. and
some types of shark can have several hundred teeth in each jaw. It is true that the fierce and predatory

(10) species do possess extremely sharp and brutal teeth used to rip the prey apart; many other types of
shark. however. have teeth more adapted to grabbing and holding than to cutting and slashing.

Finally. not all sharks are predatory animals ready to strike out at humans on the least whim. In
fact. only 12 of the 350 species of shark have been known to attack humans. and a shark needs to be
provoked in order to attack. The types of shark that have the worst record with humans are the tiger

(15) shark. the bull shark. and the great white shark. However. for most species of shark. even some of the
largest types. there are no known instances of attacks on humans.

31. The author's main purpose in the passage
is to

(A) categorize the different kinds of
sharks throughout the world

(B) warn humans of the dangers posed by
sharks

(C) describe the characteristics of shark
teeth

(D) clear up misconceptions about sharks

32. The wOI.d"unwary" in line 2 is closest ,n
meaning to

(A) strong
(B) combative
(C) careless
(D) fearful

33. "Dwarf' in line 5 refers to something that
is probably

(A) large
(B) powerful
(C) dangerous
(D) short

34. The longest shark is probably the

(A) whale shark
(B) great white shark
(C) bull shark
(D) tiger shark

35. Which of the following is NOT true about a
shark's teeth?

(A) All sharks have teeth.
(B) A shark can have six rows of teeth.
(C) Ashark can have hundreds of teeth:
(D) All sharks have extremely sharp teeth.

36. A "jaw" in line 9 is

(A) a part of the shark's tail
(B) a part of the stomach
(C) a backbone
(D) a bone in the mouth
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37. "Prey" in line 10 is something that is

(A) fierce
(B) hunted
(C) religious
(0) shared

38. The passage indicates that a shark attacks
a person

(A) for no reason
(B) every time it sees one
(C) only if it is bothered
(D) only at night
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39. It can be infer.-ed from the passage that a
persoll should probably be the least afraid
of

(A) a dwarf shark
(B) a tiger shark
(C) a bull shark
(0) a great white shark

40. Where in the passage does the author give
the proportion of shark species thaI act
aggressively toward people?

(A) Lines 4-6
(B) Lines 9-11
(C) Lines 13-14
(0) Lines 15-16
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Questions 41-50

Quite different from storm surges are the giant sea waves called tsunamis, which derive their
name from the Japanese expression for "high water in a harbor," These waves are also referred to by
the general public as tidal waves, although they have relatively little to do with tides. Scientists often

Line refer to them as seismic sea waves. far more appropriate in that they do result from undersea seismic
(5) activity.

Tsunamis are caused when the sea bottom suddenly moves, during an underwater earthquake or
volcano. for example, and the water above the moving earth is suddenly displaced. This sudden shift
of water sets off a series of waves. These waves can lravel great distances at speeds close 10 700
kilometers per hour. In the open ocean, tsunamis have lillie noticeable amplitude, often no more than

(/0) one or two meters. It is when they hit the shallow waters near the coast that they increase in height.
possibly up to 40 meters.

Tsunamis often occur in the Pacific because the Pacific is an area of heavy seismic activity. Two
areas of the Pacific well accustomed to the threal of tsunamis arc Japan and Hawaii. Because the
seismic activity that causes tsunamis in Japan often occurs on the ocean bottom quite close to the

(/5) islands. the tsunamis that hit Japan often come with lillie warning and can therefore prove
disastrous. Most of the tsunamis that hit the Hawaiian Islands, however. originate thousands of miles
away near the coast of Alaska. so these tsunamis have a much greater distance to travel and the
inhabitants of Hawaii generally have time for warning of their imminent arrival.

Tsunamis are certainly not limited to Japan and Hawaii. [n 1755. Europe experienced a
(20) calamitous tsunami, when movement along the fault lines near the Azores caused a massive tsunami

to sweep onto the Portuguese coast and nood the heavily populated area around Lisbon. The greatest
tsunami on record occurred on the other side of the world in 1883 when the Krakatoa volcano
underwent a massive explosion. sending waves more than 30 meters high onto nearby Indonesian
islands; the tsunami from this volcano actually traveled around the world and was witnessed as far

(25) away as the English Channel.

41. The paragraph preceding this passage
most probably discusses

(A) tidal waves
(B) tides
(C) storm surges
(0) underwater earthquakes

43. The word "displaced" in line 7 is closest in
meaning to

(A) located
(B) not pleased
(C) filtered
(0) moved

44. [t can be inferred from the passage that
tsunamis

42. According to the passage. all of the
following are true about tidal waves
EXCEPT that

(A) they are the same as tsunamis
(B) they are caused by sudden changes in

high and low tides
(C) this terminology is not used by the

scientific community
(0) they refer to the same phenomenon as

seismic sea waves

(A)

(B)

(C)

(0)

cause severe damage in the middle of
the ocean

genemlly reach heights greater than
40 meters '

are far more dangerous on the coast
than in the open ocean

are often identified by ships on the
the ocean
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45. In line 10, water that is "shallow" is not

(A) clear
(B) deep
(C) tidal
(D) coastal

46. Amain difference between tsunamis in
Japan and in Hawaii is that tsunamis in
Japan are more likely to

(A) arrive without warning
(B) come from greater distances
(C) be less of a problem
(D) originate in Alaska

47. The possessive "their" in line 18 refers to

(A) the Hawaiian Islands
(B) thousands of miles
(C) these tsunamis
(D) the inhabitants of Hawaii

48. A "calamitous" tsunami. in line 20, is one
that is

(A) expected
(B) extremely calm
(C) at fault
(D) disastrous

49. From the expression "on record" in line 22.
it can be inferred that the tsunami that
accompanied the Krakatoa volcano

(A) occurred before efficient records were
kept

(B) was not as strong as the tsunami in
Lisbon

(C) was filmed as it was happening
(D) might not be the greatest tsunami

ever

50. The passage suggests that the tsunami
resulting from the Krakatoa volcano

(A) caused volcanic explosions in the
English Channel

(B) was far more destructive close to the
source than far away

(C) was unobserved outside of the
Indonesian islands

(D) resulted in little damage

This Is the end of Section 3.

8888888
If you finish In less than 55 minutes,
check your work on Section 3 only.

Do NOT read or work on any other section of the test.
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